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Preface
"Jesus the magician" was the figure seen by most ancient opponents of
Jesus; "Jesus the Son of God" was the figure seen by that party of his followers
which eventually triumphed; the real Jesus was the man whose words and actions gave rise to these contradiaory interpretations. "Jesus the Son of God"
is pictured in the gospels; the works that pictured "Jesus the magician" were
destroyed in antiquity alter Christians got control of the Roman empire. We
know the lost works only from fragments and references, mostly in the works
of Christian authors. Hence modern scholars, trying to discover the historical
Jesus behind the gospel legends, have generaliy paid no attention to the evi
dence for Jesus the magician and have taken only the gospels as their sources.
The bias of their work is understandable.
This book is an attempt to correct this bias by reconstniaing the lost
picture from the preserved fragments and related material, mainly from the
magical papyri, that New Testament scholarship has also genecally ignored.
Beginning with an account of the destruaion of the evidence and consequent
problem (chapter i ) , it sketches the historical framework of Jesus' life—the
fects that can be established, even from the gospels, with relative confidence
(chapter 2)—and then colleas the reports about Jesus the magician from the
gosf>els (chapter 3) and from Jewish and pagan sources (chapter 4). Chapters
5 and 6 explore the implications of these reports—what the terms for "magi
cian" meant in the ancient world—and in chapter 7 the gospels are reexamined for evidence that accords with the picture they oppose. Such evidence indicates the common core from which both legendary piaures—"Jesus the
magician" and "Jesus the Son of God"—developed. Chapter 8 investigates
the sources and implications of this core material.
This book has been written in the belief that advanced research on the
life and teaching ofJesus is a matter of legitimate concem and possible interest
toeducated men and women in all walks of life, as well as to Professionals in New
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Testament studies. The attempt to produce a text that may interest both
groups of readers has necessitated some concessions to eacb. Most of these
concessions w i l l be obvious and should justify themselves, but a few need
comment: References to evidence and discussion of detaüs will be found in the
Notes. To avoid breaking up the text with fiwtnote numbers, the notes have
been divided by refcrences to the pages to which they refer, and each note begins with a capiraüzed word or phrase indicating the point to which it reiers,
Works are cited by author and brief title; füll titles, etc., will be found in the
list at the end of the book. There, too, is a list of abbreviations (not exhaustive;
abbreviations of biblical books and the like are omitted as familiär). Economy
has prohibiced discussioi» of coUateral questions, reviews of ptevious work,
etc. In citation of synoptic gospels, " p . " refers to the parallels of the one text
cited; these will be found in any "Synopsis" or "harmony" of the gospels. All
material from works in foreign languages has been translated, and all translations are b y the author (except those from Ethiopic and Egyptian, including
Demotic and Coptic). The attempt has b ^ n , not to render the otiginal word
for word, but to give accurately the sense of the passage. In translations,
pointed brackets ( ) firame words added to make the sense clear, Square
brackets [ ] , words Ithink interpolation$,parentheses()areused, asusual, for
punctuation. I have not usually thought it necessary to mention inaccuracies in
translations by eatlier scholars, most often Cooybeare and Preisendanz.
Capitaüzation in a work of this sott presents peculiar problems. Forexample,
compate "a son of a (pagan) god" and "the Son of God," the Christian title.
These are conventionai; but befote the tirle was fixed some of Jesus' followers
thought him a son of the (Jewish) God, and he may have thought himself either
"a son of god" (an Aramaic phrase^meaning "a god") or "the Son" (a deity who
appears in the magical papyri and is hereinafter capitalized for clarity). Other
complications will appear in coutse. In general, capitalization has been kept to
a minimum; occasionally, however, it has been used, inconsistently, for emphasis; for instance, "Name" is capitalized in discussion of the role of the
Name of God in magic. "Law," when capitalized, commonly tefers to the
Mosaic Law. Citations of the Old and New Testaments give the verses according to the Hebrew and Greek texts; these sometimes differ slighcly hom the
English.
Finally, a note about some sources: The gospels were written in the last
quarter of the first Century A . D . , but are known to us m a i n l y from manuscripts
of the third Century A . D . and later. Similarly, the major magiral papyri are
manuscripts dating from the third Century A . D . and later, but containing
works some of which were written at least as early as the gospels. Occasional
references to Jesus in the papyri no more prove Christian origin or Inspiration
than the quotations of Aratus and pseudo-Epimenides in Acts (17.28) and
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Titus (1.12) prove those works basically pagan. The notion that Philostratus'
lifo of Apollonius (another third Century composition) was modeled on the
gospels, has been refuted by the study of Petzke, Traditionen 129-137.
My thanks are due to Harper & Row for their willingness to publish a
book that attempts to bridge the gap between scholarship and the literate laity.
Mr. John Shopp and Mr. John London in particular have b e e n extraordinarily
patient and understanding of the delays and details resultant from research.
Mr. Levon Avdoyan typed and proofread the manuscript; I owe much to his
helpfulness and efficiency. Most of the first draft was read by Professors H. D.
Betz, James Robinson, and a number of their coUeagues and students at The
Institute for Antiquity and Christianity of the Claremont Graduate School.
The ptesent text has profited equally fix>m the kindness of their consideration
and the frankness of their criticisms; for both I sincerely thank them. Finally,
it is a pleasure to conclude the revision of this work where Strauss' Life of Jesus
was written, in the Evangelisches Stift of the University of Tübingen. I thank
the authorities of the University and of the Stift, and especially Professor Dr.
Martin Hengel, Dean of the Theological Faculty, for their generous hospitality.
MORTON SMITH

Suppressed Evidence and
Perennial Problems
"O wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as othets see us!"
BOBfiKT BUHNS, To a LoUf

"There are always two sides to an argument." If we want to know whM
really happened, we had better hear both sides. If we want to understand a
man, we had better hear not only what is Said by those who believe his daims
but also what is said by those who do not.
This rule should hold for Jesus asforeveryone eise, but when we ask what
people who did not believe in Jesus had to say about him, the answer is hard to
come by. Almost everything we know about him is found in the works of his
believers, mainly in the gospels, a little in the rest of the New Testament and
other early Christian texts.
His believers not only wrote these texts, they also formed an Organiza
tion, "the Church," that became stcong enough thtee hundred years later to
get the Support of the govemment of the Roman Empire and use it to suppiess
theworksofanyone who did not agree with them. WearetoIdthatinA.D. 326
the emperor Constantine ordered that the books of "heretics" (Christians who
held minority opinions) should be hunted out and destroyed. He evidently did
the same for pagan works about Jesus, since he refers to the destruction of some
of them in the following e d i a of A.D. 333:
Constantine, Victor, Greatest Augustus, to bishops and laity: (The heretk) Arius,
faaving imitared wicked and impious mea, deserves to suSet the same loss of Privileges
as they. Therefore, just as Porphyry, that enemy of piety who put togecher various il
legal works against teligion, got his just deserts, so that he was made contemptible
forever after aod filled fiill of iU fiune, and his impious books have been obliterated.
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chus, too, we oow order that Arius and those who s^ree with him shall be called
Porphytiam . . . and besides this, if any book written by Arius be found, it is to be
consigned to the fire, so chi^ not only his corrupt teachings may vanish, but no memory of him at all may remain.
This decree was one of a series issued by Constantine and his successore ordering that works contradictory to the teachings of "the universal Church" be
himted out and destroyed.
The Church did not have to rely wholly on imperial action to get rid of
unwanted data. Its bishops wete given judicial authority by Constantine and
his successors; they could and did act on their own. Thus Theodoret, Bishop
of Cyrrhus in Syria, about 450, wrote of a "heretic" named Tatian:
This (fellow) also composed that gospel called "By the Four," cutting off the
genealogies and such other things as show that the Lord was, as for his body, a
descendantof David. Not only the sdherents of his party used this (gospel), but also
those (Christians) who foüowed the apostolic teachings {i.e. were of my patty), but
who did not recognize the rascality of the composition, but sJmply used the book as a
compendium. I myself fbund more than two hundred such books reveted in the
churches of my own (diocese), and colleaing them all, I did away with them and
introduced instead the gospels of the fbur (canonicai) evangelists.
Such pious eflbrts to suppress other people's opinions wete not whoUy
successful. In spite of Constantine's commands, Porphyry is remembered as
one of the chief neo-PIatonic philosophers; but, thanks to Constantine, his
•wot\i Against the Christians has come down to us only in fragments. Tatian's
gospel (»n be teconstructcd—approximately. M. James' The Apocryphal New
Testament prints fragments of some twenty lost works about Jesus and refer
ences CO many more of which only titles are known. Many such titles appear in a
list dubiously attributed to Pope Gelasius (A.D. 492—496) that ends with a
typical blast, "We declare that these and similar works which Simon
Magus. . .andallhereticsanddisciplesofhereticsorscbismaticshavetaught
orwritten. . .are, not only repudiated, but indeedpurged from every Roman
Catholic church, and, with their authors and the followers of their authors,
in the unbreakable chain of excommunication, etemally damned."
XXxtX^ by little, through the past two centuties, scholars have collected
fragments of reports and opinions about Jesus that contradicted the dogmas of
the brauch of the Church that finally triumphed. We cannot recover the
destroyed evidence, but we can piece together enough remains to show the
variety of beliefe that Jesus' followers held, and even something of what the
majority of his contemporaries—those who did not become his followers—
thought of him. It begins to become possible to hear the many other sides of
thecase.
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II
In the case of Jesus we particularly want to hear the other sides, because
the side presented by the gospels has ptoduced many perennial problems. For
hundreds of years scholars have been studying the gospels with minute atten
tion; they have thus arrived at general disagreement about the gospels* central
character.
Yet Jesus should be one of the better known figures of antiquity. We have
at least half a dozen letters from Paul, who perhaps knew Jesus during his
lifetime (II Cor. 5.16), and joined his followers within, at most, a deoide alter
his death. We have four accounts of Jesus' public career—the canonical gos
pels— written anywhere from forty to seventy years after his death; these are
generaliy thought to rest, in part, on earlier written material. Few public
figures from the Greco-Roman world are so well documented, but none is so
widely disputed. This suggests that there is something stränge about the
documents, or about the scholars who have studied them, or both.
Probably both. Most of the scholars have not been historians, but theologians determined to make the documents justify their own theological posltions. This has been true of liberals, no less than conservatives; both have used
"critical scholarship" to get rid of theologically unacceptable evidence. But
not everything can be blamed on the scholars. They could not have performed
such vanishing acts had there not been something peculiar in the evidence
itself.
In the first place, the gospels repeatedly contradict each other, even as to
the course of events. Did Jesus disrupt the temple market at the beginning of
his preaching career (Jn. 2.13—16), or at the end of it (Mk. 11.15—17), or, as
some apologists would say, at both times? Was he crucified on the day befote
the passover meal (Jn. 18.28), or on the day after it (Mk. 14.16), or on both.>
There are hundreds of such specific, fectual diflferences.
In the second place, the gospels wete written, not merely to record
events, but also to produce and confirm faith in Jesus the Messiah (that is,
"the Christ"), the Son of God—not a historical figure, but a mythological
one: a god who came down from heaven, assumed a human body, went about
doing miracles and teaching, was crucified, died, was buried, rose ftom the
dead, went back to heaven, and is now sitting up there, awaiting the time set
for his return to raise the dead, judge all men, destroy this world and produce
a new one.
Since this mythological figure is incompatible with the known world,
liberal New Testament scholars have tried to distinguish as shatply as possible
between "the Christ of iäith" and "the Jesus of history." "The Christ of fiiith"
was commonly said to have resulted from "the resurrection experience" of "the
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primitive Church," in other words, from the psychological inability of Jesus*
followers to accept his death, their subconscious resistance to it, and the
hallucinations this resistance produced in them. Since the gospels refiect this
"resurrection experience," they present "the Christ of feith." The task of
liberal criticism was to get behind the gospels to "the Jesus of history" who was
expected to be a non-mythological figure, a simple preacher of "the great
truths on which the Church was founded." These "great truths" would be
readily recognizable by the critic, since they would be the ones he himself
believed.
When this "critical" progtam was carried through, almost everything in
the gospels tumed out to belong to "the Christ of friith"; next to nothing was
left of "the Jesus of history." This result was convenient for preachera (it
minimized the historical obstactes to homiletic developments), but is indefensible as the outcome of a historical study of fout ancient documents. Moreover,
the frindamental antithesis, that between "the Christ of fäith" as a mythologi
cal figure and "the Jesus of history" as a preacher free of mythological presuppositions, is anachronistic. Where in ancient Palestine would one find a man
whose understanding of the world and of himself was not mythological?
The picture of the world common to Jesus and his Jewish Palestinian
contemporaries is known to us from many surviving Jewish and Christian
documents. It was whoUy mythological. Above the earth were heavens inhabited by demons, angels, and gods of various sorts (the "many gods" whose
existence Paul conceded in I Cor. 8.5, and among whom hecounted "thegod
of this age," II Cor. 4.4). In the highest heaven was enthroned the supreme
god, Yahweh, "God"par excelknce, who long ago created the whole structure
and was about to remodel, or destroy and replace it. Beneath the earth was an
underworld, to which most of the ^ead descended. There, too, were demons.
Through underworld, earth, and heavens was a constant coming and going of
supemacural beings who interfered in many ways with human affairs. Sickness, especially insanity, plagues, famines, earthquakes, wars, and disasters of
all sorts were commonly rhought to be the work of demons. With these
demons, as with evil men, particularly foreign oppressors, the peasants of
Palestine lived in perpetual hostility and sporadic conflict, but the relations
were complex. As the Roman govemment had its Jewish agents, some of
whom, notably the Herods, were locaX ruieß, so the demons had their human
agents who could do miracles so as to deceive many. The lower gods were the
rulers of this age, and men who knew how to call on them could get their help
for all sorts of purposes. So could women, whose fevors they had rewarded
by teaching them magic and other arts of civilized life. On the other hand,
Yahweh, like the demons, was often the cause of disasters, sickness, etc., sent
as punishments. He sometimes used angels, sometimes demons, as agents of
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his anger, and his human agents, his prophets, could also harm as well as help.
Most Jews believed that in the end he would destroy or remodel the present
world, and create a new order in which the Jews, or at least those who had
foUowed his law, would have a better life. However, as to the course of events
and the actors in the coming catastrophe, there was wide disagreement; any
number of contradictory programs circulated, with various roles for one or
more "messiahs"—special representarives of Yahweh—anti-messiahs, and
assorted mythological monsters.
This was the picture of the world common in first Century Palestine. Even
Herod Anripas, the Romans' puppet prince in Galilee, is said to have thought
Jesus was John the Baptist raised from the dead. Even Josephus, a Jewof the
priestly aristocracy who as a young man was sent on a mission to Rome, held
beliefs of this sort: he was proud of the Jews' control of demons; he claimed to
have prophetic powers himself and to have prophesied that the Roman general,
Vespasian, would become emperor and rule all mankind; and he saw Vespasian
as a messiah foretold by at least some biblical prophecies. His own prophecy
was femous; the Roman historians Suetonius and Dio Cassius reported it.
Suetonius and Tacitus say that such messianic prophecies were common
throughout the Near East. We should presume that almost all Palestinian Jews
ofJesus' time thought themselves involved in the mythological cosmic drama.
That Jesus did so is not merely a matter of presumption; it is supported by the
unanimous evidence of the gospels.
For these reasons the antithesis between "the Christ of feith" and "the
Jesus of history" is a gross exaggeration, and often a misleading apologetic device. Both general probability and specific evidence require us to recognize the
possibility that "the Christ of feith" originated in the lifetime, if not in the
mind, of "the Jesus of history" and that one of the first to believe in "Jesus the
Christ" was Jesus himself. Consequently, we cannot suppose that all gospel
Clements reflecting "the Christ of feith" must be unhistorical. Some may be,
but others may be true. Granting that the stories about Jesus and his sayings
have come down to us through, and often from, the early churches, that they
have been preserved by memory, recast in more memorable forms, simplified,
harmonized, adapted to new purposes, and supplemented by invention; even
so, they remain evidence, not only of the sort of churches that preserved them,
but also of the sort of man from whom those churches arose. No matter how
much we discount their historical value as records, there can be no question of
their historical value as results, as Symptoms. Whatever eise Jesus may or may
not have done, h e unquestionably started the process that became Christianity.
We have therefore ro ask: What sort of man and what sort o f career, in the
Society of first Century Palestine, would have occasioncd the beliefs, called into
being the communities, and given rise t o the praaices, stories, and sayings
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that then appeared, of which selected reports and coUections have come down
to US?
Trying to find the aaual J ^ u s is like trying, in atomicphysics, to locate a
submicroscopic patticle and determine its Charge. The particle cannot be seen
directly, but on a Photographie plate w e can see the lines left by the trajectories
of larger particles it put in motion. By tracing these trajectories back to their
common origin, and by calculating thefi>rcenecessary to make the particles
move as they did, w e can locate and describe the invisible cause. Admittedly,
history is more complex than physics; the lines connecting the original figure
to the developed legends cannot be traced with mathematical accuracy; the
Intervention of unknown fiiccors has to be aJlowed fi>r. Consequently, results
can never Claim more than probability; but "probability," as Bishop Butler
said, "is the very guide o f Hfe."
III
This brings us back to the question o f the suppressed evidence. If the
historical Jesus be defined as the common cause and starting point o f the
movements that took their rise from him, then the more movements we can
see, the more lines we can trace back, the more accurate the result. Therefore,
scholars are now searching the gospels iot evidence o f the many early beliefs
about Jesus that may once have been held separately by different groups of his
fisUowers, belieb now fused into the gospels' composite picture: teacher, divine man, ptophct^ svffenng servant of God, son o f man, son o f God, angel/
word/power/wisdom of God, and so on. But these various beliefs present itnly
one side o f the material. They show only the lines foUowed by those men attracted to the new element. Whatfabout those it repelled? How did they Inter
pret it?
By some amazing oversight, New Testament scholarship says almost
nothing about them. For instance, the recent book Jesus as Seen by His Con
temporaries, by Professor E. Trocme of the University o f Strasbourg, one o f the
fbremost European students o f the gospels, brllliantly reviews the history o f
the study, and goes on to chatacterize the different notions o fJesus reflected by
the gospels' sources—"the Jesus o f the 'sayings of the Lord,' the Jesus of the
stories about sayings, the Jesus of the biographical stories, che Jesus of t h e
parables, the Jesus of the miracle stories"—with little consideratlon of the
Jesus ofJesus' opponents. Only when he comes to "Jesus as a Public Figure,"
and has to account for the crucifixion, d o e s he give considerable atten
tion to materials other than those used as propa^mda by t h e gospels,
and here he devotes most attention to the gospels' reports of t h e c n thusiastic reception of Jesus by the crowds. This public acclaim, and inaccu-
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rate reports of some of his sayings, supposedly occasioned his opponents'
"misunderstandings" (which are not discussed) and caused the jealousy and
fear that led to his death. A piaure of Jesus based on such a selection of the
material has about as much historical value as a portrait of Charles de Gaulle or
Mao Tse Tung drawn exclusively from Gaullist or Maoist publications. We
must try to hear the other side too.

2
The Historical Framework
No interpretations of Jesus will show us the man as he saw himself. All
are outside views. This is inevitable. How many o f our fWends do we know as
they know themselves.'' None. Even our knowledge o f ourselves is mostly incommuniotble. Personality is so complex and changeable that even a good
autobiography is a high-speed photograph o f a waterfeil: it imposes a fixed
form on a process felsified by fixation.
An individual, like a waterfeil, must be identified by extemal data—
location, action, effects. If we ask these questions about Jesus, teasonnbly
reliable answers are available. He was bom in Palestine, probably within eight
or ten years o f the beginning o f the present era. He grew up in Galilee, was
baptized by John the Baptist, formed a band o f his own fiillowers, and went
about with them mainly in Galilee, but at least once visited Jerusalem and
there was arrested and crucified—on these raatters the gospels agree; we have
no reason to question their reports.*
Nor is there any reason to question their unanimous report that Jesus
attracted attention as a miracle worker. Rationalists long assumed that mira
cles do not occur and that the gospel stories of Jesus' miracles were legendary
outgrowths o f the basic, historical material, to be pruned away by the critic in
search o f "the historical Jesus," unless they could be explained as misun
derstandings or exaggerations o f normal events. Then came the discovery that
blindness, deafness, loss o f Speech, paralysis, and the like might occur as
hysterical Symptoms and be "cured" instantaneously if the hysteria suddenly
ceased. It also appeared that certain individuals were amazingly successful in
quieting hysterical patients. Hence Jesus' "exorcisms" and "eures" are now
commonly thought to have resulted from the sudden cessation o f hysterical
S y m p t o m s and cognate psychological disorders. Almost nobody thinks the
preserved stories are accurate in all details, but few scholars would deny that at
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least s o m e of them probably derive from reports of "eures" that aaually
in Jesus' presence and were understood by the patients, the o b s e r v e i s ,
fUid Jesus himself, as miracles performed by him.
Such eures made Jesus femous. To understand their importance, we must
temember that ancient Palestine had no hospitals or insane a s y l u m s . The sick
^ d insane had to be cared for by their Emilies, in their homes. The bürden of
carjng for them was ofren severe and sometimes, especially in cases of violent
insanity, more than the femily could bear—the afflicted were tumed out of
doors and left to wander like aninuils. This practice cominued to the present
Century; I shall never forget my first experience in the "old city" of Jerusalem in
X940. The first thing I saw as I came through the Jaffe Gate was a lunatic, a
filthy creature wearing an old burlap bag with neck and armholes cut through
the bottom and sides. He was having a fit. It seemed to involve a conversation
with some imaginary being in the air in front of him. He was pouring out a
flood of gibberish while raising his hands as if in supplication. Soon he began to
make gestures, as if trying to protect himself from blows, and howled as if
being beaten. Frothing at the mouth, hefeUto the ground on his face, lay there
moaning and writhing, vomited, and had an attack of diarrhea. Afterwards he
was calmer,but lay in his puddles of filth, whimpering gently. I stood where I
had stopped when I first saw him, some fifty feet away, rooted to the spot, but
nobody e i s e paid any attention. There were lots of people in the street, but
those who came up to him merely skirted the mess and walked by. He was
lying on the sidewalk in front of a drugstore. After a few minutes a clerk came
out with a box of sawdust, poured it on the puddles, and treated the patient
with a couple of kicks in the small of the back. This brought him to his senses
and he got up and staggered off, still whimpering, rubbing his mouth with
one hand and his back with the other. When I came to live in the "old city" I
found that he, and half a dozen like him, were familiär figures.
occurred

Such was ancient psychotherapy. Those not W i l l i n g to put their insane
relatives into the street, had to endute them at home. Also, since rational
medicine (except for surgery) was rudimentary, lingering and debilitating
diseases must have been common, and the victims of these, too, had to be
cared for at home. Accordingly, many people eagerly sought eures, not only
for themselves, but also for their relatives. Doctors were inefßcient, rare, and
expensive. When a healer appeared—a man who could perform miraculous
eures, and who did so for nothing!—he was sure to be mobbed. In the crowds
that swarmed around him desperate for eures, eures were sure to occur. With
each eure, the reputation of hts powers, the expectations and speculations of
the crowd, and the legends and rumors about him would grow. Such crowds
and their needs, not the later Christian communities, were the earüest ma-
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trices of gospel stories and continue, e v e n n o w , to produce similar stories, for
cxample, see üicNew York Times (Oct. 10, 1977, p. 31, col. 1):
A Lebanese monk was proclaimed a saint by Pope Paul VI. Sharbel Makhlouf, a hermit
who died in 1 8 9 8 at the age of 7 0 , thus became the first Lebanese to be canonized by the
Roman Catholic Church. . . . Thousands of fhe feithful went to the rocky peak of
Annaya on Mount Lebanon to pay homage to the peasant monk who was canonized in
Rome. Many thousands had trudged the steep 17-miIe road ftom the ancient port o f
Byblos. Religious fervor reached a peak when onlookers said they had seen the bronze
Statue of Saint Sharbel bless the crowd, after which several paralytics had risen and
walked and a blind girl had regained her vision.
From this social and medical background of the Near East we can understand
why the gosf>eIs represent Jesus as attracting attention primarily as a miracle
worker, and winning his fi>llowers by miracles. The gospels do so because he
did so. These fäcts have been neglected as unedifying by liberal exegesJs; we
must l o o k at the evidence.
Mark is generaliy said to be the oldest gospel. According to Mark {1.16—
20) Jesus' miracles in Galilee began with the calls of the first four disciples:
"Passing by the sea of Galilee, he saw Simon and Andrew, Simon'5 brother,
Casting (a net) into the sea, for they were fishermen. And Jesus said to them,
'Come after me and I shall make you be fishers of men." And at once, leaving
their nets, they foUowed him. And going on a little, he saw James the son of
Zebedee, and John his brother, and they too were in their boat, m e n d i n g their
nets. And at once when he called them, leaving their iäther Zebedee in the boat
with the hired servants, they went after him." Mark has no introduction to
these stories; he wants the reader to believe that Jesus had never seen these
men befbre. Their immediate re?ponses to his unexpected and unexplained
summons are miracles that tescify to his supematural power. The same power
("authority") is the important thing revealed by his teaching, and is immediately manifested by his "casting out a demon" (quieting a lunatic,
1.23—26). Consequently "the news of him went out everywhere into all the
Galilean countryside," (1.2S) and as soon as the Sabbath was Over, "they
brought him all the sick and those possessed by demons, and the whole city
was assembled at the door (of the house where he was staying). And he cured
many sick with various diseases and east out many demons" (1.32!?.). Understandably when he left the city early the next moming, everybody hunted for
him (1.37). When he cured a leper and the leperspread the news, the crowds
became so great that he could no longer publicly enter a city, but stayed in the
countryside, "and they came to him from everywhere" ( i .45). When he went
back into Capemaum the crowd that assembled was so large that some men
bringing a paralyric had to go up on the roof and lower the sick man, on his
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bed, into the healer's presence (2-iff.). Again when he went out by the sea,
ctowds <^me from as fer away as Jerusalem and Sidon, "hearing the things he
did" (3.8) "for he healed many, so that all who had afflictions feil on him,
trying to touch him, and (those p>ossessed by ) unclean spirits, when they
saw him, feil before him and cried out, saying, 'You are the Son of God.*"
(3. lof.). These stories set the theme for the gospel of Mark; from here on it
firequently refers to crowds or individuals coming to Jesus or wishing to see
him because of his miracles. Even his enemies, while he is being crucified,
declare his miraculous deeds—"He saved others, but he cannot save himself"
Written about A.D. 75, Mark was used in the 80s or 90s by both Matthew
and Luke. They also used another early sourceor sources, now lost, fi-om which
they have in common a good deal of material not found in Mark. This material
is called Q. The source, or sources, are matters of endless dispute, but most
scholars would agree that they were earlier than Matthew and Luke. The pre
served material consists chiefly of sayings attributed to Jesus, but also contains
stories of his miracles and represents people as coming to him because of them.
A centurion, "having heard about Jesus,*' sent or came to him, asking him to
heal a valuable slave. Clearly, what he had heard were stories of a man who
could do miracles, and he was not disappointed. (The story of this healing was
femous; John knew it in a different form—4.46—54). In another Q story Jesus
east out a mute demon (cured a case of hysterical aphasia); "the crowds marveled, but some of them said, 'He casts out demons by Beelzebul, ruler of the
demons.'" The accusation indicates the reason for his fame. It circulated
widely. Mark and Matthew have it in different contexts. An answer for it is
given in Q: Jesus said, "If I east out demons by Beelzebul, by whom do your
boys east them out.^ . . . But if I east out demons by the finger of God, then
the kingdom of Ciod is in touch with you." Q material also contains Jesus' de
fense of doing miracles on the Sabbath—a defense that appealed to Jewish oral
law—and it presents his miracles as the reason for beüeving his message: If the
miracles done by Jesus in the towns of Cialilee had been done in Tyre and
Sidon, those pagan cities would long ago have believed him; therefore the
Galileans, who did not believe, will get their just deserts on the day of
judgment. Another Q story shows that the early churches appealed to Jesus'
miracles as proof that he was the Messiah, against rival claims by the followers
of John the Baptist. The Baptist demonstrates his ignorance by sending messengers to Jesus to ask whether or not he is "the coming one." Jesus demon
strates his identity with a display of miraculous eures and an impHcit argument
from them: "Go teil John what you have seen and heard. Blind see, lame walk,
lepers are eleansed, deaf hear, dead are raised, good news is proclaimed to the
poor, and lucky is (the man) who is not scandalized by me." Why should
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anyone have b e e n "scandalized"—the verb means, "made tostimible," that is,
prevented from beüeving—by a man who did such miracles? The answer to
this question will become clear later on.
Matthew has some material, peculiar to his gospel, that appears neither
in Mark nor in Q. So does Luke. How much of this peculiar material they got
from earlier sources, how much they invented, we cannot teil. We do know
that the material peculiar to each porttays Jesus as a miracle worker and says he
attracted his following by his miracles.
Matthew gives us an initial description of his work, "He went about in all
Galilee, teaching in their synagogues and preaching the good news of the
kingdom and healing every disease and every infirmity in the people. And the
news of him went out into all Syria, and they brought him all the sick, those in
the grip of various diseases and afflictions, those possessed by demons, the
moon-struck and the paralytic, and he healed them. And many crowds followed him, from Galilee and the Decapolis and Jerusalem and Judea and
Transjordan." This may be a reworking of rarious verses in Mark; if so,
Matthew believed Mark's account, took it over, and developed it. Accord
ingly, almost all the Markau passages noted above are also found in Matthew.
Besides these, Matthew on his own finds an Old Testament verse to prove that
Jesus was sent to do miracles, "to fulfil the (word) spoken by Isaiah the
prophet, who said, 'He himself took out infirmities and carried off our dis
eases.'" Matthew also says that when Jesus cured a blind and deaf man the
crowd thought him "the son of David" (the Messiah, I2.22f.; compate
2i.i4f.). Matthew adds a eure of two blind men with the conclusion that
"they, going out, spread word of him through all that land" (9.27—31^.
Summarizing Jesus' work, Matthew repeatedly says, he "cured every disease
and every affliction" (4.23; 9.35;cp.*io.i). For Matthew it was Jesus' Walking
on the water (and enabüng Peter to walk on it, a miracle only Matthew reports)
that persuaded his disciples to prostrate themselves and say, "Truly, you are
the Son of God" (14.23—33). Another Matthaean summary, towards the end
of Jesus* work in Galilee, reads, "And crowds upon crowds came to him,
bringing with them their lame, deformed, blind, mute, and many othen, and
they laid them at his feet and he cured them, so that the crowd marveled,
seeing the dumb speaking and lame Walking and blind seeing, and they
praised the God of Israel" (i5.3of.). W e should not suppose that such summaries are wholly reflections of Mark; Matthew knew stories from other
sources, and summarized in these passages the piaure he found in much of
Christian tradition.
A similar picture of Jesus as miracle worker appears in the material pecu
liar to Luke. Luke takes over most of the Markan and all of the Q material outlined above, and also makes Jesus begin his public career by proclaiming him-
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5elf the fiilfilment of the messianic prophecies of Isaiah, including prophecies
of miraculous eures—"recovery of sight for the blind"—probably metaphoric
in Isaiah, but, as the sequel shows, understood literally by Luke as referring to
Jesus' miracles (4.16—30). Luke underlines the miraculous nature of the call of
the first disciples (5. i—11). He adds explicit Statements declaring that crowds
came to Jesus to be healed. He augments the testimony of the demons to his
divinity (4.41), and reports the growth of his reputation and spread of his fiune
that followed individual miracles (7. i6f.; 943). He says that the women who
fi}llowed and financed Jesus wete some of those "healed of evil spirits and
iilnesses," and Singles out among them "Mary, called the (woman) of Mag
dala, from whom seven demons had been east out" (8.2). He has Jesus describe
his work with the words, "I east out demons and perform eures" (13.32). He
repeatedly says that the crowds tejoiced at his miracles and reports that even
Herod Agrippa wanted to meet Jesus in the hope of seeing him do some
miracle (23.8).
Even more important is the role of Jesus' miracles in John, for John emphatically makes them the proof of Jesus' supernatural Status. First, Nathaniel
recognized him as "Son of God" and "King of Israel" because Jesus told him
what he had been doing before they met (i.48f.). Jesus weleomed the belief
and promised to show him greater wonders ( i . 5oO- Next, he tumed the water
atCanaintowineandby "thisbeginningofthesigns". . . "revealedhisglory,
and his disciples believed in him" (2.11). Soon many in Jerusalem "believed in
his name, seeing his signs that he performed" (2.23). A Pharisee, Nicodemus,
came to him secretly saying, "Rabbi, we know you are a teacher come from
God, for no one can do these signs that you do, unless God is with him" (3.2).
Miracles not specified as "signs" also call forth feith; the woman of Samaria,
like Nathaniel, was led to think Jesus the Messiah because, "He told me
everything I had done," and other Samaritans believed because of her report of
this miracle (4.39). Specified as signs are, besides the C ^ a miracle, the
healing of the royal official's son, the feeding of the 5,000, probably the
healing of the man born blind, and the raising of Lazarus. There are also many
references to Performance of unspeeified signs, and these signs are regularly
represented as the reason for which his disciples believed and the crowds
followed him. John himself thinks them the proper reason for beüeving him
the Messiah and the Son of God. That Jesus did signs, but the Baptist did not,
proves JesiK the Messiah, the Baptist merely his prophet (10.41). In its
original form the gospel probably concluded with the words, "Now Jesus did
many other signs in the presence of the disciples, signs which are not reported
in this book. But these have been reported in order that you may believe that
Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that, believing, you may have life in
his name" (2o.3of).
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In sum, all major Strands of gospel material present Jesus as a miracle
worker who attracted his followers by his miracles. AH of them indic^te that
because of his miracles he was believed to be the Messiah and the son of a god.
Anyone who wants to deny the rruth of these reports must try to prove that
within forty to sixty years of Jesus' death all the preserved Strands of Christian
tradition had forgotten, or deliberately misrepresented, the most conspicuous
characteristic of the public career of the founder of the movement.
Moreover, there is yet earlier and more important evidence for Jesus' role
as a miracle worker. The cited passages have mostly been comments by the
evangelists, since these make clear what was understood to be the effect of
the miracles—the following they attracted, and fhe beliefs they occasioned.
These comments are consistent, plausible, fit the historical Situation, and (ex
cept for their naive exaggerations) present no excuse for doubt. Behind them
however stand the miracle stories themselves. They appear in every branch of
the tradition and must be prior (in substance, if not in present form) to the
comments they occasioned. In their present form they are usually complex,
showing multiple layers—original narrativc, introduction, expansion, com
ment, and conclusion. The original narratives must therefore be older than the
developed forms. Whatever their individual historicity, they prove that Jesus
was remembered as a miracle worker in the earliest Palestinian churches.
There is one piece of evidence in the gospels that might seriously be cited
against the notion that Jesus was a miracle worker, but this evidence turns out,
on ejamination, to indicate that he was one. It is the little group of stories
reporring rhat, when asked to give a(miraculous) sign, herefiised todoso. The
stories are apologetic —their purpose is to justify his refusal—thereforetheir
core (the refusal) must be historical; it is not a thing his followers would have
invented. Nor is Jt a thing they would have reported unless it was remembered
and thrown in their feces, as an argument against their claims. The preservation of these stories is evidence of the claims: Jesus' followers must have
presented him as a miracle worker, or the argument, that when challenged he
could not perfbrm a miracle, would have been worthless. Nobody thought it
was worthwhile to report that the great Rabbi Akiba could not perform
miracles—in his own time he was not expected to do so. The report about
Jesus indicates the expecration. It also indicates that the gospel grew up in an
atmosphere of polemic invoiving appeals to remembered, historical fäcts of
Jesus' career. One of these fiicts was that, on at least one occasion, when
challenged to display his miraculous powers, he eithet could not or would not.
This is to be expected of a fiiith healer whose power depends to some extent on
the patients' belief in him. That Jesus recognized the importance of the pa
tients' belief is indicared by his often repeated saying, "Your trust has healed
you," and others like it. Accordingly, the psychological plausibility of the
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story strengthens the case for its basic historicity, and consequently for a
picture of Jesus as a man who might be thought to claim miraculous powers
and be challenged to display them.
Similar apologetic motivation and psychological plausibility appear in
Mk. 6.1fr:

He comes into his home town . . . and on the Sabbath he started to teach in the
synagogue. And the crowd, hearing, were astonished, saying, "Where does this
{iellow) get such (stufF)?" and "What wisdom was given to this (guy)?" and "(What)
kind of miracles are done by his hands? Isn't this the carpenter, the son of Mary, and
brother ofJames and Joses and Judah and Simon? And aren't his sisters here with us?"
And they were scandalized (prevented from believing) by (their knowledge of) him.
[And Jesus said to them, "A prophet is not without honor, except in his own home
town, and in his own femily, and in his own house."] And he could not do any miracle
there [except, laying his hands on a few sick, he cured (them)]. And he marveled
because of their unbeHef.
Again the theme of "scandal" (as above, pp. i i f ) . Notice thediffisrence
from Paul: For Paul the "scandal"—the stumbling block that ptevents the
Jews ftom believing—is Jesus' crucifixion. In Mark and Q it is Jesus himself.
The report in Mark and Q is probably the earlier. Paul's claim appears to be an
apologetic attempt to explain most Jews' rejection of Jesus: they did not reject
him because of his practices, but only because of his fete. On this point, how
ever, Paul cannot be believed. The fete—the crucifixion—was the result of a
prior rejeaion which must have had a prior cause.
Why would the worshipers of a supematural saviour have made up a story
like the one in Mk. 6. iff ? Surely not to explain the saying, "A prophet is not
without honor, except in his own home town!" On the contrary, this saying is
clearly intrusive. We know that it circulated independently; an older, simpler
form appears in Jn. 4.44, "A prophet has no honor in his own coimtry." Yet
another is found in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri (no. i , recto). This saying was
probably invented in some congregation outside Palestine to "explain" the
comparative feilure of Christianity in Jesus' "own country." Mark saw that it
could also be used to "explain" Jesus' own feilure in his home town; he tacked
on the dangling phrases about femily and house to make it seem appropriate for
his purpose, and inserted it in the home town story. But the added phrases
spoil the original epigrammatic form, and the insertion intermpts the story in
which, "They were prevented from believing," should be followed by its
consequence, "He could not do any miracle." No Christian making up a frame
for the saying would have invented the report that Jesus could not do miracles
when rejected. The report was an embarrassment, as shown by Matthew's
alteration of it ("He did not do many miracles there," 13.58), Mark's gloss on
it ("except, laying his hands on a few sick, he cured (them)"), and Luke's
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replacement of the whole story by a less embarrassing version made up largely
from other sources—which version, however, tried to "explain," without specifying, the awkward i ä a (4.16—30). Since the report was embarrassing, its
preservation in Christian material means it was something the Christians had
to concede; therefore, it was probably true. It also fits the psychological fects;
A faith healer cannot heal when he finds no faith. Moteover, the story contains
other femily information, some of which was also embarrassing—its descrip
tion of Jesus as "the carpenter" and "the son of Mary," its knowledge of the
names of his brothers and the loc^cion of his sisters. In the ancient world
manual labor was thought degrading, so Matthew changed "the carpenter" to
"the son of the carpenter" (13.55); Luke and John omitted it. None of this
would be explicable if the story were a mere frame for the saying; nor are the
embarrassing details explicable as Christian invention. Evidently these a »
historical recoUections that Jesus' followers did not treasure for their own
sakes, but had to admit, and tried to explain, because they were being used
against them by other Jewish groups who also remembered these 6ficts. The
primary thrust of the Christian defense is to represent this incident as wholly
exceptional. Everywhere eise, Jesus was not rejected—and could do miracles.
A man who can do miracles is rhought to have some sort of supernatural
power. If his miracles are beneficial (eures, etc.), his power is thought holy. So
is his person. As a holy man his sayings and actions will be remembered, and
men will follow him to benefic from his holy power, hear his sayings, and
imitate his way of life. If his followers begin to think him the Messiah, and if
they become so numerous and enthusiastic as to frighten the civil authorities,
he will soon be In serious trouble. Thus the rest of the tradition about Jesus «an
be understood if we begin with the miracles. But the miracl» cannot be
understood if we begin with a purely didactic tradition. In this respect the
contrast between the gospels and the early rabbinic tradirions about the Phar
isees—almost wholly devoid of miracles—is decisive evidence. Teachers of
the law were not, in this period, made over into miracle workers. Neither
were the authors of apocalyptic prophecies; we have a dozen, and their authors
are wholly anonymous. But a miracle worker could easily come to be thought
a prophet and an authority on the l a w .
From all this evidence it seems that Jesus attracted attention and follow
ers as a miracle worker, especially as an exorcist and healer. Why then was he
crucified? The reason just suggested, on grounds of pure probability, is in fiict
the one reported by the gospels. His miracles attracted enormous crowds and
led many to think him the Messiah. Both the crowds and the messianic
speculations worried the priests who controlied the temple and city of
Jerusalem. The temple was a center of national, as well as religious feeling; a
long series of riots, revolts and wars had been, and would be, set off by
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attempts to control it. The Romans, ruling central and southem Palestine at
this time, watched it as a possible center of trouble, and kept an eye on the rest
of the country, intervening with military force to disperse assemblies they
thought dangerous. If the temple were to become the center of a general Jewish
uprising they might close or even destroy it. (It did so in A . D . 66, and was
destroyed in 70.) Consequently, the problem posed for the priests by Jesus, his
followers, and their enthusiasm is perfectly summed up by John when he
represents the high priests, after Jesus' raising of Lazarus, calHng a meeting of
the "sanhedrin"—the Jerusalem city Council—and saying, "What shall we
do? This fellow is doing many miracles. If we let him go on like this everybody
will believe in him, and the Romans will come and take away from us both this
(holy) place and (the leadership of) the people" (11.47^). The story is fictitious in detail, but true in essence to the Situation. It does not rule out the
possibility that other fectors, which the gospels were less Willing to report,
were also involved. However, there is no reason to question the essential
historicity of the passion story, told in the four gospels from at least three
diäferent sources, with considerable differences in details, but unanimous
Agreement as to the main events: The city authorities had Jesus seized and
handed him over to Pilate; Pilate had him crucified as a would-be messiah,
"the King of the Jews." Since Pilate was govemor ofJudea from about A . D . 26
to 36, the crucifixion is to be dated within that decade.
Thus the extemal framework of Jesus' life—the what, when, and where
—is reasonably certain. Beyond these fects lie difficulties. For instance, some
of his disciples thought he rose from the dead. Without that belief Chris
tianity would be inexplicable. But how shall we explain the belief? Certainly
not from rabbinic Judaism; no such belief is known to have been held about
any rabbi of his time. Why then about Jesus? Again, he was executed as a
messianic pretender; but the charge may have been felse. Did he really claim to
be a messiah, and if so, what did he mean by the claim? Yet again, the gospels
represent him as a teacher, but what did he teach?
On these and simifer questions the evidence of the gospels is always
suspea and often self-contradictory. As to what it signifies, contemporary
scholars are in utter disagreement. Their disagreement results not only from
the contradictions in the material, and from those between the theological
positions now being defended, but also from the method now prevalent in the
study—uncontrolled stmctural analysis of selected New Testament passages,
to discover their components, and equally uncontrolled conjecture as to the
social matrices from which these components might have come. Since very
Uttle is known of the social forms and miiieux of Christianity during the
Century from 30 to 130, and the little known is commonly neglected b y
specialists i n the study of the New Testament, their conjectures, if t a k e n
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together, would yield a chaos valuable only to discredit the method that
produced it. In contrast to such conjectures, what can historically be deter
mined, beyond tlie general character of Jesus' career, are the social types
current in his world, by which such a career could have been interpreted at
that time. These provide parameters of the possible, and from them we can
estimate with somewhat more confidence the reliability of reported details.
Since our hope Is to determine Jesus' social identity we must deal with
what psychologists call an "identity problem." In our own socitty the most
^miliar form of such a problem is that posed by the awfiil question, "What do
you want to be when you grow up?" The question supposes that you will be a
nameable something —an example of one of the types known and named in
your Society. A boy who replied simply, "A man," would be dismissed as a
dummy, or instructed by further questions: "But what do you want to«Ä/'"
(Instruction: you must "do," in the main, some one "thing," perfi^rm some
socially approved fijnction, and therefore be describable by one or another of
your society's terms ßir its functionaries: butcher, baker, or candlestick
maker.) The question is common nowadays because femily ties have loosened,
opportunitiesfi>remployment have ptoUferated, and even a lower-class child
has a wide ränge of choices. In antiquity, femily ties were strong, vocationai
training schools uncommon, opportunitiesfi>remployment few, and choices
therefore limited. The average boy became what his fether had been befi^re
him. This made cultural diversification difBcult, but it also made for social and
psychological stability. "Identity crises" were rare.
They did occur however, usually as the result of something extraordinary
in the child. In ancient Greece, for example, a boy of extraordinary streegth
might become a professional amateur arhlete—a type still femiliar, but less
honored. One fellow from Thasd's won 1200 (some say 1400) victories, was
worshiped as a god thtoughout Greece and even beyond Greek territories, was
credited with miracles of healing, and was said to have been fethered by agod.
A boy of extraordinary beauty would also have extraordinary opportunities:
Philip of Croton was worshiped as a hero after his death because be had been
the most beautiful man in Greece. Extraordinary intellcctual abilities also m i ^ t
give the boy a choice. Lucian, the femous lecturer, has left an account of his
own "identity crisis": His fether, to save money, took him out of school in his
early teens and gave him to his materaal uncle to be trained in the family trade
as a stonemason. On his first day he broke a stone slab, his uncle whipped him,
he came home in tears and had a dream in which he saw two women contending
for his adherence. One was the goddess of stonecutting, the other, of rhetoric.
The latter lady, and the life she offered, were more attractive, so he tumed to
her; het competitor tumed to stone, and he mouoted a chariot drawn by
winged horses in which he was taken up to the heavens. The reader is to
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suppose this revelation persuaded Lucian's fäther to let him go on with his
studies. Extraordinary psychological gifts could also yield an unusual career: A
slave girl in Philippi was subject to fits, supposedly seizures by a prophetic
spirit; her owners set her up as a prophetess and got a substantial income from
her customers. When Paul cured her by casting out the spirit they brought
him to couft (Acts 16. i6f.).
These cases, a handful firom many, show the essentials. Some extraordi
nary endowment or event may release an individual from routine succession to
a recognized role in life. This extraordinary element is commonly thought to
be somehow "divine" or "demonic" (terms often almost equivalent). The
person in whose life it occurs is therefore different, and may also be called
"divine" or "demonic." His inner identity crisis, and his unconventional
Solution o f it, pose an outer "Identification crisis" for his society. How can it
jdentify this new figure? How can it categorize the extraordinary man? The
categories used by ancient society refiected its notion o f the world and were
therefi)re mainly mythological, as the terms "divine" and "demonic" indicate.
Accordingly, the social types recognized by men o f antiquity are not
closely similar to modern ones except in cases where both are determined by
some common, objective funaion. Butcher, baker, fisherman, and färmer are
o f course common to the ancient and the modern worlds. Besides these, each
society has social types defined by fimaions peculiar to itself—only Rome, for
instance, had tribunes and lictors. Finally, each society has some peculiar
categories shaped by its peculiar mythology. By these it tries to explain
abnormal types and the persons who deal with them—as we recognize hysteri
cal, paranoid, and manic-depressive types, and psychiatrists and fäith healets,
they recognized demoniacs o f various sorts, divine men, prophets and magicians. As we (depending on our sympathies) speak o f "freedom fighters,"
"brothers," "communists," "rabble rousers," and so on, men o f first-century
Palestine (depending on their sympathies) spoke o f "messiahs," "prophets,"
"deceivers," "brigands," "charlatans." Jesus was located in these two rangesof
Variation—he won attention as a miracle worker, and was executed as a
messiah, a would-be "King o f the Jews." This was recognized even by Jesus'
followers. Acts 5.34fF. says that after the resurrection, when the apostles were
arrested while preaching in the Temple, and were brought befijre the sanhed
rin, one o f its members, the fämous Pharisee Gamaliel, advised his colleagues
as fi)llows:
Watch youtselves (in dealing) with these men, (and consider well) what you will do.
Fbr in times past Theudas arose, saying he was Somebody, and to him some fi}ur
huttdied men attached themselves. He was killed, all who believed in him were
scatteredand (the movement) came to nothing. After himjudas the Galilean arose in
the days of the census and led off (into revolt) the people who followed him. And he
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perished and all those who believed in him were scattered. So as regatds the present
(case) I should say, keep (your hands) off these men and let them go, because if this
plan or undertaking is (merely) human it will go to pieces, but if it is ftom God you
will not be able to destroy them and you might, also, turn out to he tesisting God.
This is Christian Propaganda. There is no likelihood that the Christians
had reliable reports of what was said in the sanhedrin, and there is every
likelihood that Luke (the author of Acts) is following the custom of ancient
historians and making Gamaliel say what he thought Gamaliel should have
said. The Christian argument is clear: The other movements broke up and
disappeared because they and their founders were merely human. Christianity
has not brokert up and disappeared; therefore it was founded by God. This
argument depends on the reader's knowledge that, long after Gamaliers
death, Christianity is still going strong, so the probable date for the passage
is a b o u t the time when Luke wrote, roughly in the 8os or 90s, and the Speech
is probably his own work.
Even this Christian progaganda shows that the Christians themselves
expected Jesus to be seen as a figure ofthe same social type as Judas and Theudas.
Judas was a legal teacher who started a resistance movement against Roman
control, and whose descendants, if not he himself, assumed royal dignities
probably indicative of messianic claims; comparison with him places Jesus
in the csitegory of revolutionists and/or messiahs. Theudas, by contrast,
was a goes—the word means primarily "magician," and by extension,
"deceiver"—who persuaded people to ft)lIow him to the Jordan, which he
promised to divide so as to give them passage —presumably to the Kingdom
of Cjod. It is not clear whether they were headed from Palestine back to tiTe
desert (Yahweh's traditional domain^ or from Transjordan to Jerusalem, but it
is clear that Theudas claimed to be a miracle worker and the comparison with
him reflects Jesus' reputation for similar powers.
Thus, Luke's story of Gamaliel's Speech shows us how the Christians
thought an intelligent but pious contemporary, who was not of their party,
would place Jesus among the social types of his time—a teacher and pietended
miracle worker who might have messianic claims and whose followers might
be involved in revolutionary aaivities. We now must try to place him more
precisely within the ancient spectra of these two types. Just what terms were
used to explain him, and why? In answer to this question the gospels give us
some of his followers' opinions. These are the ftimiliar Statements of f k i t h ,
repeated and reinterpteted in every book on Jesus, to suit the author's creed.
We shall try to S u p p l e m e n t and control them by going back to o u r original
question and asking, What did those who were not his followers have to say
about him?

3
What the Outsiders Said-

I. COMMON OPINION

"Who do men say that I am?" The question arose in Jesus' mind too—at
least Mark says it did (8.27—30p.), and Matthew and Luke take over the story.
The disciples answer, "John the Baptist, and others Elijah, and others, one of
the prophets." This is the early Christian account of outside opinions, by
contrast to the inner circle's belief, here expressed by Peter, "You are the
Messiah" (Matthew, "the Messiah, the Son of the living God" 16.16). Of
course the disciples report only the nicer forms of the outside opinions; one
does not teil one's master bluntly that men think he "has a demon." Nor does
one needlessly report to others such opinions of one's master; so when Mark
summarizes what Herod had heard about Jesus, we get the same list (6.14p.).
Less flattering opinions may be indicated by implication or even stated directly
when they have to be refuted, or when they serve to explain the course of
events.
Reviewing the evidence, we find it of two sorts. Some judgments are
presented as mere observations of feet or as notions commonly held, others are
attributed to specific groups. We shall begin with the formet. What did
people generaliy think of him?
He was reportedly thought a Jew (Jn. 4.9) and a Galilean (Jn. 7.41), as
wasPeter(Mk. 14.70p.). To be a Galilean was areproach in Jerusalem where
the north-country accent was noticeable. Some of his enemies said he was a
&tmariMn (Jn. 8.48—and had a demon; therewerefemous magicians in
^ ^ a r i a , A a s ä.gtf.). That such stories could circulate indicates that h e ^ s
not of distinguished ancestry; some of his critics claimed, "We don't know
where he comes from" (Jn. 9.29), and wondered that, although he had no fbr-
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maleducation, he could read(Jn. 7.15). The beginning of his career asa pub
lic figure was generaliy admitted to have been his baptism by John the Baptist.
Apparently this was an embarrassment to his disciples, so it probably figured
in the polemic against him. In conttast to John who was conspicuously ascetic,
he practiced no observable abstinence and was accused of being gluttonous
and a drunkard (Mt. 11,19p.). Such reports, whether true or not, do nothing
to explain his impottance. TheimpoßMit thing was his powerrodo miracles,
If we piece together the evidence about this, we get the following picture:
Jesus' miracles produced primarily astonishment, "all the people marveled."
Fame immediately followed; so did fear. All these fects appear mainly in the
evangelists' comments and show us what they thought the consequences of the
miracles would be. They knew their society; we have no reason to doubt their
judgment. The feme, at least, is necessary to explain the course of events. Both
Jesus' career and the success of his followers aft:er his death would be inexplica
ble had he not become conspicuous.
The evangelists say his miracles and teaching won him not only devoted
fi)llowers, but general admiration. Mark even claims that his enemies wete
afraid to attack or arrest him in public. From one of Jesus' adherents this report
is suspect, but not imptobable. Authorities then, as now, may have preferred
to act inconspicuously. The chief reasons for questioning Jesus' populär follow
ing are the reports that, in spite of their initial hesitations, the Jerusalem
authorities did seize him at the beginning of Passover, and the Romans had
him crucified on either the day before the feast or the first day of it. Further, the
crowds tumed from him after his arrest, petitioned for the release of another
prisoner, demanded that Jesus be cmcified, and mocked him on the cxess.
However, these reports may not disprove his previous popularity. That the
mob should have tumed against hftn after his arrest is not improbable if he had
formerly won its support by a reputation, which his artest discredited, for
miraculous powers. The reports of the mocking presuppose expectation of
ftiiracles and attest disillusionment. Was such ridicule invented by Jesus'
worshipers? Hardly.
A fiirther reason for Opposition to Jesus is commonly supposed to have
been his legal teaching, but the evidence for this opinion is inadequate. It is
tme he was sometimes called "teacher" or "rabbi," but the terms, roughly
equivalent and equally vague, were commonly mere expressions of respect like
"Doctor" in modem English. They do suggest that Jesus, during his lifetime,
was thought by persons other than his own disciples to be an authority on legal
questions, but other evidence of this is scant.
There are only two stories of lawsuits brought to him for adjudication.
Both are dubious, and in one Jesus is said to have reftised to act, on the gtoimd
that he was not an authotized arbitrator. There are a dozen reports of general
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legal questions being asked him, but half of these questions were merely
attempts to embarrass him, not genuine requests for information, and the rest
occur in stories that seem to have been made up by his followers so that they
could attribute to him their own Instructions for converts. Significantly,
several questions concem not Jesus' actions, but those of his (later?) disciples,
while others are asked of the disciples, not of him. Finally, the earliest forms of
most of these stories are found in four sections of Mark that contain little eise
and seem to have come from a single source, quite different from the bulk of
the material used in the gospels. If reliable, this peculiar source indicates that
the beginning of these disputes was not Jesus' teaching, but his practice (or
that of his followers). His opponents take offense at his practice and question
it. He then answers the question by some brilliant saying or miracle. If his
answer is a saying, it may be a legal teaching, but is more likely to be an evasion of the question. (For a breakdown of the evidence see the notes.)
In sum, the bulk of the questions about Jesus' legal teachings are of
dubious historicity, and, fbr what they are worth, indicate that such legal
teaching as he did was mostly W hoc, in attempts to answer objeaions that
arose primarily from his and his disciples' libertine practice. There is no reason
to suppose the practice derived from legal theory, and no consistent legal
theory is attributed to him in the gospels or in any other New Testament
books. Moreover, none was remembered by his disciples, who differed violently about legal observance, nor by rabbinic tradition, which should have
been interested in the question. Accordingly, we conclude that for Outsiders,
Jesus' legal teaching was less important than his illegal practices. Even the
Opposition to his practices is attributed mainly to members of pietistic groups,
not to the common people.
The many stories of Jesus' populär following are complemented by the
fäct that in the synoptic gospels prior to the arrest there are only two stories in
which action turns on mass hostility, and both of these are told as exceptional.
They seem to have been so.
This suggests that the sayings in which Jesus speaks of himself or his
disciples as sheep among wolves, innocent outcasts in an evil generation and
a wicked world destined fbr destmction, are probably products of his follow
ers' refleaion on his fete. The probability is clearest in sayings based on the
cmcifixion, for instance, that anyone who would be saved must "take up his
cross." But the rest are suspea too, because there is no reliable evidence that
he or his followers suffered any significant persecution befbre his last days
in Jerusalem. Moreover, the sayings consigning most o f mankind to damnation are contradicted by another series o f sayings that speak o f salvation
here and now (without cross) for a chosen few, while those o f yet another series
promise it hereafter to the great majority—all the poor and the lowly, ex
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officio—as the result of a general reversal of social positions. All three sets of
sayings can hardly be genuine. Which set accords with the populär following
reported by the stories and required to explain the course of events? We retum
to the basic hcts that unless Jesus had a large following he would not have
been crucified, and the preaching of his resurrection would not have fisund such
ready and wide acceptance. The course of events presupposes a populär follow
ing, the following accords with the miracle stories, both stories and following
authenticate the sayings promising salvation to the poor, and these contradict
the threats of general damnation. Accordingly, the sayings hostile to the world
cannot safely be used to prove that the world was hostile to him. Some groups
were hostile, and some sayings (discussed below) reflect their hostility; but for
general hostility there is no adequate evidence, against it there is adequate
evidence, and the sayings that presuppose it are probably spurious,
This conclusion is supported by the feet that Matk consistently, and John
inconsistently, contrast Jesus' tbllowing by the people with the Opposition to
him by small, specified groups. The conttasts are supported by many passages
peculiar to Matthew and to Luke. While these are suspect as apologetic exag
gerations, the basic contrasts are plausible. In the light of the evidence reviewed, we can reasonably accept them and identify Jesus' opponents as mem
bers of the groups thus specified.

II. FAMILY AND TOWNSPEOPLB

In fhe crisis before the end of the world, according to a saying Matthew
attributes to Jesus, "a man's enemies shall be those of his own household'l
(10.36). Ifjesus did say this, he may have been speaking fi»m experience. We
have seen that his townspeople rejected him (above, pp. i j f . ) . Asforhis fem
ily, Mk. 3.21 says, "Those connected with him came out to put him under
restraint, for they said, 'He is out (of his m i n d ) . ' " Of course Matthew and
Luke suppressed this. Mk. 3.31—4 says that once, when a crowd was sitting
around him, his mother and brothers came and could not get through to
him. When somebody told him they were outside, he indicated his disciples
and said, "These are my mother and my btothets." In Jn. 7.3ff. his brothers
say to him in Galilee, "Go to Judea so that your disciples too can see what
works you are doing. For no one does things in sectet and tries, himself,
to be open. If you do such things, reveal yourself to the world." John's
comment on this is, "For neither did his brothers believe in him." Jesus teils
them that he will not go up to Jerusalem for the feast, and then, after they had
gone, he goes up secretly. Whatever lies behind this amazing episode, its
picture of hostility between Jesus and his brothei^ is clear. This p i a u r e is not
contradiaed by the fea that his brothers later appear in the Church. They had
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no choice. He was executed as a would-be "Messiah," that is, an anointed
king. The title was hereditary, and he was childless, so his brothers found
themselves saddled with his claims. (More than half a Century later some o f
their descendants were rounded up and interrogated by the Romans, and only
then dismissed as harmless.) Moreover, the Church, once it began to prosper,
offered Jesus' brothers unusual opportunities. James eventually became head o f
the congregation in Jerusalem; others travelled about with their wives, almost
certainly at the expense o f the communities they deigned to visit. Eventually
they appeared in Christian tradition among the earliest witnesses for the
resurreaion, revered figures to whom two New Testament forgeries, the
Epistles o f James and Jude, are fälsely attributed. Their success in the Church
is substantiated by the rarity o f stories hostile to them, and this rarity argues in
fevor o f the authenticity o f the few stories that do show hostility. They are less
likely to have come from later invention, when the brothers were among the
"pillars" of the Church (Gal. 2.9), than from memories o f the facts o f Jesus'
hfetime—memories that opponents o f the Christians may have helped to
keep alive.
The stories o f Jesus' relations with his mother present a similar picture.
We have already mentioned Mark's stories o f Jesus' snub to her and o f his re
jection by his townspeople (3.3ifF.; ö.iff.); these are the only passages in
which Mark clearly refers to her. Matthew and Luke give her a prominent role
in the birth stories, but thereafter add nothing to Mark; she is not mentioned
in Q. John's stories about her are typically ambiguous: She and Jesus' brothers
were with him in Cana, where she told him the wine was running out and was
told to mind her own business—though he did provide more wine, 2. i—11.
From Cana they went to Capemaum (2.12). Thereafter, during Jesus' life
time, his brothers appear only in Nazareth for the scene already reported
(7.3flF.), and his mother, although mentioned as known to those who reject
him (6.42), appears only at the cmcifixion where she Stands at the fijot o f the
cross. There Jesus commits her to the care o f "the disciple whom he loved"
(i9.25ff.). It is not Said that Jesus loved her. Any hero who speaks to his
mother only twice, andon both occasions addresses her as "Woman," is a d i f ficult figure for sentimental biographers. Even those W i l l i n g to accept this evi
dence find i t difficult to evaluate, not only because o f its built-in ambiguities,
but also because: (i) the scene at the foot o f the cross is almost certainly fictitious (Mark and Matthew mention n o Christians near the cross, only a few
women "watching from a long ways off," and his mother is not said t o have
been among them); (2) the Cana story is probably also a fiction; i t has been
shown to have been modeled on a Dionysiac myth; (3) "mother" and "brethren" are symbolic figures in the allegorization o f the events o f Jesus' life a t tempted by at least one editor o f the gospel o f John. Perhaps w e may conclude
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that the Johannine tradition knew Jesus' relations with his mother were on
the cool side, and used this fact fbr its own purposes when creating legends
about him.
To explain this coolness we may recall that in Mark's story of the rejection
the townspeople refer to Jesus as "the son of Mary" (6.3). In Semitic usage, to
refer to a man as the son of his mother was to indicate that his fiither's identity
was uncertain. Matthew (12.55) recast the reference to avoid the implication,
Luke (4.22) replaced "Mary" with "Joseph. Another version of the saying, in
Jn. 6. 42, also has Joseph. The common explanation, that Mark wrote "son of
Afary" because he believed in the virgin birth, is contradiaed by the faa that
Mark says nothing of the virgin birth, while Matthew and Luke, who both teil
stories about it, both refer in this passage to Jesus as the son of his father.
Besides, we have already seen Matthew and Luke making other changes in
Mark's story to get rid of embarrassing details (above, pp. i5f.). Finally, it is
incredible that an ancient editor, so sensitive that he wanted to get rid of "the
son of Joseph," should have substituted foi it "the son of Mary," which was
certain to be imdetstood in a pejorative sense. This is proved by the history of
the text: a long string of Christian copyists (who surely believed in the virgin
birth) changed "the son of Mary" into "the son of the carpenter and of \fary,"
or just "the son of the carpenter," but not a one changed Luke's "the son of
Joseph" or Matthew's "the son of the carpenter" into "the son of Mary." Mark's
phrase was offensive; the others were not.
These faas make it probable that Jesus was not the son of Joseph; had he
been so, "the son of Mary" would never have appeared in a Christian text. The
probability is confirmed by a number of curious details: ( i ) Matthew's genealogy of Jesus (1.2—16) refers to only fbur women besides Mary: they are Tamar,
whose children were bom of incest* Rahab, the madam of a brothel; Ruth, a
non-Israelite, who got her second husband by solicitation, if not fomication,
and so became the great-grandmother of David (Ruth 4.2if.); and Bathsheba
("the wife of Uriah"), whose relations with David began in adultery, though
she became the mother of Solomon. That the author of a genealogy for a
Messiah should have chosen to mention only these four women requires an
explanation. The most likely one is that Matthew wanted to excuse Mary by
these implied analogies. (2) Each man in the genealogy is said to have begotten
his son, until J o ^ p h , of whom it is said, he was "the husband of Mary, from
whom Jesus was born" ( i . 16). (3)The genealogy in Luke says that Jesus was,
"as was believed," the son of Joseph (3.23).
These latter details are commonly explained as adaptations to the theory
of the virgin birth, but how is the theory to be explained? Most critics think it
was produced to fiilfil the prophecy in Isaiah 7.14 which read, in a Greek
translation, "Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son." But if the
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theory was invented to fiilfil this text, why is this text not cited in Luke's
account of its "fulfilment"? The only New Testament author who knows
anything about the fiilfihnent of Is. 7.14 is Matthew (1.23). This is not
suiprising, because Is. 7.14 is the beginning of a prophecy conspicuoudy unsuited to Jesus* career, and in the original Hebrew it says nothing about a
virgin birth— the Hebrew has "young woman" instead of "vitgin." But
Matthew (or the school he drew on) is notoriously unscrupulous in ripping Old
Testament verses out of context to make them prophecies of gospel stories. In
such cases the starting point was commonly the story; the editor's problem was
to find a text that could be forced to fit it. Therefore, we can be almost certain
that the story of the virgin birth was also given to him by tradition, not
invented from the text he twisted to suit it. If so, where did the tradition come
from? Why was the story invented? Perhaps because some of Jesus' followers
wanted to make him a match iot hellenisitic "divine men" who often had
divine fethers. Perhaps also because the irregularity of his birth had to be
explained. The motives may have coexisted.
If Jesus' birth was in feet irregufer, he would have been a ridiculed child
in the small country town where he grew up, and we could easily imagine the
reasons for his leaving Nazareth, fbr his visions, conversations with demons,
and so on. We could also understand the surprising lack of material about his
fämily in the gospels, and the cool or even hostile tone of what little there is.
Tojudgefromtheevidence justreviewed, thesaying, "Ifanyone. . .doesnot
hate his fether and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, and
himself too, he cannot be my disciple" (Lk. 14.26), refleas Jesus' own attitude
to his femily better than that of his followers.
If so, how are the hostile stories and their preservation to be explained?
And how, in any event, can we explain the preservation of details discreditable
to Jesus, but of noapparent importance to anyone in the later churches? Who
in the churches of Rome, Egypt, or Asia Minor knew anything about the peas
ants of Nazareth? Who, even in the Jerusalem church, cared anything about
them? Yet here are details preserved in the gospels to teil us that Jesus was the
son of Mary (his father uncertain), was a carpenter in Nazareth where his fem
ily lived, went back for a visit after he had set up as an exorcist, but was regarded with contempt by the townspeople and could do no miracles there.
Even his brothers did not believe him, and once, at the beginning of his career,
his femily and friends tried to put him under restraint as insane. For his part,
he rejected them, said that his true family were his followers, and had nothing
to do with them through all his later career. This coherent and credible account
is broken up by the gospels into half a dozen fragments and presented in differ
ent lights and different contexts so that only when the details are picked out
and put together does the coherence and credibility of the picture become
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clear. Once it does, the fragments are recognizable as fragments, and the rea
son for the gospels' preservation of them also becomes clear. They were pre
served because they were parts of the polemic that was circulated by Jesus'
enemies and the opponents of the early churches.
The difierent gospels tried to meet this polemic in different places and in
different ways— with stories of a virgin birth, with lists of ladies in the holy
femily who were not wholly holy, with the claim that his relation to his family
was transcended by that to his disciples, and, if nothing eise could be done, by
concession of the charges when concession was necessary—presumably at an
early period when the fäcts were still common knowledge. Mk. 6 teils of the
rejection and associated charges because they were known; it tries to deal with
them simply by putting them into the framework of the author's feith. Mark
says, in effect, "Yes, it is true, after all his miracles, after raising the dead
(chapter 5), Jesus came to his own village (chapter 6), and because they did not
know the source of his wisdom and his miracles, but did know the fäcts (which
Our enemies keep repeating) of his obsciue birth and humble origin, they
rejected him and thereby made it impossible for him to help them. They shut
the door in the fece of the mercy of God. '* This is aimed at Mark's fellow Jews
who were still repeating the same stories to justify a similar rejection, but it
was also written for Mark's fellow believers who, because they shared his feith,
would see the tragedy and be able to use the story in their arguments.

III. HERODIANS AND PHARISEES

Having established the existence of a polemic tradition that preserved the
stories ofJesus' townspeople and femily and forced Christians to refer to them,
we have now to ask what group or gsoups propagated this polemic, and what
they added to it. The gospels mention many adversaries, but some are
mythological, others appear only once or twice, and of others who may have
had some importance in shaping opinions—for instance, the foUowets of John
the Baptist—we are given only glimpses, not adequate information. Some
times too, the Information we are given can be proved anachronistic and is
useflil only to trace the growth of the Christian tradition—it shows at what
periods certain elements developed. A good ocample are the references to the
Herodians, whom Mark introduces in Galilee, where the Pharisees plot with
them to encompass Jesus' death (3.6). Throughout Jesus' work in Galilee the
plot has no reported consequence and we never hear of the Herodians again
until Jesus reaches Jerusalem, where they reappear, again with the Pharisees,
and try to trap him into forbidding payment of tribute to the Romans
(12.12flf.)—a Prohibition that could have been cited in a charge of sedition.
Many scholars think the Herodians were agents of the Hercds—-a Jewish
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femily of which various members, with Roman support, held various Palesti
nian princedoms from 37 B . c . to the end of the first Century A . D . If so, this
Cooperation with the Pharisees during Jesus' lifetime is unlikely, for the most
prominent Herod in Jesus' later years (Herod Antipas) had an unsavory record,
was fijllowing policies of which the Pharisees disapproved, and reigned only in
Galilee. What were Herodians doing in Jerusalem? If we look iot a time when
the Pharisees were vigorously pro-Herodian and when a Herod was active in
the persecution of Christians in Jerusalem, we find it a d e c a d e i T ^ ^ the crucifix
ion, in the reign of Herod Agrippa I, who held Jerusalem from 41 to 44.
Accordingly, we may conjectute that the Herodians in Mark are a minor
anachronism. This enables us to date one of Mark's sources, the peculiar
collection o f embarrassing questions in two parts of which they appear—it was
evidently put together in or afi:er the 40s.
The case of the Herodians has afermore important analogue—that of the
Pharisees, the group most often mentioned as Jesus' opponents. Almost all
gospel references to the Pharisees can be shown to derive from the 70s,80s and
90s, the last years in which the gospels were being edlted. The evidence fbr this
is so fiül and many-sided that it must be treated separately in Appendix A.
From that evidence it appears that some Pharisees may have had some differ
ences with Jesus, but the serious conflict between Christians and Pharisees
grew Up in Jerusalem after Jesus' death, soon became acute, when Paul and
(probably) other Pharisees were active in persecuting the new sect, reached a
crisis in 41—44 when the Pharisees had the support of Herod Agrippa I (Acts
12), and subsided after the flight of Peter, the death of Herod, and the
accession of James, Jesus' brothet, to leadership o f the church. When Paul
visited Jerusalem in the late 50s he found that the church under James was on
excellent terms with its Pharisaic neighbors, from whom there were many
converts (Acts 21.20); when he was tried there, the Pharisees in the sanhedrin
defended him (Aas 23.9); later, about 62, when James was executed by a
Sadducean High Priest, the Pharisees seem to have protested the execution and
secured the High Priest's deposition. W e hear no more of hostility between
them and the Christians until after the Jewish revolt of 66-70, culminating in
the fäll of Jerusalem, in which the older leaders, both of the Pharisees and of
the Christian community in Jerusalem, were probably displaced or destroyed.
After 70 a profi^undly reorganized Pharisaic group with Roman support took
the lead in forging a new, "amalagamated," rabbinic Judaism, but deliber
ately exduded Christians from the amalgam. This resulted in a period of sharp
conflia between the seas, and the conflia is refleaed by most of the references
in the gospels. Some however (mainly in Mark), reflect the earlier persecution
in Jerusalem (roughly A . D . 33—44), a few, the period of good relations begun
by James (roughly 44-70).
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Eliminating the Pharisees and the minor groups leaves only one class that
could b o t h have known the facts about Jesus' parentage and background and
have kept repeating them in anti-Christian polemic that Christians tried to
answer in the way we have seen. This group was the scribes. They appear both
in Galilee and Jerusalem, and, although never mentioned by John, are frequent in all the synoptics and were probably mentioned in one source of Q.
Although there is no Q saying in which both Matthew and Luke refer to them,
Matthew makes favorable references to them in two of his Q sayings, and since
most of his references to them elsewhere are unfavorable, it seems likely that
these fiivorable ones came from his source, not himself. An isolated, favorable
saying that does occur in his peculiar material (13.52) probably came to him
from an earlier source; his own attitude is shown by his repeated application to
them of the savage sayings he colleaed in chapter 23, and his remodeling of
the friendly story in Mk. i2.28ff. to make it a hostile one (22.35ff.). Luke,
when using Mark, often deleted Mark's references to scribes, so he probably
also deleted them from those Q sayings that refer to them in Matthew. When
he refers to them in his peculiar material, the reference probably stood in his
sources. One of his sources tried to hellenize the scribes by calling them
"lawyers." Besides Matthew's dislike and Luke's omissions, we have to reckon
with the tendency, demonstrated in Appendix A, I V , to replace "scribes"
with "Pharisees." It seems that they played a larger role in earlier Christian
tradition than they do in the present gospel texts.
All this evidence makes us wish we knew more about the scribes a&a
professional class. They were almost certainly a professional class, not a party
(in contrast to the Pharisees and Sadducees), nor a small, distinct social group
(in contrast to the high priests). What the members of this profession did is not
completely clear. They were authorities on the Pentateuch, and probably on
most of the rest of the books now in the Old Testament—there was not yet a
"Bible"; the question, which books should be considered sacred, would not be
settled in any sect for half a Century. Many scribes may have made their living
as upper-school teachers, others perhaps gave legal advice, and some were
professional drafters and copyists of documents. Precision is impossible for
lack of reliable evidence from this period; moreover, the limits of the group
probably were not precise; but we may suppose that for the most part its
members were the middle and lower-middle-class schoolteachers, lawyers, and
notaries of the Galilean towns, dependent fbr their Status on their limited
knowledge of "the Law," and therefore devoted to "the Law," proud of their
knowledge, and pillars of local propriety. When rabbinic Judaism developed,
the great scholars were often contemptuous of them (M. Sotah I X . 15); their
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replacement by Pharisees in the later gospels may perhaps represent a social
upgrading of Jesus' milieu as well as the introduction of opponents more
important to the later Church. The great scribes attached to the Jerusalem
temple were a different class of beings, so another way to Upgrade Jesus was to
specify that the scribes who dealt with him had "come down from Jerusalem."
Perhaps some did. Class feelings and professional connections can be taken for
granted, so this group seems the one most likely to have served in Jesus'
hfetime as the hostile communication network by which small-town, Galilean
stories of his family background, rejeaion, and the like reached Jerusalem and
became parts of the persistent polemic the gospels had to recognize and tried to
answer.
As for the scribes' notion of Jesus, Matthew speaks of some who became
his followers (13.52), and Mark says that one praised his emphasis on the great
commandments (12.28fr.). But the hostile references are more frequent. The
hostility Centers on three themes. The first is Jesus' transgression of the Law: he
eats with publicans and sinners; his disciples do not wash their hands before
eating; he heals on the sabbath. The Christians reply to these criticisms with a
flood of attacks on the scribes for picayune and heartless pedantry in legal
observance. The second theme of scribal attack is Jesus' pretension to supernatural power: he assumes divine prerogatives by forgiving sins; a ^ p n e t "
should give a sign, he offers none; he does not claim to be sent as a prophet; his
power is unexplained; he does not rebuke his followers when they hail him as
the Messiah; and he teaches that the Messiah is the son of a being greater than
David (i.e., God). We may connect with these the Christian claim that he
taught "with authority, and not as the scribes," that is, with supematural
power to command both men and spirits, and consequently, to do miracles.
This is also the Christian's reply to the scribes' final charge—that Jesus is a
magician, "has" the demon Beelzebul, and does his miracles by his control of
demons.
This last charge is most important because it teils us how these opponents
imderstood him. Take it away, and all that remains is a collection of imrelated
complaints, most of them not very serious; introduce it, and these complaints
can be seen as component elements of a comprehensible stmcture. Such a
stmcture must be supposed. To observe a man objectively, without trying to
conjecture some explanation for his actions, calls for extraordinary training not
to be expected of the rustics in ancient Galilee. The phenomenon of Jesus
confronted them with an " i ^ n j J l ^ t f o n c r i s K . " They had to explain him in
their own terms. They had to explain the miserable background, the baptism
by John, the disappearance into the desert, the miracles, the devoted disciples
and thronging crowds, the neglect of the holy Law, the fäilure to conform to
the prophetic pattern, the rumors of messianic and more-tban-messianic
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How, i n their terms, could all these be explained? Simply: his
background and baptism prove him an ordinary man and a sinner; therefore,
the miracles, success, impious behaviour, and supematural claims prove him a
magician. He "has," not merely has control of, but is united with, indeed, he
is the demon Beelzebul (Mt. 10.25—^ unmistakably Palestinian demon,
impossible to attribute to "the hellenistic church"). Hence the powers of this
lower-class nobody, hence his miracles, his following, his hold over his disci
ples, theit visions, his supernatural claims. his feilure to conform to the pro
phetic pattem, his inability to say, "Thus saith the Lord," bis transgression
of the Law, and his teaching on his own authority. "I say unto you," he says to
his dupes; and who is "1"? Beelzebul!
That this Interpretation seemed plausible to Jesus' contemporaries is
proven by its success. We find refiections of it in all our major sources—Mark,
Q, John, and the material peculiar to Matthew and to Luke. The tradition is
rieh enough to show some of the forms taken by the charge, and by the
Christians' attempts to answer i t . Most important is ^^^|£3-20—30, adapted
by both Matthew and Luke. After reporting Jesus' succeMasIteTBKbrcist, the
enormous crowds that followed him, the sick falling over each other to touch
him, prostrating themselves and hailing him as "son of God," and Jesus*
consequent appointment of twelve assistants, Mark says.
Claims.

And he goes into a house, and the crowd assembles again, so that they don't even have
time to eat. And hearing (all this) his family came out to seize him, fbr they said,
"He's out (of his mind)." And the scribes come down from Jerusalem said, "He has
Beelzebul," and "He casts out demons by the mler of the demons." So, calling them
together, he said to them in parables, "How can Satan east out Satan?" (etc.) . ..<.
"Nobody can go into the house of a strong man and plunder his property unless he first
ties Up the strong m a n . . . I teil you for ^ure that men will befi)rgivenall (other) sins
and blasphemies . . . but (anyone) who blasphemes against the holy spirit has no
forgiveness forever." . . , (This) because they said, "He has an unclean spirit."
From this it seems that Jesus' exorcisms were accompanied b y abnormal
behavior o n his part. Magicians who want t o make demons obey often scream
their spells, gesticulate, and match the mad in fiiry. This connection between
magic and mania recurs in other forms of the charge against Jesus: in Jn. 7.20
and 8.52 for instance, when the crowd says to him, "You have ademon," they
mean, practically, "You're crazy"; but compate Jn. 10.20 where they distin
guish the States, "He has ademon and (consequently) is insane." Identifica
tion of the two conditions lies behind Lk. 4.23, where Jesus is made to
anticipate that his townspeople, ridiculing his claim to be a healer, will teil
him, "Doctor, eure yourself."
The variety of the demonological diagnoses i n Mk. 3.20—30, suggests
they come from good tradition. Later invention would have said only, "He has
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an unclean spirit," as the evangelist does in his explanatory note at the end
(3.30), but this was not enough for the actual Situation. Anyone who wanted
to subdue that spirit (as did those who wanted to put him under restraint)
would want to find out its name, or at least its title. It was thought that
demons, like dogs, would obey if you called them by their names. In this case,
the scribes from Jerusalem say the name is Beelzebul, the title, "the ruler of the
demons "; the two are presented as if they referred to the same being, but
elsewhere we find, "He casts out demons by the ruler of the demons," without
any mention of Beelzebul (Mt. 9.34). In other situations, people are said to
have called Jesus "Beelzebul" (but not "the ruler of the demons," Mt. 10.25).
Jesus* question, "Can Satan east out Satan?" suggests that others identified
Jesus' demon as Satan. The argument about "the strong man'* was probably
intended to refiite the charge about "the ruler of the demons," since he is the
power to whom the persons seized by his servants would belong; he would have
to be tied up befiire they could be carried off and set free, and Jesus implicitly
Claims the power to "tie" him (as did many ancient magicians whose spells fbr
this purpose have come down to us, see chapter VII). On the other hand, a Q
saying that both Matthew and Luke attach to this passage (Mt. i2.27f.; Lk.
ii.i9f.) takes us back to Beelzebul: "If I east out demons by Beelzebul, by
whom do your boys east them out?" Particularly interesting is the final saying
attributed to Jesus, that blasphemy against "the holy spirit" is unforgiveable.
"The holy spirit" is the spirit by which some Christians thought Jesus did his
miracles, the blasphemy is calling it a demon, and the saying shows that at
least some Christians were W i l l i n g to admit that Jesus did "have a spirit," but
insisted that it was a (or "the") holy one.
These arguments and counterarguments, as well as blunt aecusations
("You are a Samaritan and have a demon," Jn. 8.48), enable us to recognize the
same implications behind a numberot ambiguous charges. Jesus, for instance,
is accused of being "one who leads astray"; the term might mean merely
"deceiver," but it might also refer to one who advoeates the worship of allen
gods (which was part of magic), and Fr. Samain has persuasively argued that in
the gospels it means "magician." In John the Jews accuse him before Pilate of
being "a doer of evil" (18.30). This would seem too vague to be a legal
accusation did not the Roman law codes teil us that it was the vulgär term for a
magician. When Pilate is reluctant to have him executed, they return to the
Charge, saying, "He made himself a son of a god" (19.7) which would seem
equivalent to "He made himself a god" (cf. io.33ff.). This was what many
magicians claimed to do, so we shall have to consider the accusation more
closely later on.
These aecusations explain a femous puzzle—the well-attested report that
many p ^ p l e th^iifrhr S I K "wa<''jn]hnf fta^^f ijci^ This Stands first in Mark's
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account of what people said about him, and again in the disciples' answers to
Jesus' question, "Who do men say that 1 am?" But what does it mean? The
gospels agree in representing Jesus and the Baptist, before the latter's arrest, as
associated, observably distina figures. How then could the crowds think him
the Baptist? The opinion Mark reports, "the Baptist has been raised from the
dead, and therefore the powers work by/in him," must answer this question.
Origen, the greatest of ancient Christian commentators, saw the difficulty and
tried to resolve it by conjeaure: "(The) supposition was something like this,
that the powers which had worked in John had gone over to Jesus." He
compares this to the Christian belief that the Baptist was Elijah, which he
understood as meaning that the Baptist was possessed by the same spirit and
power (the same suf>ernatural beings) that had worked in Elijah.
This is a plausible Interpretation of "the powers work in him," but does
not explain the reference to the Baptist's having been raised from the dead. The
powers could have shifted their domicile to Jesus regardless of the Baptist's
demise. The wisest commentators said nothing about this difficulty until the
study of ancient magic led Kraeling to the right track: Jesus was called "John"
because it was believed that he "had," that is possessed, and was possessed by,
the spirit of the Baptist. (In the form given by Mk. 6.14, this belief could have
arisen only after the Baptist's execution, but that seems to have taken place
relatively early in Jesus' public career.) We have seen that, in the same way,
Jesus was called "Beelzebul" by those who thought he "had" the demon so
named (Mt. 10.25). It was generaliy believed that the spirit of any human
being who had come to an unjust, violent, or otherwise ultimely end was of
enormous power. If a magician could call up and get control of, or identify
himself with such a spirit, he could then control inferior spirits or powers. (In
third-century Smyma, Christians were believed to do their miracles by using
just such necromantic control of the spirit of Jesus, because he had been
crucified.) More frequent are spells by which spirits of the dead are themselves
given assignments. Particularly interesting in relation to Mk. 6.14 is a
prayer to Heüos-Iao-Horus to assign to the magician, as perpetual "assistant
and defender," the soul of a man wrongfully killed. This would establish
approximately the sort of relation Jesus was believed to have with the soul of
John. In the light of these beliefs it seems that Mk. 6.14 should be under
stood as follows: "John the Baptist has been raised from the dead (by Jesus'
necromancy; Jesus now has him). And therefiare (since Jesus-John can con
trol them) the (inferior) powers work (their wonders) by him (that is, by
his Orders)." A little later, after Jesus had been executed, the Samaritan magi
cian, Simon, was similarly thought to "be" Jesus. The Christians, of course,
maintained that the spirit by which Simon did his miracles was not Jesus, but
merely a murdered boy.
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We need not appeal to the elusive figure of Simon for an example of the
supposed relationship between Jesus and the Baptist. One of the greatest
figures of antiquity, a man of incalculable infiuence on the thought and history
of the western world, himself claimed to be possessed by, and identified with,
the spirit of an executed criminal, and to do whatever he did by the power of
this indwelling spirit. By its power he could even hand over his opponents to
Satan. This man and his claims are known from his own correspondence—he is
Saint Paul, who asserted, "I live no longer I, but Christ lives in me" (Gal.
2.20), and "I dare speak of nothing save those things which Christ has done
through me, by word and deed, by the power of signs and miracles, by the
power of (his) spirit, to make the gentilesobedient" (Rom. 15.19). He wrote
the Corinthians about a member of their church that, "Being absent in body,
but present in spirit, I have already judged (the offender) . . . unitingyouand
my spirit with the power of our Lord Jesus, to give this fellow over to Satan for
the destruction of his flesh" (I Cor. 5.3ff.). If Paul thus proves the pwssibility of
ancient belief in such a relationship as that supposed to have existed between
Jesus and the spirit of the Baptist, he also provides the strongest evidence that
this was not, in fiict, the source of Jesus' power. For Paul's letters are füll of
allusions to Jesus (mostly as "Christ"); his own belief in his dependence on
Jesus' spirit comes to expression, somehow or other, on almost every page. If
Jesus had thought himself to have any such relationship with the Baptist there
would be more signs of it in the tradition—at least in attempts to answer
Claims of opponents (including the Baptist's other followers). That the gospels
refer to the charge rarely and almost casually, as a populär misunderstanding,
is conclusive evidence that it was groundless, not only in fact, but also in Jesus'
belief.
The opinion reported by John, that Jesus had "made himself a god"
(io.33ff.,i9.7), may help to explain another elusive figure in the gospels'
background, the man about whom the disciples reported to Jesus, "Teacher, we
saw a fellow exorcising demons by (use of) your name . . . and we fi)rbade
him, because he did notgo along with us." Jesus reportedly replied, "Do not
fi:>rbid him, (for no one who does a miracle in my name can soon speak evil of
me), for anyone not against us is for us." One of the commonest forms of
exorcism was to order the demon out "by the name of" some more powerful
being, usually a god whose "true name" or "true" title or function the magi
cian knew. Use of this true name and designation not only enabled the magi
cian to call effectively for the god to come and enforce his Orders; it also was
effective by itself, for the name both was an independent power and united the
magician with the god he named. Thus it gave him, at least momentarily,
both the god's power and its own. Such use of the name of course depends on
the supposition that the person named is a supernatural power. We have here
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another form of the notion of Jesus presupposed by the exorcism stories—the
notion that he is, or is united with, a supematural being, so that even his name
is a power. That the story is authentic seems likely. By authorizing persons
other than the apostles to use Jesus' name, it undermines the discipUnary
authority of the congregational leaders of early churches who claimed to be
the successors of the apostles; therefore, they and their adherents would hardly
have invented it. (In fact, Matthew omitted it, probably for this reason; he was
strong on church discipline.) Besides, the saying with which it concludes,
"Whoever is not against us is for us," fits the enthusiastic days of Jesus' lifi^
time, but not the persecutlons after the cmcifixion.
V . "HIGH PRIESTS"

With the following, O p p o s i t i o n , and reputation that we have traced,
Jesus came to Jerusalem, and there encoimteied a new set of opponents, the
Jewish authorities who ran the city—under Roman supervision. The Romans
kept a garrison there, but seem to have taken little part in the day to day
administration. The Jewish authorities are described in the gospels as "the
high priests, eiders, and scribes," but the "high priests" evidently were in
control; they commonly appear first whenever two or three of these groups are
named together. The term "high priests" in the plural seems to refer to those
who held, or had held, the high priestly ofHce and also to infiuential men of the
femilies from which high priests were commonly chosen. The gospels say they
arranged for the arrest of Jesus, interrogated him, handed him over to the
Romans, and secured his execution. Reportedly, they stirred up the crowd to
demand the cmcifixion, though a number of passages shift the guilt to "the,
crowd," "the people," and in John, to "the Jews." The stages of this change
refiect the progressive Separation of Christianity from the other branches of
Judaism, concluding in John with its loss of Jewish identity. Accordingly,
these passages are not reliable evidence as to Jesus* actual opponents.
Even the reliable passages reveal little. In the gospels the high priests
never appear outside Jerusalem. Jesus is said to have prophesied while yet in
Galilee that they would reject him, but the prophesies (most of which
foretell—and precisely date!—the resurrection) are either spurious or heavily
doctored and give no clue of the priests' reasons for the rejection. When the
priests themselves come on the scene, they at once plot to seize and destroy
him, and are restrained only by their fear of his populär following. Mark does
not State the reason for their hostility, but first refers to it shortly after his
account of Jesus' attack on the temple market (11.18). Hence it is often
supposed to have resulted from the attack, and may have. However, J n .
2.i3ff. locates the attack early in Jesus' career and says nothing of any con
sequent plot against him (though Jn. liked to report such plots), while Mt.
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21.1/^. represents the attadc as followed by miraculous eures in the temple,
whereupon Jesus is halled as "the son of David" (the Messiah) and the high
priests object to the title, not the attack.
They next appear in the synoptics to ask, "By what authority do you do
these things?" (Mk. ii.27f.)—an amazingly mild question if "these things"
refers to the attack on the market. This reference is commonly conjectured
because the question is asked by the high priests whom the attack would
concem. But in Mark and Matthew the question does not immediately follow
the attack; instead it follows a miracle. If we suppose the "authority" referred
to is the authority that enables him to do miracles, that is, power to command
supematural beings (and this is the meaning "authority" commonly has in
Mark), we can understand the mildness of the question. Jesus seems to have
been a figure c^pable of shaking the confidence even of an established clergy.
The main reason for thinking the question authentic is Jesus' refiisal to
answer it. The refusal has been elaborated into a "game story" demonstrating
Jesus' clevemess. He counters the question by asking his opponents one they
caimot safely answer, and then says, implicitly, "Since you won't answer my
question, I won't answer yours." So he wins, that is, he escapes the embar
rassment of a blunt refusal to answer. But why refuse at all? No classical
Israelite prophet of Yahweh ever hesitated to declare, "Yahweh has sent me";
but Jesus is never said to have said so—not in so many words. The synoptics
put the claim in his mouth, but only indirectly. John, of course, rcmedied the
oversight— repeatedly! Since the later tradition developed the claim, a story
reporting Jesus' refusal to make it is probably early. But again, why refuse?
Whoever told the story showing his clevemess in avoiding an answer must
have thought he had something to conceal. What did they think his secrct
was? Or what did he think it was, that made him unwilling to declare it? And
why did he ««w say, "Thus saith the Lord"?
The gospels report that Outsiders thought him a prophet because of his
miracles, but they insist that the Outsiders were wrong; he was more than a
prophet, he was the Messiah and the Son of God. Whatever we may think of
the positive part of this claim, the negative part seems correct. If judged by the
Standard of the "classical" prophets of the Old Testament prophetic books,
Jesus was not a prophet. By that Standard a prophet is a messenger of Yahweh
sent to declare to king or people "the word of Yahweh." Not so Jesus. In the
synoptics he does not represent himself as a messenger, he never Claims to de
clare "the word of Yahweh," and he is distinguished from the Old Testament
prophets by many other traits (itemized in Appendix B). What then was the
source of his miraculous f>ower? The story not only leaves this question unanswered, but also says nothing of the conjectutes with which the high priests
must have tried to answer it when Jesus refused to reply. Some answer must
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have been conjectured; the miracles demanded one, and Jesus' refusal to give it
was sure to provoke unfevorable suspicions of which we soon find traces.
Between the uncertainty of Jesus' power and the certainty of Roman
power the high priests hardly hesitated long. We have seen that the fear of a
messianic uprising and consequent Roman Intervention, which Jn. z i .48 puts
in their mouth, is completely credible. That they bribed Judas to betray Jesus'
whereabouts and provided the force that seized him is equally credible; more
dubious is Luke's unique report that some of them were present at the arrest
<22.52). The accounts of interrogations and trials—by night before the
sanhedrin, and befbre the high priests Annas and perhaps Kaiaphas, by day
before the sanhedrin, Pilate (repeatedly), and Herod—are unscrupulous
dramatizations of uncertain events. The composition of Speeches to present
dramatically what an author thought might have been said in historic situa
tions was a common practice among ancient historians, one defended and
exemplified by Thucydides himself (1.22). However, Thucydides insisted
that when events were concerned he would report only what had actually
happened. Luke's story of a trial befbre Herod was probably invented to fiilfil
Ps. 2.1ff;cp. Acts 4.27. Another such invention was the noctumal trial before
the sanhedrin (on Passover night, when leaving one's house was prohibited!
Ex. 12.22). We have just seen that the passages shifting the blame for Jesus'
conviction from the high priests, by degrees, to "the Jews" are polemic misrepresentations; they are nratched by many apologetic elements representing
Pilate as convinced of Jesus' innocence, anxious to release him, and yielding
only reluctantly to the high priests' ("crowds*" "Jews"') demand fot his
execution—all these are incredible inventions to show that Christianity andits
founder were really innocent in the eyes of the Roman judge: Jesus was not a
deservedly condemned criminal, bitf the victim of a political deal. When such
Propaganda, and the novelistic elements—clevemess stories, and so on—are
set aside, little reliable information remains.
Among the elements discrediting the stories of the trials before the
sanhedrin is their Suggestion that the high priests were in doubt as to what to
do with Jesus, whereas they were previously said to be plotting to destroy him.
Now they "seek testimony against him." Whom did they want to convince?
The story was made up to discredit the charges attributed to "felse
witnesses"—that he threatened to destroy and miraculously rebuild the tem
ple. John says he did make this threat (or offer?). Matthew and Mark say it was
one of the taunts fiung at him duting the cmcifixion, and it recurs in Acts
where the first martyr, Stephen, is charged with repeating it. Evidently it was
an important cause of the hostility toward the early Jemsalem church; yet It
plays no part in the proceedings before Pilate, nor in any recorded events
except the cases of Jesus and Stephen, it is a reminder of how little we know.
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The climax of the noctumal trial is Jesus' admission that he is "the Christ,
the Son of the Blessed" (so Mk. i4.6if.; Mt. 26.63 has, "the Son of Ciod"),
and also "Son of Man." The High Priest declares this blasphemy and all the
members of the sanhedrin condemn Jesus to death. From the point of view of
Jewish law the proceedings are impossible—claiming to be the Messiah does
not constitute blasphemy; a condemnation for blasphemy would have to be
punished by the penalty legally prescribed (stoning), not by handing the
offender over to the Romans; etc., etc. Such considerations, with historical
difficulties of the sort already mentioned, leave no doubt that the stories are
fiaitious; their trae function seems polemic—to make Jesus' death result from
the Jewish authorities' rejection, as blasphemous, of the formal S t a t e m e n t of
his tme nature and rank. This Statement is what Mark's church was preaching;
the rejeaion of this triple title and the consequent charge of blasphemy by the
high priest and sanhedrin are the retrojeaed reaaions of the Jews opposing the
church in which this tradition was formed.
This explains why it is only here (i4.6if.) in the whole gospel of Mark
that we find united, in a single question and answer, Jesus' three "official"
Christian titles: Christ (Messiah), Son of Man, and Son of God. Each one
usually appears by itself. This suggests that they came from dififerent traditions, perhaps originally from groups that had different notions of Jesus'
nature. When they are brought together, it is by editorial revision or inven
tion, theologically motivated as here. The difference between the traditions is
particularly clear in the case of the title "Son of God," which in the synoptics
almost always appears in miraculous contexts. The only exceptions are this
passage (Mk. i4.6if. with its parallels) and Mk. i . i (the title of the gospel).
On the other hand, "Son of God" very rarely appears in messianic contexts.
The likelihood is that the term came from a tradition in which it designated
not a messiah, but a supematural being, both worker and subjea of miracles.
By contrast, "Son of Man" indicated not an ordinary messiah, but a supemat
ural, apocalyptic figure destined to preside over the end of the world (with
which the "Son of God" never has anything to do, except when editorially
equated with "Messiah" or "Son of Man"). Thus the purpose of Mk. i4.6if.
is to give the most dramattc possible presentation of the doctrine of Mark's
church, that Jesus was not merely Messiah, but also Son of Man and Son of
God, and to represent the rejection of this doctrine as the basis for the rejec
tion of Jesus by the Jewish establishment, and as the reason for the accusation
of blasphemy brought against him and his followets.
That this doctrine and th is dramatization of it were not peculiar to Mark's
church is indicated by the faa that Luke, who here follows a different tradi
tion and reports a trial, not at night, but in the day time, has a different version
of the dialogue but makes it come to somewhat the same point—Jesus is the
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Son of God (Lk. 22.66-71). Such diversification of what is clearly the same
story suggests that the common source lay a good ways back. The supposition
of a trial before the sanhedrin doubtless dates from a time when the actual
course of events had been fi>rgotten, but the confrontation between Jesus and
the High Priest must have been imagined shortly after his arrest. Priestly
rejection of his claims to one or another of the titles Messiah, Son of God and
Son of Man could—if he claimed them—have begun in his lifetime.
John, who seems here to have better historical information, says nothing
of a trial before the sanhedrin. He has Jesus taken to the house of Aimas, a
senior member of the high priestly group. Questioned by Annas about his
teaching, Jesus replied that he had always and only taught in public—"Why
ask me? Ask the people who heard me" (18.19—21).
^^s slapped fbr
impertinence and sent on to Kaiaphas, the High Priest at that time, &om
whom, next moming, he was sent to Pilate. In John's account of the trial
before Pilate, when "the Jews" are pressing for Jesus' execution, they advance
the argument, "We have a Law, and according to the Law he ought to die,
because he made himself a son of Crod" (19.7). According to John, Pilate was
terrified by this S t a t e m e n t , took Jesus aside and tried to get out of him some
account of his origin, got only a pretentious enigma that did nothing to relieve his fear, therefi^re proposed again to release him, and consented to his
execution only when "the Jews" argued that he had claimed to be a king,
that to make such a claim was an a a of rebellion against the emperor, and
that to release such a rebel was a treasonable act—which Pilate could be
sure they would report. Faced with this threat, Pilate consented to the execu
tion and took what advantage he could of the Situation by presenting Jesus as
"your King," thereby forcing "the Jews" into a public declaration of loyalty,
"We have no King but Caesar." Content with that, he paid their price and
ordered Jesus crucified (19.7—16).
The scene is brilliantly contrived to: (i) contrast the Ignorant ruler of this
world with the heavenly King who knows the secret, (2) exonerate Jesus, (3)
make "the Jews" testify to Jesus' claim to be a son of God, (4) make this claim
responsible for his death, (5) make "the Jews" publicly renounce their mes
sianic hope—by their public, legal pronouncement they henceforth have no
claim to the messianic promises of the Old Testament, to which the Christians
are now heir. It is amazing that a scene so loaded with theological motives
should fit the actual Situation so well and correctly dramatize (though it could
not accurately report) the political conflict going on between Roman rulers and
Jewish priesthood. Particularly interesting for our purpose is the Suggestion
that Pilate immediately understood "son of CJod" in terms of pagan mythol
ogy. So he would have.
Thus three widely variant traditions, those of Mark (followed by
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Matthew), Luke, and John, all represent Jesus* claim to be a son of God as a
(more often, as the) priocipal reason for the high priests* determination to have
him executed. If the present accounts of the trials were completely indepen
dent inventions their similarities would be astounding. It is better to suppose
that the three stories are different reflections of a charge made by the high
priests against Jesus. If this charge figured in the trial before Pilate it must
have been phrased in different language: claiming to be the son of a god was not
an aaionable offense in Roman law, but, as already mentioned, magicians
often claimed to be gods or sons of gods, so the claim could have been an
important point (and could have been remembered by Christians as the all
important point) in the evidence brought to prove the actual charges, which
were those of political Subversion and praaicing magic. The charge of practicing magic is made bluntly in Jn. iS.aSff. where Pilate asks, "What accusation
do you bring against this man?'* and the priests reply, "If this fellow were not a
'doer of evil' we should not have handed him over to you." "Doer of evil," as
the Roman law Codes say, was common parlance for "magician." Whether or
not used befbre Pilate, the charge may have been brought against Jesus during
his lifetime; its role in the gospels proves that it was important in the hostility
between the high priests and the early Jerusalem church.
The synoptics' trial scenes are surprisingly taciturn. Perhaps the evan
gelists found it difficult to think of what a son of God should say in such a Sit
uation. Jesus may have experienced that difficulty too. Having nothing to say
is an excellent reason iot taciturnity. His opponents presumably had plenty
to say—but his followers did not choose to report the more disgraceftd or
specific and damaging points. There is no hint of the damning facts that he was
arrested at a secret, noctumal assembly in which some of his men were armed
(Luke elsewhere insisted they had only two swords, 22.38), and one of the
High Priest's servants was wounded (Mk. 14.47; Luke said Jesus healed him,
22.51; Matthew said Jesus forbade armed resistance, 26.52—admirable ad
vice for a Roman subjea, but a trifle too late). The stories agree that the high
priests took Jesus to Pilate, but only Luke allows them to present charges: "We
found this fellow perverting our people, and prohibiting the payment of
tribute to the emperor, and calling himself'Christ* (that is) 'King.*" (23.2).
(Then as now, to be executed as a political leader and pretender to a throne was
no social disgrace, but the other presumable charges were less respeaable.) In
the other synoptics, Pilate, without any explanation, questions Jesus as to his
royal claims (Mk. 15.2p.), When Jesus is enigmatic and Pilate inclines to
release him, it is again Luke who lets the accusers speak, "He stirs up the
people, teach ing through all Judea and beginning from Galilee down to here"
(23.5). Next, the people demand a prisoner's release (allegedly customary a t
the festival) and Pilate offers to release Jesus; the high priests in Mark and
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Matthew stir up the people to ask for one Barabbas, and to demand Jesus'
crucihxion (Mk. 15.11p.). In Luke they do so themselves (23.i8ff.). N o
arguments are given.
In Luke the high priests do not appear at the crucifixion; in Mark and
Matthew they are among those who mocked Jesus while on the cross. The
taunt assigned to them is, "He saved others, he could not save himself. Let the
Christ, the King of Israel, now come down from the cross, that we may see and
believe" (Mk. 15.31p.). To this Matthew makes them add, " ' H e trusted in
God, let God deliver him now if He wants him,' for he said, 'I am a son of
God.'" Since it seems from Mark's story that there were no disciples of Jesus
present at the crucifixion, except for some "women watching from a long way
off" (15.40), we may suppose the conversations at the cross fictitious, and
take the taunts as evidence of the anti-Christian Propaganda of the groups to
whom they are attributed.
John omits the mocking, but makes the high priests complain to Pilate
about the sign on the cross stating the charge against the culprit. For Jesus'
cross Pilate had written, "The King of the Jews." The high priests asked him
to write, "He said, 'I am the King of the Jews,'" but Pilate refused to diange
the sign. Behind this plausible legend lies not only the surprising political
sensitivity already noticed, but also the ancient belief in omens. Any chance
sign or utterance might be an omen and thereby shape the course and nature of
the world. So Pilate's thoughtless—or politically shrewd?—sign was the
final, official confirmation by the Ignorant ruler of this world that Jesus was
indeed the promised Messiah.
The final appearance of the high priests in the gospels is in Matthew.
They teil Pilate, "That magician, while yet alive, said, 'After three days I sfmll
arise,'" and they ask that a guard be set at Jesus' sepulchre to prevent the
disciples from steaUng the body and spreading the report that he had risen as he
prophesied. Pilate gives them some watchmen; they seal the sepulchre and set
the watch. After the resurrection, the watchmen report to them what has
happened and they bribe the men to say that while they were asleep the
disciples stole the body. "And this story has been spread among the Jews down
to the present time" (Mt. 27.62-66; 28.11-15).
When we review these reports about the high priests, we find an account
of their historical actions that is brief, clear, and credible: They asked Jesus the
source of his mi raculous power and, when they got no answer, bribed one of his
followers to betray his whereabouts, seized and handed him over to Pilate with
charges that probably included the practice of magic, criminal assembly,
armed resistance, and a plot to destroy the temple, and certainly included
allegations that he claimed to be King of the Jews, forbade payment of tribute
toRome, and was stirringup the people to revolt. Ifthere was a chance that he
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would be freed, thanks to the practice of releasing a prisoner at the festival,
they may have used their influence to help secure that fiivor for Barabbas. The
picture they had formed of Jesus is reasonably clear.

VI.

SUMMARY

The authors of the gospels tried to answer the attacks on Jesus being
circulated by opponents of the Church. Their answers enable us to identify the
opponents, to distinguish earlier from later groups, and to ascertain the no
tions of Jesus formed by the earlier groups during his lifetime. But care is
necessary to weed out anachronistic elements. New Testament apologetics
have been shaped by the beliefs and needs of the two or three generations
between the crucifixion ( A . D . 30.') and the composition of the gospels ( A . D .
75—100?). Some of the Opposition they report is wholly imaginary (that of the
demons), more is put into the mouths of groups that had little or nothing to do
with Jesus (Herodians and Pharisees).
With allowance for such misleading material a reasonably clear picture
can be recovered. Jesus, by his miracles, attracted a large and enthusiastic
following. His followers, and perhaps some Outsiders, called him "rabbi" or
"teacher" when they addressed him poütely in Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek (he
probably understood and spoke all three), and he doubtless did some preach
ing, but there is no evidence that he was accepted as a legal authority by any
save his disciples, nor that his \egs\. teaching aroused any populär Opposition.
Even his libertine practice (eating with sinners, neglect of fasts, sabbarhs,
and purity rules) got him into trouble mainly with the "scribes"—the
schoolteacher-lawyer-notary class of the (jalilean towns. Their hostility and
their local connections soon made common knowledge of his dubious parent
age, lack of formal education, humble trade, rejection by his townspeople and
fiunily, and inability to perform any miracles when he returned to his home
town, They also spread the word that his femily had tried to put him under
restraint as insane, that he was possessed, that he had a demon, and that his
miracles were done by magic. In Galilee, after the Baptist's execution, many
believed that he had raised from the dead and called into himself the spirit of
the Baptist, and by him controlied the demonic powers. This is said to have
been common opinion; the scribes, who pretended to leaming, identified him
with a demon whom they called Beelzebul. More favorable outside opinion
thought him a prophet, most often Elijah, the femous Old Testament miracle
worker, whose return was expected to precede the end of the world; but he
made no claim—in fact, he reportedly refused to claim—that he was a prophet
sent by "the Lord" (Yahweh), or that what he said was "the word of the Lord."
The pagans (a minority in the (jalilean population, but not absent and not to
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be forgotten) seem to have thought him a god or the son of a god, as did some o f
the people from whom he east out demons. Some of these people became his
followers and others among his followers may have shared their opinions;
others thought him the Messiah, and others "the Son of Man," a supematural
being expeaed to preside over the end of the world.
Spread by scribes and pUgrims, the penumbra of malicious gossip, popu
lär opinion, and rumors of his followers' beliefe accompanied him to
Jerusalem. There the attention o f the high priests was drawn to him by the
enthusiasm of his followers when he entered the city, by the story—if not the
spectacle—of his miracles, and by his interference with the temple market.
Convinced that he was not a prophet, and fearing the consequences of a
messianic uprising, they interpreted the supematural claims made either by or
fbr him as blasphemy. They turned him over to Pilate with charges of magic
and sedition.
These early elements, wholly compatible with, a n d explicable f r o m ,
Jesus' Palestinian environment, account for the great majority of the apologe
tic material in the gospels. That material is intended to counter the polemic
begun and carried on by the scribes, taken up by the high priests, and at two
later periods, first from about A.D. 30 to 44 and again from about 70 to 100,
vigorously pushed by the Pharisees. The addition of references to the Phari
sees in stories and sayings that originally lacked them is a good indication that
the originalfi>rmsof such stories and sayings antedated the rise of Pharisaic in
fluence after 70. Hence we may reasonably suppose that the Outsiders' picture
ofJesus discernible in the gospels is mainly that of the scribes and high priests
of Jerusalem, but carries on considerable elements derived from the scribes o f
Galilee and from Jesus' lifetime.
Whatever their origins, these a»e the things his opponents said about
him. Whatever their inaccuracies, they cannot be dismissed as the inventions
of Christian propaganda. We know of them because they were charges the
authors o f the gospels wanted to answer. There may also have been some
charges they did not want to answer. We shall investigate that possibility, and
also try to fiU out the figure that has emerged from the gospel material by next
considering the reports about Jesus in early non-Christian works and in the
hostile material o f which early Christian writers teil us.

4
Evidence Outside die Gospels
I
The earhest non-Christian work that refers to Jesus is Josephus' Anfiquities. Its last sections, where the references occur, were written in the 90s of
the first Century. By that time Josephus was in his fifties. He was bom in 37/38
of a priestly fiunily in Jerusalem, one of imp>ortance to judge feom his career: at
thirty he played a leading role in the Jewish revolt in Galilee. With such a
background he should have been well informed about early Christianity. Since
he barely mentions it we may suppose he did not think it of much importance.
Ofhis two references to Jesus, one (Ant. XX. 200) is merely in passing;he
speaks of "the brother of Jesus, the so-called Christ, James was his name" as
one of the persons illegally brought to trial and executed by a Sadducean High
Priest in 61/62. Since Josephus' works have been preserved by Christian
copyists and no Christian would have fbrged a reference to Jesus in this style,
the text has generaliy been accepted as genuine.
The other reference however (AB/. XVni.63f.) ^ ^"^^ account of Jesus
himself that, in its present form, declares flatly, "This (man) was the Christ"
and goes on to assert that his resurrection was foretold by "the holy prophets."
Obviously Josephus—by this time a vigorous supporter of rabbinic
Judaism—never wrote such Statements. Scholars are still divided as to
whether the whole passage is spurious, or a genuine passage has been Christianized by alterations to the text. In general, opinion inclines to the latter
view especially because the passing reference to Jesus in XX. 200 implies that
he had been already identified. If we suppose the alterations to the text wete
minimal, the original was something like this (my insertions and changes are
marked by pointed brackets; for the words changed, see the notes):
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At this time (in the middle of Pilate's govemorship, about A.D. 30) there lived Jesus,
a man (who was a sophist), if it is proper to call him a man. For he was a doer of
miracles, a teacher of men who receive (impiety) with pleasure. And he led (astray)
many Jews and many of the Greeks (who said that) this(fellow) was the Christ. And
when, on accusation by our leading men, Pilate condemned him to the cross, those
whoformerlyloved (him) did not cease (to do so),for(they asserted that) he appeared
to them on the third day, again alive, while (pretended) prophets kept saying these
and ten thousand other incredible things about him. And to the present (time) the
tribe of Christians, named after him, has not disappeared.
Messiah and miracle worker, with aclaim to be more than man—the combination is just what we should have expected.
II
From about the same time as Josephus' Antiquities or a bit later come the
earliest rabbinic stories about Jesus and his followers. One distinguished
rabbi, Eliezer, of the generation that flourished from about A.D. 70—100, is
said to have been arrested as an old man on the charge of being a Christian.
Reportedly, he submitted his case to the Roman govemor's discretion, was
therefore pardoned, and later explained his arrest by the admission that once in
Sepphoris, a city of Galilee, a Galilean had told him some heretical teaching
"in the name of Jesus the son of Panteri" to which he had assented. The story
goes on to make him confess his guilt in transgressing the rabbinic ordinance
prohibiting any intercourse with heretics. This is suspicious; the ordinance
may be later than the confession. Subsequent versions of the story cite th^
saying attributed to Jesus: "From filth they came and to filth they shall
retum," and a legal conclusion is drafvn from it: the wages of a prostitute, if
given to the Temple, may be used for building privies. The saying may be
early—it resembles many of the Q sayings in being antithetical, vague, and
pompous—the legal conclusion was probably drawn by some second-century
rabbi, to discredit the principle by an obsccne impUcation.
For our picture of Jesus the story is most important as the first appearance
of Pantera (and its variants), the name generaliy given by Jewish tradition to
Jesus' fether. Christian scholars have commonly supposed it an abusive deformation oiparthenos, the Greek word for "virgin," and have taken it as evidence
for Jewish knowledge of the Christian doctrine of the virgin birth. However, it
seems unlikely that the doctrine was widely current, least of all in (jalilee, at
this early date. Moreover, that form of it which emphasizes the -wordparthenos
is found in the gospels only in Matthew (1.23), and is one of the latest elements
of the gospel—a clear gloss. Besides, it depends on a Greek translation of
Zsaiah 7.14; it cannot be derived from the Hebrew with which the rabbis were
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more femiliar. Jesus is never referred to as "the son of the virgin" in the
Christian material preserved from the first Century of the Church (30-130),
nor in the second-century apologists. To suppose the name Pantera appeared as
a caricature of a title not yet in use is less plausible than to suppose it handed
down by polemic tradition. It was not a very common name, but we do know
of a Sidonian archer, Tiberius Julius Abdes Pantera, who was serving in Pal
estine about the time of Jesus' birth and later saw duty on the Rhine. It is
possible, though not likely, that his tombstone from Bingerbrück is our only
genuine relic of the Holy Family.
If Rabbi Eliezer approved of any other teachings ofJesus ben Pantera, no
trace of the fita has been preserved in the tradition. Even the teaching he
reportedly approved was one he had not known until a Christian (?) told him of
it. However, he probably did refer, in a discussion of Sabbath law, to Jesus'
magical practices. The question was whether one who cuts (tatoos?) letters on
his flesh during the Sabbath is guilty of violating the law prohibiting labor on
that day.
Rabbi Eliezer declared him guilty, but most sdiolars iimocent. Rabbi Eliezer said to
them, "But is ic not (the case that) Ben Stada btought magic marks from Egypt in the
Scratches on his flesh?" ITiey said to him, "He was a madman and you cannot base laws
on (the actions of) madmen." Was he then the son of Stada? Surely he was the son of
Pandira? Rabbi Hisda (a third-century Babylonian) said, "The husband was Stada,
the paramour was Pandira." (But was not) the husband Pappos ben Judah? His
mother was Stada. (But was not) his mother Miriam (Mary) the hairdresser? (Yes,
but shewasnicknamedJ'AMS»)—as we say In Pumbeditha, "^tatda (i.e., this one has
turaed away) from her husband."
The concluding comments are a good example of the confusion produced
in rabbinic material by several fäctors. First, the cabbis are generaliy Ignorant
of chronology and constantly guilty of absurd anachronisms. Second, they
habitually refer to their enemies by abusive nicknames and puns, usually bad.
Third, in the case ofJesus particukrly, this praaice of concealed reference has
been carried to the extreme by manuscript copyists to avoid censorship. The
original Ben Stada seems to have been a Jew who advocated some cult invoiv
ing the worship of deities other than Yahweh. He was entrapped by Jews in
Lydda, condemned by a rabbinic court, and stoned. Since Jesus also was
accused of introducing the worship of other gods—notably himself—he was
nicknamed Ben Stada. Hence it is often difficult to teil to whom the passages
on "Ben Stada" refer.
The dispute about the tatooing almost certainly refers to Jesus because
similar charges are specified by second-century pagan and Christian writers as
elements in the Jewish account of him. (Magicians did write spells and the like
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on their flesh; directions for doing so are given in the magical papyri, e.g.,
PGM. VII.222-232; VIII.öjff. Moreover, Paul claimed to be tatooed or
branded with "the m a r k s of Jesus," Gal. 6.17—most likely, the same marks
that Jesus had carried.) These charges witness to the survival of elements
from the home town stories that we saw the gospels trying to answer. "He
was a madman" reflects the reported opinion ofhis relatives who "went out
to take him because they said, 'He is out (ofhis m i n d ) . ' " (Mk. 3.21) and
also the repeated charge that he was possessed. The charge of practicing magic
is now femiliar. The accusation that he had been in Egypt and leamed magic
there, though it now appears for the first time, was probably the reason for
Matthew's story of the flight into Egypt (2.13—21) —a story known only to
Matthew and implicitly contradiaed by Luke (who keeps the Holy Family
near Jerusalem for forty days to have Jesus presented in the temple, and then
sends them back to Galilee). But if Matthew's story is felse, why was it in
vented? Matthew says, "In order to fiilfil that which was spoken by the Lord
through the prophet, saying, 'From Egypt I have called my son.'" This is
another of Matthew's discoveries of a prophecy to justify what he wanted to
say. The reference of the prophetic text to the people of Isiael is so clear from its
context that it would never have been pressed into this unlikely Service had
Matthew not needed it to justify the story. The story therefisre needs another
explanation and the likeliest one is to be found in its apologetic Utility—
"Yes," it says in effea, "Jesus did spend some time in Egypt, but only when
he was an infent. He could not possibly have leamed magic at that a g e . "
Eliezer's discussion and Matthew's gospel were roughly contemporary—
somewhere about A. D. 90. On Jesus' leaming magic in Egypt, see p. ?8.
Wherever Jesus leamed his magic, his feme as a healer lived on. From the
generation after Eliezer (about 100—130^ we have the following story, told as
an Illustration of the general rule that one must have nothing to do with
heretics:
A case (in point was that) of Rabbi Elazar ben Dama. A snake bit him and one Jacob of
the village of Sama (in Galilee) came to eure him in the name of Jesus ben Pantera,
but Rabbi Ishmael would not allow it. He said to him, "You are not permitted, Ben
Dama." He said to him, "I will give you a proof (that it is permissible) forhimtocure
me," but before he couldfinishhis proof, he died. Rabbi Ishmael said, "You are lucky,
Ben Dama, that you departed (this life) in peace and did not break through the scholars'
fence (around the Law)."
That even a rabbi was Willing to employ a Jewish Christian healer shows
that Christianity was still alive in the Jewish population of Galilee in the early
second Century. This was the time when the rabbis put the curse against
heretics into their daily prayer to keep Christians from attending synagogues.
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Nevertheless, a Century later the same sort of incident still occurred in Galilee;
the grandson of a distinguished rabbi was healed by a magician who "whispered (a spell) to him in the name ofJesus ben Pandera," and his grandfether
said he would have done better to die. Yet rabbinic literature knows almost
nothing more of Jesus than the little indicated by the preceding passages. An
"early" (but nameless) tradition in the Babylonian Talmud reports that he was
"to be stoned {!) because he practiced magic and incited (Jews to worship allen
gods) and (as a false prophet) led Israel astray." This combines three legally
distinct charges. The combination recalls the three opinions about Jesus set
forth in Mt. 16. i4flF.; "John the Baptist" (called up from the dead by magic);
"Elijah . . . or one of the prophets"; and "the Son of the living God." The
charges may come from historical tradition; the rest of the passage connected
with them is a tissue spun out of later legal prescriptions and bad puns.
The notion that the S t a t e m e n t of charges comes from good tradition is
supported by the fact that it turns up independently— once with the addition,
"He led Israel into sin"—at the end of a different story, two versions of which
are found in thcBabylonian Talmud. Here again, while the report of the charges
may be correct, the story is pure fentasy: Jesus was a pupil of Joshua ben
Perahya, but was excommunicated by him for noticing that their hostess, at an
inn, was blear-eyed. He repeatedly besought ben Perahya to take him back,
was repeatedly rejected, and at last in desperation set up a brick and worshiped
It All this nonsense happened in the time of the Maccabean King Alexander
Jannaeus, that is, about 80 B.C.! Moreover, the same story is told in the
Jerusalem Talmud about another teacher of that time and a nameless pupiL The
Babylonians have taken over a Palestinian story and used it to slander Jesus.
The one faa of historical interest is that they not only identified the disciple,
but changed the teacher to Joshua ben Perahya, who was particularly femous in
Babylonia as a magician. Thus they went out of their way to make Jesus a
magician's pupil. This indicates what they thought of him—even his forte,
magic, he leamed from one of their ancestors.
Both the story of the magician's disciple and that of Jesus' being stoned
probably date from the third or fourth Century A . D . From the middle years of
the third Century comes an obscure curse by a Palestinian rabbi, " Woe on him
who makes himself alive by the Name of Cjod." This may reflea the belief
(later widespread) that Jesus did his miracles and even raised himself from the
dead by magical use of the divine Name, the greatest of all spells. About the
same time another rabbi advised his pupils as to biblical verses they might use
for refiitation, "if the whore's son teils you there are two gods"—the second
god being Jesus himself. A generation later another Palestinian, Rabbi Abbahu, said, "Ifa man teils you, 'I am a g o d , ' h e isaliar; 'I am the Son of Man,'
he will regret it; 'I go up to the heavens,' he promises, but he will not
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perform." Here the reference to Jesus is unmistakable; evidence that he
claimed to be able to go up into the heavens is also found in the New Testa
ment. A blessing of the late third or early fourth Century concludes with the
assurance that you shall have no sons or disciples who publicly disgrace them
selves "like Jesus the Nazarene."
These passages are the only ones in rabbinic literature that can confidently
be presented as evidence of independent Jewish traditions about Jesus. A few
more, especially some about Balaam, may have referred to him, but both the
references and the contents are so dubious that no reliable information can now
be extracted from the texts. This silence is the more surprising since we know
feom Christian complaints that a colorfiil Jewish tradition about Jesus did
exist. We hear of it chiefly from the Jewish diaspota outside Palestine and the
Jews who spread it were probably not, at first, of the rabbinic party. Granted
that much rabbinic material may have been lost to censorship, and more
suppressed from fear of it, yet if there had been major disputes between Jesus
and the Pharisaic teachers ofhis time, some echoes should have been preserved
in rabbinic tradition. The lack of any trace of direa contact goes to confirm the
conclusions reached from the gospels: that Jesus' original opponents were the
scribes, that the Pharisees first came into conflict with the members of the
Jerusalem church after the resurrection, and that they were introduced into
stofies about Jesus during the middle and later years of the first Century.
III
While rabbinic Judaism was turning its back on Jesus and his followers,
repeating old aecusations and indulging in new fentasies, the cult of "the
Messiah, the Son of God" was spreading through diasporic Judaism.
With it spread the Opposition. The report that Claudius expelled the
Jews from Rome in A.D. 41 because they were, "at the instigatlon of Chrestus,
repeatedly rioting," probably refers to some local troublemaker. But when
Paul arrived in Rome shortly after A.D. 60, the leading men of the Jewish
C o m m u n i t y there are said to have told him, "as for this sect (of the Christians)
we know that people are talking against it everywhere." The people in Rome
were, that is certain. Just a few years later, when much of the city burned in the
fire of July, 64, the Christians were sufficiently notorious for the imperial
govemment to pick them as scapegoats. But why were they chosen?
We have reports by two Roman historians, Suetonius and Tacitus, who
wrote early in the following Century. Suetonius is brief: "Penalties were imposed on the Christians, a kind of men (holding) a new superstition (that
involved the practice) of magic"—this appears as one item in his list of Nero's
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praiseworthy reforms. Tacitus' dislike of the Christians was outweighed by his
hatred of the emperor. The result was the following:
(After the fire there arose a rumor that Nero had planned it.) To abolish the rumor,
Nero provided scapegoats and subjeaed to extreme tortures (those) whom the mob
called Christians and hated because of (their) crimes. Thefounderof this movement,
Christus, had been executed in the reign of Tiberius by the procurator Pontius Pilate.
Repressedfora moment, the deadly superstition broke out again, not only throughout
Judea where the disease had originated, but also thtoughout Rome where, from
everywhere, all things atrocious or shameful flow together and are practiced. Accord
ingly, those admittedly (Christian) were first seized, then, by their information, a
huge multitude were conviaed, not so much of arson as of hatred for the human race.
He then goes on to describe the tortures by which they were put to death and
concludes:
As a consequence (of these tortures) , although (they were used) against malefiictors
who deserved the most extreme measures, compassion was aroused, as if (the convicts)
were being executed not for the public good, but to (gratify) one man's cruclty.
Tacitus' opinion, written shortly after 115, carries weight. He was long a
member of the imperial commission on religious afl^rs and, besides, was a
man of outstanding intelligence with a passion for accurate information. It is a
pity therefore that he did not specify the crimes of which the Christians were
found guilty. His generalization, "hatred of the human race," is most plausibly understood as reforring to magic. The common explanation, that it is an
application to the Christians, who were still a Jewish group, of the Roman
belief about Jews in general, is derived from Tacitus' comment on the Jews in
Histories V. 5, "among themselves they scrupulously keep their promises, and
are quick to pity and help (each other), but they hate all Outsiders as enemies."
This opinion probably was a factor in Tacitus' estimate of the Christians, but
does not suffice to »cplain it. He did not think the Jews' hatred of Outsiders an
oflense sufficient to make their total extermination a matter of public interest,
but he did think this of the Christians' "hatred of the human race." The
difference of proposed policy indicates a different notion of what the group was
doing. Nor can "hatred of the human race" be explained as a refisrence to
political Subversion. Roman historians were familiär with political Subversion,
had no hesitation about reforring to it, and had a rieh vocabulary to describe its
varieties. Therefore, had political Subversion been in question, Tacitus would
not have been so vague. Also, there is no evidence that after Jesus' crucifixion
any sizeable body of Christians in the early Roman empire harbored any
thoughts of practical, political revolution. The coming of the Kingdom was
left to God; "Messiah" was translated into "Christ"; and "Christ" was not a
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political term. It is practically certain that the Roman Christians of A.D. 64
were not charged with plotting a revolution.
On the contrary, hatred of the human race is a charge appropriate to
magicians as populär Imagination conceived them. Lucan, a Roman poet who
conspired against Nero and was forced to commit suicide in 65, the year after
the fire, has left a lurid picture of the witch who will not worship the gods, b u t
devotes her life to the cult of the powers of the underworld (to whose Company
Jesus, an executed criminal, was thought to belong). An important element of
this cult was cannibalism. Lucan's witch is not content to call up a soul from
the underworld, she forces it to reenter and revivify its dead body so that the
entire man is raised from the dead (as the Christians claimed Jesus had been).
In her prayers at the beginning of this rite, addressed to the gods of the
underworld, and among them the nameless "ruler of the earth" (a role often
assigned to the Jewish god in gnostic documents), she makes much of her
cannibklism as a meritorious service by which she has deserved attention, "If I
call on you with a mouth sufficiently evil and poUuted, if I never sing these
hymns without having eaten human flesh . . . grant (my) prayer." She was
not unique; aecusations of cannibalism and related, equally revolting crimes
are frequent in Roman descriptions of witchcraft, and even the gods of the ma
gicians were charged with cannibalism. We shall presently see explicit evi
dence that the same charge was brought against the Christians.
Tacitus' opinion is the more surprising because, just befi>re he wrote,
an equally distinguished Roman official had investigated the Christians
and found them innocent simpletons. This was Pliny "the younger" who
in A.D. 110—111 was govemor of Bithynia in northwest Turkey. Many per
sons were brought to trial before him, accused of Christianity. He wrote the
emperor Trajan (Itters X.96) asking*Evhat to do about the cases, and saying
that he had inquired into the belieb and practices of the accused, had tortured
two serving women to test the tmth of what was told him, and had found
nothing but a "depraved and extravagant superstition" and an apparently
harmless association: they meet on stated days before dawn, "sing a hymn to
Christ as to a god," and bind themselves by an oath—to commit no crime.
Later they reassemble to partake of food, "but common and harmless."
Nevertheless, although Pliny dismissed the cases of those who denied they had
ever been Christians and supported their denial by invoking the gods, offering
incense and wine to the statue of the emperor, and cursing Christ ("none of
which things, it is said, those who are tmly Christians can be forced to do"), he
^ecuted those who admitted they were Christians and refused to desist. As for
those who admitted they had once been Christians, but claimed to be so no
longer, he suspended judgement until he could leam the emperor's opinion.
This is an amazing letter; it declares that an Organization is fix)lish but
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innocent, and inquires whetlier or not all persons who have ever b e e n members
of it should be put to death! To investigate this paradox would lead us too fer
afield. If we take the letter as it is usually taken, at fece value, we can discern
the questions Pliny asked and the answers he received:
What's this I hear of noctumal meetings?
We're working people, so we have to meet before dawn. Like all working people,
we've got to be at work by sunrise.
What are the spells you sing?
They aren't magical spells, they're hymns.
Do you evoke, as a demon, that cmcified criminal?
No, we worship him as a god.
What is the oath you take at your meetings?
We only swear not to commit any crime.
Do your secret meals take place at your norturaal meetings?
No, we come back later—at the end of the day, like everybody eise.
What's the menu?
Mostly just bread and a little wine; we're poor.
What about eating a body and drinking blood?
That's a lie! That's what our enemies say. We never do anything like that.
Very well. Have her racked and see if she sticks to her story. Where's the other
one?
These questions clearly show what opinion the Roman authorities had
formed of Christianity; they thought it was an Organization for the practice of
magic. The difference between the result of Pliny's investigation and the
opinions of Tacitus and Suetonius is understandable. Christianity at Rome in
64 was a different thing from the Christianity praaiced in Asia Minor in 111
after half a Century o f imperial surveillance. Even in the 60s the forms of the
religion in the two areas probably differed. Asia Minor had been the theater of
Paul's greatest success and Paul's brand of Christianity was peculiar—he
represented a moralizing Interpretation, as opposed both to the legalism o f the
Jerusalem commimity imder Jesus' brother James and to the hbertine, magical
tradition of the original apostles.
IV
Jesus' Palestinian opponents did not limit the presentation of their case to
the officials o f Rome. When they leamed of the success of Christian missionaries in the diaspora, they organized a counter-mission to publicize their
Version of what had happened. We may reasonably suppose that version was
put into writing almost as soon as the Christian one. The earliest preserved
reference to the gospels dates from about 135, and we first hear of the Jewish
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anti-gospel f r o m the Christian apologist Justin Martyr, writing in Rome
between 150 and 165. In his Dialogue with Trypho (an imaginary Jewish
interlocutor) he reproaches his Opponent as follows,
(You Jews) have sent chosen men into every part of the empire as official representatives (of the High Priest and the sanhedrin), proclaiming, "A godless and libertine
heresy has arisen ftom a certain Jesus, a Galilean magician. We had him crucified,
(but) his disciples stole him by night from the tomb where he had been put (when)
taken down from the cross, and they deceive people, saying he has risen from the
dead and ascended into heaven." (You also slander Jesus,) saying that he taught
those godless and lawless and unholy things that you report to every race of men
(in your attacks) against those who confess Christ (as) both (their own) teacher and
(the) Son of God.
The "godless and lawless and unholy things" included the practice of nocturnal
orgies in which, after human flesh had been eaten, the lights were put out and a
group grope, enlivened by indiscriminate and possibly incestuous intercourse,
ensued.
Here we can be sure that Justin is answering charges spread from
Jerusalem since some of the same charges are already referred to by Matthew in
a story found only in his gospel, and certainly intended (and probably in
vented) to answer them. After the crucifixion "the high priests and the
Pharisees met with Pilate, saying. . . 'That magician said, while (he was) yet
alive, "After three days I shall arise." Order, therefijre, that the tomb be made
secure tili the third day, lest his disciples come, steal him, and say to the peo
ple, "He is fisen from the dead."'" So Pilate gave them soldiers to guard the
tomb. After the resurrection the guards reported to the high priests (not to the
Pharisees!) what had happened, andwere bribed to say that "His disciples,
C o m i n g by night, stole him while we were asleep." So, Matthew concludes,
"They, taking the money, did as they were told, and this story has been spread
among the Jews to the present day."
"To the present day" shows that the story is late, but the feet that the
Pharisees were added only to the first half shows that it was first told about the
h i { ^ priests only, and this indicates that it originated befbre 70 while Chris
tians were still in Jerusalem and the high priests were the main source of
trouble. Justin also dates the origin and dissemination of the Jewish account to
the years befbre 70. After the passage quoted above he goes on to say, "Besides
all this (the anti-Christian Propaganda he had described), even after your city
has t>een taken and your land desolated you do not repent, but you dare to
curse him (Jesus) and all those who believe in him," (ßialogue 108.3). "All
this" was therefore prior to the feil of the city. The cursing to which Justin
often refers found its chief expression in the ritual curse added to the cfeily
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prayer, b u t also in teaching. Justin urges his hearers "not to abuse the Son of
God nor ever, persuaded by Pharisaic teachers, ridicule the King of Israel,
(repeating) such things as the heads of your synagogues teach you after the
(daily) prayer." (pialogue 137.2).
As to the content of this teaching, Justin gives us only glimpses. An
astute apologist, he had no Intention of presenting his opponents' case. Trypho
is little more than a straw man, set up to ask the questions that enable Justin to
make his own points. Embarrassing questions—like those about Jesus'
parentage—are not asked (though we have seen from the gospels and rabbinic
literature that they played an important role in Jewish polemic). Sometimes
however, Justin refers to them by asides in his own comments. He used this
same technique in the twoApologies he addressed to the Roman govemment. If
we put together these asides, and the few questions of Trypho that do seem to
reflect Jewish tradition about Jesus, we get the following picture: Jesus was an
unscmpulous teacher ("sophist," / Apology 14.5), "a man born of men, who
performed those (feats) we call miracles by magic art and therefore was
thought to be a son of God." Actually, he was "a magician who led the people
astray" and the miracles were "magically produced hallucinations."
This last charge had exercised an earlier apologist, Quadratus, who wrote
about 125. Wehaveonlyafragment ofhis text, arguing that, "The (mighty)
works of Our saviour were permanent because they were tme—those healed,
those risen from the dead, who did not only seem to be healed or risen, but
were always present, not only when the saviour was present, but also after his
departure . . . so that some of them came down into our own times." The
implied contrast was with magically produced hallucinations that supposedly
lasted only so long as the magician was present.
The Charge of magic implies rejection of the Mosaic Law, and rejection of
the Law was presumably the basis for the charges of "lawlessness," "unholiness," and immorality that Justin says the Jews brought against Jesus. The
Statement that they called his teaching "godless" probably summarizes their
criticism ofhis claim to be in some sense divine, the criticism being that such a
claim denies the unique divinity of the creator. In any event, the Jews con
cluded that his Claims, whatever they were, had been reftited by his cmcifixion
which put him under the curse of the Law (ßtalo^e 32. i). The stories ofhis
resurreaion were explained as we have seen above.
It is clear that this Jewish account, as reconstmcted from Justin, substantially agrees with the picture ofJesus given by his opponents, as reported in the
gospels. However, this agreement does not prove it derived from the gospels.
We should not suppose that the Jews of the second Century got all their
Information about Jesus from books they were forbidden to read, or that Justin
was so Ignorant of the actual Jewish claims that he had none to reftite, and
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therefore made up imaginary ones by drawing on gospel material. On the
contrary, it is clear that we have to do with different reflections of a continuing
case, one first made by Jesus' scribal opponents in his lifetime, carried on and
developed until 70 by the high priests and the Pharisees in Palestine, and by
the opponents of the early Church in the diaspora, and initially accepted by the
Roman govemment.

The peculiarity of this continuing, primitive tradition becomes clear as
soon as we can compare its content with the reraarks about Jesus made by
pagans who derived their information from diasporic Christian communities
and so, indirealy, fi'om the gospels. Such a pagan is Lucian.
Bom about 120, he lived until about 185, a femous essayist and lecturer
and a brilliant man of the world who wrote of fanaticism, fraud, and supersti
tion with contemptuous amusement. When in 165 a Cynic philosopher named
Peregrinus bumt himself alive as a demonstration of indiflference to pain,
Lucian wrote aLi/9 ofPeregrinus representing him as a charlatan who so imposed
on successive patrons that in the end he had no other way out. This satire gives
US a picture of some Palestinian Christians, said to have been among Pereg
rinus' dupes.
"They still reverence that man who was put on a stake in Palestine because he intro
duced into (human) life this new Initiation" (Chapter 11). Consequently, "these poor
creatures have persuaded themselves that they shall be completely immortal and live
forever . . . Besides, their first lawgiver persuaded them that they all are brothers of
one another when, once having gone over (to the sect), they deny the Greek gods
and worship that crucified sophist himself and live according to his laws. Accordingly,
they have equally little regard for all things and think them all common (property),
taking them over (from the common fund) without (giving) any accurate guarantee"
(Chapter 13).
The difference from the preceding material is clear. Jesus is primarily a
teacher who introduced a new "Initiation" which Lucian probably thought the
distinctive rite of a "mystery cult." Like most founders of cults, he was also the
giver of the cult law. Lucian thinks the law foolish and perhaps a bit wicked—
the verb translated "having gone over" is most commonly used for transgres
sing a law; here it is used to suggest that Christians sin by denying the Greek
gods. But Lucian is more amused by their credulous communism than
angry at their impiety. This is the first non-Christian reference to Jesus as a
"lawgiver" or to Christians as living according to his laws. Nothing is said of
miracles or magic. The notion of Jesus is that which would be formed by an
intelligent, but unsympathetic, outside observer of the everyday hfe of a
Christian community like that pictured in the early chapters of Acts. The great
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difference between this picture and the others we have seen—those given by
Josephus, rabbinic literature, Roman officials, and the Jewish sources of
Justin—indicates that the others did not derive their notion of Jesus from
Observation of the Christian communities around them. That they derived it
from the gospels is equally incredible since it shows no trace of the legal
discussions and sermons that make up so large a part of the gospels and would
be easy to ridicule. It is only explicable from a tradition based on Observation of
Jesus himself as he appeared in Palestine to those who were not his followers.
Lucian may not have been Ignorant of this tradition. Perhaps he even
parodied It in one of bis attacks on superstition, by making a pseudophilosopher teil of
. . . the Syrian from Palestine who is an expert (in exorcism, and) how many (de
moniacs) , felling down moonstruck and rolling their eyes, their mouths fiill of foam,
he takes in hand and Stands them up and sends them off in their right mind, ridding
them of their great troubles—for a huge fee. For when, Standing over (his) prosttate
(patients), he asks (the demons) whence they came into the body, the sick man him
self is silent, but the demon answers, either in Greek or in someforeigntongue, (telling) where he comes from and how and whence he came into the man. And (the exor
cist), resorting to conjurations and, if the demon does not obey, also threatening (it),
drives it out.
AU this is put in the mouth of a credulous fbol who concludes, "And indeed I
saw one going out, its color black and smoky" iphilopseudes 16).
It is possible that this parody was inspired by some gospel story like Mk.
5.1—19; but it is equally possible and more likely that both Lucian and the
gospel drew on common knowledge of the common dramaturgy practiced by
exorcists. In any event, Lucian's exorcist is not represented as Jesus, but as a
contemporary of Lucian himself. The only trait that suggests a parody of Jesus
is the man's Identification as "the Syrian from Palestine." This is not much to
build on since Jews were femous for their skill in exorcism. The probability
therefore is that Lucian was caricaturing a type, not a man. If any reference to
Jesus was intended, it makes more striking the feet that Lucian kept this
tradition wholly separate from the other. There is no trace of the miracle man
in his account of the founder of the sect, or vice versa. This would confirm our
conclusion that the Palestinian tradition and the picture derived fix)m Chris
tian communities were distinct.
VI
Not all pagan philosophers were so contemptuous of Christianity as
Lucian. Some thought it a serious threat and therefore were not content to base
their opinions about it on superficial impressions derived from contact with a
few Christians. A dozen years after Peregrinus' death an otherwise unknown
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Piatonist named Celsus made a study of the cult and wrote a treatise attacking
it. When Christianity triumphed the treatise was destroyed, but before that,
about A.D. 247, the Christian apologist Origen wrote a reply toit and quoted a
good deal of it, almost sentence by sentence. Much of the text Origen answered
am be dissected from his reply, and the content of some passages that he did
not quote can be made out from his comments. What he passed over in
silence—presumably the most embarrassing points—we shall never know.
The populär picture of Jesus that Celsus knew was primarily one. of a
miracle worker. Accordingly, Celsus seems to have begun his attack by saying
Jesus did his miracles by magic. To this familiär charge he adds, "And since
(Jesus) foresaw that others too, having leamed the same arts, would do the
same, boasting that they did so by the power of God, he Orders that such men
shall be expelled" (Against Celsus 1.6). This seems to reflect a "saying of Jesus"
that has not come down to us, presumably one of the sort dealing with chutch
discipline that first become conspicuous in the later strata of Matthew; it more
likely belonged to the Christians' tradition about Jesus than to the Outsiders',
so the feet that it appears first in Celsus is a reminder that he drew his material
from both sides and that he must be used with caution.
Insisting that Jesus, though believed by the Christians to be the Son of
God, had taught only a Short while before his own time (a Short while that is,
in comparison with the span of human history I.26), Celsus presented the
things he thought a Jew of Jesus' time might have said to him, putting them in
the mouth of an imaginary Jewish interlocutor (I.28). This procedure suggests
he was drawing on what he believed to be early Jewish tradition; the content of
"the Jew's" remarks proves the Suggestion correct. He accused Jesus of having
made up the story ofhis birth from a virgin, whereas actually he came from a
Jewish village and from a poor countrj^woman who lived by her spinning. She
was thrown out as an adulteress by her husband, a carpenter. Wandering about
in disgrace, she secretly gave birth to Jesus, whom she had conceived from a
soldier named Panthera. After growing up in Galilee, Jesus went as a hired
laborer to Egypt. There he leamed some of those magical rites on which the
Egyptjans pride themselves. He came back (to Palestine) hoping for great
things from his powers and because of them proclaimed himself a god (I.28,

38).
From this, according to Origen, Celsus' Jew went on to attack first the
story that the holy spirit had descended on Jesus after bis baptism in the form
of a dove, then the application to him of the Old Testament prophecies of a
saviour, and finally, the story of the Star and the magi (I.40)— all of this must
have been based on Christian material. The report that Jesus had only ten
disciples presumably rests on independent tradition, since Olsus knew the
gospel of Matthew and would not have laid himself open to the Charge of error
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had he not had some other evidence he preferred. Ten instead of twelve as the
chosen number recalls a tradition i n ß , Sanhedrin 43a (end) that Jesus had five
disciples, but the present form of the talmudic tradition is unreliable. As for
Olsus' report that the ten were "tax collectors and sailors of the worst sort, not
even able to read or write, with whom he ran, as a fiigitive, from one place to
another, making his living shamefiilly as a beggar"; this is typical ancient
polemic and may have come from any Opponent, including Olsus himself,
though the piaure given may be correa. The Christian references to the sins of
the apostles, cited by Origen to demonstrate Jesus* power as healer of souls
(I.63), are theologically motivated and no more reliable than the polemic.
The following attack on the story of the flight into Egypt (1.66) is almost
«rtainly based on Matthew, but the charge that Jesus could give no sign to
prove himself the Son of God (1.67), may have come from that hostile tradition
which the gospel parallels were intended to answer. So may the charge that the
miracles were done by control of a demon (1.68); it is here presented in a form
that shows no verbal relation to the gospel accounts of the same accusation.
Strong evidence for Olsus' use of independent tradition is the fea that he
represented his Jew as speaking to Jewish, not Gentile, believers (II. i). Origen
was quick to point out that this was inappropriate; his correa Observation
indicates that Olsus was using a Jewish source. The indication is confirmed by
the i ä a that the Speaker not only addresses Jews, but also uses arguments
chosen to appeal to them. Finally, at the beginning of Book III Olsus dismisses both Jewish attack and Christian defense with the Greek proverb, "a
fight about the shadow of an ass," on the ground that since the messianic
expeaations on which both parties rely are absurd, it is a waste of time to
follow their dispute as to whether or not Jesus fulfilled these expectations.
How closely Olsus followed his Jewish source from I.28 to the end of II is
uncertain. He probably left out much that he thought was of exclusively
Jewish interest, and he may have added arguments to appeal to his gentile
readers. Then Origen, in turn, omitted, abbreviated, or misrepresented points
he thought likely co obscure Christian truth. Consequently there is no chance
of recovering the original. We shall try only to pick out the traits ofJesus' life
that seem to have come from it, rather than from the gospels, and Supplement
these with occasional remarks made by Olsus in the later seaions of his work
where he once or twice used data from Jewish polemic.
That Jesus "followed all the Jewish customs, even (those) about the
sacrifices" (II.6), comes from an argument directed against Jewish Christians
who kept some elements of the Law, but abrogated others. "Liar" and "braggart" (II. 7) may come from any polemic; "profene" we have already noticed. In
VI.75 Celsus says that Jesus' body was, "as they say, small and ugly and undistinguished." Origen finds an unlikely source for "ugly" in Isaiah 53.1—3,
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but knows of no evidence for "small and undistinguished," yet "they say" in
dicates that Celsus had some source. His Statement that Jesus claimed to be a
god (II.9, etc.) is explicable from Christian texts, but is also attributed in the
gospels to Jesus' opponents. That he was thought an "angel" looks like a
reflection of an early Jewish Christology not represented by the gospels. "Deserted and betrayed by his associates, hid, fled, and was caught" (11.9—12) all
might have come from the gospels; but "hid" and "fled" could better have come
from a different account of the same events, and Olsus said he was betrayed by
"many" disciples (II. 11). Origen denies that Jesus "hid" and "fled," and
objects that there was only one traitor, but nevertheless derides Olsus' claim
that he "had many true things he could say about . . . Jesus that bore no
resemblance to those written by his disciples," but he "left these out (of the
argument)."
O m i n g to the events of the trial and passion we find that in II.44 Olsus
compared Jesus to a "bandit." This is the first time the term has been applied
to him. It may be an example of guilt by association—Matthew and Mark say
he was crucified between two "bandits"—but the word is one commonly used
by Josephus fbr "revolutionaries" and in Olsus' source its use may have
reflected the charge that Jesus was stirring up resistance to Rome. Another
peculiar trait is Jesus' "rushing with his mouth open to drink" (II.37) at the
crucifixion. That "he persuaded no one so long as he lived" (11.39,46) is, as
Origen said, mere malice, therefore undatable. Olsus wrote, "With his own
voice (Jesus) clearly proclaims, as you yourselves have written, 'Others, too,
will be with you, doing similar miracles, evil men and sorcerers,' and he names
one 'Satan' as devising these things"(II.49). This is not from the gospels, so
Origen Claims it is felse. He also argues: the men of whom Jesus wamed us to
beware would claim to be Christ, sorcerers make no such claims, therefore
Jesus was not a sorcerer. (A bad argument, stronger when reversed: The menof
whom Jesus wamed us to beware were sorcerers, therefisre sorcerers did make
such Claims, therefore Jesus may have been a sorcerer.) The resurrection,
according to Celsus, was witnessed by "a hysterical woman and perhaps some
other (man) of those from the same coven" (II. 55), but the variance from the
gospels cannot be relied on—he may have cut down the number of witnesses to
strengthen his case for doubting the event.
VU
That many elements in Celsus' work came from Jewish sources is sug
gested by the references in later Christian writers to the same elements as
things that the Jews say. Eusebius, about 300, tried to explain "their" Panth
era story as a misunderstanding of scripture, and Epiphanius, a Century later.
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actually gave Panthera a legitimate place in the Holy Family—he became the
Saviour's "paternal" grandfäther! Later Christian writers found other places
for him in the same genealogy. These uneasy adjustments prove "son of Panth
era" was so firmly attached to Jesus that Christian writers thought they had
better "explain" rathet than deny it. Tertullian, about 200, sums up the Jew
ish account of Jesus as he knew it:
Son of a carpenter or aprostitute, pro&ner of the Sabbath, a Samaritan and one who had
a demon . . . bought (by the high priests) from Judas . . . beaten with a reed and
slapped, disgraced with spittle, given gall and vinegar to drink . . . ( a man) whom
his disciples spirited away (from the tomb) so they could say he had risen > or whom the
gardener hauled off, lest his lettuces be damaged by the crowd of sightseers (Dfspectaculis 30).
The gardener is a figure new to us. Had he long been a part of the tradition, or
was he newly invented on the basis of Jn. 20.15? W e cannot teil.
The course and content of the Palestinian tradition hostile to Jesus have
been traced down to the late second Century. From here on it is so contaminated by elements from the gospels, and f r o m invention, that none of its later
traits can safoly be used as evidence of how Jesus' contemporaries saw him.
Other traditions about Jesus that might have preserved early elements prove
similarly unreliable. The Mandaeans, a sect in southem Iraq and thereabouts,
claim descent from the followers of the Baptist and have some stories about
Jesus—according to them he was a magician and representati ve of the power of
evil. Jesus was in contact with the Samaritans and was sometimes identified
with the Samaritan magician Simon, but Samaritan and Mandaean traditions,
and the scraps of Simonian polemic that may be refiected in early Christian
literature, yield nothing useful. This is not to say that they may not contain old
elements, but there is no way to be sure which of their elements are old.
Ancient magical material is a bit more reliable because it is archaeologically datable. We have seen that already in Jesus' lifetime magicians began to
use his name in their spells. Acts i9.z3shows that the practice was continued,
even by Jewish magicians, after his death. Accordingly, of the three oldest
representations of the cmcifixion, two are on magical gems and the third prob
ably refers to Christian magical beliefr.
Of the gems, one, a brown Jasper formerly in the Pereire collection,
shows Jesus hung by his wrists from the cross and seated on a bar that projected
from the upright to carry the weight of the body. His legs are dangling and
slightly spread. (These traits correspond to Roman practice.) Around the
figure, and on the reverse of the stone, is a magical inscription: "One Father,
Jesus Christ, soa mnoa moa" etc.—a long screed of mumbo jumbo. This
probably dates from about A . D . 200. Another stone, an orange Jasper in the
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British Museum (G 231), is probably somewhat later. It shows the crucified
figure but no cross. The torso is twisted and the haloed head is tumed to the
(viewer's) left; the hips and legs are also in profile, the legs beut slightly
backwards at the knees; on the whole it suggests a Aying figure and may be
intended to represent a vision. Below the extended arms are two small figures,
one on either side, kneeling in adoration. Above the head a damaged inscrip
tion may perhaps have read in Hebrew or Aramaic, "Jesus, M(essiah)." The
reverse of the stone is covered with Greek letters and magical signs of uncertain
significance.
Perhaps the earliest of all representations of the cmcifixion is a graffito, a
picture scratched on the plaster of a schoolroom on the Palatine hill in Rome. It
shows a cmcified figure seen from behind. The feet rest on a small crossbar, the
head is tumed to one side. On that side, slightly below, Stands a young man,
one hand raised in reverence. A misspelled Greek inscription reads
"Alexamenosreveres God." The date is about 200, possiblyabit befi^re. Sofar
so good. But the head of the cmcified figure is that of a donkey.
There was a long Standing legend that the god of the Jews was a donkey,
or donkey-headed. The legend probably arose from the fiict that the donkey
was the sacred animal of Seth, the villain in the Egyptian pantheon, who was
commonly thought by the Egyptians to be the god of foreigners. He was also,
being a villain, given a large role in magic, and often appears as a donkeyheaded figure on magical gems. The Jews were among the largest groups of
fi>reigners in Egypt, so their god, lao, was identified with Seth, lo or Eio in
0)ptic means "donkey," so the Identification was almost predetermined.
Moreover, the Jews had a great reputation as magicians; this confirmed the
Identification. Therefore the donkey-headed Seth on magical gems is identi
fied as lao (
Yah or Yahweh, the ptrsonal name of the Israelite god). The
Palatine graffito shows a further Identification of Seth-Iao with the cmcified
Jesus. Alexamenos is accused o f (or praised for?) practicing either Christianity
or magic or both, most likely both. Another such graffito (this one certainly
abusive) was drawn in Carthage a Httle before A.D. 197 by a nonobservant Jew.
It showed a figure "with donkey's ears and a hoof (instead of) one foot, carrying
a book and wrapped in a toga." The accompanying inscription read "The god
of the Christians (is) adonkey who beds (with his worshipers)." Bestiality was
associated with demonic possession. A little bone crucifix, to be worn as an
amulet, was found about 1945 in Montagnana (about midway between Mantua and Padua). It shows a donkey cmcified on a living tree at the bottom o f
which an ape is crouching. There was no archaeological context and the date is
uncertain.
Whatever may or may not have been the magical connotations of these
two graffiti and the cmcifix, there is no question that Jesus' name continued to
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be used in magic as that of a supernatural power b y whose authority demons
might b e conjured. From the late first or early second Century w e have a lead
curse tablet firom Greece (Megara) conjuring Althaia Kore (i.e. Persephone),
Hecate, and Selene to put a curse on the viaims' "body, spirit, soul, mind,
thought, Sensation, life, heart." The goddesses are conjured "by the Hecatean
words and Hebrew conjurations . . . (Jes)us, Earth, Hecate, (Jes)us." (The
text of the tablet has been damaged, s o the readings of Jesus' name are not
sure; they were proposed and defended b y Wünsch in his critical edition and
have been generaliy accepted.)
Another lead tablet from a grave in Carthage is about a Century later. It
reads, "I conjure you, whoever you are, demon of the dead, by the god who
created earth and heaven, lona; I conjure you by the god who has authority over
thesubterraneanregions,Ne/c>6öro^/?x . . . b y . . .holy Hermes. . .lao. . .
Sabaoth . . . the god of Solomon, SoÄ^mi/sooff/Ä . . . the god having authority
Over this hour i n which I conjure you, Jesus".
This tablet is roughly contemporary with three of the older of the major
surviving magical papyri, all of them pagan, but here and there containing
spells in which Jesus is invoked, thus: PGM III, line 420 (in Coptic): "A spell
to improve one's memory" contains the comment, "The name of the soul of the
god is 'I a m Kou, Bou . . . Jesus.'" PGM IV, line 1233 (also Coptic): "Be
blessed, (jodof Abraham. Be blessed, God oflsaac. Be blessed, (jodof Jacob.
Jesus Christ, holy spirit, son o f the Father, who art under the Seven and i n the
Seven, bring l a o Sabaoth. May your power increase . . . until you drive out
this evil demon, Satan." Again iziPGM IV, line 3020 in another exorcism,
this time in Greek: "I conjure you by the god of the Hebrews, Jesus, laba^Iae,
Abraoth, Aia, Thoth," etc. (Line 2929 of the same papyrus may contain an
anagrammatized reference to Jesus in an invocation of Aphrodite for a love
charm.)
PGM XII, line 192: "Aspelltoget (arevelation i n ) adream, (tobesaid)
to (the god ofthe) pole Star. . .Jesus, Anou(bis?)" . . . (the text has been lost
because of damage to the papyrus).
These uses of Jesus' name i n pagan spells are flanked b y a vast body of
material testifying to the use ofhis name in Christian spells and exorcisms, and
to the practice of magic by Christians of various sects (including the self-styled
"Catholic Church"). Exorcism became a regulär ritual of the Church; other
magical practices are often attested by conciliar legislation against them and by
"Catholic" writers (primarily Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Epiphanius) against
"heretics". The attestations are confirmed b y a multitude of Christian amulets, curse tablets, and magical papyri in which Jesus is the god most often
invoked. After Christianity gained official Status in the fourth Century, this
side of the religion was gradually driven Underground, but the change was
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slow. Thus Jesus long continued to be represented in Christian art as a magi
cian, complete with magic wand, as he appears on a fourth-century gold glass
plate in the Vatican library, reproduced on the cover of this voIume. This
Christian cult of Jesus the magician must be left aside in our e f b r t to deter
mine the content of the Outsiders' traditions about him, but it does strengthen
the case fbr those traditions by showing that they were not peculiar to Outsiders
nor solely the product of malicious misrepresentation. On the contrary, some
of their most important elements were accepted by hundreds of thousands of
believing Christians through the first millennium, and more, of Christian
hisrory.
VIII
Reviewing the non-gospel evidence for the Outsiders* image of Jesus, we
find it dominated by the memory ofhis miracles, the inference ofhis magic,
and the suppositions based on that inference and on rumors of Christian
practice, especially of the eucharist. When we compare this material with the
gospel reports of what Outsiders said, we find ourselves dealing with two stages
of the same tradition—the same themes and pattems run from one to the
other, but there are also significant differences; subjects important to the
opponents in the gospels are dropped by those in the later documents, and
topics that the gospels barely hint at become conspicuous later on.
As we should expect, matters of local Palestinian interest generaliy disappear. We hear no more, for instance, of Jesus' necromantic identification
with John the Baptist, or his possession by Beelzebul. (Loss of such discredit
able details indicates that the Outsiders did not usually rely on the canonical
gospels, which preserved them). Thetiotion that he was Elijah disappeared;
the belief that he was a prophet lived on in some branches of Christian tradi
tion, but apparently not in circles outside Christianity, though rabbinic
Judaism continued to apply to him some terms appropriate for a fälse prophet.
As to his life, the stories of his rejection in his home town and by his
brothers are forgotten—nobody in the great world cared what those Galilean
peasants had thought about him. But the great world was a world of snobs, so
the tradition ofhis humble background and, above all, his illegitimate birth,
was perpetuated and developed. As we have seen, the stories ofhis birth, his
stay in Egypt, and the theft ofhis body from the tomb were known to Mat
thew, who tried to discredit the first two by indirect contradictions, and
attacked the third directly. Consequently, the silence of the gospels does not
always discredit material that first appears explicitly in the Outsiders' tradi
tion. Some details that the authors of the gospels would certainly have sup
pressed—iot instance, the name of Jesus' fiither, Panthera—are traceable
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back CO the time of the gospels themselves and have an equal claim to relia
bility.
Along with stories of his relations to his townspeople and femily, the
stories ofhis arguments with representati ves of the various Jewish sects have
generaliy disappeared. For the Christians it was imjwrtant to have "Jesus"'
teaching on these disputed matters, so their own arguments were put into his
mouth. For the Outsiders no such interest existed. Nor were they interested in
his legal teaching. Josephus may have been an exception in this matter, textual
corruption makes his attitude uncertain. Rabbinic literature reported a saying
Rabbi Eliezer may have heard from a (second generation?) Christian (?), and
another third-century story about a second-century Christian who cited one
legal saying ofJesus from Matthew and invented dSiOtheiad hoc. These traces
show that the thought ofJesus as a legal authority was not wholly unknown to
rabbinic circles, but was of little importance to them. The Roman authorities
knew nothing of it. The tradition of the Jewish diaspora as it appears in Justin
and Celsus, knew Jesus as a teacher, not of the Law, but of magical and
libertine practices. Only in the latter half of the second Century do pagans who
think of Christianity as a mystery cult begin to speak of Jesus as its "lawgiver."
Finally, Jesus' claim to be the Messiah became a comparatively minor
matter. Josephus knew of it, but the rabbis do not mention it until the end
of the third Century, by which time Christianity had made it femous. It was
remembered in diasporic Judaism, but does not play the leading role in pre
served answers to Jewish polemic. Justin appeals to Trypho not to be "per
suaded by Pharisaic teachers" to "ridicule the King of Israel." Presumably
Jesus' messianic claim appeared in Jewish aecusations to the Romans, but
there is no sign that the Romans ever took it seriously. They had no reason to
do so. As a practical matter the claim had died with Jesus. Celsus knew that
Christians and Jews were still arguing over the question and he drew much of
his polemic material from a work produced fbr the Jewish side of the argu
ment, but he contemptuously dismissed the Claims of both sides as absurd.
Evidently Jesus' Messiahship was not a matter of importance for the pagans he
hoped to deter from conversion to Christianity.
In contrast to these neglected themes, references to Jesus* miracles, and
those done by disciples "in his name," are plentifiil—in Josephus, in rabbinic
literature, in Justin and Olsus—they are the (unmentioned) reason for the
continued appeals to his name in the magical material, and they may be the
source of Lucian's parody. From this accumulation of evidence it is clear that he
was remembered primarily as a miracle worker.
His miracles were commonly explained as works of magic; he was there
fore also remembered as a magician. Contributing fectors in shaping this
picture of him and developing it fär beyond the hints in the gospels were the
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secrecy of the early Christian communities, the Christians' talk of mutual love,
their habit of referring to each other as "brother" and "sister" (which led to
charges of promiscuity and incest), their ideal of having all things in common
(which some Christian practice, and much ancient gossip extended to wives
and husbands), and above all their praaice of the eucharist. Reports of the
formula "this is my body, this is my blood" leaked out and were taken as
evidence of cannibalism. Cannibalism, incest, and sexual promiscuity were
reported of magicians. Therefore, the Christians were persecuted as magicians,
and Jesus was conceived as the founder of their association. His magical
reputation and theirs confirmed each other.
Only as Christianity gradually spread and became better known
(and as its lunatic fringe died out) was this picture discredited. A rationalist
like Lucian, who no more believed in magic than he did in the gods, could
already in the i6os ignore the legend and piaure the Christians as amiable
simpletons. On the other hand, a Century later the philosopher Porphyry was
still scandalized by Jesus' saying, "Unless you eat my flesh and drfnk my
blood, you have no life in yourselves." "This," he said, "is not truly beastly or
absurd, but absurd beyond all absurdity, and bestial beyond every sort of
bestiality, that a man should taste human flesh and drink the blood of men of
his own genus and Speeles, and by so doing should have etemal life. . . W h a t
sort of saying is this? Even if allegorically it have some more hidden and
beneficial (meaning), yet the stench of the wording, coming in through the
hearing, sickens the very soul." And so on, through a solid page of rhetoric.
It was generaliy believed that Jesus' magical powers had been the basis for
his claim to be a god. That he was thought an angel Is a related tradition
reported by Celsus and confirmed by scattered Christian evidence. Against
such Claims and beliefs, the Jewish tradition emphasized the details ofhis life
that demonstrated his humanity: his natural (and discreditable) birth and
death. It also tried co discredit the Christian story of the empty tomb by
claiming that the disciples had stolen the body. And ic seems co have per
petuated a sort of counter-gospel, an extended story ofJesus' birth, education,
public career, and passion, that differed from the canonical gospels in many
details—sayings condemning magicians; ten disciples, mostly uneducated,
forming with Jesus an itinerant, mendicant group; Jesus' observance ofJewish
customs, including sacrifice; his "small, ugly, and undistinguished" body; an
attempt to escape before the arrest ("hiding and flight"); betrayal by several
disciples; execution as a "bandit"; and "rushing with his mouth open to drink"
at the crucifixion. For most such fragments of the counter-gospel we are
dependent on Olsus, and because Celsus chose them for his purpose of denigrating Jesus they all can be represented as inventions intended to serve that
purpose. But some are not the sort of thing that would have been made up ioz
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that purpose—why, for example, ten disciples instead of twelve? A noncanonical source, and one with Palestinian roots (whence the Panthera story)
seems more probable.
IX
Now at last, putting the data from the gospels and from the other sources
together, we can sketch the life of "Jesus the magician" as it was pictured by
those who did not become his disciples:
The son of a soldier named Panthera and a peasant woman matried to a carpenter,
Jesus was brought up in Nazareth as a carpenter, but left his home town and, after
unknown adventures, arrived in Egypt where he became expert in magic and was
tattooed with magical symbols or spells. Returning to (jalilee he made himself femous
by his magical feats, miracles he did by his control of demons. He thereby persuaded
the masses that he was the Jewish Messiah and/or the son of a god. Although he
pretended to follow Jewish customs, he formed a small circle of intimate disciples
whom he taught to despise the Jewish Law and to practice magic. These he bound
together and to himself by ties of "love," meaning sexual promiscuity, and by participation in the most awful magical rites, including cannibalism—they had some sort of
ritual meal in which they ate humanfleshand drank blood. Surrounded by this circle
he travelled from town to town deceiving many and leading them into sin. But he was
not always successful. The members of his own femily did not believe him; when he
went back to Nazareth his townspeoplerejectedhim and he could do no miracle there.
Stories ofhis libertine teaching and practice leaked out and began to circulate. The
scribes everywhere opposed him and challenged his claims. Finally, when he went to
Jerusalem the high priests had him arrested and turned him over to Pilate, charging
him with the practice of magic and with sedition. Pilate had him crucified, but this
did not put an end to the evil. Hisfollowersstole his body from the grave, claimed he
had risen from the dead, and, as a secret society, perpetuated his practices.

Such was the picture formed by Outsiders, but how did they understand
it? We have, throughout, been using "magician" as if its meaning were clear.
But what did Jesus' contemporaries mean when they said "magician"?

5
What the Outsiders Meant

I
To say that most of his contemporaries thought Jesus a magician begs
the question, What did they think a magician was? This question is hard to
answer because the meaning of "magician" differs from one cultural tradition
to another, and in Palestine during Jesus' lifetime a number of different
cultural traditions were mingled. Scholars commonly talk of "Jewish" and
"Greco-Roman" elements, but this antithesis översimplifies the Situation. The
Semitic-speaking people of the land were by no means wholly Jewish. The
ancient Israelites had never controlied, let alone settled, the whole country,
and although the Jews had overrun most of it during the half Century from 125
to 75 B . c . , and had forcibly "converted" to Judaism many of the groups they
conquered, their control even during th js brief period had never been complete
and their skin-deep conversions (to which Jesus' femily may have owed its
Judaism—Galilee was one of the areas overrun) had done as much to
strengthen the pagan elements in populär Judaism as they had to establish
Jewish beliefs i n the converts. Therefore, to piaure Jesus' environment we
have to reckon with a strong strain of native, Palestinian, Semitic paganism.
Besides this, the country had long been influenced b y Phoenician and Egyptian
beliefe (Egyptian amulets are frequent i n archaeological finds). Persian
influence had been important in the development of both monotheism and
demonology (it provided the notion o f a counter hierarchy of demons orga
nized under their own ruler), and in the shaping of beliefe about the coming
end of the world. Finally, Greek beliefe and praaices were familiär every
where. Of about 360 years from Alexander's conquest to Jesus' baptism, Galilee
had been mied by Greeks, Romans, and Roman agents (including Hyrcanus
II and the Herods) for about 320.
All these cultures shared the belief that this world has a n enormous
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supemacural population—gods, angels, demons, spirits of the dead, and so
on. "Orthodox" Jews, it is tme, thought there was only one god, but they
believed in as many angels and demons as did their neighbors, and for practical
purposes gods, angels, and demons were much the same. Whatever forms they
were thought to have, all were conceived as being psychologically like ordinary
people. Each had his own tastes and could be angered, placated, persuaded,
bribed, and so on. Like people, they differed in Status. Each culmre had its
own establishment of great gods who were honored publicly by official cults in
the great cities, while the minor beings depended on petty shrines or prirate
devotions, and spirits of the dead were often practically beggars, pleading from
their tombs for the passerby to give them a word of greeting and a little wine.
Even the least however had supematural powers that could be formidable if
brought into action, and even the greatest could be reached—a man who knew
how to deal with them could get them to intervene on his behalf in all sorts of
ways.
The Jews* god, Yahweh, was no exception. In feet, he was particularly
fiunous fi>r his usefiilness in magic. In the magical papyri (which contain a
sprinkling of Jewish spells, but are mainly pagan documents) his name outnumbers that of any other deity by more than three to one. Widespread ancient
reports of Jewish magic invoiving worship of angels and demons, as well as
Yahweh, have now been confirmed by the recovery of SUR i^rfer ha-Razim,
"The Book of Secrets'*), a Jewish magical text of late Roman times that gives
directions for such worship, prescribing the prayers and sacrifices to be made to
these minor powers.
Such private dealings with supematural beings make up most of what we
call "magic" as well as what we call "private religion." There is no clear Une
between the two. When we compare avowedly religious texts and reports of
religious practices with the texts of the magical papyri and the practices they
prescribe, we find the same goals stated and the same means used. For instance,
spells for destmction of an enemy are commonly supposed to be magical, but
there are many in the Psalms. The cliche, that the religious man petitions the
gods while the magician tries to compel them, is simply felse. The magical
papyri contain many humble prayers, and the black mass was an outgrowth of
Christian belieft that credited a priest with the power practically to compel his
god to present himself on the altar. Consequently, we shall not try to define
"magic** abstraaly, but shall look at some of the sorts of magicians that
circulated in Jesus* world to see what they were supposed to do.
II
The common Greek word for 'magician*' in Jesus' time was goes (plural
goetes). It was usually, but not necessarily, abusive. Plato, writing in praise of
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the demon Eros as the intermediary between men and the gods, had said in the
Symposium (202e), "Through him all divination is made possible, and the
Science of the priests and of the specialists in sacrifices and initiations and
spells, and all prophecy aadgoeteia." Heregoeteia (whatgoetes do) is one special
technique like the others named, a recognized and legitimate funaion. It
seems to have been a sort of Greek shamanism, a form of mouming for the dead
in which the goetes became ecstatic and were thought to accompany the dead on
their journey to the underworld. Such goetes were evidently populär—their
abiUty to "charm" their hearers (perhaps with songs of mouming, perhaps
with descriptions of what they "saw") was such that deceitfid but persuasive
Speakers were called both "sophists" zndgoetes. (This may account for the use of
both terms to describe Jesus.) Goeteia could also refer to physical magic.
According to Herodotus, men thought to tum themselves into wolves may be
goetes (IV. 105). The followers of Euripides and Socrates, who detested sophistry no less than superstition, came to me goeteia as a general term {ot "deceit,"
and toequategöw with "beggar," "deceiver," and "impertinent scoundrel." A
passing reference in the Meno (80b) indicates that by Plato's time, in some
citiesgoetes were liable to arrest. Plato as an old man (when his feeling for Eros,
song, and ecstasy was no longer what it had been when he wrote theSymposium)
put into his Laws a penalty fi)r men who "are so bestial as to . . . say that they
can lead about the souls of the dead and . . . persuade the gods, pretending
they can charm them by sacrifices and prayers and spells"—these were to be
imprisoned for life. As to poisoning, he recognized that the Greek term had
two meanings, one, the damage done by a physical substance, the other, that
done by "tricks and spells and enchantments" which persuade men that they
are harmed by others who thus practice goeteia. He mied that the latter type of
"poisoning" should be punished by death if the offender were a prophet or
Interpreter of portents; but by a penalty proportionate to the damage if an
amateur d^ws 932eff.).
These passages indicate the scope of goeteia in classical times: accounts of
the underworld, praaice as mediums, necromancy, charms, curses, and there
fore, by extension, any deceitfiil persuasion. By New Testament times we find
Josephus describing as goetes men who do or promise to do miracles—divide
the Jordan, make the walls of Jerusalem feil down, overpower the Romans, and
give the people "salvation and rest from troubles." Here Josephus' use of goetes
is abusive. The word had lower class connotations and was widely used of
political orators and the like to mean approximately "spellbinder", or just
piain "fraud." Josephus means more than that, ft>r he distinguished these
"magicians" from the ordinary revolutionists (whom he commonly calls
"brigands"), and the distinaion seems to be based on the "magicians'" claim
to be able to perform miracles.
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III
Astepabovego^ v/^smagos (plural n^go;, Lacinized and thence Angücized
as "magus" and "magi"). The real magi were a priestly clan of Media who came
on the Greek scene in the 540s B . c . when Cyrus, King of the Medes and
Persians, conquered the Greek cities of Asia Minor. Herodotus, writing a
Century later, teils us they were Interpreters of dreams, omens, and portents.
Also, whenever a Persian wanted to sacrifice, he had to have a magus stand by
and sing an account of the birth of the gods (I.132). The magi not only
supervised private sacrifices, but also conducted public ones, especially those
required on special occasions. For instance, when the Persian Invasion of
Greece in 480 was held up by a great storm, the magi tried to still it. "Offering
victims to the dead and singing spells with loud outcries to the wind, and,
besides, sacrificing to (the Greek sea goddesses) Thetis and the Nereids, they
stopped (the storm)—on the fourth day; or, in other words, it blew itself
out" (VII. 191).
Herodotus' sarcasm was typical of the developing rationalism ofhis time.
In the drama of the later fifth centxsiy magos can mean "quack;" "the arts of the
magi" can be equated with "the use of drugs" and "the deceits of the gods."
The word "magic" (mageia, what magi do) first appears at this time. "Two atts
have been discovered (by men, that) ofgoeteia and (that) ofmageia, which ate
(the arts of causing) errors of the soul and deceptions o f the opinion." This
neat distinction probably owed more to the author's antithetical style than to
his perception ofthe fiicts. Insofäras there was a real differentiation, it was due
to the continued prestige of the magi as an important priestly caste of a great
country. They were a p o w e r f i ü , ancient, mysterious, and oriental caste about
whom Strange and scandalous stories circulated.
Herodotus observed that "the magi dififer in many respects ftom other
men" and reported a few of the differences: they pride themselves on killing
noxious animals; they w i l l not bury a human body until a bird or dog has
tom it (I.140). More famous was their practice of endogamy; a younger
contemporary of Herodotus reported that "the magi have intercourse with
their mothers, and it is legitimate for them to have intercourse with their
sisters and daughters, and they have their wives in common." Endogamy and
peculiar purity rules helped to keep them a group apart, which enhanced the
reputation of their secret doctrines. Pliny "the eider" reports of Nero that,
Not even his love for the lyre and the songs of the tragedies was greater (than his
madness for magic). As he hurled himself from the highest human good fbrtune into
the deepest vices of the mind, he conceived, above all, a desire to command the gods
. . . No art was ever, by anyone, more passionately patronized. For this he never
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lacked fiinds, nor sttength, nor intelligence to learn. . . The magus Tiridates came to
him, bringing enough attendants fbr (the celebration of) a triumph over Armenia, and
therefore a heavy bürden to the provinces (through which he passed). He was unwill
ing to go by sea since they think it improper to spit in the sea or poUute Its nature by
other human necessities. He brought magi with him and even initiated Nero in
magical meals; however, although Nero gave him a kingdom, he was not able to leam
this art firom him. Accordingly, we can be sure that it is incapable of producing
evidence, is without effea, empty, but nevertheless does have some shadows of trath.
In these however it is the poisoning arts that are effective, not the magical.
Pliny probably practiced law in Rome through the latter years of Nero's
reign; he knew what he was talking about, but his judgment of the teaching of
the magi was too sensible for the temper of the times. Legends of their wisdom
had been circulating almost as long as reports of their nonsense. One g e n e r a 
tion later, at the end of the first Century A . D . , Plutarch, using hellenistic
sources, gave the following account of them:
Most of the wisest men . . . think there are two gods, rivals as it were, one the maker
of good things, the other of bad. But others call the better power a god, the other a
demon, as does Zoroaster who . . . called the god "Ahura Mazda," the demon,
"Ahriman." . . . Moreover, he taught (his followers, the magi,) to offer sacrifices of
Petition and thanksgiving to Ahura Mazda, and give to Ahriman apotropaic and
sorrowful offerings. Accordingly, pounding a certain herb called ommi in a mortar,
they call on Hades and darkness, and then, having mixed it with the blood of a
slaughtered wolf, they take it to a sunless spot and scatter (it there). Moreover, they
think some plants are (creations) of the good god, some of the evil demon, and
animals (likewise) . . . and they think fbrtunate the man who kiUs the most (evil
animals).
Stories of the magi offering humart sacrifices to the gods of the under
world had already appeared in Herodotus, VII. 114. Plutarch goes on to
attribute to them teachings about the approaching end of the world, destruc
tion of the wicked, and an age of peace and happiness for the righteous. Such
Persian ideas have become fitmiliar to us through Jewish adaptations of them
preserved in several Old and New Testament books. How much eise may have
come from the Magi into Judaism and so into Christianity remains uncertain.
One reason for the uncertainty is the fact that, besides the genuine magi,
a large crop of imitators flourished along the eastem Mediterranean coastlands
throughout the Roman period. Acts (13.6-12) gives us a brief picture of one of
them, a Jew temporarily patronized by the Roman governor of Cyprus about
A.D. 48. He illadvisedly tried to discredit Paul, who tumed out to be a
more powerful competitor and stmck him blind. We glimpse another similar
character in a sentence ofJosephus: "At this time Felix, (who) was administering Judea, saw (the new Queen ofEmesa) and . . . conceived a desire fbr the
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woman, and sending one ofhis friends, (a Jew named Atomos, a Cyprian by
race, who pretended to be a magos) he persuaded her to leave her husband and
marry him." (Antiquities XX. 142). Such individuals probably passed off as
"teachings of the magi" many elements of Mediterranean magic that we now
findattributedto their masters. For instance. Philo of Byblos, a contemporary
of Plutarch, quotes "Zoroaster, the magus" as saying, "God has the head of a
hawk. This is the first (god), incorruptible, eternal, unbegotten, (etc.) . . .
and wlse, the sole discoverer of holy magic." This hawk-headed god is
identified by Philo with lion-headed and snake-bodied deities like those
conspicuous on magical amulets of about the same time and region. Similarly
Origen writes on one occasion that "no magus can involve the omnipotent God
nor bis son . . . Jesus Christ . . . but . . . those who invoke Beelzebub are
magi" (Homilies on Numbers, XIII.5); but on another occasion that not only
Jews "in their prayers to God and when they are invoking demons use (the
phrase) 'the god of Abraham and the god of Isaac and the god of Jacob,' but
. . . so do almost all those who practice spells and magic rites, for this sort of
title fbr God is found very often in the books of the magi" (Üt. "magic books,"
Against Celsus IV.33). This latter statement is true.
The magi are credited with teaching on moral questions, but also with
cannibalism and with the practice of techniques to send men alive into the
world of the dead and bring them back again. These last were parodied by
Lucian whose story is the best picture we have of a bogus magus at work.
Lucian puts it in the mouth of one Menippus, a pretended initiate, who teils
how he tried all schools of philosophy, found rheir doctrines fälse and their
teachers corrupt, despaired of leaming the tmth by rational means, and
therefore "decided to go to Babylon and beseech one of the magi, the disciples
and successors of Zoroaster," for a revelation (ch. 6, end):
Arriving, I attached myself to one of the Chaldaeans, a wise man of more than human
skill, with long grey hair and a very reverend, traiüng beard— his name was Mithrobarzanes. With entreaties and supplications I hardly succeeded in persuadtng him to
lead me down the road (to the underworld)—for whatever fee he chose. Taking me
on, the man first washed me (daily) for twenty-nine days, beginning with the new
moon. He would take me down at dawn to che Euphrates, (tum me) towards the
rising sun, and say over me some long formula I couldn't well make out, for he ran it all
together and didn't pronounce clearly . . . but tt seemed to call on various demons.
Then, after the charm, he would spit three times in myfeceand go back (to the city)
without looking at anybody who met us. And our food was nuts, our drink milk, and a
mixture of honey and milk, and Choaspes water, and we slept outdoors on the grass.
When he had enough of this preparation, he took me about midnight to the
Tigris, eleansed me, wiped me off, sanctified me all around with a torch and a squill
and many other things, at the same time muttering that charm. Then, having
completely magified me and circled around me so I might not be harmed by the
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Phantoms, he brought me back to the house, just as I was, Walking backwards, and at
last we prepaced for the voyage. He himself put on some magic vestment which looked
much as if it were Median, and hefixedme up . . . with a cap and lion skin and lyre
besides, and ordered me, if anybody asked my name, not to say Menippus, but
Hercules or Ulysses or Orpheus.. . . Hehadpreparedaskiffandanimalsforsacrifice,
and milk mixed with honey, and the other things needed for the rite. Putting all these
into (the boat). . .we too got in, . . and for a while were carried down stream . . .
then we sailed into the marsh and the lake in which che Euphrates loses itself. Crossing
this we came to a deserted, wooded, and sunless place where we got out, Mithrobarzanes leading, dug a pit, slaughtered the sheep and sprinkled the blood around ic. The
magus meanwhile, holding a bumlng torch, no longer spoke quietly, but cried out as
loud as he was able. Shouting, he called on all the demons at once, and the Punishers
and the Furies and noctumal Hecate and awesome Persephone, mixing in at the same
time some barbaric, unintelligible and polysyllabic names. At once the whole place
tocked, and the ground was spHt by the spell, and the barking of Cerberus could be
heard . . . (This led to a guided tour of the underworld.)
Such is che ränge of meanings available ioi "magus" in the early Roman
empire. Ic mighc mean anyching from a genuine Median priest or potentate to
a f e l l o w who peddled amulets or poisons to superstitious or jilced serving girls.
In general however che cerm was precencious. A man's enemies would probably
call him agoer, though they might refer to his practices asma^WÄ, but there was
no fixed rule. Even "magus" was often used contemptuously, like che English
"swami." And just as "swami," even when used to describe a native of
Brooklyn practicing in southem Califomia, has Indian connocacions, so
"magus" concinued fer into Roman times to carry a S u g g e s t i o n of Persian
prestige.

IV
Nevertheless, the friends of a higher class practitioner would be apt to
claim that he was not a magus, but rather, a "divine man." The "divine man"
was a god or demon in disguise, moving about the world in an apparently hu
man body. He could do all the beneficient things a magus could, and he could
also curse effectively—though of course he would curse only the wicked. He did
his miracles by his indwelling divine power and therefore did not need ritualsor
spells. This was the critical test by which a divine man could be distinguished
from a magician —so at least his adherents would argue. The magical papyri de
scribe a number of rites by which one can obtain a spirit as a constant companion. A magician who has such a spirit at his Service can also dispense with rites
and spells, he need only give his Orders and they will beobeyed. Moreover, there
were some magical rites that were supposed to deify the magician, either by
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joining him with some god in a permanent and perfect union (as Paul claimed to
be joined with Jesus), or by changing the form, nature, or power ofhis soul so as
to make it divine. A magician who had been so deified would thereafter be a di
vine man and would perform miracles by his own power, not by a spirit's. While
the theoretical differences between magus and divine man were thus blurred,
there remained important practical differences. The term "divine man" carried
none of the unpleasant connotations attached to "magus"—nothing of membership in a secret society, incest, worship of evil demons, human and other repulsive sacrifices, cannibalism, or barbarism. Consequently—and best of all
—it did not make the man who bore it a criminal.
Forcunately we have a füll length account of one divine man, Apollonius
of Tyana, who was probably a younger contemporary of Jesus, though he
outlived him by a long time. Even better, we have a Christian's attack on
Apollonius, an attempt to prove him a magician, that parallels Celsus' attack
on Jesus. These we shall discuss in the next chapter and they will adequately
illustrate the ancient notion of the divine man.

In contrast to such exalted daydreams, the definition of "magician"
implied in Roman law was dreadfully down to earth, though surprisingly
vague. The decisive criterion seems to have been common opinion. As in
Greece, the law on poisoning also covered maleficent magical acts. The formulation it was given in the legal revision of 82—81 B . c . remained valid to A.D.
529. We do not have the exaa wording, but the commentary attributed to
the Jurist Paulus, who worked in the early 200s, reads as follows:
Any who perfbrm, or procure the perfbrmance of, impious or noctumal sacrifices, to
eochant, curse, or bind anyone with a spell, are either cmcified or thrown to the beasts
(in the arena). Any who sacrifice a man, or make ofiferings ofhis blood, or pollute a
shrine or temple are thrown to the beasts or, if people of position, are beheaded. It is
the prevailing legal opinion that participants in the magical art should be subject to
the extreme punishment, that is, either thrown to the beasts or cmcified; but the magi
cians themselves should be bumed alive. It is not permitted for anyone to have in his
possession books of the magic art. If they are fbund in anyone's possession, when his
property has been expropriated and the books burned publicly, he is to be deported
to an island, or, if he is of the lower class, beheaded. Not only the praaice of this art,
but even the knowledge of it, is prohibited.
This is obviously a collection of several opinions. How many were prior to
Paulus and collected by him? How many were added to his text before it was
declared authoritative by Constantine about 327? In any event, the passage is
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evidence for an extension of the criminality of magic from specific noxious acts
to the whole o f t h e magic art" (ars magica) that now appears for the first time
as a recognized legal concept. Nevertheless, even in Paulus' time this "magic
art" did not contain everything we should now regard as "magic". Its exten
sion was probably limited by the persistent Persian connotations of the term
mageia. In any case, we find other opinions that treat of actions we commonly
think magical, but say nothing of "magic." A good example is Paulus', "On
prophets and astrologers" which runs as follows:
Prophets who pretend that they arefilledwith the god are to be expelledfiromthe city
to the end that public good behavior should not be corrupted by human credulity for
the hope of some promised event, or, in any case, that the peoples' minds should not be
disturbed by this. Therefore, they arefirstlashed, (then) expelledfromthe city. But if
they persist, they are thrown into public prison, or deported to an island, or, at all
events, sent elsewhere. Those who introduce new seas or religious observances un
known to reasonable men, things by which peoples' minds might be disturbed, are to
be deported if Upper class, executed if lower. Anyone who consults astrologers, soothsayers, readers of entrails, or diviners about the life expeaancy of the emperor, or the
stability of the govemment, is to be executed, as is the one who gives the response.
One had better avoid not only (the aa of) divination, but the science itself, and its
books. But if slaves consult about the life expeaancy of their masters, they are to be
subjeaed to the extreme penalty, that is, the cross. And any persons consulced (by
them for this purpose), if they give answers, shall be either condemned to the mines or
banished to an island.
The uncertainty as to the definition of "magic" resulted from the variety
of purposes and practices covered by the Roman legal term. This was shown by
the embarrassment of the imperial legislators when they had to recognize the
universal use of spells and amulets in ihtiedicine and agriculture. Constantine
unhesitatingly sacrificed consistency to convenience in a ruling issued about
318:
If any are discovered to have been using magic arts so as to threaten men's safety or
pervert modest persons to übidinous praaices, their science is to be punished and
deservedly penalized'according to the severest laws. However, no aecusations are to be
heard against remedies sought out for human bodies or, in rural distrias, to protea
the mature grapes from fear of rains or from being crushed by the pounding of
hailstones.
This is almost a retum to the old position that only harmful acts were to be
punished. Nevertheless, the reversal was soon reversed. Within fifty years even
an old woman's singing charms to eure fover, or a young man's recitation of the
seven vowels as a remedy for stomach trouble, would be punished by death.
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VI
The figures thus far discussed—goes, magus, divine man—were fiimiliar
in the Greco-Roman and Persian sides of the Palestinian culture ofJesus' time.
If we look at the Semitic side we see a somewhat diflfetent picture. In the
centuries following Jesus' lifetime magic continued to be closely associated
with madness. The rabbis define "a madman" as "one who goes out by night
alone and spends the night in a graveyard and tears his clothes and destroys
whatever is given him," and they note that this condition may occur in
transient fits; they also distinguish between such a madman and a magician
who "spends the night in a graveyard so that an unclean spirit will come upon
him." The distinction was however a matter of dispute, and the dispute
probably reflected common loncertainty as to whether one who "had a spirit"
was possessor or possessed.
We have met this uncertainty before in the gospels, where the opponents'
charges that Jesus "had" a demon seemed sometimes to mean that he was
himself possessed, sometimes that he had control of a demon and could make it
do miracles (above, pp. 32,47f.). This alternation of meanings may be a sign
that the tradition, in this respect, is accurate, since a corresponding alterna
tion of States is actually observed in primitive magicians. Thus Ellade, de
scribing shamanism, writes,
The Yakut shaman's power and prestige derive exclusively from his capacityforecstasy
. . . just as in the case of the Altaic Sarnaus. . . . It is. . . to his mystical capacities
that the shaman owes his ability to discover and combat the evil spirits that have seized
the patienc's soul; he does not confine himself to exorcising them, he takes them into
his own body, "possesses" them, tortures and expels them. All this because he shaies
their nature, that is, he is free to leave his body, to transport himself co great distances,
to descend to the underworld, to scale the sky, and so on. This "spiricual" mobility and
fi%edom, which are fistered by che shaman's ecstatic experiences, at the same time
make him vulnerable, and feequently, through his constant stmggling with evil
spirits, hefiillsinto their power, that is, he ends by being really "possessed."
Another difiference of opinion that appeared in the gospels may also be
explicablefix>mSemitic material. We saw in chapter 3 that the identification
of Jesus with the Baptist indicated that some people thought he had practiced
necromancy and so got control of the Baptist's spirit. On the other hand, the
Beelzebul stories and their like suppose his demon was not that of a dead man,
but an independent supematural power. A third Interpretation is reflected in
the miracle stories in most of which there is no mention of any spirit; the
miracles are done by Jesus himself, by his own divine power. Like God at
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creation, he simply commands and things happen. Whoever shaped these
stories thought him a god. Yet these three implicit opinions (necromancy,
control of a demon, divine nature) are presented side by side. A similar
confusion appears in the Old Testament passages that refer to thtba'al 'ob, the
"master of a divining spirit." The 'obot (plural of 'ob) are a mysterious class of
beings, commonly said to be "spirits of the dead," but probably some sort of
underworld deities. Although they are in the realm o f the dead, and speak
from the earth in whispering voices (Isaiah 8.19; 29.4), they are associated
with deities and are referred to as objects of worship to whom Israelites
sometimes turn, abandoning Yahweh. These 'obot can enter men and live in
them, evidently for a long time, so that the man possessed is known as "one
who has an 'ob" (I Sam. 28.7), more specifically, "one who has in him an 'ob."
The priestly law said such persons were to be stoned (Lev. 20.27). ^"'^^ most
famous of them is "the witch of Endor" to whom King Saul went when
Yahweh refused to speak to him (I Sam, 28.8). Saul said toher, "Do magic for
me with the 'ob and bring up (the spirit of) the man I shall name." Evidently
her permanent, personal 'ob was not the same as the spirit who was to be
brought Up just this once.
The witch assented to Saul's request. When he told her to call Up Samuel
she did so forthwith. Apparently, one who had an 'ob could command spirits of
the dead without any extended ritual, but the silence of the story on this point
may be due to artistic economy and cannot be trusted as an account of what the
Storyteller thought would have happened (let alone what actually would have
happened had the meeting ever occurred), As the story Stands, the similarity to
what was believed of Jesus is striking, but so is the difference. Jesus' power
during his lifetime is connected with the dead only by his identification with
the executed Baptist, that is, with tlje demon of a dead man, not with an
underworld deity. Perhaps the distinaion should not be pressed. The 'obot
were enough like spirits of the dead to mislead most lexicographers, but they
were classed with gods by Leviticus and Isaiah, and the witch of Endor, when
she saw Samuel's spirit, said, "I see (a) god rising from the earth." Thus, i f
Jesus was believed to have either an 'ob or the spirit of a dead man, he might
have been thought to have or be a kind of divinity. Belief in 'obot or similar
powers seems to have lived on in Palestine to at least the third Century A . D . ,
when it is attested by some of the rabbinic passages with which this seaion
began.
("The man who has a spirit," or his equivalent, is a figure who appears in
most societies and is differently identified in many, according to the categories
available. In ancient Israel the most important of such persons had been
identified as "prophets." By Jesus' time the Jewish Upper dasses had long
ceased to take living prophets seriously, but persons believed by t h e lower
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classes to be prophets continued to appear and, as the gospels report, Jesus was
one of them. The identification is not strictly germane to this chapter, ofwhich
the purpose is to describe the various notions of "magician" that were current
in first-century Palestine so as to show what may have been meant by the
Charge that Jesus was a magician. However, "fiilse prophet" and "magician"
were often used almost as synonyms. Prophecy, conceived as foretelling the
fiiture, was one of the main goals of magic, and prophets were thought to do
miracles of the sorts magicians claimed to perform. Consequently, the ques
tion of Jesus' relation to the legendary Israelite prophets would have some
relevance here. However, it would Interrupt the argumentft>rtoo l o n g a time.
It is therefore relegated to Appendix B. We retum to the magicians.)
The most prestigious magical figure from the Jewish legends of Jesus'
time was Solomon, son of David, King of Israel and great master of the
demons. Solomon's control of demons was a matter of pride for Josephus
(Antiquities VIII. 45—49), is often reported in Rabbinic literature, and is the
subjea of a romance preserved in several Greek versions, The Testament of
Solomon. In this romance he has one demon who serves as his agent to introduce
and direct the others; a similar figure, though with a different name, appears in
some of the rabbinic stories (e.g., B. Gittin 68a—b). Solomon's control of the
demons was due to his possession of an amulet, the femous seal engraved with
the secret name of Yahweh. In the romance this seal was given him by "the
Lord, the highest god, Sabaoth." Ancient amulets bearing divine titles,
including these three and various Greek forms of Yahweh, are well known.
A Jewish exorcist who demonstrated bis powers before the emperor Vespasian
used one of these seals and backed it up with a herb prescribed by Solomon, and
spells written by him (Josephus, Antiquities VIII.46ff). Solomon had mean
while been made the author of a whole literature of forgeries. The legend also
took advantage of the Biblical reports of Solomon's cormption by his wives to
make him feil into the power of the demons (the altemation of possessor and
possessed that has been noticed above.) None of these developments had any
adequate basis in the Old Testament reports about the real ruler. Therefore, it
is clear that by Jesus' time the Solomon legend had been shaped by populär
stories about magicians' powers and to some extent by knowledge of actual
magicians, their praaices and their perils. This illustrates the importance of
magic in Jesus' environment and helps to explain why Jesus' powers were
similarly interpreted. Moreover, that Solomon was not only a magician, but
also King of Israel and son of David, may have helped some of those who
thought Jesus a magician to believe that he might also be the Messiah, the
promised son of David and King of Israel. Those ofhis followers who did think
him the Messiah could easily draw on the Solomon legend to justify his
dealings with demons, and to extend the story ofhis powers. Conversely, as
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time went on, the notion of Solomon as ancestor and antecedent of Jesus led
Christians to attribute to him miracles taken from Jesus' repertory. Preci
sion about this give-and-take relationship is made difficult by the relative
lack of evidence for the content, in Jesus' lifetime, of the legend about Sol
omon's magical powers. However, the feet of the relationship is important as
evidence that even in Jewish priestly circles of the first Century like those of
Josephus, to be thought a magician was not necessarily discreditable, and in
other Jewish circles it might be taken as a messianic trait.
IN CONCLUSION: We have now seen some of the notions of magicians that
were current in first-century Palestine—goes, magus, divine man, ba'al 'ob,
(felse) prophet, and Solomonic ruler. These were not the whole troupe. Chaldeans have been mentioned only in passing. Nothing has been said of Egyptian
magicians because very Uttle is known of them in this period, but they were
plentifiil and of great repute. What if the story that Jesus leamed his magic in
Egypt should happen to be true? At any rate, we must beware of supposing
that the figures reviewed exhaust the ränge of possibiUtles. Moreover, now that
these figures have been distinguished, it must be added that they were gener
aliy confiised. In common usage the lines betweengoer, magus, and divine man
shifted according to the sympathies of the Speaker. The same is true fbr the
distinction between tme and felse prophets and the Gteek translations that
might be chosen ior ba'al 'ob. Therefore, we cannot make an exact list of traits
that always characterized any one of these types. We must again look at
particular cases, especially that of Jesus, and try to see what points were
actually alleged as evidence fbr the charge of magic.

6
The Marks of a Magician

I
What then were the marks o f a magician? First o f all, he had to do
miracles. He was primarilyamiracle worker. In the synoptic gospels itis Jesus'
exorcisms that lead the scribes to say, "He has/is Beelzebul," and, "He casts
out demons by the ruler o f the demons." This was apparently the charge
answered by Quadratus (though we have only his reply to it) and was the point
o f departure fbr the real opponents o f Justin, as it was for his imaginary
Trypho. It was certainly fundamental in Celsus' explanation o f Jesus' career:
"Having been brought up in obscurity, he went as a hired laborer to Egypt and
there acquired experience o f some (magical) powers. Thence he returned,
ptoclaiming himself a god on account o f these powers." "Powers," in Greek
means both the powers and the miracles done by them.
Celsus* Statement clarifies the conneaions between Jesus' claim to divin
ity and his miracles and the charge o f magic brought against him by his
enemies. This connection can already be seen in Justin who makes his Oppo
nent say, "Why is it not possible that your so-called Christ, being (actually) a
human (bom)of humans, did what we call "powers" by magical skill, andtm
accmnt ofthis was thought to be a son o f a god?" Thus, in populär thought "son
o f god" and "magician" are altemative titles for the miracle man. This is why
in the synoptics, the title "Son o f God" is almost always used in connection
with miracles, and in the fourth gospel Jesus' claims to be from God, and to be
able to die and come to lifo again, and to make his followers immortal are met
with the Charge, "you have ademon." I n j n . 8.48 this isexpanded: "You are a
Samaritan and have a demon." Why a Samaritan? Because in Samaria there was
a femous miracle worker, Simon, still remembered as "Simon Magus," which
means "Simon che magician." Simon like Jesus was thought to "be" or "have"
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a "great power of God." He had some sort of connection with Jesus—perhaps
they had b o t h been disciples o f the Baptist—and he had an enormous success
both in Samaria and in Rome. When the gospel of John was written he was the
outstanding example of the miracle working magician who claimed to be a
god, so John made the Jews reply to Jesus' claims of deity and miraculous
powers with the accusation, "You are a Samaritan {like Simon the magician)
and (like him) have a demon."
Even when not directly connected with miracles the claim to be divine is,
by itself, taken as evidence that he was a magician, and it is by virture of this
latent claim that charges against his life and teaching are also taken as evidence
of magic. "Impiety," "shameful" or "harmful teachings," infemous life and
shameful death would not o f themselves be grounds—as Celsus makes
them—for the charge of practicing magic; they become so primarily because
they refiite the claim of divinity (the altemative explanation of the miracles),
and secondarily because they locate Jesus in the society of vagabonds, quacks
and criminals to which magicians—especially go«/«—were supposed to be
long.
Some more specific evidence for connection with the magi may have been
found in the tradition reported by Celsus that Jesus and hisfi^Uowerstaught a
sort of dualism,
. . . makingsomesortofopponenttoCjodandcallingthis(Opponent)"devil"and,in
Hebrew, "Satan." . . . sothatwhenthegreatestGodwantstohe'pmeninsomeway,
he has this being who works against htm and he is not able (to carry out his plan).
Likewise the Son of God is defeated by the devil and, by him, made to suffer, and
teaches us to be contemptuous of the sufferings that the devil infliCTS. (Moreover,) he
(Jesus) foretells that Satan himself, appearing in the same way (as Jesus), will perfbrm
great and marvelous works (miracles) and claim for himself the glory due to God. But
we should not be deceived by these (miracles) nor desire to tum away to Satan, but
should believe in him (Jesus) alone. These (Celsus says) are obviously the teachings of
a man who is 2, gm, a trickstet trying to discredit in advance his rival clatmants and
rival beggars.
Celsus had good information; his picture of the Antichrist is paralleled in
Paul but is not characteristically Pauline; Paul probably got it from even earlier
tradition. Moreover, it is typical o f early Christianity in representing the
Antichrist as a miracle worker, an evil magician, vis ä vis Christ. This an
tithesis, and also the eschatological expeaations and the role o f Satan as
Opponent o f Crod, recall t h e teachings o f t h e magi as reported by Plutarch; but
if Celsus made this point, Origen was too wise to try to refiite it.
A more damaging point that Origen had to counter was the similarity o f
Jesus' miracles to those o f the common, lower-class magicians. He says Celsus
reviews the stories about Jesus,
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. . . and immediately puts them on a level with the works of thtgoetes on the grounds
that they too promise marvelous things, and with the tricks done by those who have
leamed ftom Egyptians, who seil their revered teachings in the middle ofthe market
fbr a few obols, and drive demons out of people and blow away diseases and call up
spirits of (long dead) heroes and produce appeatances of expensive dinners, (complete
with) tables and pastry and non-existent entr^es, and make objects not really alive
moveas if alive and seem tobe so, asfkras appearance goes. And he says, "Then, since
thesefellowsdo these things, will you ask us to think them sons of God? Should it not
rather be said that these are the doings of scoundrels possessed of evil demons."
Notice again the implication that Jesus' claim to be a son of a god was
based on his miracles. Origen tries to evade this in his reply. He says,
You see that by these (arguments Celsus) praaically grants that magic {mageia) is
(efiective). , . . And the things told of Jesus would be similar (to those done by the
magicians!) if (Celsus) had first shown (that Jesus) did them as the magicians (do),
merely for the sake of showing off (his powers). But as things are, none of the goetes, by
the things he does, calls the spectators to moral reformation, or teaches the fear of God
to those astounded by the show.
This argument attracts our attention to an interesting fact—that the miracle
stories in the synoptics are not usually connected with Jesus' teaching, and
when they are, the connections are usually secondary. Evidently the traditions
were originally separate; this suggests that the activities were.
Other Christians, fi)rced like Origen to concede that Jesus' miracles
resembled those of other magicians, found other claims to distinguish them:
Jesus' miracles and those ofhis disciples were real, the others' only appearances; permanent, the others' did not last; not done like the others', by
trickery, spells, or invocation of demons; not idle shows, but helpfui to men,
yet performed gratis; greater than the others' and confirmed by the greatest
miracle of all, his resurrection from the dead; foretold by the prophets, as was
his whole career; the cause of innumerable conversions, they brought into
being the new nation ofhis disciples who still perform similar miracles—even
resurrections!—by the mere invocation ofhis name. These arguments to prove
Jesus was not a magician enable us to reconstruct, by reversing them, the
concept of" magician" they imply: a miracle worker whose wonders are illusory, transient, produced by tricks or by the help of demons controlied by
spells, sacrifices, and magical paraphemaHa. Such a man is primarily an entertainer whose feats are trivial, performed for money, and of no practical value.
He is not a figure in any respectabJe religious tradition; no prophets foretold
him, no converts follow him; he has no message and no disciples, but at most a
spiel and an apprentice.
This figure is easy to imagine and completely credible; there must have
been many such marketplace magicians in the ancient world and any traits of
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this picture in the tradition about Jesus served the purpose ofhis opponents.
The picture is however a caricature. It represents only the lowest type of
ancient magician. We have seen other types; the word covered a social ränge
that ran from guttersnipes to the teachers of Nero. This ränge could accomodate men attached to major religious traditions—the primary reference of
magos was co such men. Since the magi had distinctive ethical and eschatologi
cal teachings, the fäct that Jesus had similar teachings would not have pre
vented his being thought a magus. He certainly had disciples, and those who
accused him of being a magician must have known this; therefore, by "magi
cian" they meant a figure who could appear as a teacher and attract a following.
The Christians attempced co refiice che accusacion by reducing "magician" co
ics lowesc possible meaning and arguing thsxthis meaning did noc macch Jesus.
By chis maneuver they misrepresented che sense of che accusacion. Why?
Perhaps because, properly underscood, ic would have seemed true. What then
was its proper sense? What evidence did Jesus' contemporaries have in mind
when they declared him a "magician"?
II
Fortunately we can control and complete the Christian material on this
question with a similar case in which we know something of both sides.
Apollonius of Tyana was bom of a well-to-do Greek femily in the southcentral Anatolian town of which his name preserves the memory. His parents
sent him for higher education to the Greek city of Tarsus on the south coast
about the same time as the Jewish parents of Paul, in Tarsus, sent their boy to
Jerusalem for his education. Both boys came down with incurable religi(»ity:
Paul first became a Pharisee and then was converted to Christianity; Apol
lonius became a Pythagorean (a holier-than-thou, ascetic, vegetarian type) and
afrer some years set out for Babylon where he smdied with the magi, and then
for India to find the Brahmans and leam their teachings. He came back
claiming to have done so, formed a circle of disciples, and lived with them as an
itinerant philosopher, holy man, and miracle worker, going from temple to
temple along the coasts of northem Syria, Anatolia, and Greece, where Paul,
shortly before, had gone from synagogue to synagogue. From Greece, in the
last years of Nero, Apollonius went to Rome (where Paul had already been
executed). A brush with the poIice may have petsuaded him to push on to
Spain where one of the Roman governors was plotting a revolt. After the
revolt and Nero's suicide in 68 he returned to Sicily and Greece, then visited
Alexandria where in 69 he is said to have been consulted by Vespasian at the
beginning ofhis revolt. Vespasian went to Rome, Apollonius to the "naked
sages" in Upper Egypt, a community of ascetics with pretensions to super-
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natural powers. Thence he returned to the eastem Mediterranean where he
continued his itinerant life until 93 when he went to Rome to face charges of
magic and sedition; he was accused of having sacrificed a Greek boy to divine
from his entrails the fäte of a conspiracy to kill the emperor Domitian. He
reportedly vanished from the courtroom in Rome, remmed to Greece, and
continued his life there and in Asia Minor imdisturbed until his death—some
said, his ascent to heaven—shortly after Domitian's assassination in 96. He is
also Said to have appeared after his ascension or death to a young man who did
not believe his teachings.
Like Jesus, Apollonius is a figure of indubitable historicity. He is referred
to and cited by classical and Christian authors; fragments of his treatise on
sacrifices and his letters have been preserved; the main outlines ofhis life, as
sketched above, are not seriously questioned in spite of their legendary ele
ments. Whether or not he reached the Brahmans, what ascetics he found in
Upper Egypt, how he escaped from his trial, and how he died will always be
dubious, but his figure and general career are known.
The historical similarities between Apollonius and Jesus are clear: both
were itinerant miracle workers and preachers, rejected at first by their
townspeople and brothers, though the latter eventually became more favor
able. An inner circle of devoted disciples accompanied each. Both were
credited with prophecies, exorcisms, eures, and an occasional raising of the
dead. As pteachers both made severe moral demands on their hearers. Both
afiected epigrammatic uttetances and oracular style; they taught as i f with
authority and came into conflict with the established clergy o f the temples they
visited and tried to refbrm. Both were charged with sedition and magic but
tried primarily for sedition.
Given these basic historical simikrities, it is not surprising that similar
opinions and legends grew up about the two of them. Both were said to have
been fathered by gods and to have been amazingly precocious youths. Both at
early stages in their careers went off into the wildemess and there encountered
and worsted demons. The similarities between their reputed miracles have
already been mentioned. At the ends of their lives, Apollonius escaped
miraculously from his trial; Jesus, executed, rose miraculously from the dead;
both then lived fbr some time with their disciples, were said finally to have
ascended to heaven, and were credited with subsequent appearances, even to
unbehevers.
Most important fbr our present purposes are the fäcts that both were
believed by their followers to be sons of gods, beings of supematural power,
and both were accused by their enemies o f being magicians. For Apollonius, as
fi>r Jesus, most o f our information comes from his believers and is preserved in
documents put together some generations after his death. The preservedLt)^ of
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Apollonius was written by one Flavias Phjlostcatus at the bebest of the empress
Julia Domna in the early years of the third Century and was completed only
after her death in 217.
Philostratus teils us he got his information from the cities and temples
where Apollonius had worked—presumably these were centers of oral
tradition—from Apollonius' own letters and his will, and from earlier works
£Übout him of which he mentions three. One, by Moiragenes, otherwise unknown, represented Apollonius as a magician; Philostratus says no attention
should be paid to this since Moiragenes was ignorant of many of the fects about
Apollonius. A second work was by Maximus of Aegae, a little town east of
Tarsus. Apollonius spent some years in Aegae at the beginning of his career
and Maximus' work seems to have dealt mainly with the events of these years.
The third work was a record kept by Damis of Nineveh, Apollonius' most
feithftil disciple, who became his follower when he set out to visit the
Brahmans and stayed with him almost until his death. He was Apollonius'
Boswell but his work remained unknown until atsoitlisant telative brought it
to the empress. We can be sure he was well rewarded; Julia's son, the emperor
Caracalla, worshiped Apollonius as a hero, financed his shrine at Tyana and
built him a temple. We may suspect Damis' "relative" had concocted the
"memoirs" to interest these imperial patrons: Apollonius was a hero of the
Pythagoreans who produced many literary fisrgeries, and the travel stories that
Philostratus got hom "Damis" are füll of fentasies that resemble Pythagorean
fictions. But this does not prove they were pure febrications. Apollonius
undoubtedly had disciples whose stories about him survived in Pythagorean
circles; pseudo-Damis may also have used some documents; indeed, it would
be surprising if he had not.
Thus, the Life of Apollonius presegts a literary problem much like that of
the gospels. It also resembles them in literary form—after praise of the hero's
fiunily and legends about his birth, his childhood is almost wholly passed over
and his adult life is presented in a series of anecdotes connected merely by a
geographic frame (references to his travelling and the places where this or that
happened); the narrative becomes more coherent towards the end of the life
with trial, escape, and later adventures, only to blur again when it comes to the
death and subsequent appearances. These similarities add weight to another:
hke the gospels the Lifo is in part an apologetic work, written not only to
glorify its hero, but also to defend him against the charge of practicing magic.
On this point Philostratus is explicit (Lifo 1-2), and he indicates some of
the reasons for which Apollonius was thought a magician. First, because he
had lived with the magi in Babylonia, the Brahmans in India, and the "naked
sages" in Bgypt. Second, because he foresaw and foretold many things; this
gave him the reputation of being "wise in supernatural things." This referred
primarily to his abiUty to Interpret prodigies, but the other miracles with
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which he was credited, particularly his ability to recognize and exorcise de
mons, must have been major causes for the belief in his magical powers.
Whether the sexual irregularities of which he was accused had anything to do
with the Charge of magic is not clear. The hierophant at Eleusis who refused to
initiate him is said to have called him ?Lgoes and "a man impure as to super
natural things," without further explanation; the former charge, similarly
unexplained, is attributed to the priests at the oracle of Trophonius, and to
the watchmen of the temple of Dictynna in Crete. The accusation brought
against him befbre Domitian was specific: he had sacrificed a boy in a magic
rite to read in his entrails the fiiture of the plot against the emperor. His eccentricities in dress and diet—long hair, linen garments, vegetarianism, etc.
—and the feet that some people worshipped him as a god, were also alleged,
as was his giving of oracles.
Some fiirther characteristics of magicians are indicated by the things
Philostratus, in trying to clear his hero of the charge of magic, insists that
Apollonius did not do, thereby telling us that magicians were thought to do
them. He would not sacrifice living creatures nor even be present when they
were sacrificed {Life I.31; VIII.vii.12 end). When he called up the soul of
Achilles from che dead, it was not by the Homeric sacrifices Standard in nec
romancy, but by pure prayers (IV. 16). He commanded demons as he would
evil men, solely by his Spiritual authority (rv.44). The accusation of magic
brought against him by the philosopher Euphrates was a slander consequent on
his exposure of Euphrates' avarice, and the fact that Euphrates did not strike
him when they quarreied was not due to his magical skill, but to Euphrates'
last minute self-control. That the owner of a ship carrying statues of the gods
reftised to take him aboard was not due to his reputation as impure or illomened, but to the man's superstition; most people wanted to ship with
Apollonius because they thought his presence would prevent storms and assute
safe passage (V.20 vs. IV. 13). He is contrasted with the Egyptians and Chal
daeans who went about the cities organizing expansive sacrifices to avert
earthquakes and the like—he got the desired results with cheaper offerings
(VI.41). Unlike magicians he was not out fijr money, or feme—when he
stopped the plague in Ephesus he gave the credit to Hercules the Averter (VIII,
vii.9). Unlike magicians he did his miracles without sacrifices, prayers, or
spells—by the power ofhis own divine nature (VII.38 end). Finally, he h a d
official approval; he was consulted by the emperor Vespasian who would never
have consulted a magician (VIII.vii.2).

III
If we think of Philostratus' Lifo of Apollonius as the "gospel" of that
Pythagorean cult of him which won the backing of Julia and Caracalla, we may
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now look at the "Outsiders" opinions about him, as we did at those about Jesus.
(The ones reported by Philostratus we have already considered.)
Lucian who about 163 east Peregrinus as a Christian, presented another
pretentious fraud—a fellow named Alexander—as a disciple of a friend of
Apollonias. In passing, he treated Apollonius' circle much more roughly than
he did the Christians. He wrote {Alexander 5):
When Alexander was yet a boy and very beautiful... he was an uninhibited whore
and wentforpay with any who wanted him. Among the othets, one lover who had him
was a gm of those who claim to use magic and supematural incantations to secure
fevors in love affairs and send (evil spirits) on enemies and tum up treasuces and secure
bequests. This fellow, seeing a well grown boy more than ready to be serviceable in his
a£&iis, and in love with his rascality not less than he himself was with the boy's beauty,
gave him a thorough training and continually used him as helper, servant and assis
tant. He ( t h e ^ ) himself in public passed as a doaor and knew . . . (to quote a
Homeric verse) "Many good Compounds of dmgs—and many hdA" Of all these skills,
Alexander became heir and legatee. Moreover, this teacher and lover was a native of
Tyana who had been one of those associated with the notorious Apollonius of Tyana
and a party to all his pretentious Performance. You see the sort of school from which
the man I am describing (came).
The man he was describing, Alexander, passed himself off as a prophet inspired
by the god Asclepius-Glycon and started a femous oracle and mystery cult of
this god.
At the beginning of the third Century when Philostratus was writing in
Apollonius' defense, the historian Dio Cassius told as the greatest of marvels
the story of how Apollonius in Asia Minor saw the murder of Domitian in
Rome while it occurred, and cheered th$ murderer on. Yet ten books later Dio
says of the emperor Caracalla, "He was so fond of magicians asxdgoetes that he
even praised and honored Apollonius the Cappadocian, who flourished in
Domitian's time and was agoer and magos in the S t r i a sense of the words. Yet
Caracalla built a temple for (those who worshipped) him as a hero."
Afrer Philostratus' time however Apollonius' reputation improved. The
Severan dynasty probably continued its support of his cult; about 230 the
emperor Alexander Severus is said to have had in his private chapel statues of
"deified emperors, but also chosen, outstanding, and holy men, among whom
was Apollonius and, according to a writer of his time, Christ, Abraham,
Orpheus, and suchlike." Origen, writing after 245, thought Apollonius both
magus and philosopher and referred to his ability to win over distinguished
philosophers, who at first had thought him k goes, as p r o o f that philosophy gave
no security against the power of magic (Christianity did). In the latter half of
the Century the philosopher Porphyry, in his Life of Pythagoras, cited Apol
lonius as authority for a number of details—among others, that Pythagoras
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was the natural son of the god Apollo (chapter 2). Porphyry also seems to have
been the first to compare Apollonius and Jesus, presumably to Jesus' disadvantage: Apollonius, like Jesus, did miracles, but when arrested he neither stood
dumb nor submitted himself to indignities, but lectured the emperor as a
philosopher should, and then vanished.
Philosophie patronage did not suffice to rescue Apollonius from the
magical tradition. Like Jesus he was remembered by magicians as a magician.
A magical papyrus (PC?M XIa) preserves directions to secure the Services of the
demon thought to have served him. To the end of the Middle Ages he was
credited with the preparation of many "talismans"—objects of permanent
magical power to protect a city or frontier from a specified peril. Nevertheless,
Porphyry's influence prevailed in literary circles. By the end of the third
Century an epic poet had done a Life of Apollonius, and about 304 a high
imperial official, Sossianus Hierocles, wrote an attack on Christianity in which
he included a comparison between Apollonius and Jesus as basis for the argu
ment that the pagans, who in spite of Apollonius' miracles revered him merely
as a man pleasing to the gods, were more sensible than the Christians, who
because of Jesus' miracles thought him agod.
Afi;er Christianity triumphed Hierocles' work was destroyed, but we
know something of it from replies that it drew from two Christians—
Lactantius, a professor of Latin rhetoric, and Eusebius, AKhbishop of Caesarea
in Palestine, the fiunous Church historian. Both replies attacked Apollonius
as a magician and tried to defend Jesus from the same charge; they necessarily
appeal to the populär criteria and thereby darify them.
Lactantius, being a rhetorician, d i d not add much to the intellectual
content of the case. He argues that "(If you say) Christ was a magician because
he did miracles, then Apollonius was a more capable (magician)" because he
escaped, but Christ was caught and cmcified (Div. Inst. V.3.9). Again, be
cause Apollonius was a mere magus he could not persuade men to worship him
under his own name; the best he could get was identification with "Herakles,
the averter of evil," but Jesus, since h e was not a magus but a god, was
worshiped accordingly. Finally,
. . . we do not think (Jesus) a god because he did miracles, but because we see that in
him have been fulfilled all those things which were announced to us by the divination
of the prophets. So he did miracles? We should have thought him a magus, as you now
think and as the Jews thought in his lifetime, had not all the prophets with one spirit
piedicted that he was to do these very miracles. Therefi>re, his marvelous deeds and
works do no more to make us think him agod than does that very cross . . . because it
too was prophesied at the same time. Not therefijre from his own testimony—for who
can be believed if he speaks about himself—but from the testimony of the prophets
. . . has he won credence for his divinity, a testimony that . . , can never be given to
Apollonius or to Apuleius or to any of the magi.
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Eusebius was more thorough. He replied to Hierocles in a long pamphlet, first accusing him of plagiarism from Celsus (chapter i ) , then briefly
arguing for the incomparable superiority of Jesus to Apollonius—Jesus had
been prophesied, had won more, more devoted and more devout followers,
had ultimately converted the Roman empire, and was still eflfective in exor
cism (chapter 4). From this prefiice Eusebius went on to lay down the following
set of dogmas: The natural limits of human powers are providentially fixed;
therefore, no man can do miracles. Admittedly, to help men the supreme god
might send one ofhis dosest companions as a "divine" messenger in human
disguise but with supematural powers. Such a messenger, however, would stir
Up the whole human race and enlighten the entire world. Apollonius did not
do so; therefore, he was not such a messenger; therefore, he could not do
miracles; therefore, if he did not pretend to do miracles he may have been a
philosopher, but if he did pretend to, he was agoef—a fraud (chapters 5-7).
Eusebius himself pretends that he would prefer to think Apollonius a virtuous
philosopher (chapter 5), but then goes through Philostratus' Life of Apollonius
and picks out the details he thinks usefiil to prove either Philostratus a liar or
Apollonius digoes—now in the sense of magician.
The inconsistency was deliberate. Apollonius was a man of high reputa
tion in some philosophic circles and honored by a cult that had enjoyed
imperial patronage. He could not be dismissed in the way Celsus had dis
missed Jesus—as a mere streetcorner magician, nor could his claim of divinity
(or the Claim his followers made for him) be taken out of hand as evidence that he
was a magician (as Olsus had taken the similar claim in Jesus' case). Apol
lonius had behind him the philosophic tradition of "divine men," a tradition
supported, for instance, by legends about Pythagoras. Moreover, Apollonius
came too close to Jesus for comfort. Eusebius had to admit the possibility that
a supernatural being might appear in human form; he could only take refuge
in the argument outlined above, that one who did appear would attract the
attention of the whole world.
On this shaky argument he based bis initial alternative: either a
philosopher with no supernatural claims or a fraud. "Magician" was carefiiUy
omitted from consideration—it also came too close to home; to present it as a
third possibility would evoke the common opinion ofJesus and almost demand
a damaging comparison. On the other hand it was too plausible an explanation
to be omitted; indeed, Eusebius himself almost certainly thought it the correct
one. Despite his philosophic talk about the namral limits of human powers he
of course believed, like everyone eise, that magicians could get the assistance of
demons and make the demons use their supematural powers for the magicians'
purposes. His problem was to introduce this explanation without spoiling his
fine initial antithesis between Jesus, the world-shaking, divine messenger
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from the heavens, and all mere men of merely human powers. He solved the
problem by taking advantage of the ambiguity oigoes: "fraud"/"magician."
Beginning with the antithesis, Apollonius was either a misrepresented phi
losopher or a deliberate goü (— fraud), he introduced little by little the evi
dence to prove him agoßf ( = magician) and quietly dropped Jesus out of the
picture.
Consequently he has a double set of criteria to prove Apollonius a magi
cian. One group are those that prove him a mere man: inconsistency, ignor
ance, the feet that he did no miracles before visiting the Brahmans, and his use
of flattery and deception. These merely disprove the claim that he was of divine
nature and therefore necessitate some other explanation for his miracles. The
other group are those that actually indicate magical practice: the use of uncanny materials for unnatural purposes, association and studies withgoetes and
magi, recognition and control of demons, necromancy, charges of magic made
by his contemporaries, predictions, eures, other miracles, the attribution to
him of magical deviees, and the feet that he was especially accused of magic
while others who had studied wich eastem sages were not.
IV
If we now compare the criteria used for the charge of magic by the
opponents of Apollonius and those ofJesus, and against it, by their defenders,
basic similarities and particular differences become clear. Fundamental for the
accusation in both cases are the miracles with which the accused are credited
and the feet that many of these miracles—notably exorcisms, eures, pre
dictions—resemble those of common magicians. A second major grievanee
was the claim of divinity, or at least the feet of being thought divine. Although
Eusebius could not make much of this, he, like the other opponents of Apol
lonius and of Jesus, gave close attention to those traits in the character and
career of che accused chat disproved the claim of divinity and therefore necessi
tated some less fevorable explanation of the miracles. For this the opponents of
Jesus could use the major facts of his career: disrepurable origin, life as a vagabond, violation of the law, lower-class associates, legal condemnation and
cmcifixion. Nothing like these was available to the opponents of Apollonius.
(Domitian was remembered as a tyranc; co have been jailed by him was credicable.) Thereft)re, they had to do what they could wich minor decails unworchy
of a deicy—ignorance, inconsistency, flattery, deception, and stories of early
sexual irregularities. To support their attacks hoch sides feil back on common
report—hoch Apollonius and Jesus had been accused of magic by cheir con
temporaries, therefore the charges were true. In both cases they were supported
by Claims that the accused had studied with magicians: Jesus had gone to
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Egypt and leamed his magic there; Apollonius not only to Egypt, but also to
Babylon and India to leam of the magi and the Brahmans. Apollonius' ascetic
practices and eccentric dress were made grounds for additional charges against
him; no such traits are reported of Jesus, but his ordinary manner of life,
neglect of festing, and fondness for food and drink were used to discredit his
claim to supematural powers.
To these similar charges the defenders of both Apollonius and Jesus made
similar replies. They asserted that their heroes were tmly divine, and to
support these assertions they tried to distinguish their deities from magicians.
Magicians used animal sacrifices, stränge materials, and elaborate spells often
containing barbarous words and names of demons. They were out for money
and were commonly cheats, their miracles usually illusory, commonly trivial,
and sometimes harmful. They had no moral teaching, were often themselves
conspicuously immoral, and could not offer men a way to salvation. In contrast
therefore the traditions about Apollonius and Jesus minimize the ritual aspect
of their miracles, represent them as indifferent or hostile to money, emphasize
the reality, importance, and beneficence of their eures, emphasize their moral
teaching, and represent them as bringing salvation. Finally, the Christians
insisted that, unlike any magician, Jesus and his career had been foretold by
the prophets of the Old Testament and his claims had been confirmed by his
resurrection from the dead, post-mortal appearances, and ascension to heaven.
The followers of Apollonius had no prophecies to adduce, but did have the
great miracle ofhis escape from death and claimed an ascension and appear
ances afeer death.
All these apologetic motifs must be kept in mind as we tum ro the last
and most important step of our investigation, the question: What evidence did
the Christian tradition, as presented in the gospels, have in common with the
picture of Jesus the magician? Since the authors of the gospels wished to defend
Jesus against the charge of magic, we should expect them to minimize those
elements of the tradition that ancient opinion, as seen in this chapter, would
take to be evidenceforit, and to maximize those that could be used against it.
This expectation is, in the main, confirmed. The evangelists could not
eliminate Jesus' miracles because those were essential to their case, but John
cut down the number of them, and Matthew and Luke got rid of the traces of
physical means that Mark had incautiously preserved (e.g. of 7.33f.; 8.23ff.).
They could not eliminate the claim that Jesus was the Son of God because that
was also essential to their message, but the synoptics make him keep it a secret
until the High Priest compelled him to admit it (Mk. Z4.6if.p.). Until that
time he did not himself make the claim; it was made for him by voices firom
heaven, demons, his disciples, the crowds, and so on. This is apologetic
modesty. His connections with Samaria have almost entirely disappeared from
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the synoptics. If he had any contaa with magicians, or ever went to Egypt,
Mark and Luke say nothing of either, and Matthew has located both in his
infency. Aecusations of magic made against him are mentioned rarely, mainly
for refotation, and some are left unexplained, like the charge that he "was" the
Baptist. References to his discreditable background and human feilings have
been minimized. His teachings about Satan and other demons are vestigial.
Moral teaching is emphasized. Money and food, that must have been constant
concems, are scarcely mentioned—money, mainly to reject it. Prophetic
predictions of his career are found whenever possible (and sometimes when
impossible). Pilate, and in Luke, Herod Antipas, are made to declare him
innocent.
In evaluating all these points of the evidence, and others like them, the
reader of the gospels must keep in mind that the gospels were written in a
hostile world to present the Christian case. Consequently, the elements in
them that could be used to support the charge of magic are probably only the
tips of the iceberg of suppressed traditions, while elements that counter the
Charge must be viewed with suspicion as probably exaggerated, if not wholly
invented, for apologetic purposes. We have to deal with a body of edited
material.

he Evidence for
;M[agical Practices
I
The complex of apologetic arguments and defensive censorship as
sketched in the preceding chapter was partially countered by the fäct that some
of Jesus' admirers thought him a magician and admired him as such (Mk.
9.38f). Lots of magic was practiced in theearly churches: Acts i9.i9suggests
the extent of it in Ephesus (the magical books of those Christians who could be
persuaded to bum them were valued at about $320,000). In second and
third-century works on heresy, when Christians are attacking each other,
aecusations of magic fly thick as brickbats at Donnybrook Fair. That such
aecusations were not just malicious inventions, but reflected actual practice, is
proved by evidence from Egypt, whence we have many Christian magical
papyri and amulets in Greek, and mori in Coptic. Consequently, we have to
reckon not only with a tradition that tried to clear Jesus of the charge of magic,
but also with one that revered him as a great magician. This latter was not
incompatible with belief in his divinity: the gods too practiced magic and
some were fämous magicians—Circe and Isis for example. Finally, we must
remember that both devotion and populär storytelling tend to exaggerate the
powers of their heroes and play up the marvelous.
Given these various motives the material in the gospels shows equal
variety. Exaggeration of the miraculous for devotional or literary effea is
commonplace. The contrary tendency—to play down the miraculous in order
to avoid the charge of magic—has been demonstrated by the classic work of
Fridrichsen, La probtme du mirack. The magicians had to operate more circumspectly, but their interests are represented by many details useful for
magical purposes. For instance, the advice to exorcists in Mk. 9.28f.—after
Jesus'exorcism ofademoniac boy, "Whenhecameindoors, the disciples asked
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him privately, '(Why) couldn't we east out this (demon)?' And he said to
them, 'This kind cannot ( b e made) to leave by anything but a (secret?)
prayer.'" (Clement of Alexandria commented that "the prayer" of the gnostic
is more powerful than faith.) There is another encouragement to miracle
workers in the saying, variously reported, that all commands given with
perfect confidence will be obeyed. Further, there is the preservation in a few
miracle stories of details reporting Jesus' techniques; thus Mark claims to give
the exact Aramaic words used fbr the raising ofJairus' daughter—talitha koum
( 5 . 4 1 ) . Mark translates these words ("Girl. . . get up") as the Greek magical
papyri sometimes translate Coptic expressions. However, talitha koum also
circulated without translation as a magical formula: a partial misunderstand
ing of it became the basis of another phrase—if not an entire story—preserved
in Acts 9.36ff. where Peter raises a dead woman conveniently named Tabitha
by saying to her in Greek, "Tabitha, get up." (Tabitha is a mispronunciation of
talitha, which the storyteller mistook for a proper name.)
These evidences of continuing magical interest in the Christian com
munities which produced the gospels complicate the evaluation of the gospel
reports. Because of their interest in magic those who transmitted the material
may have noticed and preserved the reports ofJesus' praaice. More significant
stories may have been kept secret, as magical texts commonly were. On the
other hand, the interests of those retelling the material may have led them to
invent magical details, and even entire stories.
When these contradiaory tendencies are taken together with those pre
viously noticed—to minimize the miraculous in order to avoid the accusation
of magic, and to exaggerate miracles fbr edification and literary effea—the
one clear thing to emerge (com the tangle is the difficulty of trying to deter
mine the authenticity of particular details. Fortunately, that is not at present
our problem. We have instead to look at the tradition as preserved and ask what
elements accord with the opinions fi)rmed about Jesus by those who were not
his fiillowers. To see even the ft)llowers' tradition as the Outsiders saw it will
enable us to recognize those general traits in Jesus' life that must have been the
main bases of the confliaing opinions about him. Details can never be guaranteed, but those general charaaeristics of a tradition that accord with and ex
plain both the opinions of a man's adherents, and those ofhis opponents, have
a claim to authenticity fär stronger than that which can be a d \ ^ c e d fi^r
supposedly idiosyncratic sayings.
II
Matthew's story that Jesus was fathered by a god is potentially antimagical; it belongs to the "divine man" theology and is closely paralleled, as
we have seen, by a story told about Apollonius {Life L4)—both would make
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it possible to explain their heroes' miracles as works of inherent divine power,
not of magic. But after the birth come the magi. Their stoty was inspired by
the visit of Tiridates and his train to Nero that culminated in their reverencing
him as a god. Matthew's tale belongs to a body of material that attributes to
Jesus titles and claims characteristic of the emperors and their cult. People said
that Tiridates and his magi had initiated Nero in their mysteries and secret
meals; the gospel story implies that Jesus needed no Initiation: he was the
predestined ruler of the magi, as well as of the Jews; but unlike the Ignorant
Jews, the magi knew this. They understood the star that signaled his coming
and came themselves to meet him, make their Submission, and offer the gifts
due their ruler. Moral: all magicians should do the same; Jesus is the supreme
magus and master of the art. Matthew also used the story for other purposes: to
reconcile the biblical prophecy that the Messiah should be bom in Bethlehem
with the known fäct that Jesus came from Nazareth, and to explain away the
report that Jesus went to Egypt and leamed magic there (above, p . 48)—
the magi's coming occasions Herod's plot, which occasions the flight into
Egypt.
Like most ancient biographies the gospels and t\it Life of Apollonius had
nothing to say about their heroes' childhood and adolescence except a srory or
two attesting precocious powers and probably derived from the divine man
cycle, though similar stories of precocity tum up in the lives of unquestionaly
human heroes (Josephus, Vita 8f.). They have no clear connection with magic.

III
The report of Jesus' baptism (Mk. 1.9) with which our knowledge ofhis
mature life begins is a simple Statement o f historical feet, but the story that
follows is mythological: "And then, coming up from the water, he saw the
heavens split open and the spirit as a dove coming down to him, and a voice
from the heavens, 'You are my beloved son, I am much pleased by you'"
(i.iof.). No gospel says anything of any ritual, though the baptism must have
been accompanied by prayers and thanksgivings (possibly also by hymns) and
effeaed with some regulär form of actions and formula of words. The Omission
of such elements here—in spite of their importance to the event—should warn
US that elsewhere the absence of reference to ritual does not prove that none was
used. We have seen that rituals and formulae were apt to be taken as evidence
of magic, and therefore to be deleted (above, pp. 83, 87, 92).
Even without reference to ritual the story of the coming of the spirit is
surprising because the event it describes is just the sort of thing that was
thought to happen to a magician. Essentially, it admits the Charge that Jesus
had a spirit and, as told by Mark, it takes for granted that the reader will know
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this is a good spirit, not a bad one. (This is one of many passages indicating
that Mark's gospel was written for readers who were already Christian or about
to become Christians.) Luke and Matthew identified the spirit as "holy" and
"of God"—surely to refute the charge of magic. Jesus' spirit had led him to
crucifixion; the case for supposing it a demon that deceived and destroyed him
must have been plausible. Why should any of his fi^Uowers have included a
story that could so easily be used to justify the charge of magic? John, for whose
theology of incamation the story was an embarrassment, turned the whole
thing into a vision reported by the Baptist (i .32ff.), but his remodeling shows
t\m he knew a version like Mark's (though probably independent of Mark) and
did not dare omit it, even though it did not suit his theology.
This story seems to have been important in the tradition from which both
Mark and John drew. Evidently it was the accepted account of the beginning of
Jesus' work. It identified that beginning as the baptism, fi^Uowed by the
descent of the spirit on Jesus, and it described that descent as an objective fäct:
the heavens split open, the spirit came down as a dove. This description may be
a complete fiction, or may report as feet an hallueination experienced by Jesus
himself, but in either event we should like to know its source. What could
have led Jesus to have had such an experience, or his followers to make up such
a yam? No Old Testament prophets had birds roost on them. Rabbinic litera
ture contains nothing closely simifer.
This leads us to consider the extant accounts of how magicians got spirits
as constant companions and servants whom they could order about at will so as
to perfbrm miracles without efeborate rites or spells. These accounts derive not
only from the abnormal experiences of magicians, but also itom their
neighbors' experiences of the extraordinary powers of Suggestion that certain
individuals possess and use to heal or cause sickness, excite love or hatred,
instill convictJons, or even produce hallucinations and dispel them. Such
powers were thought magical, but the "magicians" were known to exercise
them without any magical rites. This was "explained" mythologically by
analogy from slavery: such magicians "had" spirits as slaves, always on call.
Hence grew a thicket of stories about ways to get spirits as servants.
These stories can be classified by the sorts of servants promised. One
fämihar form is that in which a ghost, "the demon of a dead man," is evoked as
Jesus was thought to have evoked the Baptist. Most often such demons were
employed fbr single assignments, usually to harm enemies or to bring women
to would-be lovers, but the opinion reported by the gospels and the example
of Paul indicate that they were also thought to be available as constant atten
dants and to do miracles like those of Jesus, mainly exorcisms.
This indication is confirmed by the papyri. The "Magical Papyrus of
P a r i s " I V . 1930—2oo5)prescribesaprayertothesungod, "Givemethe
authority over this spirit of a murdered man, (a part) of whose body I possess
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. . . so that I may have him with me as helper and defender for any affiiirs in
which I need him." The following section (lines 20o6ff.) gives more elaborate
rituals for calling up such a spirit when one is desired, but concludes, "How
ever, most magicians take the equipment (objects inscribed with spells, etc.)
home, put it away, use the spirit as a servant (always in attendance), and so
accomplish whatever they want with all possible speed. For (this method)
effects its purposes immediately, with complete convenience and without any
wordiness" (that is to say, spells). After this come two short recipes and then a
long rite including the conjuration of a dead man's spirit to be the servant of an
amulet, one of whose many powers will be to drive out demons. Directions of
the same sort are given in SHR I.5 and some early Christians said that the
Samaritan magician, Simon Magus, did his miracles by such control of the
spirit of a murdered boy.
Thus the notion that Jesus "had" the Baptist was not, by ancient Stan
dards, an impossible explanation ofhis powers. Nevertheless, it seems to have
been dropped rather early. It did not fit the fiicts well—^Jesus' miracles had
probably begun before the Baptist's death and therefore could not all be
explained by use of the Baptist's spirit. In any case spirits of the dead were
mainly used for harmful magic, while Jesus was mainly a healer. Moreover,
important groups of Jesus' followers, and ofhis opponents, maintained that his
miracles were not done by a ghost, but by a supematural being of a higher
order than men. His followers called it "the holy spirit," his opponents "the
mler of the demons" (Mk. 3.22 p . , 29 p.).
Directions for getting such a spirit were available in magical texts. Here
is one from PGM 1.54ff:
Having sanaified yourself in advance and abstained from meat (.'') and from all
impurity, on any night you wish, wearing pure garments, gouponahigh roof. Say the
first (prayer of) union when the sunlight is feding . . . having a black Isiac band over
your eyes. . . When the sun rises,greetit. . . reciting this (hereafterspecified) holy
spell, burning uncut frankincense (etc.) . . . While you are reciting the spell, che
following sign will occur: A hawk Aying down will stop (in the air) in front of you and,
striking his wings together in the middle (in front ofhis body), will dropa long stone
and at onceflyback, going up into heaven. You take up that stone and having cut. . .
engraved and pierced i t . . . wear it around your neck. Then at evening, going up to
your roof again and Standing fecing the light of the (moon) goddess, sing the hymn
(specified), sacrificing myrrh (etc.). . . And you will soon have a sign, as follows: A
fiery Star, coming down, will stand in the middle ofthe roof and . . . you will perceive
the angel whom you besought, sent to you, and you will promptly leam the counsels of
the gods. But don't you beafraid. Gouptothegod, take his right hand, kisshim, and
say these (specified spells) to the angel. For he will respond concisely to whatever you
wish (to ask). You, then, make him swear with this (specified) oath that he will
remain inseparable from you and . . . will not disobey you at all. . . And you set forth
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(these) words for the god (to agree to): "I shall have you as a dear companion, a
beneficient god serving me as I may direct, quickly, with your power, already while I
am on earth; please, please, show (grant) me (this), O god!" And you yourself speak
. . . in accordance with what he says, briefly . . . But when the third hour (of the
night—about 9 P.M.) comes, the god will leap up at once. Say " G o lord, blessed god,
whither you etemally are, as you wish," and the god will become invisible. This is the
holy (rite for) acquiring an attendant (deity).
Know therefore that this god, whom you have seen, is an aerial spirit. If you
command, he will perfbrm the task at once. He sends dreams, brings women or men
. . . kilis, overthrows, raises up winds from the earth, brings gold, silver, copper, and
gives it to you whenever you need; he frees from bonds . . . opens doors, makes
invisible. . . brings fire, water, wine, bread and whatever foodstufFs you want. . . h e
stops ships (in mid voyage) and again releases them, stops many evil demons, calms
wild beasts and immediately breaks che teeth of savage serpents; he puts dogs to sleep
or makes them stand voiceless; he transforms (you) into whatever ftirm you wish;. . .
he will carry you into the air; . . . he will solidify rivers and the sea promptly and so
that you can run on them Standing u p ; . . . he will indeed res train the foam of the sea if
you wish, and when you wish (he is able) to bring down stars and . . . to make hoc
things cold and cold hot; he will light lamps and quench them again; he shakes walls
and sets them ablaze. You will have in him a slave sufficient for whatever (tasks) you
may conceive, O blessed initiate of holy magic, and this most powerful assistant, who
alone is Lord of the Air, will accomplish (them) for you, and the (other) gods will [(gree
to everything, for without this god nothing is (done).
Communicate this to no one eise, but hide it, by Helios, since you have been
thought worthy by the Lord God to receive this great mystery. . . . (Here follow the
spells tobe used in the preceding ceremony.). . . And when yousend him away, after
he goes, sacrifice to him . . . and pour an oblation of wine, and thus you will be a
friend of the powerful angel. When you travel he will travel with you; when you are in
need he will give you money; he will teil you what is going to happen and when and at
what time of night or day. If anyone ask you, "What do I have in mind.^" or "What
happened to me.^" or "(What) will happen?" ask the angel, and he will teil yoxxsotto
voce, and you say it to the inquirer as if from yourself When you die he will embalm
your body as befits a god, and taking up your spirit will carry it into the air with
himself For an aerial spirit (such as you have become) having been united with a
powerful assistant will not go into Hades. Forto this (god) all things are subordinate.
So when you wish to do something, say into the air only his name and "Come," and you
will see him, and Standing right beside you. Then teil him, "Do such and such" —the
work (you want done)—and he will do it at once, and having done it, will ask you,
"Do you want anything eise? For I am in ahurry to go back to heaven." If you haveno
other Orders at the moment, teil him, " G o , Lord," and he will go. Now this god will
bc seen only by you, nor will anyone hear his voice when he speaks, except you only.
When a man (is sick) in bed he will teil you whether he will live or die, and (if the
latter) in which day and which hour . . . He will also give you wild plants and (teil
you) how to perform eures; and you will be worshiped as a god, since you have the god
as a friend.
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Compare J n . 15.15. Here and throughout this chapter gospel parallels to
magical terms and phrases are given in the text only when they are isolated and
can be cited briefly; when, as often happens, there are large groups of them, or
they require some comment, they are given in the notes. The reader interested
in the general relation of the New Testament to magical material should
therefore be careftil in this chapter to keep an eye on the notes.
The preceding rite resembles the gospel story in five points: (i) It is an
account of an initial purification followed by reception of a spirit come down
from heaven. (2) The first manifestation of the supematural power is a bird. (3)
The spirit enables the recipient to perform miracles and (4) leads to his being
worshiped as a god. <;) The rite, like the gospel story, is a mythological
attempt to explain the origin of a social figure like the Jesus of the gospels. As
the miracles this magician is enabled to perform include most of those with
which Jesus is credited, it would seem that the social types behind these two
myths are similar if not identical. ("Myth" should not be taken to imply that
nothing of the sort was experienced. It refers solely to objective reality. Objec
tively there is no more likelihood that the Lord of the Air came down to a
magician than there is that the Holy Spirit came down to Jesus. But it is just as
likely that many magicians tried to carry out rites resembling the one de
scribed as it is that Jesus "was baptized in the Jordan by John." And it is
equally probable that many magicians persuaded themselves that they had
made friends with deities, and that Jesus thought the spirit had come down on
him when he came up from the water. One terrible trait of mythological
thought is its power to produce corresponding experience.)
The magical papyri contain several such rites to get spirits as assistants
and belief in this sort of relationship was widespread—for instance, St.
Irenaeus, in about 180, explained the miiacles ofthe heretic Marcus by suppos
ing he had "some demon as an assistant." But all these stories, and this type of
theory, feil shott of the gospel myth in one respect: In them the spirit is merely
acquired as an assistant, in the gospels its descent is followed by a voice from
heaven declaring Jesus "my beloved son." The story strongly suggests that the
sonship is a result of the descent of the spirit. But what is the sonship?
Many would say, the messiahship. Mark equated "Messiah" (="Christ")
with "Son of God" and "Son of Man" (i4.6if.). From then on the equation has
been customary. But "Son of God" was not, in Judaism, a customary messianic
title, nor a common way of referring to the Messiah. Nor is it often connected
with the messiahship in the synoptic gospels. Instead it almost always appears
with miracles. As "Son ofCrod" Jesus casts out demons (Mk. 3.11; 5.7p.; Lk.
4.41), walks on the sea, and knows the Father (Mt. 11.27p; i4'33)- Be
cause he Claims to be "Son of God" the devil demands miracles from him (Mt.
4.3,6 p.) and the Jews mock him when he is unable to perform them (Mt.
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27.40,43). Because he was "a son of god" miracles attended his death (Mk.
i5-38f.p.). By contrast, the gospels rarely attribute Jesus' miracles to "his
spüit" or to "the holy spirit"; this sort of attribution Is most conspicuous in
their reports of the charges of his enemies (who of course say "demon," not
"spirit"). In most miracle stories no explanation at all is given; Jesus simply
speaks or acts and the miracle is done by his personal power. This trait
pmbably reflects historical fea, but why did this feet result in Jesus' being
called "Son of God"? The existence of a title implies a conceptual type—in this
case, to judge from the usage, a supematural being in human form who
performs miracles by his own divine power. (Accordingly, Christians pred i a e d that the Antichrist, when he appears and claims to be a son of a
god—that is, a god—will be a miracle worker, II Thess. 2.3-10; Didache
16.4).
Where did this figure come from? Why is he only a son of a god and not a
god? To answer these questions scholars have looked to Greek and Latin
material; their findings have not been satisfectory. Sons of gods are plentifui in
mythology, but in real life the title "son of god" was rarely used except fi>r
Roman enriperors. While its use for Jesus may have been influenced by the
gospels* tendency to apply to him the imperial attributes, this is wholly
inadequate to explain the gospel figure. (For example, emperors rarely did
miracles.) Consequently, we must look elsewhere, in this case to the Semiticspeaking paganism of first-century Palestine, and the semi-pagan Palestinian
cult of Yahweh from which Christianity sprang. In Hebrew and Aramaic "son
of" is commonly used to mean "member of the class of"; hence, "the sons of
god" is a regulär way of saying "the gods," just as "the sons of men" (com
monly translated "the children of men") is a regulär way of saying "men."
Thus in Genesis 6.2—"the sons of god saw the daughters of men" means "the
gods saw women." A few other examples are scattered throughout the Old
Testament. Isolated survivors of monotheistic censorship, they indicate the
populär basis of the usage and justify us in supposing that when a Palestinian
demoniac said "Jesus, son of god" he meant "Jesus, god." The evangelists took
such expressions of Semitic paganism as portents and adjusted them to their
own monotheistic belief: this is why Jesus moves through the gospels as a deity
doing miracles by his own divine power, but in the synoptics is never explicitly
called a god. It also explains why the title "Son of God" appears befbre and
independently of the legends of divine paternity. The legends were apologetic,
but the title preceded the apology and determined the line it was to take.
Thus "son of god" is explicable; it means "god." But the gospel story still
has to be explained: It teils of a man made a god by a rite of purification
followed by the opening of the heavens and the coming of a spirit. Where do
we find such stories? In the magical papyri. For instance, DMP X. 23ff., where
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a magician says, "Open to me, heaven! . . . Let me see the bark of Phre
descending and ascending . . . fori am Geb, heir ofthe gods; I make intercession before Phre my Father <for) the things proceeded from me . . . Open to
me, mistress of the spirits, . . . primal heaven!" Innumerable spells identify
the magician with the god invoked and reach their cHmax with the words "for I
am"followed by the name ofthe god. For example, PGM VIII. 2ff.: "Cometo
me, Lord Hermes, as infants in the wombs of women (Gal. 4.19) . . . For
you are I and I am you (Jn. 17.21); your name is mine . . . I am your image
. . . I know you Hermes, and you me. . . . Do all (I ask)" (II Cor. 9.8-15).
Witness also an invocation of the world ruler, the Good Demon (PGM XIII.
784ff. = XXI):
But Thou, Lord of life, King of the heavens and the earth and all those that dwell
therein (III Macc. 2.2), whose righteousness is not turned aside, . . . who hast
irrefiitabie truth, whose name and spirit (rest) upon good men, come into my mind
and my vitals for all the time of my life and accomplishforme all the desires of my soul.
For you are I and I am you. Whatever I say must happen . . . Fori have taken to myself
the power of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and of the great god-demon lao Ablanathanalba.
Two magical texts of this sort in the "Magical Papyrus of Paris" are of
special interest because of their resemblance to the gospel story. One—PGM
IV. 475—830—preserves the beginning of a rite to attain immortaUty by
ascent into the heavens. After seven days ofrituals and three of purity, begin by
saying the following spell:
First beginning of my begirming, a e e i ö u ö, first source ofraysource . . . spirit's
spirit, first (element) ofthe spirit in me . . . fire . . . first (element) of thefirein me
. . . (etc. water, earth) . . . perfect body ofme (name) moldedbya powerful arm and
incorruptible right hand in a world dark and enlightened, lifeless and enlivened . . .
may it seem right to you . . . that I should participate again in the immortal begin
ning
that Imayberebornin thought 0n. 3.3ff.). . . and that the holy spirit
may breathe in me . . . that I mayraarvelat the holyfire. . . that I may behold the abyss
of the east, the fearfol water . . . and may the lifegiving ether poured around me hear
my (voice). . . since I—a mortal bom of a mortal womb, strengthened with immor
tal spirit. . . —shall behold today with immortal eyes the deathless Aeon and Lord of
thefierydiadems—I, hallowed by holy rites, a holy power having replaced briefly my
human, psychic power which I shall afterwards receive back . . . undiminished, I,
(name). . . . Since it is not within my power while a mortal toascend with the golden
rays of the immortal luminary . . . be still, (my) corrupt mortal body, (while I leave
you), and agatn (receive) me safe after (I havesatisfied) this unavoidable and pressing
aeed, for I am the Son, I surpass the limit ofmy souls (?), lam (meaningless letters).
With this the magician inhales the rays of the sun, leaves his body behind, and
rises into the heavens.
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Here we have deificacion by the gift of the holy spirit which transforms
the recipient into "the Son," a supematural being who by declaring his iden
tity is able to work a miracle, specifically, to ascend into the heavens—a
miracle with which Jesus was credited after his death and perhaps before. Holy
spirits, with and without the definite article, are femiliar in the magical
papyri. "The Son" as a distina supematural being is rarer, but does appear
again in a Demotic papyrus where a spell concludes, "Let (that which I have
asked) come to my hand here today; for I am he who is in the seven heavens,
who standeth in the seven sanauaries; for I am the son of the living god."
Compared to the gospel story the most conspicuous element lacking in
the preceding rite is the bird, but even that appears in a similar text, PCjM IV.
154—221, which reads (beginning from line 170):
At any dawn you wish, when it is the third day of the moon, going to the roof of a
high building, spread on the earthen (floor of the roof) a clean sheet. Do this with an
initiated expert. Then you yourself, wearing a wreath of black ivy, after eleven o'dock,
when the sun is in the midst of the heaven, lie down naked on the sheet, looking
upward, and order that your eyes be covered with a black band. Then, wrappiog
yourself U p like a mummy, closing your eyes and keeping your fece toward the sun,
begin theft)llowingprayer: "Powerful Typhon, sovereign and mler of the realm above,
God of gods, King . . . thou who scatterest the darkness, bringer of thunder, stormy
one, who dazzlest the night, who breathest warmth into the soul, shaker of rocks,
earthquake-destroyer of walls, God offbamingwaves and mover ofthe deep.. . .lam
he who searched through the whole world with thee and foimd the great Osiris, whom
I brought to thee a prisoner. I am he who fought as thine ally . . . against the gods. I
am he who locked the double doors of heaven, and put to sleep the invisible dragon,
who stayed the sea, the tides, the streams of the rivers, until thou mightest subdue this
realm. I, thy soldier, have been defeated by the gods. Ihave been east down because of
vain wrath. Raise up, 1 beseech thee, thy friend, I entreat thee, and do not east me on
the earth, O King of gods . . . FiU me with power, I beseech thee, and grant me this
grace, that, when I shall order one of those gods to come, he shall at my spells come and
appear to me quickly." . . . When you say these things thrice the following sign of
your union (with the god) will occur, but you, armed with your magic soul, should
not be terrified. For a sea hawk, Aying down, will strike you with his wings on your
body, by this very sign indicating that you should arise. You, therefore, arise, clothe
yourself in white garments, and bum uncut frankincense in drops on an earthenware
altar, saying as follows, "I have been united with thy sacred form. I have been
cmpowered b y thy sacred name. I have received the etßuence of thy goodness, Lord,
God of gods, King, Demon". . . When you have done this, descend, having attained
that nature equal to the God's which is effected b y this ritual union.
Here not only the bird as messenger of the god, but also the notions of
salvation as resurreaion from death, of the believer as the god's soldier and
friend, doorkeeper of the heavens and at war with the gods of this lower world.
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of union with the god in form, of the gift of power by the god's name, and of
the believer's achieving a nature like the god's are all paralleled in New
Testament texts.
From this evidence (and from the lack of any evidence nearly so similar
from any other source) we conclude that the story of how a spirit descended on
Jesus and made him a "son of god" resembles nothing so much as an account of
a magical rite of deification. The ritual details and spells (prayers and hymns)
have been omitted, as in the preceding story of the baptism, but the essential
acts and result are thete. While John's baptism and Jesus' subsequent experi
ence can hardly in fact have constituted such a rite, the story shows how they
were understood in the very early Palestinian Christian circles from which
Mark derived his material. Whoever thus understood them had an Imagina
tion shaped by stories, if not by acmal experience, of magical rites.
IV
After Jesus' baptism and deification Mark says, "And at once the spirit
drives him out into the wilderness. And he was in the wildemess forty days,
being tempted by Satan, and was with the wild animals" (Mk. i . i s f . ) .
This fits the pattem of a magician's Ufe, especially a shaman's. Compare
Eliade's report that a shaman, at the beginning ofhis career, commonly "withdraws into solimde and subjects himself to a strict regime of self-torture."
He is supposed to be tested, subjeaed to terrible ordeals, or even killed by evil
or initiatory spirits, but is helped by friendly spirits who appear in the fi)rms
of animals. The statement that the spirit drove Jesus into the wildemess accords
with rabbinic reports of demonic compulsion and suggests that Jesus was
"possessed," although elsewhere it is clainaed that he "had" the spirit. We have
noticed in other stories about him this altemation between "possessing" and
"being possessed," and have remarked that it is charaaeristic of shamans in
general.
What purpose such potentially discteditable material served in the life of
Mark's church, and what value Mark fisund in it that decided him to include it,
the text does not indicate. It looks like a piain statement of historical feas as
interpreted by a man who believed in spirits, and as reported by one who
wanted to give an outline of Jesus' career beginning with his baptism. Critics
who find Jesus' career embarrassing, and therefore want to minimize Mark's
interest in history, incline to suppose that these verses are "the mdiment of an
originally more extended (temptation) legend" of unknown function. They
may be right: there is independent evidence that Mark intended his stories to
be supplemented by instruaion based on his church's oral tradition and per
haps on documents kept secret from the ordinary believers. If so, the tempta
tion legend must be much older than the Gospel according to Mark.
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Matthew and Luke do S u p p l e m e n t Mark's report with a long Q story of
Jesus' temptations (Mt. 4.1—11; Lk. 4.1—13), but it would be risky to sup
pose that this story is what Mark knew and left out. The Q story is
apologetic—told to show why Jesus did not perform the miracles expected of a
messiah. Why did he not come Aying through the air, tum stones into bread,
provide food for everyone, and conquer the world? The gospels imply an
answer. These things could have been done only by a magician. This world is
the realm of the devil (Lk. 4.6) and anyone who wants to mie over it must
worship the devil, in other words, become a magician. Since Jesus d i d not rule
Over i t , he was not a magician, Q.E.D.
Flying through the air and tuming stones into bread were typical feats of
magicians. This was pointed out by the great Norwegian scholar, Eitrem, who
first recognized the purpose of the story. He also pwinted out that Psalm 91,
quoted by the devil to persuade Jesus to jump from the temple and fly through
the air (Mt. 4.6 p . ) , was famous for its magical use (here discredited by
attribution to the devil). Further, the report that after the temptation the
angels served Jesus attributes to him the success magicians strove for—to be
served by supematural beings—but makes the additional point that magicians
are served only by demons, Jesus, because he rejected magic, was served by
angels.
Eitrem also interpreted the report of Jesus' festing and the offer to give
him "all the kingdoms of the world" as traits derived from magic, but for these
he had no close parallels. The Greek magical papyri mention "fiisting" only as a
condition fi)r eating, drinking, or doing something, as we speak of "fasting
communion." Rabbi 'Aqiba' (martyred in 134) thought one could get an
"unclean spirit" (demon) by festing and sleeping in a graveyard ( ß . Sanhedrin
65b). Presumably the fest involved lasted ovemight. This is interesting be
cause Jesus' rejection of festing was one of the points in which he most
conspicuously differed from the Baptist, and for which he was most criticized
(Mt. 11.19p.).
disciples began fasting only after his death (Mk. 2.20).
Mark says nothing ofhis fasting in the wilderness. The forty-day fast before the
temptation was modeled on those of Moses and Elijah and was probably
invented to put Jesus in their class and distinguish him from magicians. In
feet, by rejection of fasting, he resembled magicians more closely than this
storyteller liked to remember. Furthermore, the Greek magical papyri contain
no spell by which a man can become a king, and they never promise a magician
an earthly kingdom. The devil's offer to give Jesus "the kingdoms of this
world" comes from the Jewish messianic tradition. Its appearance here is an
apology for Jesus' feilure to satisfy the demands of that tradition—to have
done so, to have accepted an earthly kingdom, would have been tantamount to
the practice of magic, the worship of "the god of this aeon." Jesus' kingdom
was "not of this world" (Jn. 18.36. Compare Lk. 17.20).
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That the offer of the kingdoms had a different background than the other
two temptations is shown by the fact that unlike the others it is not presented
as a challenge to prove himself the Son of God. The challenges in the other
stories are refused. The storyteller knew the tradition that represented Jesus as
a miracle working "son of god" (i.e., a god); he wanted to discredit it. The
miracles this (son of) god was expected to work come from the magical
tradition. This fact confirms what the evidence in the previous section
suggested: "the Son" was a miracle working deity in magical mythology, and
it was thought possible for a magician on whom "the Holy Spirit" descended to
become or be united with "the Son." From these considerations it seems clear
that the Q temptation story, as found in Mt. 4 and Lk. 4 , was intended to
discredit the picture of "Jesus the magican." The piaure must therefore have
been earlier than the source of Q.

After his shamanic Session in the wilderness Jesus came, Mark says, to
GaUlee ( i . 1 4 ) , and miracles began to happen.
Curiously, the first miracles reported are o f the most credible sorts, and
occur in the most plausible succession: winning disciples, exorcisms, and
eures. We should expea a miracle worker to get his Start in this way: making a
few disciples, developing a reputation and self-confidence, demonstrating in
public his power to control hysteria, and eventually curing objeaive,
psychosomatic ailments—fever, paralysis, and so on. Mark however is com
pletely oblivious to psychological plausibility; he describes these events as
miracles without explanatory precedents. Therefore, the plausible sequence
cannot be due to his invention. If not actidental, it may result from historical
recollection: we have here again a beginning—the first disciples, exorcisms,
and eures—and beginnings (first love, first job, first combat experience) are
apt to be remembered when their many successors have long been forgotten or
confiised. Witness Mrs. Bloom in Ulysses.
Whatever their historicity, these miracles are all familiär feats of the
magician's repertory. Apollonius, like Jesus, was famous for his attraction of
followers. Love charms promise to make the beloved, or anyone whom the
magician may touch, follow him everywhere. That the men whom Jesus called
"left their father" and boat and servants to f o l l o w him (Mk. i .20p.) is a trait of
Christian conversion emphasized in the gospels: Jesus later speaks of followere
who have "left home or brothers or sisters or mother or father or children or
lands for my sake." Such conversion is promised by love spells: "Let her forget
fether and mother, brothers, husband, friend; let her forget all of these, except
only me"—wliora of course she is to follow, as Jesus was followed about by his
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disciples and by a Company of women from many of whom he had "east
out demons." The Pied Piper is a legendary example of similar power.
Spells and amulets for exorcism are frequent in the papyri and in literary
collections of magical material; Apollonius and the Indian sages were credited
with exorcism and Lucian and Celsus make fun of it in their accounts of populär
credulity. Like the Indian sages Jesus was said to be able to exorcise at long
distance, and like Lucian's Palestinian magician, to speak to "the demons" and
make them give information about themselves.
Cures are also a major concem of magic. They stand first among the
miracles for which The Book ofSecrets (I. i) gives Instructions; spells and recipes
for them in the magical papyri are numerous, amulets for them are innumer
able, and they are prominent in literary collections of magical material and in
stories about magicians. Jesus' first reported eure (as distinct from exorcism) is
ofa fever (Mk. 1.30p.); eures for fever are particularly frequent in the magical
material cited; the condition often has psychological causes and responds
readily to S u g g e s t i o n . Our distinaion between "eure" and "exorcism" how
ever may be unjustified in this instance. Mark says, "taking her hand he raised
her, and the fever left her." Luke understood this as an exorcism and made it
more vivid, "herebuked the fever and it left: her"(Mk. 1.31 ;Lk. 4.38f.). The
magical tradition has preserved an appropriate rebuke: "Plague and fever flee
from the wearer of this amulet." That fevers are caused by demons is often
supposed in the magical papyri; the notion that diseases actually
demons
appears already in Sophocles. It is found again in Philostrams' story that
Apollonius stopped the plague in Ephesus by recognizing it—a demon disguised as an old beggar—and having it stoned. The magical material cited
above contains prescriptions or stories of eures for most afflictions cured by
Jesus—fever, blindness, lameness, paralysis, catalepsy, hemorrhage, and
wounds. In Lk. 10.19 Jesus gives his disciples the "authority" (i.e. power, as
usual) "to walk over snakes and scorpions . . . and nothing will hurt you;" the
PostScript to Mark made the risen Jesus promise his believers immunity from
snakes and poison. Spells against snakes, scorpions, and poison are frequent in
the magical material and there were rites and amulets that promised protection
from everything. Panaceas are perpetual.
male

Thus the miracles with which Mark represents Jesus as beginning his
career in Galilee are drawn entirely from the magician's repertory. This should
not be taken as discrediting their claim to historicity; rather the contrary: it is
evidence that such "eures" did occur. The eure of Peter's mother-in-law is
completely plausible: An old lady suddenly recovered from a fever when her
son-in-law came back from synagogue bringing as a guest an attractive young
holy man who had just healed a demoniac in the presence of the congregation
and was doubtless accompanied by half a dozen of the eongregation's most
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prominent members (who would expect hospitality and see the condition of
the house). Does this "miracle" strain your faith?
Once more Mark seems utterly unaware of such a question. Therefore, the
psychological and historical plausibility ofhis story cannot be attributed to his
invention; it might be due to historical recollection, or it might be mere
accident, but such accidents are becoming suspiciously frequent.
VI
Another "accident" confronts us in the struaure of Mark's gospel between
Jesus' hrst miracles in Galilee and his entry of Jerusalem. For the past half
Century scholars have commonly held that this struaure is a colleaion of
stories, sayings, and teaching material, mostly conneaed by accidental
associations—catch words, similarities of form or content, and the like; Mark
is thought to have added introductory expressions ("And again . . . And
thereafter. . . And it happened" etc.) suggesting temporal sequence, but the
S u g g e s t i o n is thought false. Here scholarly opinion is supported by the fäa
that both Matthew and Luke, when expanding Mark, feit ftee to rearrange his
material. If this opinion be supposed correa the question arises: Why do the
gospels have this curious struaure? In response some scholars have cited
analogies from populär literature—for instance, the coUeaions of stories
about Dr. Faustus, a Renaissance magician—others have seen, i n the lack of
historical coherence and causal sequence of events, evidence of the lack of
historical interest in the early churches which preserved stories about Jesus' life
merely as isolated anecdotes for use in sermons, Instruction of converts, and the
like.
The analogies from populär literature;» however, beg the question: Why
do populär narratives have such a stmcture? In fact, some populär narratives do
not. The Chanson de Roland, for instance, is coherently (however incorrealy)
constmcted. Similarly, the supposed lack of historical interest in the early
churches (apart from its inherent improbability) would explain why Mark
found only anecdotes and sayings, but would not explain why he—who obvi
ously had historical interests—did not try to constma out of these scraps a
coherent, causally connected account.
We must seek some further explanation. Could it be that the preserved
material reflects the historical faas? There are lives füll of interesting events
without clear causal conneaions. Such are the lives of actors. In the average
autobiography of an actor one finds much the same stmcture as in Mark—a
sequential account of the beginning of the career, then anecdotes, sayings,
more anecdotes: "On another occasion . . . Sometime later . . . It happened
. . . Again . . ." This similarity of stmcture is plausibly explained by the
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similarity ofthe lives reported. The Hfe of an itinerant magician, l i k e that of a n
actor on tour, is likely to be a picaresque novel without a plot—a string of
incidents connected mainly by the central character. Mark reports these incidents with minimal framework, but even if his framework had been riebet, the
narrative—unless distorted—would have remained the same. Aaually, poverty of style diminishes likelihood of invention and speaks for reliability of the
narrative. Not that it can be wholly relied on. Lack of plot fecilitated insertion
of imaginary episodes, Omission of embarrassing ones, and changes in order.
But, granting distortions of details, the sort of life reflected by the central
chapters of Mark, like that refleaed by corresponding seaions of Philostratus'
Life of Apollonius, is the life of a recognizable historical type: the itinerant
magician or holy man.

vn

Chapter VI showed that the primary characteristic of a magician was to do
miracles. In this Jesus evidently excelled. Through all antiquity no other man
is credited with so many. The gospels contain well over 200 items about Jesus
that ditealy involve something miraculous—miracle stories or sayings that
express or lay claim to miraculous powers. Comparable items in Philostratus'
Life of Apollonius number about 107, in the Pentateuch's stories of Moses,
124, in the stories of Elisha in II Kings, 38.
To classify these items, we begin with those from which Jesus' feme
began—the exorcisms. The magical parallels to these, already discussed, gave
Jesus the reputation spread by his enemies, of being a magician who controlied
"the ruler of the demons." "To drive out one demon by another" was proverbial and the philosopher Porphyry praised the god Sarapis as "the ruler of the
demons who gives spells for their expulsion." So the belief attributed to Jesus'
enemies is one they could easily have held. Indeed, something like it was held
by some ofhis followers. Matthew, for instance, thought Jesus could control
spirits by calling on their ruler, his Father (presumably Yahweh) who, if Jesus
only Said the word, would send him twelve legions of angels (72,000, Mt.
26.53). ^ sp^U to secure such an angehe bodyguard is given iüSHR VI. By
contrast, those of his followers who believed that "the holy spirit" had de
scended on him and made him "the Son" thought that he himself was able to
control spirits, not only to order them out (exorcism), but also to send them on
errands or send them into things or people. So the centurion, asking Jesus to
heal his slave, says in eflfea "Don't bother (to come yourself). . . Just say the
word. ( l ' m sure that will suffice). . . . I too have a position of authority (and
many demands on my time, so 1 can't do everything myself). I have soldiers
under me (as you have spirits). When I teil one to go, he goes," and so on.
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Similarly, rhe author ofSHR claims in the prefece that his book will teach the
reader "to rule over spirits and demons, to send them so that they will go, like
slaves."
Such spending of spirits and giving people over to them was often at
tributed to magicians and much feared. Scores of references to it occur in the
magical papyri; hundreds of examples survive in "defixions"—spells usually
written on lead tablets or potsherds and biuried by graves or thrown into water
so that they would come to the attention of the powers below to whom they
gave Over, for damage or destruction, the persons specified. "Eulamon, receive
(him—the victim). Osiris, Osiris Mnevis, Phre . . . (and other under
world gods) inasmuchas/^mot^toyou AdeodatusthesonofCresconia, lask
you to punish (him) in the bed of punishment. . . and bind him down from
the present day and hour. Now, now! Quick, quick!" This is exactly the
language of Paul: "I have already judged (the offender) . . .to give (him) over
to Satan for the destruction ofhis flesh" (I Cor. 5.3ff.). It was repeated by the
forger of I Timothy, "Some . . . have shipwrecked their faith, among whom
are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom / have given over to Satan, that they
might be taught not to blaspheme" (I Tim. i . I9f.).
This was the blackest sort of magic, so it is not surprising that the gospels
minimize Jesus' praaice of it. He does not "send" the legion of demons into
the Gadarene swine, he just "permits" them to enter and destroy them (Mk.
5.13p.); compare PGM LXI.ioff. where the magician is speaking tooilhe has
enchanted, "I let you loose against (so and so) daughter of (so and so). . . lay
hold of her head, blind her, let her not know where she is," etc. Even more
risque is John's explanation of the betrayal of Jesus. That he should have been
betrayed by one ofhis own followers required explanation: If he was so good,
why were his disciples not loyal to himÄ As Celsus would ask, if so wise, why
did he choose a traitor, and why not fbresee the treason? (Origen, Against Celsus
II. 9—12). Mark had tried to answer such questions—^Jesus foreknew it all; it
was all a fulfilment of prophecy (Mk. I4.i8ff., 4if.). John went further—
Jesus not only foreknew it, he arranged it. Until the beginning of the last
supper the devil had been able only to put the idea of betray ing him into Judas'
mind. Then Jesus, to fiilfil scripture (13.18) and to glorify himself by voluntary self-sacrifice (13.31; 10.18), told the twelve that one of them would
betray him and gave a piece of bread to Judas, "And after ( h e had eaten) the
bread, then Satan entered into him. Accordingly, Jesus says to him, 'What you
will do, do quickly,'" and Judas immediately goes out and arranges for the
betrayal.
The notion that a demon can be sent into food so as to enter anyone who
eats the food is common, particularly in love charms:
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Spell Said to the cup. Say seven (times), "You are wine; you are not wine but the head
of Athena. You are wine; you are not wine but the entrails of Osiris, the entrails of lao
Pakerbeth, Etemal Sun o o o . . . i a a a"—To make it compulsive (add) "Ablanathanalba akraiximachamarei e e e, the (angel) put in charge of compulsion, Jacob
la lao Sabaoth Adonai Abcasax"—"as soon as you go down in to the entrails of (so and
so) let her love me (so and so) for the whole time of her life."
A theory to suit this practice was developed by theologians; we find them
setiously explaining.that idolatry is bad because the worshipers eat portions
of the sacrificed food and so take the demons into their bodies. Accordingly,
Origen is quoted as commenting on John's story, "Notice that Satan did not at
first enter Judas, but only 'put into his heart' (the notion) that he should
betray his teacher. But aftrer the bread, he entered him. Consequently we
should beware lest the devil intrude 'into our heart' any ofhis unrecognized
weapons ft)r, if he gets one in, he then finds a way by which he himself may
enter." The edifying moral does not fit the correCT Observation: Satan entered
only ditet the bread and the bread was the 'unrecognized weapon,' not of Satan,
but of Jesus who sent Satan into the bread, and so into Judas, to make Judas
carry out the prophesied program rhat called for the Messiah's betrayal by one
who "had eaten" his "bread." Even Jesus' concluding command, "What you
will do, do quickly," echoes a common conclusion of spells, "Now, now!
(Juick, quick!"
Closely related to the practice of sending evil spirits is that of causing
hatred. This was a regulär part of the magician's business. A class of spells
known as "dividers" were available to cause hatred or prevent love. These were
used most often in love affairs, but magic had a large place too in fiimily
quarreis. Texts teil us of "magical practice and curse and incantation and
stroke and evil eye and evil spells. . . the spells ofthe motherand the daughter
. . . the spells of the daughter-in-law and the mother-in-law," etc. Similarly,
in the gospels Jesus says, "I have come to set a man against his fiither, and
daughter against her mother, and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law,
so that a man's enemies shall be those ofhis own household" (Mt. io.35f p.).
Matthew and Luke connect this Q saying with eschatological material; it is
commonly explained as referring to the fiimily divisions caused by conversions
to the early churches and interpreted as signs of the coming end of the world.
However, if Jesus persuaded workingmen to leave their fiimilies and follow
him, the femily quarrels would have started in his lifetime. Eschatological
overtones are common in this sort of magic, ft)r example: "1 call on You, the
terrible One in the empty wind, invisible, great God, who smitest the earth
and shakest the world, lover of tumults and enemy of stability . . . laia Jacob
l a i . . . give conflict, hostility," etc., to two men who are to be sundered "as
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Typhon (Set) and Osiris." It is not impossible therefore that Jesus' daim to
this magical power has been given a somewhat more edifying, Jewish es
chatological sense by Substitution of "I have come" for "I am able". (Behavior
of dubious morality for a magician becomes unobjectionable when the actor is a
prophet or Messiah of God.)
The obverse of causing hatred is causing love. The gospels'Jesus claims to
be able to do this for individuals, here and now, without reference to the end of
the world. We shall deal with this in connection with the eucharist later. At
present we return to his alleged power over spirits.
In contrast to the account of Jesus' gift of Satan to Judas (or vice versa?),
John was more open about the sending of good spirits. He does insist that the
spirit was not given during Jesus' lifetime (Jn. 7.39)—this exculpates his hero
from the charge of having practiced magic in giving it—but he makes Jesus
promise that after his death he will ask the Father to send (Jn. 14. i6f., 26), or
will himself send "from the Father" (Jn. 15.26), "the spirit of truth" to "be in
you," to "lead you into all truth," and to "foretell the things to come." These
passages are paralleled by dozens of magical texts in which a magician either
sends or asks a deity to send a spirit, occasionally to enter someone, more often
to reveal secrets and foretell the future. A few examples:
"I conjure you (Spirit), because I wish you to enter into me" (PGM IV. 3205f).
(After a long list of gods) "I conjure these holy and divine names, that they may
send me the divine spirit, and that he may do whatever I have in mind and desire. . .
Send this demon in response to my holy spells . . . and let him say to me whatever I
have in mind, speaking the truth" (PGM I. 3i2fif.).
"Thou who ridest on the blasts of the air-roving winds, goldenhaired Helios . . .
send firom the adyta the trae prophet . . . Now, now! Quick, quick!" (PGM VIII.
75fif. This and the preceding citation come ifc part from early magical hymns of which
several texts are preserved.).
"Good Demon, whose power is greatest among the gods, hear me (and) go to (so
and so), into his house, where he sleeps, into his bedroom, and stand l^eside him,
fearfiil, terrifying, with the great and powerful names ofthe god, and say to him (what
I have ordered)" (PGM XII. i34ff.).
"0)me to me, air-walking spirit, called by symbols and names not to be uttered,
(come) to this divination . . . and enter his (the medium's) soul, that ic may receive
the imprint of (thine) immortal form, in powerful and incorraptible light, for I call on
yousinging. . . Cometome,Lord,bomeonimmaculatelight, incapableoffelsehood
or anger, to me and to this boy who will see (you)" (PGM VII. 559!?.).
The variety of these five «camples may suggest the much greater variety
of the many other parallels.
Besides making Jesus promise to send "the spirit of truth" into his
disciples, John reported that after his resurrection he sent "the holy spirit" into
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them b y blowing on them (20.22). This recalls Celsus' Egyptian magicians
who "drive demons out of men and b l o w away diseases." An exorcism füll of
Old Testament references, but said to come from an Egyptian and invoking
Egyptian as well as Israelite gods, begins, "1 conjure you by the god of the
Hebrews, Jesus laba lae Abraoth Aia Thoth," and has a terminal note reading
"I Charge you, whoever may receive this conjuration, not to eat pork, and every
spirit and demon ofwhateversort will be subjeaed to you. When youexorcise,
blow once, drawing the breath up to your face from the tips of your toes, and
the demon will be expelled. Keep it (for times when you are) pure, for the spell
is Hebrew and has been kept by pure men." The notion that spirits could be
blown shows the populär background of this demonology. A date before the
destruction ofJerusalem in A . D . 7 0 is suggested by the phrases, "I conjure you
by Hirn (who dwells) in the pure (city of) Jerusalem, beside Whom bums
forever the unquenched fire (of the Temple altar).*' After 7 0 this must have
been read as a reference to the heavenly Jerusalem, but its original reference
was to the earthly one—only there was the undying fire a marvel.
Jesus is pictured not only as having himself controUed spirits, but as
having given twelve of his disciples the power ("authority") to expel demons
and having sent them out to live as itinerant exorcists. Mark reports that they
cast out many demons (6.13); Matthew and Luke say nothing of the exorcisms;
but Luke has another story of some seventy disciples sent out to preach and heal
who came back reporting, "Lord, the demons too are subject to us when (we
use) your name." To this Jesus replies with assurances that Satan has fallen
from power, that nothing on earth can hurt them, and that their names are
written in heaven (on the list of those to be s a v e d — 1 0 . 1 7 f f . ) ' Such Claims to
knowledge of the world of spirits were often made by magicians, we shall come
back to them presently; here the more important matter is the magician's
ability to empower others to perform raagical actions and particularly to
exorcise.
There is no question about this ability—magic was a technique that
could be taught (as can hypnosis, acting, and pharmacology, probably its most
important ingredients). Our sources reäect this &ct in different ways. Most
realistic is Lucian's account o f how Alexander, when "a well grown boy" was
taken in band by an experienced magician (himself formed in the school of
ApoUonius) and thoroughly drilled. It was n o t necessary to begin as a boy. The
stories o f ApoUonius' studies with the magi and the Brahmans, &nciful as they
are, presumably reflect t h e &ct that a grown m a n might go to a magician for
training—a fact presupposed and parodied in another o n e of Lucian's &mous
stories, a version of "the sorcerer's apprentice" (Philopseudes 34ff.).
In t h e magical papyri we sometimes see reflections of such relationships—very rarely t h e mention of a teacher ("Do this with an initiatäd ex-
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pert"), occasionally a reference to an associate or advanced Student ("If you
wish to use a fellow initiate so that he alone, with you, will hear the words said
(by the god), let him hallow himself with you for seven days," PGM IV.
732ff.), much more often reference to boys used as mediums. For the most part
however the papyri neglect the need of teaching and stylize the transmission of
the art in literary form as if it were purely a matter of communicating verbal
information, although the spells constantly presuppose extensive knowledge
of magical techniques. Thus the papyri are rather like advanced cookbooks, the
sort that only an experienced cook can understand.
In the same way the gospels have stylized Jesus' communication ofhis
powers in legal terms, as a "giving of authority." Nothing is said of training.
As in the case of baptism, nothing is said of ritual or formulae, except for
Luke's concluding phrase, "when (we use) your name" (Lk. l o . 1 7 ) . Neverthe
less, in exorcism as in baptism, some ritual was necessary. Simikrly, nothing
is said of ritual in the references to the gift of healing (here joined by Q to that
of exorcism) though the formula,' like that of exorcism, almost surely involved
the use of the name "Jesus." Consequently, after the envoys were sent out,
"Herod heard, because his (Jesus') WÄW^ became famous" (Mk. 6 . 1 4 ) . Another
power Q gives the envoys is that of sending "their peace" into a house; this
"peace" is a spirit—if no one in the house is worthy of it, it will return to the
Senders (Lk. lo.jf.p.). They can also curse. If no one in a city will receive
them, they have only, on leaving, to knock the dust off their shoes in order to
designate that city for special punishment in the day of judgment (Lk.
lo.ioff.p.). Obviously we here have to do with Jewish magic, though exact
parallels are not preserved.
Jesus' name was used in spells as the name of a god. So were the names of
Adam (PGM III. 146), Abraham, Isaac^and Jacob, and ofMoses and Solomon
who were famous as magicians. It is remarkable that no names of historical
persons from Greek, Egyptian, or Persian tradition are used in the papyri as
names of deities in spells, although many such persons are named as authors of
spells or magical books. This suggests that magical deification may have been
unusually prominent in Jewish tradition (as exorcism seems to have been).
As magician and god Jesus was supposed to have or get the keys of the
(kingdom of the) heavens, and he was said to have promised to give them to
Peter. We have already seen that other magicians claimed to have or have used
these keys. Add PGM III. 5 4 1 , where one declares himself "Keeper of the
key of the three-comered paradise of the earth, the kingdom."
For the authors of the gospels, since Jesus controlied spirits, he also con
trolied men. So did other magicians—that was one goal of their art. We have
noticed the magical parallels to Jesus' reported power to make men drop every-
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thing and follow him, leaving their homes and families (above, pp. io6f.).
Here magical theory, like Christian theology, is an attempt to explain the
extraordinary, antisocial attraction some people haveforothers; the absurdities
of the explanations do not disprove the events reported. Such things happen.
However, the credibility of the stories cannot be taken as proof of their truth.
Because such things happen people are likely to invent stories about them. The
truth remains uncertain. Whatever the truth of the preserved stories it seems
practically certain that Jesus did attract disciples who left their businesses,
homes, and families to follow him about the country.
Of Jesus' reputed powers over men, one of the most important for later
history was that of forgiving their sins and empowering his disciples to do so.
The notion of a god's forgiveness of sins is worldwide and not specifically
magical. It played an important role in Israelite religion and was developed by
the Baptist, who thought himself a prophet sent by God to introduce a new
rite, a "baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins." Since Jesus' career
began with his reception of this baptism, he may have arrogated to himself the
power claimed for the rite. Whether or not he retained the rite is disputed. The
synoptics represent him as forgiving sins without any rite, simply by his
declaration. The Baptist's requirement of repentance is replaced by one of trust
(in his power), or love (for him?—Lk. 7.47). The Markan story makes the
scribes take ofifence at the act, interpreting it as a claim to divine power. The
original storyteller intended the reader to realize that the scribes were right—
this is indeed a manifestation of Jesus' power as a (son of) god. Understandably a
Jewish magician credited with divine power is expeaed to perform the ftmctions ofa Jewish god. That Jesus claimed todoso—at least when theeßeaiveness of his Performance could not be objeaively tested—is not unlikely.
Consequently the transmission of this power to his followers is represented as a
consequence of his breathing into them his holy spirit (Jn. 20.23). When
they are possessed by his spirit he is in them and acts through them; the proof
of this is their ability to perform miracles like his (Jn. i4.ioff.; I5.4ff.;
i7.2off.). This theory presumably grew from the facts of early Christians'
seizures by "the spirit," but such seizures would hardly have occurred, after
Jesus* discreditable death, if his followers had not been preparcd by his posses
sion of them while he was yet alive.
Similarly, the belief that Jesus knew the minds of people he met may b e
founded on fact Some people are uncannily (or cannily?) able to read the minds
of others. To those who do not have the gift it looks like magic. (Calling it
"mental telepathy," "extrasensory perception," or "divine omniscience" adds
little to Our ignorance.) This gift is almost necessary for a successAil magician;
therefore most of them must have had it, as the gospels say Jesus did. Legend
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extended it to include knowledge of the futures and pasts of all concemed.
Trying to live up to their legends, magicians who believed in the efficacy of
magic produced spells to improve and extend their natural gifts:
Taking your finger, put it under your tongue (in the moming) before you speak
to anyone, and say the following (spell) with the great Name: "Make me foreknow
what is in everyone's mind today, for I am . . . lao, Sabaoth, lao . . . Adonai,"etc.
{PGM. III. 263fr.).
Having offered a sacrifice (at sunrise), pour a libation with black wine . . . say,
"Make me foreknow the nsuure of each woman . . . beginning with her ancestry (?)
. . . know beforehand each man and. . . what he has in his mind, and the natureof all
ofthem" (PGAl III. 3270",; cp. Jn. 2.24f.).
PGM. V. 213fr. prescribes an elaborate ceremony of which the final spell
concludes,
I shall not allow any god or goddess to prophesy uotil I (so and so) know what is in the
minds of all men, Egyptians, Syriens, Greeks, Ethiopians, of every race and people, of
those who question me and come into my sight, whether they speak or keep silent, so
that I can teil them what has happened to them in the past, and their present
cooditions, and what will happen to them in the future, and I know their trades and
lives and practices and Jobs, and their names and those of their deceased (relatives) and
of everybody (with whom they have had to do), and so that I can read a sealed letter
and teil them all (that is in it) correctly.
Such abtlities were evidently expeaed of magicians, hence they are also
attributed to Apollonias and to the Indian sages; they were daimed by Lucian's
archfraud Alexander, and both Lucian and the antipope St. Hippolytus wrote
expos6s of magicians* tricks to discover the contents of sealed letters and give
other proofe of their abilities to read menis thoughts.
Philosophically the problem of knowing men's thoughts, and even of
knowing their forgotten pasts (which they may know subconsciously), diflfers
from that of knowing their futures (of which they too are ignorant). Populär
thought usually ignored this distinction. Prediction was the most valued
fimction of the magician —as we should expect given the practica! importance
of foretelling future events and the psychological importance of anxiety. Accordingly the most common elements in magical papyri are directions for
divination, and all &mous magicians are credited with prophetic powers.
As usual the gospels'Jesus foUows the pattem. Like ApoUonius heknows
what is happening in distant places and foretells specific events that wiU
happen to particular persons. He is credited with omniscience, which ApolloQius and the Brahmans are made to claim; yet, like ApoUonius, he is also
represented as ignorant of particular fects, under the necessity of asking questions, and liable to false expectations and disappointments. Simiktrly, the
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magical papyri promise, like Jesus, to send spirits that will reveal everything,
but side by side with these promises they give innumerable rites for evidently
necessary divination of particular details. It seems that what we have in both
traditions is the wishfui exaggeration of similar gifts or skills.
Nevertheless, according to the gospels Jesus' prophetic powers go fiir
ther. Besides personal prophecies, he also repeatedly prophesies the fiiture of
the world, its coming end, the judgment to follow, etc. Nothing like this is
found in magical papyri (the customers wanted more practical, f>ersonal infor
mation) nor in the Life of Apollonius (as a Platonizing Pythagorean he probably
thought the world was eternal), but Plutarch says magi predicted the destmc
tion or violent remodeling of the world (above, p . 7 2 ) , and Celsus claimed
this side of Jesus' teaching was fiuniliar ftom Syro-Palestinian pmphets:
Many anonymous follows both in temples and outside them, and some living as
beggars around cities or camps, readily, ftom any chance cause, throwfitsand pretend
to prophesy. Each has the convenient and customary spiel, "I am the god," or "ason of
god," or "a divine spirit," and "I have come. For the world is about to be destroyed,
and you, men, becauseof your injustice, willgo (withit). But I wish to save, and you
shall see me again coming back with heavenly power. Blessed is he who has worshiped
me now! On all others, both cities and countrysides, I shall east etemal fire. And men
who (now) ignore their punishments shall repent in vain and groan, but those who
believed in me I shall preserve immortal" (Origen, Against Celsus VII. 9).
This looks like a parody of Christian preaching, and there is little other
evidence for the existence of such prophets (though Celsus does twice mention
beggars or magicians who claim to be"from above," but whom no respectable
intellectual would believe to be "sons of god" I. 5 1 , 68). On the other hand we
have little evidence for most aspects of the populär religion ofJesus' time, and
there is nothing improbable in the supposition that other Palestinian magi
cians said much the same sort of thing as Jesus. Eschatological prophecy was
rife in his time and at least one of his contemporaries (Simon Magus) was
thought, and probably claimed, to be a god. So Olsus' story may possibly be
tme. It is interesting that he hesitates between "god" and "son of a god." A
prophet speaking Greek modeled on Aramaic would have used the terms as
equivalent (above, p. l o i ) . Celsus, ignorant of Aramaic, was uncertain
whether they diffored. It is also interesting that Origen (VII. lof.) does not
claim that there are no such prophets, but tries to discredit Celsus' report be
cause he did not give their names and exact transcriptions of their prophecies!
In sum, howfiu*Jesus' eschatological prophecies were paralleled by those of
contemporary pagan prophets and magi remain uncertain. That such con
spicuously folse predictions were peculiar to Jesus Js not impossible but seems
unlikely.
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We come to firmer ground with the tangible miracles of which the most
important, after exorcisms, were healings. Cures are conspicuous in stories
about magicians generally and Jesus in particular. These stories have been
discussed above (pp. loyf.). Many may be fidse, but as a whole it seems they
were not products of completely free invention, because they mostly concern
eures of conditions resulting from hysteria (fever, blindness, paralysis, etc.)
which sometimes admit of "miraculous" eures. Ck}nditions not thus curable are
far less common in the stories, whether of Jesus or of other magicians. No
magician was noted for eures requiring major surgery, but stories of such eures
were often told about the gods, and would have been told more often about
magicians, had the storytellers not been limited to some extent by knowledge
of what did not happen. Besides curing, Jesus was probably thought able to
Protect people from illness or demons by laying his hands on them; the belief
has many magical p^rallels.
Along with eures go resurrections from "death"—presumably (if any
occurred) from hysterical coma. Magical papyri contain a few directions for
resurrections (pGM XIII. 277fF.; XlXb), but these profess to make the revived
bodyperfijrma specific fimaion, in other words, they originate from exaggerations of the necromantic claim to call back and utilize the spirit of a dead man.
So do the stories of such feats in Lucan's Pharsalia VI. 6 2 4 - 8 3 0 , and Lucian's
Pfoilopseuäes 261 By contrast, ApoUonius' resurrectlon of a dead girl (Life IV.
45) comes so close to Luke's story of die youth of Nain (J.llÜ.) that it deserves
to be quoted:
A girl seemed to have died just before marriage. The bridegroom was following
the hier, crying out as (men do) about an unfiilfiHed marriage, and Rome moumed
with him, for the girl had been of a counsular family. ApoUonius, witnessing the grief,
said, "Put down the hier, for I shall put an erid to your tears for the girl." Therewith he
asked what her name was. Most thought he was going to deUver a Speech . . . but he
merely touched her and said over her something not clearly heard, and awoke the girl
from seeming death. She uttered a cry and went back to her ^ther's house.
If a dead body is a thing and not a person, the resurrections bring us to
stories of miracles involving control of purely physical objects. Sinee these
miracles are the most clearly impossible, stories about them are the most surely
fälse and among the most likely to be secondary developments of the tradition.
Accordingly, the fact that the gospels attribute only five such miracles to Jesus
may be taken as evidence of the tradition's relative reliability. Moreover, these
few miracles are among those to which magical paraUels are rarest and most
remote:
(i) and (2); Jesus twice made food increase so that a small amount served
a great Company (Mk. 6.32fF.p.; 8. iff.p.). Magical papyri and stories of magi
cians speak of demons supplying food, but not of increasing an initial supply.
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These stories about Jesus are modeled on the close parallel in II Kings ^.42^.
where the social setting and dialogue are also similar; the magical parallels are
remote and unrelated. This is a clear case in which Old Testament material has
been used for secondary expansion, to prove Jesus greater than Elisha: Elisha
fed only a hundred, Jesus four or five thousand.
(3) The story of Jesus* calming a storm (Mk. 4 . 3 9 p . ) aims higher. For this
there must have been magical parallels—it was a miracle reported of ancient
Greeks, Pythagoras and Empedocles. The magi had claimed to perform it in
the fifth Century B.C. and still did so in Pliny's time. It was so important for
agriculture that in the fi^urth Century A . D . Constantine had to except magic
intended to prevent rains and hailstones from his general pmhibition of the art.
That there are no spells for it in the magical papyri presumably results from
their origin in Egypt (where weather magic was little needed) and demon
strates the danger of supposing papyri reveal the whole ränge of Greco-Roman
magic. Apollonius* talismans, too, were thought, even by Christians, to pre
vent or quiet storms. (He himself did not have to quiet storms; when he was
present they would not occur, JL?;9 IV. i3.)Nevertheless, the gospel story may
be another development of an Old Testament passage (Ps. 107.23ff.); it
attributes to Jesus a miracle which in the Old Testament is one of the great
works of Yahweh (Ps. 8 9 . 1 0 ; etc.), and its purpose is to indicate Jesus'
divinity. Its conclusion makes this clear: "Who is this, that even the wind and
the sea obey him?" (Mk. 4 . 4 1 p . ) . Anyone who knows the Psalms knows
Whom the wind and sea obey: Ps. 1 1 4 . 3 f f . ; 1 4 8 . 8 ; etc. But magicians also
read the Psalms and could quote them for their own purposes, so an exorcism
invoking "the headless demon" (a great figure in ancient magic) identifies him
with a variety of Egyptian and magical gods, with Isaac, Sabaoth, lao, and
with the magician, and declares, "This is the Lord of the world, this is he
whom the winds fear.'* (PGM V. I 3 6 f . ) . Thus, even attributes of Yahweh
may stand in the gospels as evidence of magical associations.
(4) Jesus' withering the fig tree (Mk. 1 1 . i2fif.p., 2off.p.) is cut from the
same two fiiced doth. An even stronger case can be made for deriving it from
magic. Magician's powers to harm are attested by many spells. Some spells
intend their victims to "wither," "consume," or "bum up." Magic has proba
bly had some influence here. However, sudden withering of the wicked is so
prominent in the Old Testament as a demonstration of Yahweh's power to
punish, that the gospel story seems a demonstration that Jesus could act with
no less power and severity than the Old Testament god. A good many passages
in the gospels put in Jesus' mouth, or say of him, things that early rabbis put in
the mouth, or say, of "the Holy One, blessed be He." These are just the claims
we should expect from a Jewish magician; of course he would identify fiimself
with the Jewish god.
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(5) The Johannine story of Jesus' tuming water into wine (2.1—11) was
modeled on a myth about Dionysus told in a Dionysiac festival celebrated at
Sidon. A first or second<entury A . D . report of the festival shows striking
similarities, even in wording, to the gospel material and makes its polemic
purpose apparent. I do not know any close magical parallel before the practice
of the Christian magician Marcus (Hippolytus, Refutation VI. 39f.).
In sum, of the five "nature miracles" attributed to Jesus, two unquestionably show an attempt to adjust him to Old Testament tradition; three have
important connections both with Old Testament and with magical motifs; and
one shows a Dionysiac Interpretation of the eucharist, motivated at least in part
by rivalry with a neighboring Phoenician cult. The resultant stories, however,
are not incompatible with the picture of Jesus the magician, who claimed to be
agod.
From the preceding Hst of "nature miracles" Jesus' W a l k i n g on the sea,
transfiguration, Institution of the eucharist, and ascension to heaven were
omitted because they concem his body, not the outside world. There is no
S u g g e s t i o n that the sea or the air were changed. The eucharist, although it may
have been thought to involve the alteration of extemal objects, is primarily
conceived as a miraculous extension of Jesus' body. (The resurrectlon is
exciuded because it is usually attributed, not to Jesus, but to God the Father
who "raised him from the dead," Rom. 10.9, etc. J n . 10.18 attributes it to
Jesus himself; so does ß . Sanheärin io6a, as an act of magic.)
Walking on water (Mk. 6.45—52p.; J n . ö.ipfF.) is one of the feats
attributed to a "Hyperborean" magician by Lucian's dupes (philopseudes 13). A
magical papyrus promises that a powerful demon will enable his possessor to
walk on water. Matthew concludes his account of Jesus' performance with the
words, "Those in the boat worshiped him stying, 'Truly you are Son of God'"
(14.33). This shows what he thought the point of Mark's story; his understanding was probably correct.
Akin to Walking on water are Jesus' miraculous escapes and his becoming
invisible or intangible. These were favorite feats of magicians: there are dozens
of spells for invisibility and a generous supply for escaping from capture or
from bonds. Escape tricks are still performers' fiivorites—as demonstrated by
the Great Houdini—but the interest of the papyri in such matters suggests
that there was a criminal element in the magicians' clientele. However, t h e
most femous of all disappearances a n d escapes w a s Apollonias', from the
courtroom of Domitian (^ife VIII. 5 end).
Besides becoming invisible, magicians could transform themselves to
anything they chose (pGM I.117; XIII. ayoff.), b u t Jesus' transfiguration
(Mk. 9.2fF.p.; II Peter i . lyf.) should not beseen asadisplay of this power. It
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is more like the stories of gods in disguise who at length reveal themselves to
their fävorites in cheir true forms. Another magician who revealed his "true
form" to his followers in Initiation ceremonies was Lucian's Alexander (chapter
40). Ascent of a mountain covered by a cloud from which a deity speaks recalls
Moses' ascent, with his disciples, of Sinai. But this is contrast, not indentification because: (i) The evangelists teil of the mountain in their stories about
Galilee; it is not Sinai. (2) Moses saw Yahweh and received the Law; Jesus saw
only Moses and Elijah, and neither received nor gave any law. If we suppose
Yahweh the supreme God and the Law His supreme revelation, Jesus will be
inforior to Moses—an unlikely conclusion for a Christian story. But if we
suppose with Paul that the Law was "ordained by angels through an inter
mediary" (Gal. 3 . 1 9 ; cp. Acts 7 . 5 3 ) , and that Sinai is the symboI of slavery
(Gal. 4 . 2 5 ) , we shall see the mountain of the transfiguration as opposed to
Sinai, and the declaration to which the gospel story leads, "this is My beloved
Son," as a declaration of deliverance from the Law into the "Überty in which
Christ has set us free."
Paul opposed Sinai to the heavenly Jerusalem, not to a mountain in
Gahlee. So where did the mountain in GaÜlee come from? Probably from an
event in Jesus' life. The event may have been shaped by magical tradition.
Going Up a mountain into a cloud to meet the gods and so be glorified was part
of that tradition; it is reported also of Apollonius and of earlier magicians—for
ocample, by pseudo Isaiah of the King of Babylon, and by Ezeklel of the King
of Tyre. By Jesus' time Jewish visionaries were ascending into the heavens to
meet God and be clothed with His glory. Jesus, in the transfiguration story,
stays on earth. He only goes up a mountain and meets, not the supreme God
Himself, but only some supematural beings. All this suggests that the story is
limited by recolleaion of fects. Pure mythopoeic fency would not have been so
restrained, but the feas were that three disciples did experience some such
hallucinations on a mountain in Galilee.
The beings Jesus "met" on the mountain are called by the gospels
"Moses" and "Elijah," to show the Law and the prophets waiting on the Son of
God. But how could they serve him? Lk. 9.31 says they foretold his fete. Spells
to make gods appear and foretell one's fete are plentifui; there is a fine one in
The Eighth Book of Moses. The good magician allows or teaches his disciples to
see the gods. But were "Moses" and "Elijah" gods and not prophets? The
altemative is felse. In the magical papyri Moses was both god and prophet.
"Angelification" of Enoch and Isaiah is reported in Jewish works of about
Jesus' time, and for Jewish thought of that time, as for magical thought,
angels were "gods" and pagan gods were "angels." Since Elijah had been
carried off to heaven by a fiery chariot (II Kings 2 . 1 1 ) , he must have been
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supposed a supematural power. In the transfiguration he and Moses were
thought deities by Peter, who therefore proposed to make "tabemacles" for
them and for Jesus like the "tabemacle" the Israelites made for Yahweh at
Sinai. Making the Sinai tabemacle was the first great act of obedience to the
Law; therefore Peter's proposal is—to begin a new legal servitude to Jesus, the
Law (Moses), and the Prophets (Elijah). Toprevent this, thesupremeGod, the
Father, comes down in his doud and implicitly abolishes the Law by declaring
Jesus' unique Status as Son. When the cloud lifts. Law and Prophets are gone,
Jesus alone remains to direct his disciples.
Of the mythical, magical, and Old Testament elements intertwined in
the transfiguration story, the Old Testament elements belong to the latest
layer, the theological interpretation. But what were the events interpreted?
Jesus took three disciples apart; they went up a mountain and, after unspecified
proceedings, saw him in glory speaking with supematural beings; then one of
the disciples spoke; a cloud blotted out the vision; they found themselves alone
with Jesus, in his ordinary appearance, on the mountainside. This is the
familiär story of the magical seance that ends abruptly when the spell is broken
by an inauspicious a a . The type was parodied by Horace (Satires 1.8) and is
fi)und often, perhaps hundreds of times, in later literature on witchcraft. So
widespread a story probably refieas common experience in hallucinative rites.
In contrast to the complex story of the transfiguration, that of the
eucharist (Mk. i 4 . 2 2 f . p . ; I Cor. i i . 2 3 f f . ) is a simple report of a familiär
magical Operation—giving enchanted food to cause love. Often the food is
identified with the body and/or blood of a god with whom the magician is
identified; thus the food becomes also the body and blood of the magician;
whoever eats it is united with him and filled with lovefi>rhim. A good example
has been quoted above, (p. i i i ) , anothtr is the following (DMP XV. iff.):
(One mingles various ingredients in a cup of wine and says over it) "I am he of Abydos
. . . I am this figure of one drowned that testifieth by writing . . . as to which the
blood of Osiris bore witness . . . when it was poured into this cup, this wine. Give it,
blood ofOsiris (that?) he (?)gaveto Isis to make her feellove in her heart for him. . .
give it, the blood of (the magician) (so and so, son of so and so) . . . to (so and so,
daughter of so and so) in this cup, this bowl of wine, today, to cause her to feel a love for
him in her heart, the love that Isis feit for Osiris when she was seeking after him
everywhere. Let(so and so,daughterofsoandso)feel it, seeking after (so and so, son of
so and so) everywhere . . . loving him, mad after him, inflamedby him, seeking him
everywhere, there being aflameoffirein her heart in her moment of not seeing him."
There are a good many analogous rites in which the essential aaions are the
same but the identifications are not made explicit. One from The Diadem of
Moses invokes lao Sabaoth Adonai.
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These texts are the dosest knoten parallels to the text ofthe eucharist. In them as

in it a magician-god gives his own body and blood to a recipient who, by eating
it, will be united with him in love. Next to these comes the text from the
Sidonian ritual already mentioned (p. 1 2 0 ) , a Dionysiac parallel to the
eucharist, but not its source—the wine is the god's creation, not his blood,
whereas "this is my body" and "this is my blood" define the eucharistic
miracle. (To try to derive them from the passover ritual orany other Jewish rite
is ludicrous. Strange as some rituals of Judaism may be, they do not include
eating people.)
The purpose of the rite—to unite the recipients with Jesus, and thus with
each other, in love—explains the discourse John Substitutes for the story of the
eucharist: "I give you a new commandment, that you love one another as I have
loved you . . . By this all will know that you are my disciples, if you have
love iot (literally, "in") each other." The purpose of the rite also explains the
agreements and variants of the New Testament texts. They all agree in the
words "This is my body" and "this. . . my blood." In the last clause Mark and
Matthew have "my blood of the covenant," Paul and most manuscripts of Luke
have "the new covenant in my blood." The differences in form of the references
to the covenant suggest that it is a secondaty element introduced into the
primary formula in diflPerent places by diflferent Christian circles. It shows an
Interpretation of the rite by reference to Ex. 2 4 . 8 where Moses sprinkles the
people with blood from the ofiferings made on their acceptiance of the
covenant—their agreement to keep the Law—at Sinai. This Interpretation is
amazing because for the Christian rite it is essential that this blood should be
drunk. But one of the strongest traits of Israelite tradition is the tabu against
blood; blood in food was strictly forbidden (Gen. 9 . 4 , and often). That the
blood of the sacrifice of the covenant should be drunk (!) is by traditional
Jewish Standards an atrocity that can have been conceived only by a circle beut
on demonstrating its freedom from the Law. Therefiare the apparently secon
dary addition of a covenantal Interpretation to the original magical formula,
"This is m y body; this is m y blood," suggest that some of Jesus' earliest
followers went even further than he did in rejection of the Law—or, at least,
that they adapted his magical rite of union so as to make it also a ritual
expression of his libertine teaching. (The other additions to the basic formula
are clearly secondary; some appear only in one group of texts, some only in
another, and all are interpretive, disciplinary, or hortatory.)
Closely related to the eucharist are a number of claims attributed to Jesus,
mainly in John's gospel, which assert or presuppose that he is a supemamral
being whose relations to the Father and to his disciples are essentially miracu
lous. Thus he claims to be united with his followers so that he is in them and
they in him. "Remain in m e and I in you . . . remain in m y love" (Jn.
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i 5 . 4 ' - 9 ) - Such is che union promised b y love charms in the magical papyri, for
example PGM XXXIIa:
Adonai, Abrasax, Pinouti and Sabaos (sie), fire che soul and hearc of him, Amonios.
whom Helen bore, for him, Serapiacus, whomThrepta bore, now, now, quick, quick!
hl chis hour, in this day, fiom this (moment) mix together the souls of both and make
Amonios, whom Helen bore, and Serapiacus, whom Threpta bore, one and che same,
every hour and every day and every nighc. Therefore, Adonai, highesc of gods, who
hast che true Name, set to it, Adonai!
In the synoptics Jesus is made to promise his disciples that he will be with
them wherever two or three invoke him, "always, to the end of the world" (Mt.
1 8 . 2 0 ; 28.20). Similar promises are made to the magician by and concerning
his familiär spirit (in the rite quoted above, pp. 98f.). In John the promise of
companionship is expressed by the metaphor of living together, "If any one
loves me . . . my fother, too, will love him, and we shall come to him and
dwell with him" (Jn. 1 4 . 2 3 ) . The magical papyri anticipate that the god will
come to the magician's house and share his table and even his bed. "He will teil
you all things clearly (compare Jn. 1 4 . 2 6 ) and will be a companion, eating
with you and sleeping with you." Clearly these come from the same conceptual
world.
This brings us to the risen Jesus. Of the miracles that followed his death,
his post-mortem appearences to his followers, making himself unrecognizable
or invisible, going through locked doors, empowering his followers to handle
serpents and drink poison without being harmed, and breathing into them the
holy spirit have been treated above and are without exception paralleled in
magical onaterial.
Ascent into the heavens (Lk. 2 4 . 5 i ; ^ c t s i .9f.) is particularly important
s i n c e it was a m a j o r c o n c e m of t h e time—Apollonius i s made to declare it the
t m e test of deification (the goal of n u ^ c ) and w e find it in the magical p£^yri as
the means of immortaUzation. Consequently, it is interesting that there are
traces of stories that credited Jesus with the feat during his lifetime: In J n .
3 . 1 3 he speaks as one who has already made the ascent; in Philippians 2 . jff.
Jesus {not the preexistent Word) is said to have been "in the form of God" at
some time before his death; and I Tim. 3 . 1 6 says he was seen by the angels
before his assumption.
To these may be added the report that Jesus promised the dying thief,
"Today you shall be with me in paradise," as well as the sayings in which Jesus
Claims knowledge of heavenly things and of the ways of spirits: In heaven the
guardian angels of children always have access to ("see the face of") the Father
(Mt. 1 8 . 1 0 ) ; "I saw Satan fidling fi-om heaven like lightning" (Lk. 1 0 . i8ff.);
"When a n unclean spirit has gone out of a man, it goes through waterless
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places seeking rest and does not find any. Then it says . . . " , a n d s o o n ; n o t t o
mention the eschatological prophecies. Jesus appears in the gospels as one who
knows the world of spirits. This was the age old claim of thsigoetes^ and shamans
were also femous for their ascents into the heavens. It was also the claim of the
Jewish magician who put together The Book of Secrets (SHR). Listing in his
prefkce the things to be leamed from his book he put first, how to do miracles,
second, general wisdom, and third,
To know what is necessary for ascent to the heavens; to travel through all that is in the
seven heavens, to behold all the sigos of the zodiac, and . . . sun . . . moon and
{stars); to leam the names of the (angehe) guards of each firmament and their work
and how they manage everything, and what are the names of their servants, and what
libations are to be made to them, and what is the time (in which each of them) will
consent to do whatever is asked by anyone who appmaches them in purity.
We have seen (above pp. loif. and note) the spells in the Demotic Magical
Papyrus to make the heavens open and enable the magician to see the sun god
in his boat and to worship the angels. Innumerable passages in the papyri make
the magician claim secret knowledge of the gods' names, appearances, prac
tices, etc.
Jesus' ascent into and acquaintance with the heavens both explain and are
explained by his mimculous nature, set forth notably in Statements beginning
"I am." Such Statements are among the most characteristic elements of magical
material; they appear as the climax in many spells. Moreover, some of the
things Jesus says he is, are things magicians say they are, thus:
Jn. 10.36: "I am the Son of God."
PGM IV. 535: "I am the Son."
DMP XX. 33: "I am the Son of the living God."
Mt. 26.63f.: "The High Priest said to him, 'I conjure you by the living God to
teil US if you are the Messiah, the Son of God.' Jesus says to him 'You said
(it).J n . 6.51: "I am . . . the one come down from heaven."
PGM IV. 1018: "I am the one come forth from heaven."
J n . 14.6: "I am . . . the truth."
PGM V. 148: "I am the truth."
DMP IX. i3f.: "1 am youth, the great name that is in heaven, whom they call
. . . True.'"
Jn. 8.12: "I am the light of the world."
Lucian, Alexander 18: "I am . . . light for men."
PGM XII. 23a: "I am Helios who showed forth light."
DMP IX. 10: "I am one shining."
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PGM VIII. 50 (to Hermes): "IamyouandyouareI"(cp. VIII. 3 7 ; XIII. 7 9 5 ) .
J n . 1 0 . 3 0 : "I and the Father are one."

J n . 1 7 . 2 1 (to the Father): "You are in me and I in you."
PGM VIII. 37f.; "I am your image."
Jn. 1 4 . 9 : "He who has seen me has seen the Father."
DMP V. 9: "I am . . . t h e . . . form of soul that resteth above in the heaven of
heavens."
PGM XII. 2 3 0 : "I am the god w h o m no one sees."

Mt. 1 1 . 2 7 p . ; "None knows the Son but the Father, and none knows the Father
but the Son."
PGM VIII. 4 9 : "I know you, Hermes, and you, me."
VIII
Since the stories of Jesus' miracles come mostly from the magical tradi
tion, we expect them to be füll of details found in that tradition; they should
share the same notions and express them in the same words. This they do, and
the wealth of such details afifords further proof of the magical origin of the
stories.
First, the magical and the gospel material have the same view of the
world. This could be demonstrated in many f>oints, but is not of great impor
tance for Our argument, since this view of the world is common to most
documents of the times, That aspect of it which does concem us is the combination of theoretical monotheism with practical polytheism. As to this, all the
following notions are common to the gospels and to magical texts. (The proof
passages are cited in the notes.)
Over all is "the higbest god," but below him are a vast number of
supematural beings—"gods," "angels," and/or "demons"—in one or more
hierarchies: for instance, the demons are subject to a "ruler of the demons" or
"of this world." Moreover, the demons are divided intociasses and are characterized as causes of diseases, disabilitJes, etc; some of them are said to have
these affiictions themselves—deafiiess and loss of Speech, for instance, are
caused by deaf and dumb demons. The basic notion that demons are the causes
of insanity, disabilities, and diseases, or are themselves the diseases, is unquestioned, and is the Chief reason for interest in demons. Similarly angels are of
less concern as attendants of the highest god and agents in his cosmic administration than as helpers who can be called on to fight the demons.
Demons are thought to enter their victims; the remedy is to drive them
out. A number of demons may enter a Single individual—often they go in
sevens. Once in possession of a man they may not only cause disease or loss of
fäculties, but also act and speak through their victims; they often make them
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act fbolishly or criminally, sometimes hurt tliemselves, sometimes even com
mit suicide. Men are "led" or "driven" by indwelling demons, and a demon or
the affliction it causes may be called a "whip." Another more frequent pair of
metaphors is "binding" and "loosing." By demons men are "bound" with
diseases; "binding" explains paralysis, loss of (äculties, etc., and a eure may be
described as "the bond" of a disease being "loosed." A helpfui magician like
Jesus will not only "loose" spells, afflicted persons, and "the bonds" of their
afflictions, but will also "bind" rhe demons. And evil magicians may loose
harmful demons.
This theory of possession had its hopefiil side. For instance, if you could
get a good spirit to enter you, it would speak through you, and, since it could
speak better than you could, it might come inhandy, particularly ifyouhadto
defend yourself in court. Jesus is made to promise his followers such super
natural aid; one of the spirits promised in John's gospel is "the paraclete," that
is, "the Speaker for the defense;" Paul's theology is mainly an extension of this
notion of possession.
Jesus* ability to control the demons is described as his "power" or "au
thority;" both terms are also used in magical material. The "power" was
thought to be in him and to work of itself, like an electric charge, without his
volition—a notion probably derived from actual eures of hysterical persons
who succeeded in pushing through the crowds and touching the holy healer.
Nevertheless, some of his more elaborate miracles or magical rites followed
periods perhaps preparatory, and certain exorcisms are said to have presupposed
prayer (and perhaps festing), as they commonly did for other magicians.
Jesus the magician's power, thusfortified, is divine and may be described
as "the finger of God.*' The demons are sometimes aware of it as soon as—or
even before— he comes in sight. They also know his true, supematural titles
("Son/Holy One of Crod") and immediately call him by them, since calling a
person by his tme title or name is a common magical means of getting control
over him. However, it doesn't always work; so with Jesus as with other
magicians the demons are reduced to entreaties—"Don't torture me! Don't
send US out of the country!"—and try to make terms or secure fevors in retum
for leaving. (Jesus* permitting the legion of demons to destroy the Gadarene
Swine was an example of the success of such bargaining.) Sometimes it is not
even necessary for the magician to be present. Jesus, Paul, and others can eure
or exorcise at a distance by sending a letter, or a piece of their clothing, or by
merely giving an order.
Sometimes, however, demons or diseases are recalcitrant, and then Jesus/
the magician resorts to additional means to make bis commands efifective.
(References to these additional means, scattered through the gospel stories,
have been supposed mere details of dramatic invention; comparison with other
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magical material demonstrates their consistency and fimction.) First the
demon may b e questioned and made to declare his true rmme. If he resists or
tries to use the magician's name or title in a counterattaclc, he may be
silenced—the word is "muzzted." He must then be ordered out. Usually a
command, "a word" is enough. Orders short and to the point, like royal
commands or the Orders o f a mästet to a slave, make the best impression. (They
may be particularly impressive if spoken in a foreign language, supposedly the
native one of the demon. However, Greek texts that quote Coptic, Hebrew, or
Aramaic formulae, as the gospels and the magical papyri do, may simply
preserve the original words o f the magician.) A standatd form is "I command
you," and the spirit who obeys is said "to be subjected" to the magician. In
other cases, however, Jesus/the magician may show "anger," "snort," or
"fume;" he "sighs" or "groans," and may resort to rebukes, threats, or prayers.
Some o f the prayers for exorcism in the magical papyri are long, elaborate
compositions, but others are very brief, like the commands. Jesus' advice was,
keep it short. "Don't repeat yourselves like thegöy'W-"
Besides prayer, magicians might—and
Jesus did—resort to physical
means. Most common was touching the patient, either fingering the affected
area, or taking hold o f the person; Jesus/the magician's band was his most
potent Instrument. Fluid could help to make the contact doser; the readiest
f o r m o f fluid was spittle, and both spittle and the act o f spitting were commonly believed to have magical powers; so we find Jesus, like other magicians,
smearing spittle on his patients or using a salve made with spittle.
Almost as important as the command to leave the patient was the com
mand not to retum, which we find Jesus and other magicians adding to their
exorcisms. That demons did retum—in other words, that hysterical patients
relapsed—is indicated not only by Jesus' "fttplanation" o f the phenomena, but
also by modern medical experience and by ancient spells and amulets to
prevent such returns. It seeras that the period right after the eure, when the
new State o f mind was still stränge and likely to be upset by hostile contact,
was particularly dangerous. This may account for Jesus' sometimes prohibiting his patients to speak to anyone, and for the same prohibition being laid on
participants in magicial rites, once they have been put in a State to see or
receive the god. The notion lives on in the Jewish laws prohibiting a man to
Interrupt his prayer in order to speak to anyone.
When a e u r e seemed successfiil, people said that t h e demon had "gone
o u t from" the demonlac o r "gone out out o f him" (repeatlng "out"). Jesus,
like other magicians, sometimes made t h e demon destroy some object as proof
of his departure from the patient, and sometimes made the patient give a spectacular proof of his eure—for example, if he had been paralyzed, take up his
mattress and carry it away.
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These observations on the minor traits common to gospel stories and to
magical material have chiefly concerned eures and exorcisms because the obvi
ous magical character of these attracted the attention of those scholars from
whose works much of the above data has been drawn. But we have seen that
many other stories came from magic, and we shall now see that much of the
teaching attributed to Jesus did so.
IX
We should not expea the teaching that the gospels attribute to Jesus to
be so consistently conneaed with magic as were the miracles. Like other
magicians he was represented both as holy man and as incamate god; as both he
was expeaed to teach on all religious subjects, from the wishes of gods to the
praaices of men. Similar variety of teaching was attributed to Apollonius,
A l e i ^ d e r the false prophet, and their like. Accordingly, pronouncements on
topics he omitted were apt to be supplied by his followers. Paul's arguments
show that Jesus' teachings were revered as authoritative, but that Christian
communities facing new circumstances often needed new authoritative teach
ing on new topics. Their needs were met partly by the spirit of Jesus, which
early Christians thought was living in them, partly by visions in which the
risen Lord spoke to the visionaries (Apoc. i.9ff., etc.) and partly by Chris
tians themselves, confident of being guided by the divine spirit (e.g. I Cor.
7.40). The scmpulous sometimes tried to distinguish between the teachings of
the living Jesus, those of the spirit of Jesus, and those of Jesus' inspired
followers, but the possibilities of confusion, to say nothing of fraud, are
obvious. Moreover, much of Jesus' teaching was preserved in bare coUeaions
of barely connected sayings and this form fiicilitated Interpolation of new
sayings to meet new needs. Many such spurious sayings have been identified in
the gospels, and many such identifications are probably correa. Another fiiaor
that contributed to the growth of Jesus' posthumous teaching was the ten
dency of Storytellers to attribute femous sayings to fiunous people. Given all
these sources of secondary material, it is understandable that much teaching
attributed to Jesus in the gospels has nothing to do with magical practice.
Even sayings relevant to magic may not be presented as such, but may
appear in contexts that conceal their original significance. Accordingly, we
shall consider three types: sayings obviously relevant to magic (those on exor
cism, the gift of the spirit, etc.), sayings that have parallels in magical texts,
and sayings closely connected with notorious problems about Jesus' teaching.
(These last may turn out to have magical significance, because problems are apt
to result from distortion of embarrassing evidence, and magic was a cause of
embarrassment.) The three groups often overlap—some of the teachings on
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magical practices have parallels in magical texts, and both they and other
sayings with magical parallels lead to some of the major difficulties in exegesis
of the gospels.
Most of the teaching on exorcism has already been mentioned. Much is
presented in response to the charge that he east out demons by "the ruler of the
demons" or "Beelzebul." He is made to reply: (i) It is impossible to east out
one demon by another because if Satan were to act against himself his kingdom
would fall. The implication is: it will not, so the charge against me is false. (2)
It is impossible to east out any demons by their ruler, because all demoniacs are
the property of this ruler, "the strong man," so none can be freed until the ruler
is bound (Mk. 3 . 2 7 p . ) . (3) His opponents' followers also east out demons, but
are not accused of practicing magic, so he should not be either (Lk. 1 1 . 1 9 p . ) .
(This is important. How did Jesus differ from ordinary exorcists and so attraCT
the Charge of magic?) Q added a saying: "If I east out demons by the finger of
God, then the kingdom of God is in touch with you." We have just seen that
"the finger of God" was a power in magic; that the kingdom of God should be
identified (?) with the accessibility of such power is noteworthy.
The other teachings about exorcism attributed to Jesus—that the pa
tient, those in chatge of him, and the exorcist all need confidence, that for
some cases prayer is also required (Mk. 9.29), that exorcism should be done for
Jews, but may be done for gentiles (Mk. 7.27!?.), and that, for good public
relations, anyone should be permitted to use "the name ofJesus" in exorcising
(Mk. 9.39)—all these show practical experience and ideas expeaable of a
first-century Jewish magician. So does the explanation of relapses—the ex
pelled demon decides to retum to its comfortable quarters and brings seven
friends (Mt. 12.43ff). The Statements that control of demons is less important
than assurance of salvation (Lk. 10.20), And that some who exorcised and did
miracles in his name would not be saved in the end (Mt. 7.22f), show attempts
to belittle exorcism and subordinate magical powers to party membership and
"correct" behavior—the sort of thing we find in Paul.
It is Strange that almost none ofJesus' teachings about healing have been
preserved—apart from the famous saying, "your trust has made you well."
Perhaps the early churches had less success with objectively determinable eures
than with exorcisms, and consequently less interest in the subject. So may
Jesus. Given ancient medical ignorance, the best one could do for most diseases
was go to bed and pray. Hence Christians were carefiil to report Jesus' teach
ings on prayer.
Prayer was a specialty of ancient magicians. An early Greek term for "a
man who can get what he wants from the gods"—who will later be called "a
magician"—is, "a pray-er," namely, one who can pray effectively. Hence
many defixions are prayers, many magical amulets have prayers inscribed on
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them, and the magical papyri are made up chiefly of prayers and directions as to
how these should be said; in other words they are evidence of magicians
teaching their disciples how to pray, as Jesus and ApoUonius are said to have
done.
Most of the direaions attributed to Jesus are within the magical tradi
tion. We have mentioned his insistence on trust. Several of his sayings to
inculcate trust have close magical paraUels. He agrees with the magicians that
"All things are possible to God," and, like the magicians, he claims to make
his foUowers "friends" of his god. Consequently, they will get what they want.
The promise, "Ask and it shaU be given you," appears both in the gospels and
in the magical papyri. Moreover, both fear that the god may be slow in
attending to his friends' requests. Should this occur, both recommend
persistence—particularly for the most important matter, getting a spirit.
Luke strung together half a dozen sayings to prove that "even if (God) will not
give a man (what he asks, just) because he is His friend, nevertheless (if he
shamelessly persists, God) will, because of the shamelessness, get up and . . .
give the holy spirit to those who ask him." Similarly, the magical papyri are
füll of prayers to get spirits, some of them very long and providing for repetition if not at first successfiil. Even Jesus' getting his god out of bed to wait on
the petitioner has a close magical paraUel! Against these sayings in Luke we
have the more femous one found only in Mt. ö.yf.: "When you pray, don't
repeat yourselves like the goyim, for they think they'U be heard on account of
their verbosity. So don't be like them." This is suspea because it shows the
hostility to gentiles often found in Matthew, and also his dislike of magical
traits. Magical papyri also contain passages directing the magician to be brief
when he speaks to the gods, and in them we find the explanation of the
apparent contradiction—long speUs may be needed when one is getting a
spirit; after one has it, brief commands suffice. Accordingly, it is not impossi
ble that the contradictory gospel traditions about Jesus' teaching on prayer
derive from two aspects of his consistent magical practice.
Another consequence of that practice may have been his advice to his
foUowers to pray in private (as magicians did) "to your hidden Father who sees
that which is hidden." This is the magicians' "hidden, invisible One who sees
all men," "according to the high priests" {PGM XII. 2 6 5 , "According to the
Egyptians (he is) Phno . . . , according to the Jews, Adonaie Sabaoth ")
Another magician invoked Anubis-Hermes as "hidden bedfellow" {PGM
XXIH.2), recalling Jesus' promise in John, "If one loves me . . . my Father
will love him and we will come to him and dwell with him" ( 1 4 . 2 3 ) .
Magical influence may also account for the preservation of a prayer remembered as that ofJesus. The magical texts are fiill of spells and prayers with
fiunous "authors"' names: "Solomon's prayer to enchant a medium," "the
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prayer of Jacob" (to become an incamate angel), etc. (PGM IV. 850; XXIIb;
etc.) When we look at "the Lord's prayer" (all purpose) as it Stands in Mt.
6.9fr. and Lk. ii.2ff. we find that:
The reference to a god as "father" and his location "in the heavens" are
familiär in magical material.
"Hallowing" the Name in Matthew and Luke, and "glorifying" it in
John mean the same thing—making the god's Name femous, demonstrating
its power by miracles, obedience, etc., so that Outsiders will know and revere
it. For John this was Jesus' chief function; in his final prayer to the Father
before the beginning of the passion Jesus says: "Father, . . . glorify your son
that your son may glorify you . . . I have glorified you on earth completing the
task you gave me . . . I have revealed your Name to the men whom you gave
me . . . Keep them by your Name . . . When I was with them, I guarded
them by your Name . . . and I have given them the glory that you gave me,
that they may be one as we are one . . . I have revealed to them, and I reveal to
them, your Name, that the love with which you loved me may be in them, and
I in them" (Jn. 17). The thought here is closely related to that in many
passages of the magical papyri which represent the magician as one who
glorifies his god and reveals to his chosen followers the god's great Name.
"Glorify me as I have glorified the Name of your son Horns!" iPGM VII. 504;
cp. XXXVI. i65f.). "Tat, Tat, T a t . . . come . . . and reveal thyself to this
boy here today . . . for I will glorify thee in heaven befbre Phre, I will glorify
thee before the Moon, I will glorify thee on Harth," etc. "I am he whom you
met under the holy mountain and to whom you gave the knowledge of your
greatest Name, which I shall keep holy, communicating it to none save to your
fellow initiates in your holy rites" {PGM XII. 92fif.). This last quotation shows
that although magical texts generaliy agre^with John in "glorifying" rather
than "hallowing" the God and his Name, they are not unconcemed about its
holiness, which is often mentioned. The Eighth Book ofMoses mPGM XIII has
as it subtitle "about the Holy Name," and in its climactic prayer the magician
asks for deliverance from the laws of nature "because I have hymned thy tme
and holy Name." (XIII. 637^)
"Thy kingdom come" has no clear magical parallel, it derives, of course,
from Jewish eschatological thought. "Thy will be done" was a prayer used by
magicians (PCM XII. 189), and "on earth as it is in heaven" expresses the most
general objective of magical action: to change the natural order by infiuence of
the supernatural (in this case, as often, the god's will). As the third-century
philosopher and magician lamblichus put it in his book, On the Mysteries ofthe
Egyptians (II. 6), "Visitation by the gods {as a result of magic rites) gives us
healthofbody, virtueofsoul, purity of mind, and, inone word, the recall (^all
Our feculties to their original principles. It also does away with what is cold and
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comiptible in us, increases what is warm and makes it more powerful and
vigorous, and makes all things {in us) accord with the soul and the mind. " A n
unknown Jewish magician expressed the same idea in more personal terms:
"Pill me with wisdom; empower me, master; fill my heart with good things,
master, as an angel on earth, as one b e c o m e immortal, as one who has received
yourgift. Amen, amen."
"Give US today the food to carry us over to the next" brings us down to
earth, to the real life of a vagrant performer—aaor, magician, holy man or
whatever—dependent from day to day on the contributions of the audience he
would find in the next country town. The prayer's pathetic combination of
magical pretension and genuine poverty argues for its authenticity; the
paradox of the poor magician was ridiculed as typical by Lucian and Celsus.
This brings us to a major problem of New Testament criticism—that
raised by Jesus' teaching about money. "Don't worry about tomorrow. Don't
accumulate savings. It is easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye than for
a rieh man to enter the kingdom of God. So seil all you have, give {the
proceeds) to the poor, and come, follow me." The authors of the gospels were
already trying to tone these teachings down (therefore, they were not made up
by the churches for which the gospels were written). Apologists have often
explained that Jesus did not mean what he said. But these sayings perfectly fit
their historical setting. "The poor" are Jesus and his foUowers. They were
supported by contributions (Lk. 8.3). Jesus' prohibition of forethought did
not prevent them from keeping a money bag (Jn. 1 2 . 6 ; 1 3 . 2 9 ) . Even so they
barely made ends meet, as the petition in the Lord's prayer shows. Accord
ingly, Jesus was contemptuous of wealth. Such contempt was a philosophic
fiishion of the time, also affected by ApoUonius. It may have been sour grapes,
but it was understandably populär—it comforted so many people of similar
poverty.
Popularity is not edible. The survival of such a travelling Company (a
dozen men, with numerous hangers on) implies they had something to seU—
an "act" of some sort that could be relied on to bring in contributions. The
Roman author Apuleius (himself accused of magic) gives us in his book The
Golden Ass (VIII. 27ff.) a good piaure of another travelling Company of holy
men, devotees of the Great Mother, whose act was to dress themselves in exotic
vestments and go about with the statue of the goddess, shouting, dancing, and
playing music. When they came to a rieh man's house they would throw
themselves into a frenzy, dance like mad, bite and whip themselves, and slash
their arms and legs with swords; one would be "filled with the divine spirit"
and prophesy. And then they would take up a coUeaion. No act, no coUeetion.
So what was the act of Jesus' Company?
Ifwecan trust the gospels, it was Jesus' miracles. Everything centeredon
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him, the others were stage hands. Luke gives us a picture of their coming into
Jericho. Everybody turaed out to see the miracle worker; one man even
climbed a tree. Jesus said to him "Zacchaeus, come down at once; I must stay
at your house today." A miracle! He had never set eyes on me before, yet he
knew my name at once! (But disciples had been "sent out before him into every
town and village to which he was going to come" Lk. l o . i). So Zacchaeus,
who just happened to be "rieh," "received him (and Company), rejoicing." No
doubt the joy was mutual. A similar piaure is given by the longer text of
Mark: Jesus raised a young man from the dead, so "they went to the house of
the young man, for he was rieh." They stayed a week. That was a good week.
At the end of it the young man came to Jesus in the evening "wearing a linen
cloth over (bis) naked (body), and remained with him that night, for Jesus
taught him the mystery of the kingdom of God." Next moming Jesus and
Company left for Transjordan. Perhaps the lesson was not wholly satisfectory.
For some, however, itwas. Mark makes Jesus refer to his disciples as "you
(to whom) the mystery of the kingdom of (jod has been given," in contrast to
"those outside" (Mk. 4 . i if.). Similarly, the magician, given the god's secret
name, keeps it "holy, communicating it to none save your fellow initiates in
your holy rites" (PGM XII. 92ff.). The magician who has received the rite for
getting a spirit is one who "has been thought worthy by the Lord God of this
great mystery" that he is to "communicate to no one;" he is a "blessed initiate
of holy magic." The rites for ascension to heaven are "transmitted mysteries
for my only child (for whom) I desire immortality as an initiate" iPGM IV.
476f.; cp. yaiff.). To reveal "the holy mysteries" of the god's actions in
magic is a sin (pGM IV. 2475ff.), and the ceremonies by which one is iden
tified with a god are to be performed with the help of a "director of the mys
teries" (PGM IV. 1 7 2 ) .
*
Accordingly, it is not surprising that Mark believed Jesus "gave" his
disciples "the mystery of the kingdom of God." That some such teaching was
to be understood is indicated by the longer text's report of the youth's coming
at night in the costume—a linen cloth over his naked body—that was Stan
dard for participants in magical rites, especially for boys to be possessed by
spirits and made to see the gods. Gmonical Mark reports that another young
man in the same costume was with Jesus late at night at the time of his arrest
( 1 4 . 5 1 ) . Nothing is said of what he was doing; we may suppose that he too was
being taught "the mystery of the kingdom of God."
As to what Jesus' mystery could have been, the magical papyri give us a
clue: A magician boasts that he is "the keeper of the keys of the three-comered
paradise of the earth, the kingdom" (PGM III. 5 4 i f . ) . Jesus is said to have
promised the keysof the kingdom to Peter (Mt. 1 6 . 1 9 )
have promised
the thief on the cross, "Today you will be with me in paradise" (Lk. 23.43).
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Admittedly Paul thought the paradise to which either he or Jesus had been
caught Up was not on earth, but in the third heaven (II Cor. i2.2ff.). This
would account for the Christian keys to paradise being "the keys of the king
dom of the heavens." The astronomic location of imaginary entities is liable to
change, but the connection of paradise, kingdom, and power of the keys is
striking, the more so because one of the pecuHarities in Jesus' reported teach
ing, by which it differs radically from the apocalyptic predictions current in his
time, was his claim that the kingdom of heaven was already accessible, and
that he and some of his disciples were already in it. If he had the keys, why not?
He promises his foUowers, "Ask and it shall be given you; seek and you shall
find; knock and it shall beopened"(Mt. 7 . 7 p . ) . We have noticed the magical
f>arallels to "ask and it shall be given you" (above, p. 1 3 1 ) . What the disciples
are to "seek" is presumably what is hidden (i.e. the mystery); what "will be
opened" can only be the kingdom of heaven—as Jesus is said to have promised
Nathaniel, "You shaU see the heaven opened and the angels of God ascending
anddescendingontheSonofMan"(Jn. 1 . 5 1 ) . Spells to open the heavens are
numerous. Perhaps the dosest to Jesus' promise is that already quoted from
DMP X. 23fF.: "Open to me heaven, O mother of the gods! Let me see the bark
ofPhre (the sun god) descending and ascending. . . ForIamGeb,heirofthe
gods." A related document is the "Mithras Liturgy" in which, at the spell of
the magician who has become "the Son," the doors of the sun disc open and
aUow him to behold the realm of the gods within it {PGM IV. 587—635; compare IV. 9 5 9 - 9 7 3 ) It is therefore possible that "the mystery of the kingdom" was a magical
rite, by which initiates were made to believe that they had entered the king
dom and so escaped from the realm of Mosaic Law. This conjecture would
explain a number of important points in Jesus' teaching and his foUowers'
history that have long puzzled New Testament critics, but these points (which
I have argued elsewhere) would take us too far from the purpose of the present
chapter—to list those traits in the gospels' picture of Jesus that appear also in
accounts of magicians or directions for magical practices.
Whatever the content of Jesus' mystery, he is said to have distinguished
sharply between those who had received it and "those outside." Both he
and ApoUonius describe themselves as "shepherds," their foUowers as "the
sheep," and outsiders/the wicked as "wolves" (Jn. 10.\Life
VIII. 22).
Jesus' hostility to Outsiders goes fiirther than ApoUonius*. He can say, as an
agent of the wrath of his god, "I have come to cast fire on the earth" (Lk.
1 2 . 4 9 ) , as a malevolent magician says to the lessergods, "Icast fury on youof
the great gods ofEgypt. (Gods,) fiU your hands with flames and fire, . .castit
on the heart of (so and so)." Mark makes Jesus declare his purpose: "that seeing
they may see and not perceive, and hearing they may hear and not under-
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stand." So too the magician of a defixion says, "afBict their intelligence, their
mind, their senses, so that they may not understand what they do; pluck out
their eyes that they may not see" (DT 242.556^.).
Both Apollonius and Jesus, though they are said to have gone to temples
and attempted to reform temple practices, are also said to have described them
as dens of robbers. Worship is virtue, not sacrifice. However, in spite of these
echoes of populär rationaUsm, both Jesus and Apollonius represent deification
as the goal of their teaching. Apollonius declares himself "a man become
divine by wisdom;" he teaches the wisdom of the Brahmans who declare
themselves gods, and admires that of the magi, whom he declares divine. The
Jesus of John assures his followers that they are united with him as he is with
the Father. The union is of two spirits because for him, as fiar the magical
papyri, "God is a spirit." But this spirit must be apprehended in a form,
" ^ o w me your tme form" prays the magician, "for I am enslaved under your
world, to your angel" (PGM XIII. 5 8 3 ^ ) . Jesus, too, reportedly believed in
this "ruler ofthe world" (Jn. i2.-^i\PGM IV. 3 8 7 ) , and promised his follow
ers, as did the magicians, "You shall know the tmth and the tmth shall set you
free" (Jn. 8.32). Jesus, like the deified magician, claims "I am the tmth" (Jn.
1 4 , 6 ; PGM V. 148). His followers declare him "the image of the invisible
God" (Col. 1 . 1 5 ; DMP V. gf.), and assert that "No one has ever seen (the
highest) God; the (incamate) only-begotten god (i.e. Jesus). . .has revealed
H i m " ( J n . 1 . 1 8 ) , whilejesushimself is made to declare, "He who has seen me
has seen the Father" (Jn. 1 4 . 9 ) . For the gospel ofjohnas for the magical papyri
it is this vision of the tmth, "the tme form" of the god which "none of the gods
can see" {PGM XIII. gSoflf.), that sets one free from the mler of this world.
This is the tme, saving knowledge. Accordingly both Jesus and other
magicians give thanks for this deifying reiielation. " We thank thee with all our
soul. . . (thou) who hast given US mind, Speech, knowledge—mind that we
may conceive thee, Speech that we may call on thee, knowledge that we may
know thee. We rejoice that thou hast revealed thyself to us. We rejoice that,
while we are in our bodies, thou has deified us by knowledge of thyself" {PGM
III, 5 9 i f f . ) . In this prayer from a magical papyrus we hear the voice of a church
whose members, like the Jesus' followers, are "brothers" and "sisters" by
virtue of their common participation in the spirit of their god. Jesus'
thanksgiving is that of "the Son"—that "Son" we have met in the magical
papyri, who is himself a god: "I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and
earth,that. . . thou hast revealed these things. . . All things have been given
over to me by my Father, and no one knows the Son except the Father, and no
one knows the Father except the Son and any to whom the Son may choose to
reveal Him" (Mt. i i . 2 5 f f . p . ) .
Thus analysis of the teachings attributed to Jesus leads to the super-
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natural claims that closed the section on his miracles. His teaching tums out to
be a consequence and extension of his miracles. The miracles won him his
audience, gave his words importance, and made him an authoritative teacher
(Mk. 1.27). His teaching is plausibly reported to have been the expression of
this authority, this supematural power that enabled him to set aside the
Mosaic Law with a mere, "You have heard that it was said . . ., but / say
(something difFerent)"(Mt. 5 . 2 1 - 4 5 , c^.Life I. 1 7 ) , and toassure his foUow
ers that "The Law and the prophets were (valid) until John" (the Baptist) and
"among those bom of women there is none greater than John;" "but from then
(John's time) on the (accessibility of the) kingdom of God is proclaimed, and
anybody can force his way inro it," and "the least in the kingdom of God is
greater than John" (Lk. 1 6 . i 6 p . ; 7 . 2 8 p . ) . All minor elements of his teaching
can be seen as expressions of this authority. We have considered only those
with clear magical paraUels. The most important role of magic for the study of
his teaching is not its demonstration of these minor paraUels, but its explana
tion of the authority, the power.

Consequently the most important magical parallel to the gospels is that
to Jesus' life and legend as a whole. This we saw in the comparison ofJesus and
ApoUonius (above, pp. 85flF.), but even when Jesus' career does not parallel
that of ApoUonius, it is consistently paralleled by other magical material, and
the paraUels are not haphazard\ they fit together. Taking the gospel material
supported by such paraUels, we get the following coherent, consistent and
credible picture o f a magician's career.
After undergoing a baptism believed to purge him of sin, Jesus experi
enced the descent of a spirit upon him—the experience that made a man a
magician—and heard himself declared a god, as magicians claimed to be.
Then "the spirit drove him out into the desert," a common shamanic
phenomenon. After visionary experiences there, he retumed to Galilee where
his new Spiritual power manifested itself in exorcism, in eures oftypesfemiliar
in magic, in teaching, with magical paraUels and authority, and in the call of
disciples, who, like persons enchanted, were constrained to leave their ^imtlies
and belongings and follow him alone.
With these disciples he lived the predictable life of a travelling magician
and holy man—a picaresque existence reflected, perhaps accidentally but not
inaccurately, by the structure o f the gospels. The Company was supported by
his success as exorcist and healer, which increased and was increased by his
&me. His &me was such that other magicians began to use his name as that of a
god in their exorcisms. Soon Opposition developed. His neglect ofJewish law.
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especially as to ^ t i n g , purity, and the Sabbath, as well as his assoclation with
rieh llbertines ("tax coUectors and siruiers"). antagonized "the scribes" (Jewish
notaries, lawyers and upper-schoolteaehers) who coUectcd, enlarged and disseminated a body of discreditable stories about him, including various charges
of magic: he had raised John the Baptist from the dead and was magically
identified with him; or, he did his miracles by control of the ruler of the
demons, Beelzebul, and was identified with him.
Perhaps to counter these rumors, perhaps to extend his influence, perhaps
for private reasons of which we have no evidence, he began to initiate his
disciples into his own magical experiences. Such initiations are provided for in
magical documents, but neither there nor in the gospels do we have more than
hints of what went on. The synoptics describe the inner circle of disciples as
those "to whom the mystery (Initiation) of the kingdom of God has been
given" and who can therefore receive further secret teaching, not given to
"those outside." They say that "the twelve" were given power to exorcise.
They teil of Jesus revealing himself in glory with two supematural beings on
"the moimtain" in Craülee; and the longer text of Mark teils of a young man
C o m i n g to Jesus by night, in the Standard costume of an initiate, for Instruc
tion in the mystery. Canonical Mark ( 1 4 . 5 1 ) hints at a similar Initiation by
reporting that a young man in the same scanty costume was with Jesus on the
night of his arrest. John (3.2fif'.) has a similar story of a man C o m i n g to Jesus by
night for secret instruction on how to enter the kingdom. He also reports that
Jesus" (or his disciples) baptized, and that Jesus instituted a rite of footwashing
that cleansed his disciples and gave them a share in his lot. These are the data;
as to what the ceremony—more likely, the sequence of ceremonies—was, we
have no direct Information.
We are better informed about another magical rite, the eucharist, that
Jesus instituted to unite his disciples with himself, both in love and in body.
Mark (foUowed by Matthew), Luke, and Paul give us at least partially independent, but closely similar aceounts of the ceremony, whUe John, although
he suppresses it, hints at it, interprets It, and echoes It In several places. The
rite Is a familiär type of magical ceremony in which the magician Identlfies
himself with a deity, and identifies wine and/or food with the blood and/or
body of this deity and of himself. The wine and/or food is then given to a recipient who by consuming it is united with him and filled with love fi^r him.
This rite is attributed to Jesus by the earliest and most reliable sources.
With the eucharist the gospels' accoimt of Jesus' magical career virtually
ends. While they all report that his claim to be a (son of) god was a factor in
his prosecution, and John reports that he was also charged before Pilate with
magic (18.30), it does not seem likely that these were the decisive charges.
John's Statement that the Jerusalem priests were motivated primarily by fear of
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amessianic uprising (i i .48fF.), and the agreement of all the gospels that Jesus
was executed as a would-be "King of the Jews," leave no doubt as to the cause
of the crucifixion. While Jesus' magical powers may have led his disciples to
believe him the Messiah, and may have persuaded him that they were right,
that belief was not in itself a matter of magic. The fact that much magic is
nonsense does not imply that all nonsense is magic; messianic nonsense was a
different (more virulent) strain.
Jesus' resurrection, ascension, and miscellaneous post-resurrection ac
tivities belong to the psychopathic histories ofhis disciples. Those histories
must have been shaped by their experiences with Jesus. What they saw after his
death presumably reflected what they saw at his Suggestion. However, our
primary concern in this chapter has not been to determine what Jesus did, but
to analyze the gospels' account of what he did and to point out the elements
which correspond with magical material and which therefore, although pre
served in the Christian stories of his life, provided evidence for a picture of
Jesus the magician. This demonstration, now completed, has not been exhaus
tive. Many bodies of magical material, particularly in the miracle stories, have
been indicated only briefly and in general; many additional details, particu
larly of the teachings, could be shown by probable arguments to have magical
connections. Nevertheless, the picture presented has been füll enough to be
clear.
This picture is not based on hostile tradition about Jesus. The hostile
tradition was traced and analyzed in chapters 3 and 4 ; in the present account
it has appeared only insofar as the charges brought against him were events in
his life and recorded as such by the gospels. The picture in this chapter has been
drawn entirely from the gospels, the accounts of Jesus given by his own
fi)llowers. We have merely read the gospels with some knowledge of ancient
magical material and noticed what, in the light of that material, the gospel
stories and sayings really say. The resultant picture obviously accords with the
one given by the Outsiders' tradition, which it commonly Supplements rather
than concradias. That the two agree so often as to the facts reported and differ
chiefly in their evaluation of these faas, is a strong argument for supposing the
faas correa.
(A fiirther piece of evidence may be worth adding here. After this book
was finished and had gone to the publisher, I chanced on E. Becker, The Denial
of Death (N.Y., 1 9 7 3 ) , and was amazed to find that Becker's picture of "the
leader and his gang" in his chapter "The Spell Cast by Persons—The Nexus of
Unfreedom" (pp. 127—158) agreed so closely with the preceding account of
Jesus as magician that one might think it had been used as a source. That the
gospel picture accords equally with the psychological type and with the magi
cal data, seems to indicate the picture's veracity.)

What the Evidence Shows

I
The evidence presented in the preceding chapter was drawn from the
gospels as they now stand. Therefore we have to ask some questions about its
significance. In the first place, since Jesus was crucified about 30, and the
gospels date from 7 0 to 1 0 0 , how much of their evidence can be traced back
towards bis time, and how fär? This question often arose in the preceding
chapters, in regard to various details. Let us summarize the points already
made.
All scholars recognize that the authors of the gospels used soutces, and
that when material can be assigned to a source its date must be moved back
accordingly. Thus the source(s) of Q, the non-Markan material common to
Matthew and Luke, is(are) usually thougbt to be at least as early as Mark; if
this opinion be correct, material Mark and Q have in common will come from at
least a generation earlier—from the time of Paul in the 50s; Paul was converted
about four or five years after the crucifixion; he was in touch with Jesus' immediate disciples. However, even when the source of astory cannot be determined,
close examination may show that some details have been £uided by the evangelist
or some earlier editor, and that the story must therefore be earlier than the additions. Thus analysis of the story ofJesus' rejection in Nazareth showed that the
saying, "A prophet is not without honor except in his home town" was an
addition, because it interrupted rhe narrative, and that Mark's contradiction of
the statement, "he was not able to do any miracle there" by adding "except
that he healed a few sick, laying his hands (on them)" was clearly secondary
and apologetic.
Such apologetic material proved an important clue, since the things it
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tried to excuse or explain away were things that Jesus' foUowers would not have
invented, but had to admit, or at least deny. But why were they mentioned at
all? Evidently because Jesus' foUowers had to answer what their opponents
were saying. Thus apologetic traits indicated the existence of charges about
Jesus that the gospels were trying to answer. The charges must have been
earlier than the answers. It seemed likely to suppose that they were not isolated
accidents, but came from a body of hostile material. This supposition was
confirmed when the accusations answered in the gospels by scattered apolo
getic passages tumed out to fit together and form a coherent and credible
account of Jesus the magician and his career. This did not prove the account
true; as polemic, the total picture it gave was no less suspect than the gospels'
apologetic answers. But the gospel answers did offer some indication of the
truth of the individual accusations, since they reported things the authors of
the gospels (or their sources) could not neglect and sometimes would not deny.
This evidence of an early date for the Outsiders' tradition was confirmed
by other fäcts: The tradition was closely related to stories of Jesus' early work in
Galilee, stories that knew the names of the members of his fiunily, the
nicknames of his intimate disciples, the place names of Galilean viUages.
(Who in the outside world had even heard of Nazareth?) All these Cjalilean
traits disappeared from the polemic tradition as it moved into the great world
where no one was interested in such details. Similarly, the earliest accusations
of magic made against Jesus—he had raised the Baptist from the dead, he had
the demon Beelzebul—were specific and connected with the history and environment of his early ministry; they soon dropped out of use and neverappear in
later polemic where the charges are general and nameless (he was a gm, a
"deceiver," etc.). Also, their piaure of him does not accord with any earlier
Uterary type, but only with the actual magicians of his time, as we know them
from defixions, papyri and later literatute; therefore, it was probably drawn
from Observation, not Hterary Convention. The only demonstrable Uterary
borrowings are from Old Testament stories of the prophets (including Moses),
and these account for only a few miracle stories and some interpretive additions, not for the essential elements of the figure (see Appendix B).
Finally, this tradition was not an inference floating in air. It was attached
by the gospels to a definite social class, the scribes. Analysis of the gospel
references to hostile groups showed that those to the other main group, the
Pharisees, were consistently secondary in material from the Galilean period (see
Appendix A), but those to the scribes were original. These references reflect
the interests and attitudes we should expect of the scribes (pious legalism),
and the fect that the hostile tradition originated in the scribal class of Cjalilee
explained the transmission of GaUlean data to the scribes of Jerusalem and
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its development there. Accordingly it seems reasonable to conclude that the
Outsiders' picture of Jesus the magician, although it used material drawn from
home town gossip, was principally shaped by the scribes diuring his work in
Galilee.

11
This conclusion gives us some criteria by which to estimate the historical
value of other elements in the gospels. Even if the picture was a caricature it
must have had some points of resemblance to the original. Can these points be
identified?
First, there were the miracles. They are presupposed by the Outsiders*
tradition—the charge "magician" results from an attempt to explain them,
and even the stories that seem to deny Jesus' power to do miracles take iot
granted his reputation as a miracle worker. This is true of the story of his
rejeaion in Nazareth as well as that ofhis refusal to give a sign (which may or
may not be true to history, but, as the story of a challenge to a feith healer, is
imquestionably true to life). Even the taunt at the cmcifixion—"He saved
others, himself he ouinot save"—takes the miracles for granted, and can
hardly be a creation of Christian propaganda. (Most likely it is part of the
hostile tradition, introduced by the Christian storyteller for dramatic irony.)
We argued in chapter 2 that Jesus won his following primarily as a
miracle worker and that if we begin with the miracles we can understand his
authority as a teacher, his involvement in messianic speculation, and his
ultimate cmcifixion, but if we begin with the teaching, his role as a miracle
worker and the consequent events and Jpeliefe are unexplained. Of (literally)
thousands of teachers of the Law recorded in rabbinic literature, none had a
career similar to that of Jesus. He is a figure of a difierent social type.
Given bis cateer as a miracle worker, it is not sutprising that many
miracle stoties in the gospels show signs of repeated reworking, proof that they
originated in early Christian circles and were handed down by long tradition.
This has been demonstrated by form criticism and need not be argued again.
Neither do we need to insist again on the Palestinian background of most of the
miracle stories. That such stories circulated about Jesus in his lifetime cannot
reasonably be questioned, nor can the likelihood that his disciples remembered
and repeated them after his death. How much they grew by repetition, how
much by invention, which of the details—or stories—reflect original fiias, are
questions often impossible to answer. The certain and important thing is the
place in the earliest tradition of this type of story as evidence of the social type of
the man.
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III
A miracle worker is not necessarily a magician. The disciples of the
scribes also cast out demons, and Jesus reportedly complained that they were
not accused ofdoing so by Beelzebul, while he was (Lk. 1 1 . 1 9 p . ) . Whetheror
not the report is tme, the complaint reflects a difFerence that existed in his
lifetime. He was in fect accused, while other exorcists—for instance, the one
who demonstrated his powers before Vespasian—were admired as representatives of "our (Jewish) therapy." So there was in fect some difFerence, be
tween him and them, that led to his being charged with magic. Therefore
elements of the gospels that indicate what this difFerence was may be primitive.
The first diffetence alleged by the Outsiders* tradition is that Jesus "had" a
demon and did his exorcisms by this indwelling demonic power. Since this
Charge was not brought against the other exorcists, they must have been
thought to eflfect their exorcisms by other means, presumably prayer to God,
the use of spells, herbs, amulets attributed to Solomon, etc. Perhaps Jesus did
not use such methods, but perhaps he did- The Charge that he had a demon
may have been based on other peculiarities—compulsiva behavior, neglect of
the Law, and claims to supematural Status.
Compulsive behavior was charaaeristic of demoniacs. For Jesus it is
attested by the report that "the spirit drove him out into the wilderness" (Mk.
z. 12) which, as we saw, is best explicable as a supposedly historical Statement.
(It did not serve Christian Propaganda—both Matthew and Luke softened
it—but it does agree with the pattem of shamanic behavior.) Even more
important is the report that Jesus' fiimily tried to seize him "because, they said,
'He is out (of his mind)'" (Mk. 3 . 2 1 ) . This surely comes from primitive
polemic tradition—both Matthew and Luke deleted it. Mark probably included it because he found it in a summary of that tradition together with the
immediately following charge of demonic possession (3.22) that he took over
because he thought he had to answer it. In any event, both charges date from
Jesus' lifetime and the one helps to explain the other.
Neglea of the Law is the theme of the stories of disputes with the scribes.
That the disputes are with the scribes, as opposed to the later ^hionable
Pharisees, is evidence that the stories date before 7 0 , and probably before 50
when the Jerusalem church began to be on good terms with its neighbors and
to make many converts who were "zealots for the Law" (Acts 2 1 . 2 0 ) . The
general picture these stories give of Jesus is confirmed by the primitive polemic
parodied in Q: "a gluttonous man and a winebibber, a friend of tax collectors
and sinners" (Lk. 7 . 3 4 p . ) . These early traditions about Jesus' behavior are sup
ported strongly by the attribution to him of many antinomian sayings, but
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even more strongly by the extensive evidence for libertine Christian teachers
already in the time of Paul. Where did this side of the movement comefirom,if
not firom Jesus? Finally, Jesus* rejection of the Law can be understood as a
consequence and manifesto ofhis supematural claims (discussed below). All of
this is on the theological level. On the practical level it is easy to understand
that a class of small town lawyers and teachers, who owed their prestige and
income to the Law, would detest a fellow who publicly neglected it, would
hate to see him attract large crowds, and would spread malicious charges to
discredit him. Jn. 9.16,24 explicitly makes neglect of the Law (in this case, on
Sabbath observance) "the Pharisees**' reason for tefiising to attribute Jesus'
miracles to God (and thereby implicitly attributing them to a demon).
Supemamral claims: In the early dispute stories, when Jesus' opponents
complain ofhis neglect for the Law, he claims that he is a supemamral being on
whom the Law is not binding. One claim which can be dated to his lifetime is
that to be "the bridegroom" whose companions cannot fiist "while he is with
them." "The bridegroom" comes from the Song of Songs; second<entury
Jewish Interpreters thought he was God. In discussion of the trial stories we
saw that three various traditions represented Jesus' claim to be a (son oO god
as a major point in the Jews' aecusations against him; presumably it figured in
the primitive polemic (above, pp. 39ff.)
This presumption is supported by the demonstrable antiquity of the srory
of the descent of the spirit that made him a (son of) god. Everyone agrees that
this is prior to the legends of his having been sired by God (fbund only in
Matthew and Luke), but Bultmann also observed that it contradicts John's
theology and is preserved in John's text as an inconsistent fossil, presumably
out of reverence for its established place in the belief of John's church. It also,
as Bultmann again observed, contradicts theitheology of Mark, who also must
have taken it over from established tradition. A story that thus antedated not
only the texts, but even the beliefa of both John and Mark, must have been very
old. Are traces of the belief that the story expresses to be fbund in material that
can be assigned to Jesus' lifetime? Indeed there are. The belief is the Christian
equivalent ofthe Outsiders' charge, "He has a demon" id«mon andspMt were, in
vulgär usage, interchangeable terms). If the Outsiders' charges were already in
circulation, it is hard to believe that the disciples would have made up a story
that would justify them. We should therefijre suppose either that the Christian
story was the starting point, and the Outsiders' attack a malicious Interpreta
tion of it, or, more probably, that both were independent, contemporary
interpretations of Jesus' compulsive behavior and compelling powers. In either
case the Christian story must be at least as early as the polemic, and must have
originated during Jesus' activity in Galilee.
The same thing goes for the consequence of getting a spirit—the claim to
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be "a (son oO god". Commentators have read this expression as the trinitarian
title i t became, not che Aramaic phrase it originaliy w a s . Once its original
meaning ("a god") is recognized, i t accentuates the discrepancy between the
miracle stories, in which Jesus appears as a god acting b y his own power, and
the gospel fiumework of these stories, that never bluntly calls him a god
(except in J n . i . 18) and seems at times deliberately to disguise his deity—to
add traits emphasizing his human limitations, etc. This need not be taken to
imply that the evangelists d i d not think Jesus a god. It may rather be a result of
their effort to solve the literary problem of portraying that primitive paradox,
the magician, the man who feels himself possessed of supematural powers
while remaining a man. Altemation between passionate assertion of divinity
and pathetic acknowledgment of humanity is characteristic of the magical
papyri. Observers see, understand, and therefore give predominance to the
human side. This tendency would be reinforced b y the evangelists' Obligation
to picture Jesus as a man, and even more b y the strong trend i n the early
churches towards reconciliation with traditional Judaism. At all events, how
ever the evangelic framework may be explained, the implications of the miracle
stories are clear. They match the bridegroom saying, the reports of the accusa
tions made to Pilate, and the baptism (and transfiguration) stories i n pushing
the date of Jesus' divinity back to his own lifetime. When so many independent lines of evidence point to a Single conclusion, the conclusion seems
likely.

rv

In discussing the story of the descent of the spirit w e showed that its
dosest paraUels are found in accounts of magical rites. Indeed it seems to be an
abbreviated version of such a magical account—abbreviated to eliminate the
magioil traits. As such, it does not stand alone in the gospels. Fridrichsen, in
The Problem of Miracle in Primitive Christianity, pointed out many similar
passages. Sometimes i t is clear that stories have been revised to get rid of
magical details. Theexorcism inMk. 5 isagood example. According to Mark,
Jesus makes the demon teU his name. This was Standard magical practice; once
you knew the name you could use it to order the demon out. But i n Mark the
exorcism proper has been deleted, so the question is useless. Even that was too
much for Matthew; he deleted the question as weU (8.29f.). Matthew's consis
tent deletion of magical traits has been demonstrated b y HuU, Hellenistic
Magic, I i6fF. Such censorship left most references to magical procedure i n the
gospels scattered and isolated, one term here, another there. 0>nsequently
their true significance remained unrecognized until they were coUected and
explained b y scholars in the present Century. Now the consistency of their
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usage and function is clear and refutes traditional efForts to treat them as
psychological observations or homiletic or dramatic elements. It has been
established, by the work of Bauemfeind, Bonner, Eitrem, Fridrichsen, and
others, that behind the present Jesus of the gospels there lurked, in Christian
tradition, an earlier Jesus whose practices were much closer to those of Jesus
the magician.
Consequently the many parallels demonstrated in the preceding chapter,
between Jesus' practices and teachings and those of other magicians, carry with
them a slight presumption in fävor of authenticity. Even when allowance has
been made for complicating fectors—the narrators' love of the miraculous and
a continuing, practical interest in magic in some Christian circles—it remains
certain that the stronger tendencies of the tradition by which the gospel
material was handed down were those hostile to magic. The prevailing temper,
though fer from rationalistic, was that of lower middle-class respectability and
its commonplace structure of contradictions, "rational theology." Accord
ingly when magical traits appear in the gospels it is less likely that they have
been added by the tradition than it is that they have survived from the earlier,
lower-class, and more primitive form of the cult.
A conspicuous case is that of the eucharist, an unmistakably magical rite,
the Institution of which was reported by a tradition attributed to Jesus, that
Paul "received" after his conversion within four or five years of the crucifixion.
Substantially the same rite is reflected in more or less independent traditions
known to Mark, Luke and John. In John's church the rite is still secret, he
Suppresses the story and discusses the miracle only by allusion. In all the
sources we see it variously interpreted, moralized, and adjusted to Old Testa
ment legend, by additions to the wording, by commentary, or by location in a
secondary, theologically motivated framtwork. When such window dressing
is stripped away, what remains is an absolutely primitive figure: a magiciangod who unites his followers to himself by giving them his body and blood to
eat and drink. Can there be any doubt as to which element is original, or where
it came from?
There not only can be, there has been. Bultmann observed the inconsis
tency between the rite and the setting in which the synoptics place it—the
setting calls for a passover meal (Mk. 1 4 . l a , i6p.) which the eucharist clearly
is not. Hence Bultmann leapt to the conclusion that the eucharist was a
hellenistic rite that had replaced Jesus' original passover. But the eucharist is
no more—and no less—"hellenistic" than was Jesus himself. It is a typical
piece of the intercultural magic of the time, its dosest analogues (which
Bultmann ignored) being Egyptian (above, pp. i 2 2 f . ) . And the rite which
Paul asserts was given him by tradition "from the Lord" (I C^r. 1 1 . 2 3 ) *s
clearly older than the passover framework, which is part of Paul's (and even
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more, of James') attempt to adjust Christianity to the IsraeHte tradition—to
represent the Christians as "the true Israel," to equate either Jesus' death or the
eucharist with the passover sacrifice; to show in one way or another, that Jesus
and the details of his career were foretold by the prophets, and so on. All this is
midrash, secondary interpretation, shown to be secondary by the tos: (1) it
does not fit the original material, (2) different writers advance different and
contradiaory theories—even as to the date of the crucifixion—and (3) they all
clutch at insignificant similarities in their desperate efforts to find anything to
prop Up their claims. Such defense is the most conclusive refutation. Accord
ingly while, as Bultmann saw, it is certain that the connection of the eucharist
with the passover is secondary, It is also certain that the eucharist is the older
element, the one derived from Jesus himself, and that the passover framework
is the later addition. This accords with the common form-critical supposition
that stories are usually older than the framework in which the evangelists have
placed them. Common suppositions are not always correct, but the reversalof
this one in the case of the eucharist should have called attention to the arbitrary
nature of Bultmann's hypothesis.
This clear case should guide us in our judgment of others less certain.
Though exceptions could occur, the later Christian tradition through which
the gospel material came down was usually moralizing and respectable; it
found magic embarrassing. Therefore che magical elements that remain in the
text are likely to come fiom the earliest days of the movement, indeed, ^ m its
founder.

The reverse is true of "Judaizing" traits. OfcoufseJesus was ajew, and so
were all his disciples—presumably. The presumption is not certain; Galileans
with pure Greek names like Philip are dubious. But even granting the pre
sumption, the hct remains that nominal Judaism did not guarantee much
knowledge or observance of Jewish law. The early polemic against Jesus teils us
unequivocally that his neglect of "the Law" was sufficiently conspicuous to
make him bitter enemies. If he praaiced magic and claimed to be a god, as
those enemies said he did, his private attitude towards the Law was probably
even less reverent than that expressed in his public practice. There is little to
indicate that bis immediate disciples were much more observant than he.
However, during the 40s when leadership of the Jerusalem church was taken
Over by his brother James, notorious for traditional piety, and the Jerusalem
C o m m u n i t y improved its relations with the Pharisees, a similar development
was taking place in the Aegean area from which most books of the New
Testament come. This development was due to Paul. Before his conversion
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Paul had b e e n a Pharisee unfäiling in his observance of the Law and so zealous
that he persecuted the Christians (Phil. 3.5f., etc.). Conversion left him
passionately convinced of his freedom from the Law, but he never lost the
traces of his Pharisaic training. He proclaims that bis only law is the will of
Christ who lives in him (Rom. 8), but the indwelling Christ requires him to
practice all the good, middle-class Jewish virtues, and to conceive of Chris
tianity as a new "Israel" (<jal. 6.16).
With James and Paul as its two most influential figures, there is no doubt
that Christianity between 45 and 60 swung fiir back towards conventionai (and
especially, toward Pharisaic) Judaism. Ofthe deposit this period left in the
gospels, the more extreme expressions—fi>r instance, the Orders in Mk. 2.20
to require fiisting, in Mt. 23.3 to obey all scribal and Pharisaic rulings—are
readily recognizable, but much more is dubious. In general, this history of the
tradition should make us suspicious of any gospel material that tries to Square
Jesus with the teachings of the Old Testament or the conventionai Judaism of
his time. Even more suspect are modem efforts to make him a rabbi or a
prophet. We have remarked that the term "rabbi" did not acquire its modem
sense until half a Century or more after his death. Many Outsiders, in his own
time, did think him a prophet; a few gospel stories reflect this belief; more are
designed to prove him greater than the prophets. However, as pictured in the
gospels he obviously differs from the prophets, not only by being greater, but
by being a different kind of figure, having a different relation both to God and
to his followers. Appendix B shows the differences are so great that the gospel
tradition cannot be explained by the supposition that the figure behind it was a
prophet.
Therefore, in the gospels' picture of Jesus, prophetic traits, like Old
Testament traits and Pharisaic traits, * e ipso facto suspect. They are not
necessarily false. Presumably Jesus did know something of the books now in
the Old Testament, of the syagogue prayers and common pious practices of the
Judaism of his time, and of the apocalyptic literature then populär. He may
even have encouraged the belief that he was a prophet or messiah; perhaps he
affected some appropriate traits. Matthew makes him go so fiir in this effort as
to ride two donkeys at once; figuratively he may sometimes have tried to do so.
If he did, it would probably be impossible now to distinguish authentic traits
from the similar ones that Pauline and Jacobean Christianity have added to the
stories about him. And even if the genuine traits could be distinguished, they
would at best be of peripheral interest for any attempt to define the figure
central to the gospel tradition. For that purpose, neither "prophet" nor
"rabbi" nor "apocalyptic seer" will do. They simply do not account for most of
the data, nor for its most important, central, and generative elements.
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VI
If we look for a figure that could possibly account for the rise of the
tradition presefved in the gospels, we find three pictures to guide us. One is
the official portrait of "Jesus Christ, the Son of God," given by the gospels as
they stand, one is the picture of "Jesus the magician" given by the hostile
tradition, and the third is the primitive Christian picture of "Jesus the god"
which, as we have seen, lies behind the present gospel portrait.
All three of these are expressions of pmpaganda and each is inherently
incredible, since they all explain the phenomena of Jesus* life in terms of a
mythological world of deities and demons that do not exist. The explanations
must therefore be discarded, but what of the phenomena? Some of those
reported are obviously inventions—Walking on water, multiplying food, and
the like are best explained not as "misunderstandings," but as fictions. As
such, however, they are exceptional. Most of the miracles reported are possi
ble, if stripped of the "explanations" that make them miracles. For example:
Jesus could not cast out demons; there are none. But he could and probably did
quiet lunatics, and the reports of "casting out demons*' are merely reports of
quieting lunatics (what observably happened) with built-in demonological
"explanations." Again, he could not glow in the dark. But he could and
probably did persuade himself and his disciples that he would appear in glory,
and eventually they all "saw" (by hallucination) what they hoped to see.
The lines between inventions, exaggerations, misunderstandings, and
true reports can rarely be drawn with complete assurance. For instance take the
story that Jesus stilled a storm. Hemay have had such confidence in his own
power as to order a storm to cease, and a storm may, by chance, have ceased
when so ordered. The facts reported (first the order, then the cessation)flwy be
true, as Herodotus said they were in the case of the magi; only the implied
explanation ("the storm stopped because of his order") must be felse. But the
whole story may be a fiction. There is no way of deciding the question and, for
Our purpose, no need of deciding it. We are not trying to recover an exact
record of the things done and words spoken by Jesus, but to determine what
sort of things he did and said, what role he played in relation to his disciples
and to the society around them. For this purpose the sort of stories made up
about a man are often better evidence, more penetrating characterizations,
than are exact reports of his actions (as Modigliani portraits are truer than
passport photographs).
Besides accounting for the major traditions, the real Jesus must have been
a figure of the social world of bis time and have shared the notions then current
about the supematural and natural worlds. He can be described historically as
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"a Jew of the early first Century, from Nazareth, who went for baptism to John,
became femous in Galilee as a miracle worker and preacher, was arrested in
Jerusalem by the priestly authorities, and was tumed over to Pifete who, about
A . D . 30, had him cmcified as a would-be 'King of the Jews.'" Every point
in this definition entails a set of circumstances that the real Jesus must have
satisfied—in other words, he must have been the things any first-century Jew
had to be.
The description, however, is not complete. It omits the things that made
Jesus historically important. He was also, and no less historically, a Jew whose
disciples saw him risen from the dead, believed him ascended into the heavens,
expected him to return in glory as ruler of the world, and, while awaiting his
retum, formed the Christian Church, perpetuated the practice of the eucharist
that he had begun, continued to teil stories ofhis life, miracles, and teaching,
and developed these into the tradition from which the gospels were composed.
And he was also, as said above, the cause of the neutral and hostile traditions
we have surveyed. All these facts, too, entail sets of circumstances that the real
Jesus satisfied, and that must be satisfied by any historical account of him.
These are the (generaliy unnoticed) parameters within which the historical
Interpretation of the gospels must work. Let us try then, with these guidelines,
to look at the most conspicuous feamres of the three portraits and see to what
extent they reveal a common original. Since the individual points have already
been discussed, we can simply present the results of the previous discussion.
VII
The gospels say that, like other "divine men", he was fethered by a god
and born of a virgin. His opponents said he was the illegitimate son of a
Galilean peasant woman by a Roman soldier named Pantera. The gospel stories
and those of the opponents both appear towards the end of the Century, but
may be earlier. In the very early source of Mark 6 he is referred to simply as the
son ofhis mothet, Mary.
Matthew says he was taken to Egypt as an Infant (for a grossly improbable
reason) and as a small boy was brought to Nazareth. His opponents say he went
to Egypt as a young man, looking for work, and leamed magic there. Theearly
elements of the gospels say nothing ofhis having been in Egypt, but contain
accounts of many magical proceedings that have their dosest parallels in
Egyptian texts.
The rabbinic report that in Egypt Jesus was tattooed with magic spells
does not appear in polemic material, but is cited as a known feet in discussion
of a legal question by a rabbi who was probably born about the time of the
cmcifixion. The antiquity of the source, type of citation, connection with the
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report that he was in Egypt, and agreement with Egyptian magical practices
are considerable arguments in its fiivor.
Another consideration in itsfiivoris its close connection with the mbbinic
report that he was "a madman"—that is, occasionally manic or hysterical.
This also appears, as a known fäa, in the same legal argument. The old source
used by Mark attributed the same opinion tohis family (3.2z); both Matthew
ahd Luke suppressed it. John reports the hostile opinion to discredit his
opponents. The opinion is supported by gospel stories of Jesus' behavior that
accord with phenomena observed in shamans and similar figures.
Mark reported that Jesus was baptized by John. Preserved accoimts of his
opponents* charges say nothing of this, but Matthew's attempt to "explain" the
iaxXy and the fburth gospel's attempt to suppress it suggest that it did figure
in polemic against him. In that event, the preservation of the report by all the
synoptics argues for its truth.
The gospels' story of the descent of the spirit is matched by the Outsiders'
Charge, "he has a demon." Here we have contrary evaluations of substantially
the same supposed "fiict." The gospels' myth of the descent of the spirit has
several points in common with magical texts for much the same purpose—the
heavens opened, the bird as a messenger or spirit, the result, that he is made
"the Son." Such a group of agreements makes it seem that the gospel story
came from a person whose Imagination was shaped by knowledge of magical
tocts or ceremonies. Whether or not this person was Jesus is uncertain.
The synoptics report that the descent of the spirit was fijUowed by a
heavenly declaration that Jesus was "my Son." The invocation of the spirit in
the "Mithras Liturgy" ends with the magician's claim to be "the Son." "The
Son of the living God" was a power In the magical pantheon, as in the thought
of some Christians (Mt. 26.63). The synoptics report that demoniacs repeatedly called Jesus a "son of god," and that after his miracles his disciples
recognized him as such. The Outsiders say his success in doing miracles enabled
him to claim to be the son of a god. Again we have contradictory evaluations,
and diverse mythological "explanations," of basic fects on which both parties
agree, namely, that the miracles and the terms "son of god," meaning "god,"
and "the Son," the title of a supposed supematural being, were closely con
nected.
Mark represents Jesus' claim to be "the Son" as a secret he reveals only in
his confrontation with the High Priest (i4.6if.). Q, however, reports that
he claimed that only he, as "the Son," knew "the Father"—a claim that has
striking magical paraUels. In John he repeatedly claims to be "the Son" and
similar supematural entities, in terms that are sometimes found word for word
in the magical papyri. Paul, a generatiOn before Mark, commonly refers to
Jesus as "the Son of God." The Outsiders' tradition is unanimous in reporting
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that Jesus claimed to be a son of god, and in connecting the term or title with
his miracles, and the gospels ate unanimous both in connecting it with his
miracles and in making Jesus' claim to it play an important role in the legal
proceedings against him.
The many magical parallels to details in the stories of exorcisms and eures
show that these stories have usually been shaped by knowledge of magical
practices. It has been shown that such parallels wete more conspicuous in the
gospels' sources than they are in the present official portrait. Many of those that
survived in Mark were eliminated by Matthew, and there are traces of simiUr
censorship having been at work already in the composition of Mark. These
parallels agree with the opponents* reports that Jesus did his miracles "by
magic." In view of this evidence it seems probable that he did use magical
methods, which may have worked for psychological reasons. Here the negative
evidence is impressive. Legends of the gods credit them with impossible feats
of surgery and wonders of all sorts, but the stories of magicians, the magical
recipes in the papyri, and the gospel stories are all three limited, iot the most
part, to "miracles" that can be perfi>rmed by Suggestion. Both gospels and
magical material would seem to reflect similar bodies of practice, and both
depart from practice by exaggeration and wishfui thinking, along similar
lines and within similar limits.
The cleaiest evidence of Jesus' knowledge and use of magic is the
eucharist, a magical rite of a fiuniliar sort. The synoptics and Paul report the
Institution, but say little more; John suppresses the story of the Institution,
but puts in Jesus* mouth many sayings expressing and underlying idea—
identification/union with his disciples—and these sayings have close magical
parallels. We again come to the question: have the synoptics kept Jesus*
teaching on this matter secret, or has Johif felsely attributed to him a body of
teaching derived from magic? Here the evidence in fevor ofJohn is strong, fi}r
the rite presupposes the ideas with which he expounds it. The Outsiders have
heard only vague rumors of the eucharist and have maliciously misinterpreted
^ a t e v e r they heard. As we have seen, they were not interested in Jesus as a
teacher, but as a miracle worker, so they teil us little ofhis teaching Celsus'
report ofhis eschatological preaching is exceptional
Celsus pictures his vagrant career with a circle of disciples ("tax collectors
and sailors of the worst sort*') and his ultimate betrayal and execution; the
general agreement of Celsus' account with the gospels, and its divergence from
them in details, make it seem a partially independent witness fbr the relia
bility of the main outline of the life and passion narratives, and therefore im
portant. Isolated parallels, even a considerable number of them, would not
be significant if the elements paralleled did not fit together and give a coherent
picture of a magician's life and work. These have done so.

Appendix

I. Most scholars believe that the material pecuHar to Matthew or to Luke, although it
may contain some old elements, is mostly late and to a considerable extent the work of
the authors of these two gospels. It can therefore be used to show the interests and
attitudes of their churches and their times, roughly the 80s of the first Century. It
contains many references to the Pharisees: Mt. 5.20; 25.2,15; 27.62; Lk. 7.36;
lL37f.,53/ 13.31; 14.1,3; 16.14; \1.20\18.10f. Of these, theones itaiicized are
hostile. Therefore in the 80s the churches of Matthew and Luke were actively in
terested in and often hostile to the Pharisees. (Many of the "friendly" references in
Luke, which represent Jesus as visiting and dining with Pharisees, serve as introduction to hostile sayings in which he rebukes or insults his hosts, so 7.36, compate 44ff.;
11.37f., compare 39ff.; 14.1, compare 11 and 24. It is also likely that these—
probably fälse—reports that Jesus was invited to the homes and meals of Pharisees
were reactions to the growth of Pharisaic influence on the diasporic Jewish Community
of which Luke's Christian-Jewish church was a part, and were intended to pmvide his
fellow Christians with precedents that could be shown to their Jewish friends, to
counter Hiarisaic teachings that would exciude them. A little later—about 100 A.D.
—the Pharisees introduced a curse on Christians into the daily prayer used in their
synagogues; the introduction was intended to keep Christians out. The genuinely
friendly references peculiar to Luke and Matthew may be relics from the period of good
relations under James.)
II. It is also agreed that the interests of Matthew and Luke äre indicated by the changes
they made when using Mark. They often added references to the Pharisees: Mt. 9.34;
12.24; 15.12; 16.Uf; 19.5(SeeMetzget.TexfualCmmenfary,
onMk. 10.2);21.45;
22.34,41; Lk. 5.17,21; 7.39. All of these are hostile. This confirms the conclusion
reached in section I, above. Of Mark's eleven references to Pharisees (all hostile),
Matthew preserved all but three and Luke all but sbc (see note for references and
discussion). This also confirms the conclusion of I: In the 80s the churches of Matthew
and Luke were aaively interested in and hostile to Pharisees.
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III. In Q material both Matthew and Luke have many references to Pharisees, but the
references do not occur in the same places. Usually only one version of the Q
saying—most often Matthew's—refers to the Pharisees, and the version without the
reference seeras nearertheoriginal, thus: Mt. 3.7 vs. Lk. 3.7; Mt. 23.13 vs. Lk. 11.52
(the original read, "scribes"); Mt. 23-26 vs. Lk. 11.41 (here Matthew's text seems
better, but does not guarantee the reference to Pharisees); Mt 23.27 vs. Lk. 11.44;
Mt. 23.29 vs. Lk. 11.47. Lk. 7.30 vs. Mt 11.32; Lk. 11.43 vs. Mt 23.6; Lk. 19-39
vs. Mt. 21. l4fF.(?—probably not parallel.). There are only two Q sayings in which a
reference to the Pharisees occurs in bodi Matthew and Luke, namely, Mt.
23.23,25 ||Lk. 11.42 and 39 on tithing herbs and on deaning Utensils. Since
both Matthew and Luke added references to the Pharisees in rewriting Mark,
and introduced such references in their own material (above, sections I and II);
it is presumable that most of these unpatalleled references come from them,
not from the source(s) of Q. All are hostile. This again confirms the conclusion
of seaion I.
IV. In the passages cited above, "the Pharisees" has replaced "the scribes" in Mt. 9.34,
12.24, 21.45 (?, in Mk. the interlocutors—"the high priests and the scribes and the
eiders," were last spedfied in 11.27), 22.34f.,4l(compareMk. 12.35); Lk. 19.39(?
compare Mt. 21.15).In even more instances "the Pharisees" has been added to "the
scribes" (or "the lawyers" of Luke). Apparently the scribes declined in importance as
opponents of Christianity while the Pharisees increased. With the rise of rabbinic
Judaism they also dedined in prestige vis a vis the Pharisaic rabbis. A second-century
rabbinic text, romanticizing about the good old days, complains that "Since the fall of
the teraple (rabbinic) scholars have become like (mere) scribes" (Af. Sotah IX. 15).
V. The references to the Pharisees in Mark ate as follows:
2.16. "The scribes of the Pharisees," a phrase found nowhere eise in the New
Testament; Mt. 9.11 has only "the Pharise«," Lk. "the Pharisees and their scribes;"
compare Aas 23.9. Mark's source probably had only "the scribes," see IV, above.
2.18. "The disciples of John (and the Pharisees) were fasting and people say to
him, 'Why do the disciples ofJohn i&ndtbeäisc^ies of the Hiarisees) fest, and yours do
not fiist?'" The words in parentheses troubled both Matthew (9.14) and Luke (3.33)
who changed the construaion without succeeding to integrate the Pharisees. That the
original contrast was between Jesus' disciples and those of the Baptist is suggested by
the relation between Jesus' reply in Mark and the Baptist's comment in Jn. 3-29,
where the Pharisees are not mentioned. Since the classic work of Albertz, Streitge
spräche, scholars have recognized that the colleaion of stories about disputes between
Jesus and Jewish authorities in Mk. 2.1-3-6 was cut from the same cloth as the similar
colleaion in Mk- 12.13-37. The latter colleaion is composed of a series of stories,
each setting Jesus off against a different gcoup (see Smith, "Jewish Elements").
Removing the Pharisees from Mk. 2.16,18 we get a similar construaion: The scribes
criticize his forgiving sins and eating with sinners, the disciples of John fest and his
disciples do not, the Pharisees (in verse 24, when the synoptics are at last unanimous)
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criticize his disciples for preparmg food on the sabbath, and in 3.6, when he performs
miracles on the sabbath, they plot with the Herodians Co destroy him. We have seen
that their Cooperation with the Herodians dates from the 40s; a date after the crucifix
ion is also implied by the "prophecy" in 2.20, that Jesus' disciples shall ^ c after he is
taken from them. That the quescions often concem the aaions of his disciples (not his
own), or are put to them (not to him), accords with the date suggested for the
composition of this complex.
2.24; 3.6. Probably fiom Mark's source, see the preceding patagntph.
7.1,3,5 "The Pharisees and some of the scribes coming from Jerusalem" see his
disciples eating with unwashed hands. Both Matthew (15.12-14) and a late editor of
Mark (in 7.30 have added to che story comments thac emphasize ics ofifense co che
Pharisees. In 7.5 "che I^arisees and che scribes" ask him why his disciples do noc
follow cradicion. Jesus chen accacks chem for cheir neglea of scripture. Again it seeras
likely that Mark's source had only "the scribes," see section IV.
S.llff. "The Pharisees" ask him for a sign, but his teply attacks the whole
"generation," that is, the men of his times generally, not a particular party. The story
circulated in various forms. In Mt. 12.38 it is asked by "some of the scribes and the
Pharisees" (one important manuscript omits "and the Pharisees"), in Mt. 16.1 by "the
Pharisees and Sadducees"; in Lk. 11.16 and 29; 12.54; and Jn. 6.30, the interlocutors
are "the crowd(s)." This last form suits che reply and is probably original, for che
introduction of the Pharisees see above, seccions I-IV.
8.15 "Beware of che leaven of the Pharisees and the leaven of Herod." The
conneaion of the Pharisees with a Hecod again points to the persecution under
Agrippa I, A . D . 41-44. Forty years later, neither Matthew nor Luke understood the
saying. Both added fälse explanations and eliminated Herod (dead as an issue), but
kept the Pharisees who were all too lively.
[10.2 These Pharisees got into Mark's text by contamination from Matthew's
(19.3). See Metzger, Textual Cmmmtary, 104, where the dissent by Metzger and
Wikgren is supported by the evidence coUeaed here. Matthew's addition of them in
his own text was typical, see above, sealon IL]
12.13 Again the combination of Pharisees and Herodians, peculiar to the reign of
Agrippa I ( A . D . 41-44).
In sum, of the eleven references to Pharisees in Mark, it seems likely that only
those in 2.24; 3.6; 8.15; and 12.13 came ftom his sources. The rest were probably
added by Mark himself or his editors, and therefore date from about 75 or later. The
addition of these references, and their hostility, shows a beginning of the polemic
concem fiirther developed by Matthew and Luke (above, seaions I-III). It may be
evidence that Mark should be dated somewhat later than 75, if this polemic is to be
seen as a reaaion to the increasing influence of the Piiarisees and theirfoUowersin
Jamnia (their center after the destruaion of Jerusalem).
VI. It is noteworthy that neither Mark nor Luke attributes to the Pharisees any role in
the passion story (for which Luke had anorher source besides Mark). In Luke they last
appear ac the entry of Jerusalem (19-39), in Mark they take part in the discussions in
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the city and ask the provocative question about tribute, which, however, Jesus parries
(12.13); then they vanish. Matthew expands their role in the discussions (22.34),
associates them more closely with the high priests in plotting Jesus' arrest (21.45),
puts into Jesus' mouth, just at this time, a long diatribe against them (ch.23)t and
again associates them with the high priests in asking Pilate to have the tomb guarded
(27.62); but he still gives them no part in the passion proper—the stories of the arrest,
trial, and execution. On this point the agreement of the synoptics is practically
decisive. Given the hostility to the Pharisees already apparent in Mark, and the
demonstrated practice of adding references to them for polemic purposes to the gospel
texts, it is incredible that, if any of the synoptic evangelists had heard anything of
Pharisees participating in the actual proceedings against Jesus, he should not have
reported it. Therefore Jn. 18.3» which shows them supplying Judas' forces for the
arrest, is probably a hostile invention, and so are Jn. 7.32,45.47f which show them
manag ing an earlier attempt at arrest that failed because their agents were dazzled by a
Johannine discourse—th is must be John; no one save the author himself would have so
high an opinion of his style.
John probably worked in the 90s, and the picture of the Pharisees given by the
other passages of his work fits the position attained in Palestine, at that time, by
rabbinic Judaism, and even better, the legend the Pharisees were trying to spread
about their past dignity. It does not fit the färts of the Situation before 70, as we know
them from earlier sources. From earlier sources—mainly the Synoptics, the stories in
Acts, and the course of events reported by Josephus (fax more reliable than his
comments)—it appears that the Pharisees before 70 were only one party among many
and controlied neither the sanhedrin, nor the mass of the people, nor the majority of
the synagogues (evidenceforthis and thefollowingis presented in Smith, "Palestinian
Judaism"). But in John they are praaically a para-Iegal govemment. When the
Baptist appears, it is they who send "priests and levites" to investigate his claims
(1.19,24). When they leam that people are beginning to think Jesus the Messiah, they
and the high priests send agents to arrest him, t)j|e agents report to both groups, and it
is the Pharisees who call them to account and class themselves, in their comments,
alongside "the rulers" (7.32,45ff.). When Jesus heals a blind man, the man is taken to
them, not to the priests, for examination (9.13). When Jesus raises Lazarus the fiia is
reported to them, and they and the high priests call a meeting of the sanhedrin and
discuss what should be done(l 1.46f.). Both they and the high priests issue Orders that
Jesus is to be apprehended and arrested (11.57). Indeed, "many of the rulers" who
believed in Jesus were afraid to admit it because they feared the Pharisees, who could
expel them ftom "the synagogue" (i.e. the Jamnia Organization! 12.42, compare
9.22). They provide Judas with forces for Jesus" arrest (18.3). All this is utterly
incompatible with what is known of first-century Pharisees before 70 (a devotional
group, organized primarily to maintain a levitically pure tablefoUowship,but con
taining a ftw individuals of considerable political influence; see the evidence collected
by Neusner, Traditions, and his conclusions, especially III.305f. and 312—319; see
also the populär complaints about priestly mle before 70, in B. Pesahim 57a). John's
piaure does agree perfealy with the claims about Pharisaic influence made by
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Josephus in the Anttquities (written, like John, in the 90s; Josephus knew almost
nothing of these claims when he wrote the War, twenty years earlier); and the same
picture is also found in later rabbinic material (M, Miädot V.4; Menahot X.3; 'Ohalot
yiW\.y,Parah

111.7;T. San. V\U;Parah III.8;ß. Pesahim 88b; Yoma' 19&-b\Niddah

32b; etc.). Since the preceding list of anachronistic passages in John contains the great
majority of the references to Pharisees in his gospel, and since none of those omitted
contains any clear evidence of antiquity, it would seem that John's picture of the
Pharisees reflerts almost entirely the Jamnian Judaism of his own time and can never be
used with confidence as evidence of Jesus' conflias with members of the sect.
VII. This review of the gospels' references to the Pharisees has therefore left us with
very little material that is likely to come from Jesus' lifetime. From Q we leara that
Jesus may have ridiculed their neglect of moral obligations infiivorof tithing herbs and
cleaning Utensils, from Mark, that they m^r)/ have criticized him and his disciples for
violating the Sabbath, and raay have questioned him about giving tribute to Caesar.
The saying about their leaven, since itconnects them with a Herod, isnot likely tobe
genuine. The Herod Jesus knew was in Galilee, and there is strong evidence that there
were practically no Pharisees in Galilee during Jesus' lifetime. A generation later,
when the great Pharisee Yohanan ben 2^akkai lived there for eighteen years, only two
cases were brought to him for decision; he reportedly cursed the country for hating the
Law—it was destined to servitude. Y.
XVI.8 (15d, end). The story may bea
legend—the curse looks like a prophecy ex«w»/i/ of the results of the later revolt—but
at least the legend shows that the Pharisees remembered Galilee before 70 as a land
where they hadfewfbllowers. More important is the evidence of Josephus; it is clear
from his War II. 569—646, and even more from his Vita (28-406 and especially
197f.)> that as late as 66 Pharisees might be respected in Galilee for their legal
knowledge (though Josephus' Suggestion of this is suspect as part of his pro-Pharisaic
progaganda), but they were certainly rare: the only ones Josephus encountered were
sent from Jerusalem, and had been chosen to impress the Galileans by their rarity.
Thus the synoptics' picture of a Galilee swarming with Pharisees is a fiirther anacluonism. John at least avoided this, his Pharisees all appear in Jerusalem, and Jesus goes
to Galilee to get out of their reach (4. IfF.)
VIII. Finally, a further confirmation of our conclusion is to be found in the extreme
poverty of the rabbinic tradition about Jesus, reviewed in chapter 4. The rabbis
inherited the traditions of the Pharisees; among these traditions, it seems, there were
none about Jesus. The lack can be explained in various ways, but che most natural and
easiest explanation (and in view of the above evidence, the likeliest) is that few
Pharisees encountered him and those few did not think their encounters memorable.
How many members of the New York Bar left in their memoire stories of their
meetings with Father Divine?

Appendix B
Jesus vs,the Prophets
The gospels teil us th« during Jesus' lifetime many Outsiders and some of his
earlyfollowersthought that he was a prophet, most often Elijah (whose return "before
the Coming of the great and terrible day of Yahweh" had been prediaed ax the end of
the prophetic books of the Old Testament), or Jeremiah, or perhaps the "prophet like
Moses" promised in Dt. 18.15,18 as a guide to the people (one through whom
Yahweh would give oracular responses to everyday questions, so they would not have
to consult magicians), or even Moses himself. When the gospels refer to these opinions
they often correct them immediately—Jesus is not a mere prophet, he is the Messiah.
Nevertheless, the extent and variety of the references show that the opinions were
widely held, and the corrections show they came ftom a period prior to the gospels.
Did Jesus perhaps share them? Did he think of himself as a prophet and try to act the
part, as he conceived it, and is the data we h«ve taken as evidence for the opinion that
he was a magician actually evidence of his role as a proph^?
The textual evidenceforthe notion is weak. There are two passages in which he is
madetospeakof himself asa prophet (Mk. 6.4p. ;Lk. 13.33b), but both are probably
quotations of proverbs, and one, the saying "A prophet is not without honor except in
his home town," is a late addition interrupting the story in which it is preserved
(above, pp. 15f).
The evidence from content seems stronger. The Old Testament stories of Elijah
and Elisha do indeed present us with figures resembling the Jesus of the synoptics—
men who receive a divine spirit that makes them miracle workers and revelators, and
whose subsequent life is a series of miracle stories and revelations. Since we have gone
through the gospels for material paralleled in the magical papyri, let us now compare
the gospels with the stories ofMoses, Elijah, and Elisha to see how the results tally. To
fecilitate the comparison we shall follow the outline used in chapter VII.
The Old Testament stories ofMoses, Elijah, and Elisha contain nothing compar
able to the Coming of the magi. All three prophets have the spirit, or rather it "is on
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them" (II Kings 2 . 9 , 1 5 ; N u m . 11.25). If it is the same as "the hand of Yahweh,"
Elisha is said to have induced its coming by listening to music. In contrast to the gos
pels and the magical papyri (above, pp. 9 6 - 1 0 3 ) ( 1) its coming is not preceded by a rite
of purification, (2) it does not come down from heaven as a bird, nor is it heralded by
one, (3) it does not make the recipient a son of god nor lead to his being worshiped as a
god. The theme of identifiattion with a g o d , central to the gospels and the magical
papyri, is whoUy absent from the Old Testament material on these prophets. Also
absent is any notion of "the Son" as an independent supematural being.
Jesus' going out to the wilderness follows the shamanic pattem, but may also
have been insplted by Moses' and Elijah's experiences. The prophets g o to meet
Yahweh and/or receive his power, Jesus goes to meet Satan and overcome him. This
may be coincidence, but w e shall meet so many similar coincidences that this one must
be noticed. Moses' forty day fast while receiving the Law is repeated by Elijah and
Jesus (according to Q , but not Mark). The readers were probably expected to notice the
parallels—and the difference. The notion common to the gospels and magical papyri,
and basic to the temptation story, o f a demonic "ruler of the world" is wholly unknown
to the stories of the prophets.
Jesus' call of his disciples clearly parallels Elijah's call of Elisha, but again with a
slgnlficant dlflference. The disciples drop everything and follow Jesus at once, as d o
persons enchanted by magicians (above, pp. 106f.); Elisha asks to say goodbye t o his
parents and goes back to offer a sacrifice. The contrast did not g o unnoticed. Q told of a
disciple who asked permission first to bury his fiither—one of the most sacred of legal
duties—and wasrefiised. The point? Jesus was more demanding, because holier, than
Elijah, and his disciples more obedient than Elisha. Jesus' reported reply to the request
was, "Let the dead bury the dead," that is, let the coraraandments of the Mosaic Law
be carried out by those incapable of receiving the Life present in Jesus.
The exorcisms fundamental to Jesus' career and ^miliar in magical material are
wholly absent from the stories of the prophets.
Cures were probably next in importance to exorcisms for Jesus' career, they are
the concem of many stories of the gospels and of much raagical material (especially
araulets), but are rare in the stories of the prophets. Most of those reported are
undoings of daraage originaliy done by the prophets themselves, thus Moses first sends
the plagues o n Egypt, then calls them off (Ex. 7ff.), Elisha first has an army blioded,
then has their cycs reopened ( n Kings 6.180- (These miracles are done by the prophets
at Yahweh's directlon or by Yahweh In response to the prophets' prayers, wtaereas Jesus
and other magicians act by their o w n power.) Moses was told by Yahweh to set up a
snake on a pole—much like ApoUonius ofiyana's talismans—those -who looked at It
recovered from snake bite; Jesus gave his disciples immunity from snakes. Miriam's
leprosy was healed by Moses' prayer, a leper in Galilee by Jesus' command ( N u m .
1 2 . 1 3 ; Mk. 1.41). Elisha treated a leper by telling him to g o wash seven times
in the Jordan; he did, and was cured after carrying our the prescription. Jesus told ten
lepers to g o to the priests; they did, and were cured on their way. The point: Jesus
cured ten times as many as Elisha, and quicker. Cures for leprosy do not appear in the
magical papyri, their appearance in the gospels may b e d u e to adeslre to show Jesus
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could do anything the prophets could, and do it better. On the other hand, some skin
diseases are said to be caused by hysteria and may therefore admit of miraculous eures.
("Leprosy" is not a specific term, it could be used for many disagreeable skin condi
tions.)
This handfiil contains all the eures attributed to the prophets. Of the many other
afflictions cured by Jesus and the magicians—fever, ordinary blindness, lameness,
paralysis, catalepsy, hemorrhage, wounds, and poison—the stories of Moses, Elijah,
and Elisha say oothing. Whether or not the Israelite prophets were mainly healeis,
they do not conspicuously appear as such in the Old Testament and it is incredible that
the Biblical accounts of them should have served as models for the gieat mass of the
gospel healing stories.
It is equally incredible that they should have suggested the stories of Jesus' ability
to command spirits and send them about, or into people. The prophets did nothing of
the sort. At most we hear that Joshua "was fiill of the spirit of wisdom because Moses
had laid his hands on him" (Dt. 34.9), and there are stories of Yahweh taking some
of the spirit that was on Moses and putting it on the eiders, and of Elisha getting twice
as much spirit as Elijah had (not through EHjah's doing, he could not promise it)
(Nmn. 11.246F.; II Kings 2.9-15). These are a fer cry ffom Jesus' giving Satan to
Judas in a piece of bread or breathing his spirit into his disciples, both Operations
with magical parallels (above, pp. 1 lOff.}. The prophets did have disciples and pre
sumably were able to communicate their powers to them, but we hear even less of
their training than we do of that of Jesus' disciples, and nothing of their master's
"giving them authority" over demons or the like. Elisha sent his staff, by his assistant,
to be laid on the mouth of a boy whom he hoped to revive, but this was mere fetishism;
it gave no power to the assistant (and it didn't work; II Kings 4.31).
Again, the prophets do not forgive sins. The gospels say that the scribes were
scandalized by Jesus' practice and asked, "Who can forgive sins, except God alone?"
(Mk. 2.7). Their supposition ("Nobody!") refleas the Old Testament evidence which
cannot have served as a model for this element of the gospels.
Prophecy was the prophets' long suit. As to specific predictions, including those
of their own death (Dt. 32.50; II Kings 2.9f.), the stories of the prophets match those
of Jesus and Apollonius and the promises of the magical pf^^yri. Elijah and Elisha are
also credited with "second sight"—knowledge of other people's thoughts and of
events happening at a distance—as are Jesus and the magicians. By contrast, neither
Moses, nor Elijah, nor Elisha appears in the Old Testament as a prophet of the end of
the world. On "the Mosaic eschatological prophet" see the notes. Undoubtedly some
sort of superprophet, most often Moses or Elijah, was expeaed to come as herald of the
endof the world; Jesus was sometimes thought to be such a prophet (Jn. 6.14, 7.40;
Aas 3.23) and the expeaation has produced some elements of the gospels—notably
their assignment to him of long apocalyptic sermons generaliy thought to be spurious.
But asfiiras we know, nobody ever wrote anything like a "gospel"—a fiill account of
the Coming, miracles, career and consummation—of such an "eschatological pro
phet." Consequently it is not likely that the vague and contradictory expeaations of
suchfiguresserved as modelsforthe gospels. Asforthe eschatological sayings that can
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plausibly be attributed to Jesus, the dosest known parallels are the promises of the
Syrian prophets reported by Celsus (above, p. 117). These diflfer essentially from all
Old Testament and later Jewish apocalyptic prophecies by the fäct that the Speaker
represents himself as a present god. So did Jesus and other magicians.
Both Elijah and Elisha raised boys (one each) from the dead by the drastic method
of lying on top of them (Elijah three times, Elisha only twice) and praying to Yahweh
(I Kings 17.2 If.; II Kings 4.34f.). Jesus raised at least three persons, a girl by taking
her hand, two young men by mere orders. This is clearly intended to show Jesus'
superior power. (ApoUonius touched the girl he raised and said a spell—Life IV.45.)
The stories offeedingthe crowds in the desert also demonstrate Jesus' superiority
(Mk. 6.32ff. p.; 8. IfF.p.). They are obvious imitations of II Kings 4.42fF., even to
setting and dialogue. The point is that Elisha fed only a hundred, Jesus four or five
thousand. Evidently some opponents countered by comparing Jesus to Moses who fed
all the Israelites, so John gave up the claim to numerical superiority, made the feeding
a Symbol of the eucharist, and argued that Jesus was greater because the bread he gave
was not corraptible, but was the bread of Life, his own body (Jn. 6.26—58).
Stilling storms and withering trees, in spiteoftheirOld Testament paraUels, are
not attributed to Moses, Elijah, or Elisha, and, as we have seen, they do have magical
parallels (above, p. 119). Moses tumed water inro poisonous blood (Ex. 7.20f.),
Jesus turned it into wine (Jn. 2.1-U); was a contrast intended? Probably. Turning
the Nile into blood was thefirstof the great plagues caused by Moses; John emphasizes
that the tuming of water into wine was the first of Jesus' great miracles (2.11). A
contrast between the blood produced by Moses and that of the eucharist is not thereby
mied out—religious symbolism is not limited by either/or logic.
Moses divided the sea and walked through (Ex. 14.2 IfF.), Jesus simply walked
over it (Mk. 6.48f.p.; Jn. 6.19)—another brilliant piece of one-upmanship, but not
likely to have occurred to the evangelists had there not been a story ofJesus' Walking
on the water, as magicians were expected to (above, p. 120).
The miraculous escapes, sudden invisibility, etc., of Jesus and other magicians
(above, p. 120) probably have nothing to do with the prophets. Something of this sort
was once expeaed of Elijah, but he didn't vantsh (I Kings 18.9fF.).
We have shown that the story of Jesus' transfiguration was primarily a story of a
magical Initiation, probably based on the disciples' recoUection, and was itself
transfigured (by identification of the supernatural beings as Moses and Elijah) into an
allegory in which God the Father does away with the Law and the prophets and designates Jesus as the Son and sole guide of the Church (above, pp. 120fF.). The basic
story had important similarities to stories of the prophets: both Moses and Elijah went
alone to a mountain in the wilderness to meet Yahweh; Moses alone went up a
mountain and into a cloud where God was; sometimes he took along companions to
whom he revealed "the God of Israel." The same elements are found in stories of
magical initiations and probably come from a common tradition of both magical and
prophetic practice. This makes it impossible to be sure that the gospels* accoimt of
Jesus was Influenced here by the stories of the prophets; It probably was. Ihe report of
his brUliance again shows one-upmanslilp: Only Moses' &ce shone. Jesus blazed all
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Over, even his garments (Ex. 34.30ff.; Mk. 9.2f.p.). That the revelation of the Son
replaces the giving of the Law, is the essential message of the redactor and is probably
secondaty.
There is nothing at all like the eucharist in the stories of the prophets. The
attempts to equate the blood with that of the sacrifice of the covenant have already been
shown to be antinomian inventions. They provided another opportunity fi>r oneupmanship, made explicit by the Epistle to the Hebrews: Christ, the better High
Priest, entered a better tabemacle, "not with the blood of bulls and goats, but with his
own blood," to make a new and better covenant, etc. (Heb. 3-1—12.28; the quotation
is irom 9.12).
Elijah, Jesus, and Apollonius were taken up to heaven at the ends of their lives,
Elijah in afierychariot. The story of Jesus' ascent is more like that of Apollonius or of
the magician in "the Mithras Liturgy."
Moses, Elijah, and Elisha say almost nothing about the personnel and goings on
in the world of spirits; contrast Jesus and the magicians (above, pp. 124ff.).
There is nothing in the prophets like the "I am" sayings of Jesus and the
magicians, or the miraculous claims that are made in them.
The concemfi>rone-upmanship has produced some pointed contrasts between
the prophets and Jesus: Elijah called downfireon his enemies; the disciples proposed to
do this but Jesus ft)rbade it (II Kings 1. lOff.; Lk. 9.540. Moral: Jesus was holier.
Elisha got a bodyguard of angels from God: Jesus disdained to do so (II Kings 6.17;
Mt. 26.53). Moral: Ditto.
Very little is said of the teaching of Elijah and Elisha. Moses is the mouthpiece
through whom the Law is given; ofhis own teaching, apart from it, practically nothing
can be discemed. Accordingly it is not worthwhile to compare the teaching of these
prophets with that of Jesus. The supposition that Jesus might have cast himself as
a prophet was based on the similarity of the prophets' miracles to his, and on his
eschatological sermons. But the eschatological sermons are products of a late stage of
evangelical invention; Moses, Elijah, and Ejisha made no eschatological prophecies;
and the similarity of the miracles turns out to be sorarelyclose and so often secondary
that the prophetic model cannot be supposed a major fäctor in shaping the traditions
behind the gospels.
Summing up the results of our comparison we find:
The S t ö r y of the coming of the spirit and its consequences has magical, not prophetic
sources.
The S t ö r y of the retirement to the wildemess is of dubious background. It was adapted by Q
to emphasize the difiference between Jesus and the prophets: they got their authorization from
the god of this world, Jesus overcame him.
The call ofthe disciples is also of dubious background. Q contrasted it with Elijah's call of
Elisha, to Jesus' advantage.
The exorcisms are unparalleled in the stories of the prophets.
The eures are fer more frequent than they are in stories of the prophets. Of all the gospel
eures only the two healings of leprosy have close parallels in the stories ofMoses, Elijah, and
Elisha; these two were probably invented to show Jesus' superiority to the prophets.
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Jesus' ability to command, send, and give spirits is unparalleled in the stories of the
prophets.
His forgiving of sins is also unparalleled.
Jesus' particular prophecies (prediaions) and "second sight" are equally paralleled by
prophetic and magical sources. His eschatological sermons are most closely paralleled by those of
the Syrian prophers reported by Celsus.
Jesus' raisings of the dead resemble those of Apollonius more closely than those of Elijah
and Elisha; among the evangelists' many reasons for reporting them was perhaps a desire to show
Jesus' suf>eriority to the prophets.
The stories of feeding the multitude were modeled on the story of Elisha and intended to
show Jesus' superiority to him.
The story of the miracle in Cana was modeled on a Sidonian culr legend, but so told as to
show Jesus' superiority to Moses.
Stilling the storm and withering the fig tree have both magical and Old Testament
connections, but do not come from the stories ofMoses, Elijah, and Elisha.
Walking on the sea has a magical background, but is told to show Jesus' superiority to
Moses.
The miraculous escapes, etc.. come from magica! tradition.
The transfiguration story reflects a magical rite but may also have been influenced by
prophetic examples. It has been made over to show Jesus" suf>eriority to the Law and the
prophets.
The eucharist is a magical rite unparalleled in prophetic legends.
The ascension resembles magical examples more closely than it does Elijah's.
The sayings about spirits and their doings have magical rather than prophetic analogues.
The same is true for the "I am" sayings.
The desire to show Jesus' superiority to the prophets has produced two stories of his
reflising to perform prophetic miracles (nor calling down fire and not asking for an angelic
bodyguard).
This list could be supplemented by another, of things a prophet should do and
Jesus did not, but even by itself it suffices to tefute the notion that the gospels' p i a u r e
of Jesus was derived mainly from a prophet, or from the prophetic tradition. Jesus'
fundamental activities—exorcisms and eures —are either unknown (exorcisms) or rare
(eures) in the stories of the prophets. His getting the spirit had magical, not prophetic,
analogues and consequences; so did his dealings with spirits and sayings about them,
so did the majority of the miscellaneous miracles with which he was credited. H e
initiated his disciples and bound them to himself by magical rites unknown to the
pfophets, and his notions of their union with him and ofhis own divine nature are not
prophetic but magical. Finally, the praaice of telling stories aJDOut him so as to show
his superiority to Moses and the other prophets explains why many stories have been
told so as to parallel anä contrast with Old Testament episodes. Such parallels-for-thesake-of-contrast belong to the late, apologetic and propagandistic strata of rhe gospels,
and reduce the amount of Old Testament material that can be assigned to the earliest
stage of the tradition. While he was alive the important question was what he could
do, not how he compared with the prophets. The latter became important a generation
or so after his death when Jews and Christians got down to arguing about the relative
merits of their tespeaive heroes.
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This conclusion both confirms and modifies the one reached in the body of the
text fiüm other considerations. The tendency of the mid-first-century tradition -ms
not only to Square Jesus with the teachings of the Pharisees, but also to demonstrate
his superiority to the figures of the Old Testament. So Paul, often aggressively. For
Matthew, more subtly, Jesus is "the fulfillment" of the Law (Mt. 5.17).
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Although the title is not explicitly conneaed with his miracles, the conneaion is implied by
the beginning of the verse, "All things have been given over to me by my Father," and by the
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AKI8A: None of the later stories of his miracles is traceable to less than a CENTURY after his
death.
REFUSAL T O GIVE SIGNS:
MATERIAL REPORTED

Y O U R T R U S T H A S H E A L E D Y O U : Mk.

5 . 3 4 p . ; : 0 . 5 2 p . ; Lk. 7 . 5 0 ; I 7 . I 9 ; "FEITH"

wd

"saved" are mistranstations, these are eures. Compare Mk. 2 . 5 p . ; 1 1 . 2 p . ; Mt. 9 . 3 9 ; 1 5 . 2 8 ;
i7.aop.; 2 i . 2 i p .
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SCANDAL I N P A U L : I Cot. 1 . 2 3 ; Gal. 5 . I I . In Rom. 9 . 3 2 ^ Paul identifies Jesus as
"stone of scandal" (i.e. of stumbling) in Isaiah 8 . 1 4 ; this may be a piece of earlier Christian
exegesis that he has taken over.
E X P L A N A T I O N O F R E J E C T I O N S T O R Y : BuItmann, Geschichte* 3of. and Er^tmmgheft 9 ,
thought it was invented toframethe saying; Cadbury, to show the unbelievers' resistance to
grace ("Rebuttal" l o i ) . Neithei motive suffices to explain invention of such material by the
followers of a man it might discredit.
JOHN 4.44: The Greek wordpatris can mean either "home town" or "home country."
PAGE 16
E M B A R R A S S I N G D E T A I L S TN M A R K 6 . 1 - 6 : On "the son of Mary," also altered B Y Matthew,
and deleted by Luke and John, see below, pp. 26f.
P H A R I S E E S N O T M I R A C L E W O R K E R S : See Ncusner, Troditions. (Fiebig, Wundergtscbichten,
completely misrepresents the material; see Smith, Parallels 8 1 - 8 4 . )
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ROMAN iNTBRVENTiONs: Josephus, War

II.66fif.;

Antiquities

XVIII.85fF.; X X . 9 7 f . ,

1 6 8 - 1 7 2 , 188.
S O U R C E S O F T H E P A S S I O N S T O R Y : It is commonly recognized that Luke used another source
beside Mark, and John yet another. John's MAY have incorporated a variant form of an Aramaic
document that also lay behind Mark. See Smith, Clement 1 5 8 - 1 6 3 ; i93f.; or,fora simpler
account, Secra Gospel ^6ff.
CRuanED A S M E S S I A H : Mk. 1 5 . 2 6 ; Mt. 2 7 . 3 7 ; Lk. 2 3 . 2 8 ; Jn. 1 9 . 1 9 ; Tacitus, Amw/r

XV.44.
D A T E S O F P I L A T E : Joscphus, Antiquities X V I I I . 3 3 - 3 5 and 89. Pilate's Roman title was
"prefeCT," Levine, Rman Caesarea 1 9 , n . 1 2 6 ; E. Koestermann, Tacitus onAnnals X V . 4 4 .
D A T E O F C R U C I F I X I O N : The common date, about 30; is based mainly on the date of 2 8 / 2 9
for the Baptist's appearance (Lk. 3. i), and on the outline of Matk, which suggests that Jesus'
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public career lasted only one year. This date accords well with the chronology of Paul's career.
Moreover, a reference to Jesus Stands about midway in Josephus' account of Pilate's govemorship
(Antiquities XVlIl.ösf.), a passage corrupt but probably basically genuine.
N O R A B B I S R E S U R R E C T E D ; The passages commonly translated as Statements that John the
Baptist "has risen from the dead" (Mk. 6 . 1 4 p . , 16), probably mean he "has been raised," by
necromancy. See below pp. 33fiF. In any case, the Baptist was not a rabbi.
S C H O L A R S ' D I S A G R E E M E N T ; Kümmel, "Jesusforschung."
PAGE 18

OFTHASOs:

Pausanias V I . I I . 2 - 9 ; Plutarch, Moralia 81 i D ; etc.
Hetodotus V.47.2.
L U C I A N : Tht Drtam, a parody of the femous story of "Hercules at the crossroads," but told
partiy in eamest—at least as encouragement fot students of rhetoric.
THBAGBNES
PHILIP

OF

CROTON;

PAGE 20
L U K E W R O T E G A M A L I B L ' S S P E E C H : This accounts for its historical inaccuracy: Judas
was not "alter" Theudas, but almost forty years earlier, Josephus, War II. 118; Anttquities
X V I I I . 4 - 1 0 , 2 3 - 2 5 ; XX.97f.
J U D A S OF G A U L E S A N D D E S C B N D A N T S : JOSephuS, War II.433f., 4 4 2 - 4 4 8 .
"niEUDAS: Josephus, Anttquities XX.g-jf.

CHAPTER m
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JOHN

9.29ff.: Compare 7 . 2 7 , etc. John loves contradictions and dramatic itonies.

PAGE 22
PEOPLEMARVBLED:Mk. 1 . 2 7 ; 2 . 1 2 ; 5.2o;Mt. 9.33; 1 2 . 2 3 ; 1 5 . 3 1 ; L k . 9.43; i i . i 4 ; J n .
7.21.
F A M B OF M I R A C L E S : Mk. 1.28,45; 3.8; 6 . 1 4 ; etc; Mt. 4 . 2 4 ; 9 . 2 6 , 3 1 ; Lk. 7 . 1 7 ; Jn.
I2.i7f.;etc.
F E A R O F M I R A C L E S : Mk. 5 . 1 5 ; Mt. 9.8; Lk. 5 . 2 6 : 7 . 1 6 ; 8 . 3 7 . InJn. 6.i9f. thefearis
mentioned only to have Jesus prohibit it, cp. 1 Jn. 4 . 1 8 .
G E N E R A L A D M I R A T I O N : Mk. 7 . 3 7 ; ii.8fF.; Mt. 1 5 . 2 9 - 3 1 ; Lk. 1 1 . 2 7 ; ' 3 - i 7 i 2 3 . 4 1 ;
Jn. 6 . 1 5 ; 1 2 . 1 2 - 1 9 .
E N E M I E S A F R A I D : Mk. I I . 1 8 ; 1 2 . 1 2 ; I 4 . l f .
D A T E OF C R U C I F I X I O N : The gospels' dating is $elf<ontradiCTOTy, theologically determined, and therefore untrustworthy. The "synoptic" gospels (Matthew, Mark, and Luke)
equate the Institution of the eucharist with the passover meal; John equates the death on the
cross with the killing of the passover sacrifice ( 1 9 . 3 6 ; so does Paul; I Cor. 5.7). Accordingly, for
Matthew, K^k.andLuke the passovermustprecedethecrucifixion(Mk. 14.12—i7p.)for John
itfollows(18.28).

REjECTioN OF JESUS: Mk. i 5 . 6 - i i ; M t . 2 7 . i 5 - 2 i ; L k . 2 3 . i 8 f . ; J n . i8.39f.
CRUaFDtioNDBMANDED: Mk. i 5 . i 3 f . ; M t . 27.22f.;Lk. 2 2 . 1 8 - 2 3 ; J n . ^9-i5M O C K I N G ON G R O S S : Mk. 1 5 . 2 9 - 3 2 P . John omits.
T E A C H E R : Mk. 4 . 3 8 ; 5 . 3 5 ; 9 . 1 7 ; etc. Q, Mt. io.24f.p. Mt. 8 . 1 9 ; 1 7 - 2 4 ; 2 3 . 8 . Lk.
7.40; 1 1 - 4 5 ; 1 2 . 1 3 ; 19-39- Jn- i-38; 3-a; 1 1 - 2 8 ; 1 3 . 1 3 ; etc.
R A B B I : Mk. 9 . 5 ; I I . 2 1 ; 1 4 . 4 5 . Never In Luke nor, therefore.demonstrable in Q. Mt.
2 6 . 2 5 ; J n . 1.38,49; 3.2; 4 . 3 1 ; etc.
E Q U I V A L B N T T E R M S : Mt. 23.8; Jn. 1.38; etc. The present meaning of M^J/ (authorized
authority on the law of that rabbinic orgai^zatton which bestowed the title) developed only in
the second Century A . D .
CROWDS

lyo
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S T O R I B S O F LAWSUiTs: Lk. 1 2 . i3f. (otherwisc unknown, probably invented to introduce
the teaching on avarice that follows it); Jn. 7 . 5 3 - 8 . 1 1 . (Textually secondary, see Metzger,
Textual Commentary, which is reliable on textual matters, not historical questions.)

PAGE 23
QUESTIONS INTHNDBD TO BMBARRASS: Mk. 2 . i 8 p . : Why don't your discipIes (äse? Mk.
2.24p.: Why do your disciples prepare food on the Sabbath? Mk. 7 . 5 p . : Why don't your
disciples wash their hands before eating? (No answer would have satisfied the questioners.)
Three others try to put him on the spot: Mk. 1 2 . 1 4 p . : Is it permissi'ble to pay tribute to Rome?
(If he said, "Yes," he would lose populär support, if "No," be denounced to the Romans.) Mk.
1 2 . 1 9 - 2 3 P . : In the resurrertion who will be the husband of a woman legally divorced and
remarried? (an attempt to show that his teaching of the resurrectlon would lead to legal
contretemps.)Jn. 8.5: Should a woman taken in adultery bestoned? (Capital punishment was
unpopulär, as shown by desperate efforts in rabbinic literature to get rid of the Old Testament
prescriptions. Moreover, Jesus' mother was accused of adultery. However, if he said "No," he
contradicted the Law.) These questions show no respectforhis legal knowledge, and lead to no
legal ruling; they are told to show his clevemess in escaping traps: "Give Caesar Caesar's and
God God's," is not a legal principle; it briiliantly begs the question. Tliat the resurreaed are not
married is not a legal principle, but mad hoc revelation. "Let him who is without sin throw the
first stone,"pretendstobea legal ruling, but is unenforceable. Mk. 1 0 . 2 p . : Isdivorce permitted? was understood, by both Mark and Rfatthew, as an attempt to embarrass ("test") him.
The questions added by Nfatthew ( 1 9 . 7 , 1 0 ) derive from later Christian discussion ofJesus' rule.
Mk, 1 1 . 2 8 p . , about his authority, was probably not a legal question (see below, pp. 36f.); in
any case he refiised to answer.
C H R I S T I A N I N S T R U C T I O N : Jn. 4 . i 9 f . , the woman of Samaria's (implicit) question—
Which is the right place to worship, G^rizim or Jerusalem?—introduces "Jesus' prophecy" discrediting both, a prophecy invented after the destruction of Jerusalem. Mk.l0.17p. What shall I
do to inherit etemal llfie? appears again In Uc.10.25. In Jn. 6.28 this becomes: What shall we do
to do the worin of God? Mk. 12.28p.: Which Is the chlef commandment? AU of these introduce
Christian teaching. The Mk. loandLk. 1 0 stories are expandedby secondary questions—Mk.
i o . 2 i f . p . : What must I do besides keep the commandments? Seil your property, give che
proceeds to the poor, and follow me. Lk. 1 0 . 2 9 : Who ismy neighbor? answered not bya legal
ruling, but by a parable that does not fit the question. (Logically it leads to the answer: Your
neighbor is anybody who helps you, mdmt anybody who doesn't help you. But this conclusion
is avoided by the comment in 1 0 . 3 7 b which lea^es the legal question in the air.)

DisoPLEs: So Mk. 2 . i 8 p . ; 2 . 2 4 p . ; 7-5PSo Mk. a . i 6 p . ; Mt. 1 7 . 2 4 .
T H E Q U E S T I O N S ' SOURCE: Mk. 2 . 1 - 3 . 6 ; 7 . 1 - 2 3 ; I 0 . 2 - I 2 ; 1 2 . 1 3 - 3 7 . Mk. 1 2 . 1 3 is so
related to Mk. 3.6 that at least these two seaions seem to have come from the same document.
JESUS' A N S W E R S : Mk. 2.8fF., he proves his right to forgivesins by doing a miracle; 2 . 1 7 ,
he says he eats with sinners to save them (not a legal teaching); 2 . 1 9 , he justifies neglea of
festing by claiming to be above the law; 2.25f., likewise for viplationof the sabbath; s.jf. he
justifies his sabbath behavior by a miracle. Here we do get a legal rule (by implication), "It is
permissible to do good on the sabbath;" but this is probably an interp>olation, it Interrupts the
aaion. (Mk. 3 . 5 continues 3 . 3 ; 2.2ofF., and 27f. are also glosses.) In Mk. 7 the disciples'
praaice is the point of departure, and the opponents' question is answered with abuse. In Mk.
loand 12 the stories doarisefrom legal questions. However, two of the four (Mk. i2.ifF.,i8ff.)
are attemptsto embarrass him. He answers byevasions. I have argued elsewhere that Jesus may
have had a consistent positionon legal questions (Smith, "Jesus' Attitude"), but if hedid, it was
part of his secret teaching, and is not platniy presented in the gospels.
QUESTIONS ABOUT
QUESTIONS

TO

DisaPLEs:

See chaptet IV.
CROWDS IN T H E SYNOPTICS: Mk. 6.ifif.; the rejection in his hometown (Lk.
4.i6fF. gives a different version). Mk. 5 . 1 7 p . the Gerasenes ask him to leave because they fear
RABBINIC TRADITION:
HOSTILE

Notes
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his powers. (Mk. 5.40p. is dramatic irony, does not prove hostiüty, and does not affect the
coutse of the action. Mk. 4 . 1 if. does not indicate populär hostility.) In John there is confusion,
the result of John's inconsistent revision and ampliäcation of sources no longer clearly discingujshable. In some Johannine passages "the Jews" and "the world" are hostile to Jesus, and he to
them, from the beginning: i.iof.; 2.i8;andoften. Yet in 1 2 . 1 1 many Jews believe in him, in
1 2 . 4 2 , many rulers. Moreover, John is füll of Statements that "many" or "crowds" believed or
followed Jesus (2.23; 6.2fF.,i4,a4; 7 . 3 1 ; 8.30; i2.i7fF.;etc.)and he often speaks of "many" or
'Icrowds" in contrast to the Pharisees, high priests, or "Jews" ( 7 . 1 2 ^ , 3 2 , 4 9 ; 1 2 . 1 1 , 4 2 ; etc.)

SAYmOS H O S T I L E T O T H E W O R L D : Mk. 4 . 1 l f f . p . ; 7 . 6 p . ; 8.34p.; 8.38; 9 . 1 9 p . ; 9.3of.p.
("Men" is a theological generalization of the small groups specified in 8-31 and 1 0 . 3 3 ;
saying has lost its original touch with history.) Q: Mt. j . i i f . p . ; 7 . i 3 f . p . ; 8.20p.; io.i6p.;
1 1 . 1 9 p . ; ii-2iff-P-; I 2 . 3 9 f f . p . ; 23.35ff.p. Lk. 6.26; 1 2 . 5 6 ; 1 3 . 1 - 9 ; 1 7 . 2 5 ; i9.4lfF. Mt.
11.20; 12.45; 22.14.

TAKE

U P HIS

CROSs: Mk.

8.34f.p.; Mt. io.38f.p.

The attempt on his life in Uc. 4 . 2 9 is known only to
Luke and is probably fiaitious; his miraculous escape isakin tothose in Jn. 8.59 and 10.39.
plot against his life in Mk. 3 . 6 has no consequence before Mk. 1 2 . 1 3 ; the plot by Herod in Lk.
13.31 has none at all.
NO

PERSECUTION BEFORE ARREST;

S A L V A T I O N N O W : Mk. 2 . 1 9 ; 4 . I i ; 4.3ofF.; 10.30; Lk. 7 . 2 8 ; i o . 2 i f . ; 1 1 . 5 2 ; 1 3 . 2 1 ;
1 6 . 1 6 ; 1 7 . 2 1 ; and the parallels to these. Thirty-four such passages are listed in my Clement 2 i2f.
SALVATION FOR T H E POOR:

Mk. 1 0 . 3 1 ; Mt. 1 9 . 3 0 ; 22.io(?); Lk. 6.2of.,24f.; 1 4 - 2 3 ;

1 6 . 1 9 - 3 1 ; etc.
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C O N T R A S T B E T W E E N P O P U L Ä R F O L L O W I N G A N D H O S T I L E G R O U P S : Mk.

2.15f.; 3 . 2 O -

22,3ifF.; I I . 1 8 ; 1 2 . 1 2 , 3 8 ; 1 4 . 2 . Mt. 9 . 3 , 8 ; 9-33f-; I 2 . 2 3 f . ; 2 1 . 1 5 ; 2 2 . 3 3 ^ Lk. 1 2 . i ;

1 3 . 1 7 ; i9.47f. Onjohn, see above, at the endof the note headed "Hostile crowds."
M T . 10.36: This is one of Matthew's Old Testament tews (Micah 7.6) and therefore
dubious. However, Matthew put it into Jesus' mouth, and he may have done so because he knew
from tradition that Jesus had been on bad terms with his fiunily. Matthew wanted to excuse the
fäct as a fulfilment of prophecy.
M A R K 3 . 3 1 - 4 : Mk. 3 . 3 5 is a moralizing excuse. L u k e 8 . 2 i omitted the remark, but kept
the excuse. Mt. 1 2 . 4 6 - 5 0 kept both.
H E W I L L N O T G O U P T O J E R U S A L E M : Jn. 7 . 8 . See Metzget, Textual Commentary. The
reading "not yet" is an apologetic emendation.
PAGE 25
J E S U S ' B R O T H E R S ' D E S C E N D A N T S : Eusebius, History III. i9f. quotes from Hegesippus the
story of their interrogation and dismissal (by Domitian).
J E S U S ' B R O T H E R S ' C A R E E R S : 1 G)r.

9 . 5 ; Gal.

2.9.

J E S U S ' B R O T H E R S A S W I T N E S S E S F O R T H E R E S U R R E C T I O N : Mt.

2 8 . I O ; I Cor.

15.7;

Jerome, De viris 2, quoting the Gospel according to the Hebrews.
P I L L A R S O F T H E C H U R C H : The contrast between the importance of Jesus' fämily in the early
Church and its unimportance in the gospels probably results from the fäa that the fämily was
most important in the Jemsalem church which made friends with the Pharisees and required
public observance of at least the most conspicuous commandments of Mosaic law (Aas 1 5 . i 29; 21.15—26; 2 3 . 6 - 1 0 ; Mt. 2 3 . if.). This Jerusalem church was ruined by the destruaion of
Jerusalem in 70, just before the gospels began to take final form. The femily therewith lost much
of its importance, and the Compilers of rhe gospels did not include stories about its members.
M A R K A N D J E S U S ' M O T H E R : She has often but improbably been identified with the second
MaryofMk.

15.40.

" W O M A N " : Jn. a.4; 1 9 . 2 6 .
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C O M P A N Y A T CRuaFixiON:Mk. i5.4cf.;Mt. 2 7 . 5 5 f . Contrast Lk. 23.4935 well as John.
Since the Markan account is the least edifying and dramatic, it is the least likely to have been
invented.
CANA

STORY: See Smith, "Wine God," 815fr., on Achilles Tatius 1 1 . 2 . 1 - 3 . 3 .

PAGE 26
C H A N G E S I N M A R K 6.3 A N D P A R A L L E L S : See the vatlants cited by Aland, 5>»ö^j/j, and the
editions ofthe Greek New Testament by Aland, Nestle, andSouterforMk. 6.3;Mt. 1 3 . 5 5 ; Lk.
4.22; and Jn. 6.42.
T A M A R : Genesis 38.
R A H A B : Joshua 2 and 6.
R U T H : Ruth, chapters i and 3. "She uncovered his feet," and "spread your skirt over your
serving girl," in 3.7 and 9 are euphemisms; "lay at his feet" in 3.8 and 14 may be.
B A T H S H E B A : II Sam.

I I and

12.

PAGE 27
MATTHEW'S METHODS:

See StendahI,5fÄ(w/, and compate Mt. 2 . 1 8 , 4 . 1 5 ; 8 . 1 7 ; I2.i7ff.;

13.35;21.5.
D I V I N E M E N : Holy teachers and miracle workers, supposedly of higher than human nature.
See Smith, "Prolegomena," especially 1 7 9 - 1 8 8 .
D I V I N E F A T H E R S : Bieler, Thtiosarm I.22fF.
N A Z A R E T H : Mk. 6 . i - 6 p . ; Lk. 4 . 1 6 - 3 0 . Only Luke here identifies the home town as
Nazareth, but Mk. 1 . 9 and Jn. 1.45 speak of him as coming from Nazareth. The infiincy
stories of both Matthew and Luke take him there (Mt. 2.23; IJt. 2.39,51); he is identified as
the prophet or messiah "from Nazareth" by Mt. a i . i i and A a s 10.38; and Jn. 1.46 shows
that the proverb, "Can any good come out of Nazareth?" was applied to him. Such a variety of
evidence from all Strands of the tradition is praaically conclusive.

PAGE 28
M Y T H O L O G I C A L A D V E R S A R I E S : For instance, Satan and other demons. Mk. 1 . 1 3 ; Mt.
4.1—iip.;Lk. 22.3i;Jn. 1 3 . 2 , 2 7 ; e t c .
F O L L O W E R S O F T H E B A P T I S T : There are traces of rival ry between them and Jesus' followers,
but the treatment of them is not openly unfriendly: Mk. 2 . 1 8 (cp. Mt. 9 . 1 4 , rather an
abbreviation than hostility); Mt. I4.i2(cp. Mk. 6*29); Lk. i i . i ; inJn. 3.26, they complain to
the Baptist about Jesus' success. I h e Baptist is said to have sent his disciples to Jesus to ask if he
were "the Coming one" (prophet? messiah?), but this is presumably Christian propaganda (Mt.
ii.2ff.p.). The purpose is, in part, to prove the Baptist's ignorance. On the other hand, "the
Coming one" is not a regulär Christian title for Jesus and may have come from Baptist usage. (On
Jn. 6 . 1 4 see Meeks, Prophet-King.)
HERODIANS VANISH:

On the textual variant to Mk. 8 . 1 5 , see Metzger, Textual Commen

tary, 98.
PAGE 29
H E R O D A N T I P A S : Inccstuous marriage and execution of John the Baptist, Mk. 6 . 1 7 28f.p.; Josephus, A»//^ff///'M XVIII, 109-119. He built a new city on asite unclean according
to Pharisaic law (to keep the observant mx}—Antiquities XVIII.36ff.) and in it a palace decorated with images of which the Pharisees disapproved (Josephus, Vita 65). For a recent dis
cussion, see Hoehner, Herod.
A N T I P A S I N G A L I L B B : Luke says that Antipas was in Jerusalem as a visitor at the time of
Jesus' trial and that Pilate sent Jesus to him for a hearing (23.7-12), but this story was probably
invented to fiilfil the prophecy Luke used it to fiilfil in A a s 4.27. It also gave Luke an extra
opportunity to make one of hisfitvoritepoints: that all competent and unprejudiced authorities
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whoexaminedChristianleaders found them guiltless(Lk. 2 3 . 4 , ii,i3fF.; A a s 1 6 . 3 5 ; i7-32ff.;
i8.i4ff.; i9.37flr.; etc.). The other gospels know nothing of such an examination, and would
not have ignored it if it had occurred.
PHARISEESPRO-HERODiAN:Al. 5o/öÄ V1I.8;B. PesaBm loyh;B. Ketubbot 17a. Theeulogy
of Herod Agrippa 1 in Josephus, Anttquities XIX. 3 2 8 - 3 3 7 probably represents the Pharisaic
view.
HEROD AGRIPPA'S PERSECUTION: AttS 12. iff.
MARK'S HERODIANS AN ANACHRONisM: Luke dfopped them, compare 6 . 1 1 wlth Mk. 3 . 6 ,
andLk. 2 0 . 2 0 w i t h M k . 1 2 . 1 3 . He often correasoromitsMark'shistoricalerrors,for instance,
the story of the Baptist's execution, and the name of Antipas' brother (it was Herod, not Philip;
cp. Mk. ö.iyff. with Josephus, Anttquities XVIII. 1 0 9 - 1 1 9 and 136!?. and Lk. 3 . i 9 f . ) . Both
Matthew and Luke correa Mark's mistake about Herod's title; it was "tetrarch," not "king"
(Mk. 6 . 1 4 vs. Mt. 14.1; Lk. 9.7). Matthew 1 2 . 9 dropped the Herodians of Mk. 3.6; their
appearance in 2 2 . 1 6 may bedue to early contamination from Mk. 1 2 . 1 3 .
PHARISAIC PERSECUTION: I Cor. 15.9; Gal. 1 . 1 3 , 2 3 ; PhU. 3.4ff.; A a s 8.3; 9 . i f . , 2 i ;

22.4; 26.iof.
JAMES' LEADERSHIP: A a S 2 1 . 1 8 .
PHARISAIC PROTEST: Josephus, Antiquities XX.20ofT. That the leaders of the protese were
Pharisees is not stated but seems likely. Pharisees would doubtless have been glad of any excuse
to depose a Sadducean High Priest, but t h « they chose to make an issue of a Christian's
execution is noteworthy.
LEADERS DiSPLACBD ORDESTROYBD: Eusebius, Hif/ory III.5.3, says that the Christians
Jerusalem fled to Pella in Jordan before the outbreak of the war. But how many did so? Another
tradition he reports (IV. 5) kept the church at Jerusalem until the time of Hadrian (A.D. 134).
EXCLUSiON O F CHRISTIANS: See the curse on them inserted into the rabbinic daily prayer,
B. Berakot 2 8 b - 2 9 a in uncensored texts. Stax^i. Jesus II, # 2 1 . The Insertion was made in the
time of Gamaliel II, who probably held power from about 8 0 - 1 2 0 .
PAGE 30
MINOR CROUPS: Sadducees had no known conneaion with Galilee and have no importance
in the gospels. (None, at least, as a group. Some of the leading priests were almost certainly
Sadducees, but the gospels do not think the fact worth mention.) "Eiders" appear only as
associates of the high priests and/or scribes, except in Lk. 7 . 3 where they may be the eiders of a
syoagogue. ("The tradition the eiders," inMk. 7 - 3 , 5 p . is not theirs; the phrase means, "our
ancestral traditions.") "Rulers" is apparently non-technical and imprecise. The "Commanders"
ofLk. 2 2 . 4 , 5 2 are the ofHcers in Charge of the templeguard. None of these, noranyof the other
minor groups that might be fbund, would, for our present purpose, reward discussion. On
"lawyers" (for "scribes") see below.
NOT I N JOHN: Jn. 8.3 Is part of an Interpolation.
Mt. 8.19; 23.34.
LUKEDELETBDREFERENCESTOSCRiBES:Soin4.32(cp. Mk. 1.22); 9 . 3 7 (cp. Mk. 9.14);
II. 15 (cp. Mk. 3.22); 20.41 (cp. Mk. 12.35); also from Q material, compare Uc. 9 . 5 7 with
Mt. 8 . 1 9 , and Lk. 1 1 . 4 9 with Mt. 2 3 . 3 4 . There are only three references to Jewish scribes in
ACTS (4.5; 6 . 1 2 ; 23.9), as against seven to Jewish eiders, though in the gospels scribes appear
much more often than eiders.
SCRIBES IN L U K E ' S SOURCES: So Lk. 1 5 . 2 ; 2 2 . 6 6 ; 2 3 . 1 0 . 1 1 . 5 3 is dubious. I n 6 . 7 a n d
2 0 . 1 9 he was using Mark, but his manuscripts (unlike Ours) may have had "salbet."
" L A W Y E R S " F O R " S C R I B E S " : In Luke's peculiar material: 7 . 3 0 ; 1 0 . 2 5 ; 1 1 . 4 5 ^ , 52(?);
1 4 . 3 . 1 1 . 5 2 may possibly have come from Q, cp. Mt. 2 3 . 1 3 ; if so, Luke introduced the
"laywers." The use in Mt. 2 2 . 3 5 results from contamination, see Metzger, Textual Commentary
59. The original limitation of the term to Luke's peculiar material indicates that it comes from a
peculiar source; had Luke introduced it on his own he would have done so in all parts of his
gospel.
SCRIBES

M A T T H E W ' S FAVORABLE R E F E R E N C E S (Q):
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"pHARiSEBS": See Appendix A, #IV.
S C R I B E S N O T A G R O U P : Those who were members of the Jerusalem sanhedrin were part of a
group, but as members of the sanhedrin, not as scribes.
"SCRIBES" REPLACED BY
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JERUSALEM: Mk. 3 . 2 2 ; 7 . 1 .
MARK i2.28ff.: Love God and love your neighbor. The scribal praise in Lk. 2o.39for Jesus'
defense of resurrection was probably put together from Mk, 1 2 . 2 8 + 3 2 , and is evidence of
editorial economy rather than scribal attitude.
T R A N S G R E S S I O N S O F L A W : Eating with publicans, etc., Mk. 2 . 1 6 ; Lk. 1 5 . 2 ; neglect of
handwashing, Mk. 7 . 2 ; healing on sabbath, Lk. 6.7ff.; i4.3ff. (lawyers).
A T T A C K S O N S C R I B E S : Mt. 23 is a Uttle summa compiled from various sources. Compare
Luke's parallels.
C L A I M S T O S U P E R N A T Ü R A L P O W E R : Fotgiving sins, Mk. 2.6f.; rejection of prophetic
pattem, Mt. 12.38f.; Mk. 11.27ff.p.; Messianic claims, Mt. 2 1 . i ^f.; Messiah son of God, Mk.
SCRIBES FROM

I2.35ff.p.
T E A C H I N G W I T H A U T H O R I T Y : Mk.

I.22p.,

27p.

" A U T H O R I T Y " : See Starr, "Authority," and, fbr examples,
X I I . 1 4 7 ; Mk. 3 , 1 5 ; 6.7; Mt. 8.9; 9.8; Lk. 12.5; 2 2 . 5 3 ; Acts 8 . 1 9 ; etc.
MEANING OF

JESUS A M A G I C I A N : Mk. 3 . 2 2 p . ; cf. Lk. 1 1 . 1 9 p . ; Mt.
alone in this opinion, cp. Samain, "L'accusation."
" I D E N T I F I C A T I O N CRiSis": See above, p. 1 9 .

to.25.

PGM IV.

1949;

The scribes were far from
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SCRiBEs' E X P L A N A T I O N OK JESUS: This same argument, from the contrast between human
limitations and superhuman pretensions, will be used again by Celsus against Jesus, and again
by Eusebius against Apollonius, see chapters IV and VI. Its basis is a form of the mind-body
problem; the Solution eventually adopted by the Church was the doarine of the incamation.
BEELZEBUL: This is the best attested form of the name. In rabbinic Hebrew, it would mean
"Lord of the Fourth Heaven" (or "of the Jerusalem Temple," or "of the festival," zei«/ being
ambiguous). Since Jesus' opponents would not have identified bis demon with an admirable
being, some ancient scholars changed xito Beelzebub, the name given by II Kings i tothegodof
the Palestinian city of Ekron, and rendered by some Greek translarors as "the Lord of theflies"or
"Baal thefly".For modern conjectures see Gaster "Beelzebul." Two likely possibilities are i)
that the name given was Baalxebel, "the Lord of fhanure," and this was changed by Christian
tradition—both reference to dung in abuse of paganism and alteration of terms by vocaÜc
changes were Standard in rabbinic literature; 2) that the name was meaningless, an example of
the "barbarous" names of demons which at this time begin 10 appear in magical texts and aie
there referred to as "Hebrew," Wünsch, Fluchlafeln, no. i, line 12 and note.
R E F L E C T I O N S O F T H E SCRiBEs' C H A R G E : Mk. 3 . 2 2 - 3 0 P . ; 6. i4fr.p.; 8.28p.; 9.38f.p.; Q:
Lk. i i . i 9 f . p . ; J n . 7 . 1 2 , 2 0 ; 8 . 4 8 ^ , 5 2 ; io.2of.,33ff.; 18.30; 1 9 . 7 ; Mt. 9.34; 1 0 . 2 5 ; 2 7 . 6 3 ;

Lk. 4 . 2 3 . These comparatively clear passages will be discussed in this chapter; chapter VII will
show that many more are relevant ro magical practice.
MARK 3 . 2 0 - 3 0 TAKEN O V E R : By Mt. 1 2 . 2 4 - 3 2 , and in large part by Lk. 1 1 . 1 5 - 2 2 .
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" O N E W H O L E A D S A S T R A Y " : Gteek,^ÄJBOJ; Jn. 7 . 1 2 ; Mt. 2 7 . 6 3 .
WORSHIP OF A U E N GODS:
SAMAIN:

logue

"L'accusation,"

So the Hebtew, mesit, M. Sanhedrin VII.4,10; cf. Dt. 1 3 . 7 .
See further below, p. 54, in the note on Justin, Dia

456ff.

108.2.

"DOER O F E V I L " = M A G I C I A N : Codex Theodosianus IX. 1 6 . 4 ; Cotüx Justinsanus IX. 1 8 . 7
citing Constantius; compare I Peter 4 . 1 5 and Tertullian, Scorpiace 12.3. Selwyn, / Peter,
understood 4 . 1 5 correctly and cited Tacitus' use of malefica, Annais II.69, end.

[Notes
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"SON O F A GOD" =

" G O D " — MAGICIAN:

J E S U S T H O U G H T T H E B A P T I S T : Mk.

175

See chapter VII.

6.14IF.P.; 8.28p.
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J E S U S D I S T I N G U I S H E D F R O M T H E B A P T I S T : Mk. I.9p.;Jn. chs. 1 - 3 ( 3 . 2 4 seems intended
to contradict the tradition found in Mk. i . 14p.).
" H A S B E E N R A I S E D " : Mk. 6 . 1 4 . The Gieek ege^ai, commonly transk^ed "has risen,"
can also mean "has been raised." On the translation "by him," for the Greek "en autoi" see
below.
ORIGEN:

Commentary on Mt.

X.20.

Mt. 1 1 . 1 4 <which Orlgen cites) and I 7 . i 2 f . Origen's
interpretation is that of Lk. 1 . 1 7 .
T H E W I S E S A I D N O T H I N G : What the others said is collected by Taylor, Mark, p. 309.
K R A E L I N G ; "Jesus," I47FIF. The account given in the text tacitly corrects some difficutties
in Kraeling's position.
C H R I S T I A N S I N S M Y R N A : The Martyrdom ofPionius 1 3 (Knopf, MM^rtrakten). For the use
of spirits of the dead tocompel demons, see PGM no. IV, lines 191 iff.; no. LVII, line 6. On
the role in necromancy of persons untjmely dead, see Bidez-Cumont, Mages, vol. I, pp. 180—
186, who trace the practice to the fifth Century B . C .
S P I R I T S O F D E A D A S S E R V A N T S : DT nOS. 2 2 , 2 ) , 2 6 , 2 8 - 3 3 ,
234< 2 3 3 , 2 3 7 - 2 4 O ,
etc.
P R A Y E R T O HELIOS-iAO-HORUS: "lao" is a Greek form of "Yahweh" common in the
magical papyri. "Yahweh" is the name commonly misspelled in English Bibles as "Jehovah."
T H E BAPTIST T H O U G H T EUJAH:

The prayer is in PGM IV. i948fF.
B Y H I M { I . E . B Y H I S O R D R R S ) : Greek, en autoi. En instrumental is used here to indicate
the person by whose order or under whose authority an attion is performed, so Mt. 9.34;
1 2 . 2 4 ; ^^-'f Blass-Debmnner-Funk, Grammar, seaion 2 1 9 .
S I M O N T H O U G H T T O B B J E S U S : Irenaeus, (ed. Harvey), 1.16. I : "He who appeared among
the Jews as 'the Son.'"
siMON's S P I R I T : Clementint Recognitions II. 1 3 . if.
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THE AUEN EXORAST:

Mk.

9.38-40;

Lk.

9.49f-;

the words in parentheses are found only

in Mark.
THE POWER OF NAMES:

This sort of magical thinking permeates the New Testament, see

for examples, Jn. 1 7 . 6 , 2 6 ; 2 0 . 3 1 ; Acts 3 . 6 , 1 6 ; 4 . 1 2 , 3 0 ; etc. I Cor. i . i 3 f F . ; Phil. 2.9f.;

Heb. 1.4; James 5 . 1 4 ; Apoc. 2 . 1 3 ; 3 . 1 2 ; 1 4 . 1 ; 1 7 - 3 ; 1 9 . 1 2 , 1 6 ; 2i.i2ff.; 2 2 . 4 . The
classic study is that by W. Heitmüller, "Im Namen Jesu," (jöttingen, 1903.
PAGE 36
H I G H P R I E S T S M E N T I O N E D H R S T : Mt. 2 6 . 5 7 is not truIy an exception; the High Priest is
mentioned first asrepresentativeof the group. True exceptions are Mk. 8 . 3 1 p . ; Lk. 2 0 . 1 9 ; and
A a s 6 . 1 2 . "The rulers" of A a s 4 . 5 are probably the high priests, whose leaders are later
specified individually; 4 . 5 has shaped 4.8. The "general" in Charge of the temple takes precedence in A a s 3.24 because he is the official immediately concemed with the Situation. Otherwise the high priests take first place in more than forty passages.
M E A N I N G O F " H I G H P R I E S T S " : Schüret, Geschichte 1 1 . 2 7 4 ! ? .
R O L E O F P R I E S T S I N T H E P A S S I O N : Arrest: Mk. 1 4 . 1 , 1 0 , 4 3 , 4 7 p . ; Mt. 2 7 . 3 , 6 ; Jn.
I I . 4 6 f . , 5 7 ; 1 8 . 3 , 1 0 , 1 2 . John's report that the Pharisees cooperated in the plot and the arrest is
an anachronism. Even in John they disappear after the arrest (18.3). Interrogation: Mk.

14.53—64p.; Lk. 2 2 . 6 6 ; Jn. 1 8 . 1 2 , 2 4 . Handing over: Mk. 1 0 . 3 3 p . ; Mk. ' S - i p -

23.1

refers to 22.66). Prosecution: Mk. i 5 . 3 , I I , i 3 f . ( ? ) p . ; Lk. 2 3 . 4 ^ , 1 3 ^ , 2 1 , 2 3 ; Jn. 1 9 . 6 .
GUILT S H I F T E D :

To "the crowd," Mk.

"theJews," Jn. 18.31,38fF.; I 9 . 7 , i 2 , i 4 f .

I5.i3f.(?),i5p.;

to "the people," Mt.

20.25;

to
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P A S S I O N P R O P H E C I E S : Mk. 8 . 3 1 p . ; 9 . 3 1 p - ; i o . 3 3 f . p . ; cf. Lk. 1 7 . 2 5 ; 2 4 . 7 , 4 6 . The
root from which this thicket grew was probably an apocalyptic saying like that in Lk. 9.44b.
PRIESTS I M M E D I A T E L Y P L O T TO KILL JESUS: Mk. I I . l 8 ; L k . I 9 . 4 7 ; 2 O . I 9 ; Mt. 2 1 . 4 5 ;

Jn. 7 . 3 2 , 4 3 ; i i . 4 6 f . , 5 7 .

JOHN REPORTS

PLOTS

AGAINST JESUS: 5.18; 1.1,19,^^,^0; 8.37; 1 1 . 8 , 5 0 ; etC.
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PRIESTS' QUESTION FOLLOWS MIRACLE: Mk. 1 1 . 2 7 ; Mt. 2 1 . 2 3 ; Luke has suppressed the
miracle, probably because he did not want Jesus to refuse to State the source of his miraculous
powers. He has not, however, connected the question closely with the attack on the market;
instead he has inserted a report of Jesus' "teaching daily . . . and preaching the Gospel"
(!—I9.47f.; 20. i) and has thereby made the question refer to his authority as a teacher, an
apologetic interpretation.
"AUTHORITY" I N M A R K : Above, pp. I G and 3 1 .
YAHWEH HAS SENT ME: Is. 6.8f.; 4 8 . 1 6 ; 6 1 . 1 ; Jet. 2 5 . 1 7 ; 2 6 . 1 2 , 1 5 ; 4 2 . 2 i ; Ezek.
2.3f.; 3-5ff-; erc.

JESUS' CLAIM TO BE SENT BY GOD: Mk. 9 . 3 7 p . (apparently not known to Marthew, who
would never have omitted it); Q: Lk. io.i6p.;compareJn. 1 3 . 2 0 . Alsojn. 3 . 1 7 , 3 4 ; 5-36fF.;
6 . 2 9 , 5 7 ; 7.28f.; 8.42; 1 0 . 3 6 ; 2 0 . 2 1 ; etc.

OUTSIDERS THOUGHT HIM A PROPHET: Mk. 6 . 1 5 p . ; 8.28p.; Mt. 2 1 . 1 1 , 4 6 ; Lk. 7 . 1 6 ;

24,i9(Cleopas does not yet realize Jesus' true nature); Jn. 4 . 1 9 ; 7.40; 9.17. B E C A U S E OF H I S
M I R A C L E S : Mk. 6.14 indicates that 6 . 1 5 is an attempt to explain the miracles; so, therefore, is
8.28;Lk. 7.i6;24.i9("powerfulindeed"referstothemiracles);Jn.4.i9;9.i7(bothresponses
to miracles).
OUTSIDERS WERE WRONG: Mk. 8.a9p.; Lk. 24.25!?. (correcting 24.19!?.); Jn. 4 . 2 5 ? . ;

7,40; 9.35!?.—all of these correct the Johannine passages cited in the preceding note.
IN THE SYNOPTICS JESUS NEVER CLAIMS TO DECLARE V A H W B H ' S WORD: Lukc makcs the
claim fbr him (5.1) and makes him make it by implication ( 8 . i i f . , contrast Mk. 4.14; 8 . 2 1 ,
vs. Mk. 3 . 3 5 ; 1 1 . 2 8 unparalleled). Evidently this was all he could do. John was less inhibited
( 1 7 . 1 4 ; also 3.34; 8.47; 1 4 . 1 0 ; 1 7 . 8 ) and is less credible.
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PRIESTS BRIBED JUDAS, ETC.: Mk. 1 4 . 1 0 , 4 3 , 5 3 p . Lk. 2 2 . 5 2 . Jn. 1 8 . 3 stys nothing of
the bribe, but gives Judas more troops—the Rora|n cohort, no less!
INTERROGATIONS AND TRLU.S: Discussion of thcse is endless; for a sampling of recent
a^logetics see Bammel, Trial. Sanhedrin by night: Mk. 1 4 . 5 3 - 7 2 P . ; high priests: Jn.
1 8 . 1 3 - 2 4 ; sanhedrin by day: Mk. 1 5 . 1 p . ; Lk. 2 2 . 6 6 - 7 1 ; Pilate: Mk. 1 5 . 2 - 1 5 P . ; Lk. 2 3 . 1 7 , 1 3 - 2 5 ; Jn.

1 8 . 2 8 - 1 9 . 1 6 ; Herod: Lk.

23.8-11.

RELUCTANCE INCREDIBLE: PüMe's rccord is known from Josephus IP'ar IL 1 6 9 7 7 ; Antiquities XVIII. 5 5 - 6 4 , 8 5 - 8 9 . He was notoriously brutal in putting down political
disturbances and insensitive to Jewish opinion. If he found an accused man innocent, it is
unlikely that he would have hesitated to release himforfearof offending the Jews; that he should
have hesitated to execute a man he thought a messianic pretender, is incredible. Therefore, the
theatrical scenes set off by his alleged hesitation are Christian polemic against the high priests
or, in Matthew and John, the Jews.
PILATE'S

PRIESTS'VAOLLATION: Compare Mk. i i . i 8 p . ; J n . 1 1 . 4 6 - 5 3 ; etc.; with Mk. 14.55p-

DESTRUCTION OFTHE TEMPLE: Mk. 1 4 . 5 8 p . ; i 5 . 2 9 p . ; J n . 2.19!?.; Acts 6 . 1 4 . John ttics
to excuse the saying by allegotizing it (2.2if.), another sign that it was a genuine embarrass
ment.
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PENALTY FOR BLASPHEMY: Af. Sanhedrin VII.4f.; etc.
COMBINATIONS op TITLES EDiTORHL: Thus, for instance, Matthew added both "Son of
Man" and "Son ofGod," asofÜcial titles, to the story of Peter's confession; in Mark, Peter said

Notes
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only that Jesus was the Messiah. Compare Mt. i 6 . i 3 w i t h M k . 8.27,and Mt. i 6 . i 6 w i t h M k .
8.29. The agreement of Lk. 9.i8ff. with Mark leaves nodoubt as to the original text.
S O N O F G O D U S U A L L Y R F L A T B D T O M I R A C L E S : Mk. 3 . I I , exotcism; 5 . 7 p . , exotcism;
15.39p.,
*he supematural signs that accompanied Jesus' death; Mt. 4 . 3 , 6 p . , the devil
demands miracles; I4.-33 the disciples' inierence from Jesus' Walking on the sea; 1 6 . 1 6 , the
revelation given through Peter (see vs. 17); 2 7 . 4 0 , 4 3 the mocking of Jesus' inability to perfbrm
a miracle; Lk. 1 . 3 5 the angel's prediction
his Birth; 4 . 4 1 exorcism; see also Mk. i . i i p . ,
9 . 7 p . , the voices from heaven; Mt. 1 1 . 2 7 p . , only the Son knows the Father. ("The Son" who
does not know the date of the end, inMk. 1 3 . 3 2 p . , is probably the Son of Man from 1 3 . 2 6 p . )
These fkas are overlooked in van lersel, Sohn.
S O N O F G O D N O T C O M M O N L Y M E S S I A N I C : This has been overlooked because of the or
thodox supposition that each title implies all the others, so "the Son of God" i%exofficio Messiah,
Son of Man, etc. He may have been all of these for the final editors of the gospels, but the
amazing consistency with which the different titles appear separately, each in contexts of a
different sort, in the stories and sayings from which the gospels were put together, indicates
their earlier independence. There is nothing^erjf messianic in the exorcisms of Mk. 3 . 1 1 ; 5 . 7 p .
(Mt. 8.29 gives the Son of God an eschatological role unknown to his original); Lk. 4 . 4 1 (Luke
has added a messianic explanation lacking in his source, Mk. 1.34); nor in the centurion's
confession, Mk. 1 5 . 3 9 p . ; nor in the temptations to make bread from stones, or fly through the
air (Mt. 4 . 3 , 6 p . ; Ps. 9 1 is not necessarily messianic; it was most widely used as a magical
prophylactic text, see Haupt, "Maccabean," 2-}^S.;PGM P 1 7 , P 1 9 ) ; nor in Mt. 1 4 . 3 3 , the
disciples' worship; nor in the taunt inMt. 2 7 . 4 0 . Even in Lk. i .35 thedescription "Son of God"
results from divine patemity; it was not implied by the messianic dignityprophesied in i.32f.
and had to be predicted separately. The voices from heaven in Mk. i . i i p . , 9 . 7 p . , say nothing
about messiahship unless we suppose that "my beloved, in you 1 take delight" is to be under
stood as a reference to (s. 4 2 . i , which the beginning of the verse makes dubious. Theie is no
teference to Ps. 2 in these texts nor in II Pet. 1 . 1 7 ; that such teferences were introduced by the
tradition behind theEbionite Gospel andJustinMartyr(Dw%« 8 8 . 3 , 8 ; 1 0 3 . 6 ) shows secondary
messianic interpretation, begun already in Mk. 9. i iff.p. In Mark especially, the transfiguration
cannot have been understood as a revelation of the messiahship, since Mark nude P^er's
confession precede it (8.29). This so troubled Schweitzer that he proposed to reverse the sections
{Geschichte 426ff.)! What the transfiguration revealed was more than a messiah, it was a son of
God. Similarly Mt. 1 1 . 2 7 p .
not merely non-messianic, but anti-messianic; salvation ishere.
Thus the only passages in which "Son of God" is equated with "Messiah" by its immediate
context areeditorial, Mk. i . i and i 4 . 6 i f . p . ; M t . 1 6 . 1 6 (see the note before last) and probably
2 7 . 4 3 (more of the same).
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JESUS' D E N I A L O F S E C R E T T E A C H I N G :

Jn. i 8 . 2 0 . An unttue aiiswer, if we are to believe

Jn. chapters 3 . 4 , 7 , 1 3 ! ? . ; etc.
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"DOER O F EVIL" =

"MAGICIAN":

Abovc, p. 3 3 and note.
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M A T T H E W ' S A D D I T I O N : Mt. 2 7 . 4 3 ;
quotation is from a slightly variant text of the
messianic I^. 22.8- Matthewagainconjoins the titles ofJesus used in his own church and in his
opponents' Propaganda. See atx>ve, in the notes on combinations of titles and "Son of God."
" T H A T M A G I C I A N " : Grcck, planos. literally "deceiver." See abovc, p. 33 and notes.

CHAPTER IV
PAGE 45
"The Slavonic Josephus" is now generally recogni::ed to be spurious.
See Smith, "Palestinian Judaism," and the forthcoming work on Josephus' Vita and War II by S. Cohen.
JOSEPHUS O N JESUS:

JOSEPHUS A N D RABBINIC JUDAISM:

ijS
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OPINIONS OF ANT.

xvui.63f.: See Feldman, Josephus,

[ N o t es to pages 46-47]

Antiquities vol. IX, pp.

573ff. and

add Moreau, Temoignages i ifF.
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C H A N G E S I N A N T . xvill. 63?.: "Sophist'YjopÄ/j/ftiJ forjopÄftf ("wise"); "impiety"C/Wif) for
t'alethe ("truth"); add Greek fbr "who said that" and "they asserted that"; "pretended prophers"
(pseuäopropbeton) ioi theionpropheton ("divine prophets"). The other hrackered words are implied
by the Greek rext.
R A B B I N I C S T O R I E S A B O U T J E S U S : All rabbinic texts on Jesus have suffeted more or less in
manuscript tradition and rnany have been deleted entirely from most current editions and
manuscripts. I have used chiefly the collection by Strack,^MW.
A R R E S T O F R. E L I E Z E R : T. HulHn 1 1 . 2 4 B. *Aboäah Zarah i 6 b - i 7 a ; Midrash Qoheiet
Rabba' 1 . 8 . 3 .
rhese see Neusner, Eliezer 1 . 4 0 0 - 4 0 3 , and the literature cited there; I I . 1 9 9 ,
203f.,365fF. In 365!?. Neusner points out that the oldest source (T.) does not specify the
sayings; only the later versions pretend to know that a legal ruling was involved and ro be able to
identify it. One might add that the ruling specified is suspicious because of the frequent use of
references to exctement in rabbinic abuse of opponents. Further, the ruling is not given in the
sameformin A.Z. i6f. and Qo^.Ji. I. 8.3, andappearsinbothonly asaconclusiondrawn&oma
statement explicitly attributed to Jesus. The original form of this statement was probably that in
Qoh.R., "From filth they came, and to filth they shall retum," perhaps with the citation of
Micah 1 . 7 . The story is in the raain credible; rabbinic tradition would never have invented such
a tale about Eliezer had there been no l>asis fbr it. For legal aspects of the case, see Lieberman,
"Roman" 2ofF.(—76fF.), who would date it about 107/108. However, his evidence is not
conclusive and Eliezer, one of the leading figures of the fitst generation at Jamnia, was probably
about fifty in A . D . 7 0 .
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C/Z. XIlI.ü. 1 . 7 5 1 4 ; teptoduction In Eisler, Imus, plate XLV.
OnT. Yebamot III.3f., andS. Yma' 66b, see Lieberman, Tosefia, vol.
VI, p. 24. The passages are deliberately obscure and their reference to Jesus is uncertain.
Equally uncertain is the reference ofthe statement of Rabbi Simeon ben'Azzai' (c. 1 0 0 - 1 3 0 ) :
"I found in Jerusalem agenealogical scroll and in it was written, 'So-and-so is a bastard (born)
of adultery.'" (M- Yebamot IV.13; B. Yebamot 49b).
E U E Z E R O N B E N S T A D A : B. Sbabbat
104b. T. Sbabbat X L 1 5 ; / . Sbabbat,
\UA
(13.d), B. Sanbedrin 67a. The ^)elllng Stara, oAt SUiOa, is defended by Lieberman, Tosefia,
m.l79£. as better attested by manuscript tradlttoo; but tbe manuscript evidence Is limited, late,
and füll of comipdons, while the pun In B. Sanbedrin 67a, Is most easily explained by
supposing the name was ptomnDceA Stada in the third Century. Pumbeditha, a Bab)4onian towa
was a center of rabbinic studies. On tattooing and magic see Lassally, "Amulette," i3ofF.,
whose evidence tendstoconfirm the rabbinic report. Also Dieterich, Al//ÄrÄr/i/«f;f« 2 5 2 , noteto
p. 1Ö5. The rabbinic reference to "cutting" rather than "tattooing" may refer to the praaice of
cutting and rubbing foreign matter into the cuts to produce raised scars. We shall henceforth use
"tattooing" to refer to any way of permanently marking the flesh.
T H E O R I G I N A L B E N S T A D A : T. Sanbedrin X . i i ; J. Sanhedrin V I I . i 6 ( 2 5 c - d ) ; J. Yebamot XVI.^(i^d). In B. Sanhedrin 67a the penalty is changed by assimilatioh to the story of
Jesus, and becomes crucifixion ("hanging") on the eve of the passover.
M A R K S O N JESUS' B O D Y : This is overlooked by Lieberman in his argument against the
reference; see the note before last Weaker arguments are advanced by Schoeps, "Simon Magus,"
whose case Is vidated by his almost total neglea of the go^>el evidence for polemic ^ainst Jesus.
In favor of the identification see Rokeah, "Ben Srara'." For tattoo marks, etc., on slaves and
adherents of gods as signs of divine ownership, see Lierzmann on Gal. 6 . 1 7 , who recognizes that
Paul ^peals to his marks as to an amulet, fijr magical proteaion, and cites parallels.
PANTERA'S GRAVESTONE:
ELIEZER O N JESUS:

[Notes to pages 4 8 - 5 0 ]
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POSSESSED: Jn. 7 . 2 0 ; 8 . 4 8 , 5 2 ; io.2o;etc.
NARRATIVE: Lk. 2 . 2 2 - 3 9 ; ^ - LeviticuS 1 2 .
M A T T H E W ' S PROPHECY: Mt. 2 . 1 5 ; quoting Hosea 1 1 . i. For Matthew's prattice of finding
prophecies to suit his purposes, see above, p. 27 and note.
B E N DAMA AND iSHMAEL: T. HuHin H.22f.; patallels in J. Shabhat X l V . 4 ( i 4 d , inf);
J. 'Abodah Zarah 1 1 . 2 (4od); B. 'Abodah Zarah 2 7 b ; Midrash Qohelet Rabba' I.8.3. In B.
'AbodahZarah the nameof the healer's viilage has been changed to identify him with the man
who talked with R. Eliezer a generation earlier; the peculiar name is the more likely reading.
The "fence" is the set of para-Iegal rules that must be observed to keep oneferfrom transgression
of a rule of the Law itself.
THE CURSE I N D A I L Y PRAYER: ß. Bsrakot 2 8 b - 2 9 a ; J. Berakot V.3(9c); T. Berakot
1 1 1 . 2 5 ; ^ ^^'y
Strack,y<!;«j, p. 3 1 .
JESUS

LUKE'S INFANCY
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CRANDSON HEALED BY MAGlüAN: J. ^Abodah Zarah II.2(4od); J. Shabbat XIV.4
( i 4 d ) ; Midrash Qohelet Rabba' X . 5 .
J E S U S STONED: B. Satihedrin 43a. The leading astray is also interpreted as introducing the
worship of alien gods, but fiüse prophecy was originaliy a distinct offense.
T H R E E CHARGES: Dt. 1 3 . 2 - 6 , &lse ptophecy; 1 3 . 7 - 1 2 , inciting to apostacy; 1 8 . 9 - 1 3 ,
magic.
J E S U S AND JOSHUA BEN PBRAHYA: B. Sotah 4 7 a ; B. Satthedriti 1 0 7 b ; c p . y . Hagigab
II.2(77d); J. Sanhedrin VI.13(23C). The addition is at the end of the 'En Ya'aqob version
of the Sotah story.
JOSHUA B. P E R A H Y A ' S MAGIC: Neusner, History V . 2 1 8 - 4 3 , ^^^^
evidence.
CURSE ON RBSURRECriON BY NAME: R. Simeon ben Laqish inB. Sanhedrin io6a. For the
later belief see the mediaeval Jewish lives of Jesus.
"IPTHE WHOtiE's
TELLS\Ov": Midrash Pesiqta' Rabbati, ed. M. Friedmann, Vienna,
1880, fblia l o o b - i o i a . Brmde,PesiktaRabbati, p. 4 2 2 , taafully refrained from understanding the reference.
R. A B B A H U ' S S A Y I N G : J . Ta'anit II.i, end (65b). The word translated "regret" literally
means "loathe," but the sense is probably, "He will loathe himselfforhaving said it," or, "He
will loathe the claim because of the penalty it entails."

PAGE 50
JESUS'CLAiMTO GO UP TO H E A V E N : Jn. 3 . 1 3 ; 6 . 3 8 , 4 2 , 5 8 , 6 2 ; II Cor. 1 2 . 2 - 5 , where the
man Paul knew is probably Jesus; the hymns in PhU. 2 . 5 - z i and I Tim. 3 . 1 6 are best
understood as references to Jesus' claim. See Smith, Clement, 2 3 7 - 2 4 8 .
J E S U S DiSGRACED HIMSELF: ß . Berakot i 7 a - b ; ß . Sanhedrin io3a,end. Of the four names
inß. Berakot 1 7 b , three correspond with three ofthe four in Af, Sanhedrin X . 2 . If the fourth of
each should therefore be identified,iW. Sanhedrin X.2 would teil us that Jesus, in the late second
Century, was nicknamed Balaam and denied a place in the world to come.
SUPPOSED RABBINIC REFERENCES TO J E S U S : Passages likeB. Shabbat 1 i 6 a - b (the story of
'Imma' Shalom and the "philosopher" who cited Mt. 5 . 1 7 ) , andß. Sanhedrin io6b(the heretic
who told Rabbi Hanina' he had seen, in an account of "Balaam the lame", that Balaam was 33
years old when " Pinhas the robber" killed him) are not demonstrations of rabbinic tradition,
but merely evidence the rabbis' knowledge of the gospels or other Christian documents (in the
iattercase, perhaps Lk. 3.23). At most, "the lame" may come from rabbinic tradition; but does
it refer to Jesus? To take "Pinhas therobber"as a nicknameforPontius Püate is difficult, because
Pinhas (ancestor of thepriestly line, and a distinguished murderer, see Num. 2 5 . 1 - 1 5 ) wasa
national hero.

THE

MESSIAH,

THE SON OF GOD: Mt. 1 6 . 1 6 ; 2 6 . 6 3 ; Mk. L I (MSS. B,D,etc.); i 4 . 6 i ; J n .

i8o
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1 1 . 2 7 ; 2 0 . 3 1 ; Acts 8 . 3 7 (Latin, Syriac, Coptic MSS.); II Cor. 1 . 1 9 ; Heb. 3 . 6 ; I Jn. 1 . 3 ;
3.23; 4 . 1 5 ; 5.20; I l j n . 3.
CHRBSTUS' RIOTS: Suetonius, Life of Claudius 2 5 . 4 .
PAUL IN ROME: A a s 28.22. The date is fixed by the fäa that Paul was sent to Ron» by
Festus shortly after Festus took over the governership of Palestine in 60.
SUETONIUSONPERSECUTiONS:L/^ö/Nm? i 6 . 2 , wtittenshottly after 122. Amoregenerai
translation, "a new and maleficent superstition" is also possible, but begs the question, Why
was the cult thought maleficent? This question is answered by the magical significance of
malefica; see above, p. 33 and the note on "doer of evil" (maleficus).
PAGE 51
TACITUS O N PBRSECUTiONS: A»»«/j X V . 4 4 . 3 - 8 .
prefisrring thespelling "Christiani," I
follow Syme,T(ia/iVJ II.469. For other points ofdetail see the commentary ofE. Koestermann,
Heidelberg, 1968, pp. 253ff. As noted above, Pilate was nor a procurator, but a prefea.
PAGE 52
RULER OF THE EARTH: Lucan, Pharsalta VI.697; Hippolytus, Refutation of All the Heresies
X . 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , etc., compare the "God of this aeon" acknowledge by Paul, II Cor.
4.4, and "the ruler ofthis world," in Jn. 1 2 . 3 1 .
LUCAN'SWITCH:
Pharsalta V I . 7 0 6 - 7 1 1 . "Sing these hymns" means "recite these spells."
For cannibalism compareTibullusl.5.49fF., Horace,E,p«Äii 5; Philostratus,Z,/^ VIII.5;etc. For
ods of magicians charged with cannibalism see PGM IV.2594f., Selene is said "to drink
human) blood, . . . to eat (human) flesh;" also 2483,2656f.. On human sacrifice and can
nibalism in ancient magic and mystery cults (including Christianity), see Henrichs, Phoinikika,
28ff. Particularly impressive is the fiia that Pliny the eider, praising the Romans fbr their
Prohibition of magic, refers to magical rites as "atrocicies, in which killing a man was an a a of
utmost piety, and even eating one, most salubrious," Natural History X X X . 1 3 (end); cf.
X X V n i . 6 . Lucan might be dismissed as a rhetorician, but Pliny expresses the best informed
legal opinion of Nero's time, and Horace, although a satirist, piaures the sort of thing that was
thought to go on, and doubtless did.

?

SING A HYMN: The same words as those meaning "recite a spell," in the preceding note.
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RELIABILITY O F P L I N Y ' S LETTER; See the commentary by Sherwin-White, Letters, 69ifF., a
whitewash.
4
EVOKiNG A CRIMINAL: On the supposed power, and the importance in magic, of the spirits
of condemned criminals, see above, p. 34. Most gods were thought to belong to the heavenly
and good world, demons to the underworld and the powers of evil. Men might become either
gods or demons, but most became demons. For Christians accused of having raised Jesus, a
condemned criminal, by necromancy, see The Martyrdom ofPionius 1 3 .
THE CHRISTIANS' OATH: An Oath of sccrecy was commonly a part of the ceremony in the
mystery cults, and such oaths were frequent in magic. See Henrichs, Phoinikika 37—44.
THE SORTS O F CHRISTIANITY: See the evidence in Smith,.Clment 262ff.; Seeret Gospel
115-134-

ATTESTATION O F THE GOSPELS: The dramatic date of the Dialoge against Trypho is 1 3 3 / 4 ,
but the aaual date is after 1 5 0 . The first reference to the canonical gospels is made by a
Phrygian bishop named Papias. Since the preserved evidence is Christian we should have ex
peaed reference to the gospels considerably before refierences to their opponents.
PAGE 54
JEWISH REPRESENTATivEs: Cp. Dialogue 1 1 7 . 3 "The Son of God . . . whose name the
high priests and teachers of your people have made contemptible and scandalous through all the
world."
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TOB Q U O T A T I O N F R O M J U S T I N : Dialogue 108.2; abbreviated in Dialoge 17. i. The last
phrase might also be rendered, "those who confess (Jesus to be) Christ and teacher and Son trf'
God." f Olplanoi, "deceiver," meaning "magician" see above, p. 33, and add as further evi
dence Dia/ogue 6 9 . 7 , and Vettius Valens, Afithologiae book II, chapter 1 6 , Hermes with Ares
(ed. Kroll, p. 74, line 18). In II Jn. 7 planos is used of the Antichrist, the arch-magician,
compare II Thess. 2.9-11; Didache 16.4; SibyllineOraciis II1.63fF. (Simon Magus).
C H R I S T I A N O R G I E S : Dtalogue I G . I and often elsewhere; such stories were widespread and
lost nothing in the telling. See the femous parody, Tertullian, Apology 8M A T T H E W ' S G R A V E R O B B E R Y : Mt.
JUSTIN O N JEWISH

27.62-66; 2 8 . 4 , 1 1 - I 5 .

CUR5ING: DialogM 93.4; 9$-4; 96.2; 1 3 3 . 6 ; etc.

PAGE 5 5
J U S T I N O N J E S U S ' R E P U T A T I O N : 1 Apology 30. Note that Justin thinks che title "Son of
God" was given to Jesm beMuse of his miracles.
^
A C C U S A T I O N S O F M A G I C : Dialogue 69.7; see the note above on Dialoge 108.2. Also B.
Sanhedrin 43a, above, p. 4 9 .
Q U A D R A T U S : (Juoted in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History IV.3.2.
C O N T R A S T E D M I R A C L E S : Compate the Imitation in Irenaeus, Against AllHeresits 1 1 . 4 9 . 2 f .
(ed. Harvey).
C H A R G E S O F I M M O R A L I T Y : 0&7/(%«e 17.1,3; 3 5 . 1 ; 108.2; 1 1 7 . 3 . For the connettion of
magic with libertinism see Smith, Clement 2y}—26y, Secret Gospel 115—131.
" G O D L E S S " T E A C H I N G : Justin deals wich the question at length, Dialoge 5 0 - 5 7 , but as
usual does not specify the Jewish criticisms.
R E F U T A T I O N B Y C R U A F I X I O N : I Apology 13.4; 22.3; Dialoge 10.3; etc.
J E W S P O R B I D D E N T O R E A D G O S P E L S : Dialogue 3 8 . 1 ; T. Hullin II. 20, and parallels: Chris
tian books are fbrbidden as "books of magic." Nevertheless, Justin supposed T r y p h o W reada
gospel, or at least a book of Jesus' sayings, Dialoge 18. I .

PAGE 56
L U C I A N ' S N O T I O N O P C H R I S T I A N I T Y : Betz, Lukian 9. Perhaps Lucian had in mind Aristophanes, Clouds, 423ff., where the dupe being initiated into the wicked mysteries of Socrates
must undertake to acknowledge no god other than the trinity: Chaos, the Clouds, and the
Tongue.
J E S U S A S L A W G I V E R : On the reported ruling about a prostitute's gilt, see above,
p. 4 6 and notes. Galen's reference to the "laws för which no reasons are given" in the schools
of Moses and Jesus ipe pulsuum differentüs II.4) is probably later than Lucian's work.

PAGE 5 7
Palestinc was considered a part of Syria.
Josephus, Anttquities VIII.46.

"A S Y R I A N F R O M P A L E S T I N E " :
JEWS FAMOUS AS E X O R Q S T S :
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C E L S U S : See Chadwick, (kigen, xxivff. Andiesen, Ißgps, identifi« as Celsian some material
that escaped Chadwick's notice. Against the notion that Celsus' work belongs to a class of
"Exposures of Frauds" represented by Lucian's Alexander, Peregrinus, Menippus, Philopseudes,
(Mette, "Oinomaos 5"), it must be said that the "class," adiscovery of modern literary criticism,
was not an entity known to ancient thought, and the works assigned to it are so diverse that no
detaiied conclusions about the content of any one can he drawn from knowledge of the others.
C E L S U S ' B E G I N N I N G : Origen, at the end of his prefece, states that in thefirstsection of his
work (before I.28fF.)he does not adhereto the order of Celsus' text, so it is not certain that his
first item on Jesus was also Celsus' first. However, firom Origen's comments ("First. , . next
. . . after this . . ." etc.) it seeras to have been so.
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J E S U S ' M O T H B R ' S H U S B A N D ; So I.28, twice; in I.32 he is her fianci, perhaps because of
Origen's memory of Matthew's story.
P A N T H E R A : I.32. Unless Celsus was using rabbinic material, which is not likely, chis name
must have come to him from non-rabbinic Palestinian tradition. The earliest source that now
preserves it is the Palestinian story of Rabbi Eliezer (above, p. 46).
M A G I : Celsus wrote "Chaldaeans" instead of "magi," doubtless a blunder as Origen supposes (1.58), and probably due to Matthew's story that the magi came because they saw his star
(IL2). The Chaldaeans were astrologets/wr exce/tem». Origen was nit-plcküift the equation of
Chaldaeans with magi was common: see Ludan, Menippus 6. Philostratus, Life 1.26 locates the
magi in Cbaldaea (Bab^on).
ONLY T E N Disara.ES: 1.62; 11.46. Since II.46 is emphatic about the limitation, the words
"or eleven" in I.62 may have come from Origen, not Celsus.
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CELSUS O N THE DisOFLEs: Agattat Celsus 1.62; compare II.46. Andresen, Logas I2f.
ARGUMENTS APPEAUNG TO J E W S : II.I Whyhaveyouleftthelawofour&thers?II.7Many
of Jesus' actions were profane. II.28 The Old Testament prophecies could be applied co othets
more plausibly than to Jesus. II.29They donot accord wich Jesus' career. II.32 His actual birth
was incompatible with royal ancestry. Etc.
J E W I S H C H R I S T I A N S W H O X E P T S O M E OF T H E LAW: They aic known fiüm many documents, especially the Clmtntine Homilies and Ri(ognitions.
PAGE 60

JESUS T H O U G H T A N A N G E L : 11-9,44; ^ - 9 2 (whlch makes it impossible to understand
"angel" as meaning merely "messenger," ihac is, "prophet"). See, however, Andresen, Z-ogw,
i02f. who would See in this the refleaion of an equation wich Hermes, appropriate fbr a
necromancer.
CELSUS CLAIM T O O T H E R I N F O R M A T I O N : II.13. Origen's Suggestion (that there was no
Information except that in the gospels) was &Ise.
JESUS CRuanED B E T W E E N B A N D I T S : The cotrca translation of the word generaliy rendered "thieves," Mk. 1 5 . 2 7 ; Mt. 2 7 . 3 8 , 4 4 .

CELSUS' P A S S I O N STORY: Otigen's claim in II. 1 0 that Celsus had no source fbr his statement
that Jesus "hid himself" wasaslip,Jn. 8.59; 12.36.
EUSEBIUS O N P A N T H E R A : Echgaepropbeticat III. 1 0 , on Hosea 5 . 1 4 ; 1 3 . 7 .
E P I P H A N I U S O N P A N T H E R A : Panonon, H e y s y 7 8 . 7 ,
PAGE 61
See the passages colleaed by Strack,y«w, i i*fF.
See Drower, Mandaeans, and Rudolph, MandOer.
JESUS A N D S I M O N M A G U S : Hippolytus, Refiitation ofall Heresies VI. 1 9 , Simon said it was he
who had appeared "to the Jews as Son, in Samaria as Father, and to the other peoples as Holy
Spirit."
S A M A R I T A N M A T E R I A L : See fot example, the review by Ben Hayyim, inßO 23(1966)185fF.
of Macdonald, AfflBar. The best sources for Simonian opinions of Jesus are tbeClernentine Homilies
and Recopiitions, but their "Simon" draws mainly on the canonical gospels.
T H E P E R E I R E CBUaHxlON: See Derchain "Darstellung" logff. and the brief description,
with piaures, in Delatte-Derchain, Intailks, no. 408 (p. 287). (The Constantiagem and others
of its type are later.)
LATER CHRISTLWS O N PANTHERA:

MANDAEANS:
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BRITISH MUSEUM GEM 2.^1: Scc Derchain, "Darstellung," and hoaner, Studies 226.
THE PALATINE GRAPHTO: See the description, comments, aod bibUogrs^hy by K. Parlasca
in HelUg, Fübrer, IL861B. no. 2077. C£ H. Solln, GntJfiU del Palatino 1,1966, 209E
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T H B H E A D A D O N K E Y ' S : The ears are not long, but the artist was no arcist. Donkey, rather
than horse, is determined by the religious and raagical associations.
YAHWEH D O N K E Y - H E A D E D : Josephus, Agaimt Apion II.SoflF.; Tacitus, HistorUs V.3f.;
Epiphanius, Panarion, Hemy 26.10; etc.
SETH: See Bonnet, ReaUexikon 702!?. The donkey replaced the original Seth animal (what
ever it was) especially in magical practice, ibid. 7 1 4 .
IAO WITH A DONKEY-HEADED (K>D: For example, British Museum no. G 2 9 4 , vithSahao
on the fece and lao Sabao (miswritten Sasao) on che reverse. Sahao(tb) is a transliteration of the
Hebrew word commonly translated "of hosts" in the title "the Lord of hoscs." A donkey-headed
deity associaced with Adonai (a Jewish Substituteforthe name Yahweh) is prominent on curse
tablets of about A.D. 400 from Rome, see Wünsch, Verflucbun^tafoln (though many of its
conclusions have been challenged). Procop^-Walter, "lao," coUeaed much evidence of the
Identification, but negleaed the social background.

THE CARTHAGE GRAFFITO: Tertullian, Ad nationts I.14; Apology XVI. 1 2 . Omkoites is
formed as arrmokoites. Since amnokoites means "a man who beds with men," onokoites should
mean "a man who beds with donkeys." In this case, however, the god himself is a donkey,
therefore the meaning is presumably "a donkey who beds with men," namely, with his worshipers. This makes the compound's first elemenc subjecc rather than objea of the implied verb, but
authors of graffiti were no more observant of granunatical than of ethical proprieties and, in any
event, the subea—objea relation was uncertain. Anubis is addressed as "secret bedfellow" in
PGM XXIU.2.

BESTiALiTY AND MAGIC: For example, in the canons of the Council of Ancyra, 16 ("Isidore"
and Dionysius Exiguus understood qui tmpesfatem patiuntur as demoniacs). This belief was
developed in mediei^ and later witchcraft. Almost the sine qua non of a witch was an animal
"femiliar" (all too femiliar!).
THE MONTAGNANA CRuanx: Bettini, "Ctocifisso-Amuleto."
PAGE 63
THE MEGARA CüRSE: Wünsch, Fluchtafiln, n o . i . The restorations are defended by
Wünsch in the notes; so is the interprecacion of abraikos as hebraikos.
THE CARTHAGE CURSE: Wünsch, Pluchtaßn, no. 4 .
PGM III.420: PGM no. III is "Papyrus Mimaut" = Louvre, Pap.gr. no. 2 3 9 1 , written
shortly after A.D. 300. In this and the fbliowing papyri the line cited is that in which the name
of Jesus occurs.
P G M IV. 1233: PGM IV is "the Paris magical papyrus" = Bibliothfeque Nationale, Supp.
gr. 5 7 4 , written between 300 and 350 A.D. This spell (in Coptic, like the preceding) probably
came from a Jewish-Christian gnostic source. The greac majoricy of the material in the manu
script is pagan.
P G M XII.192: Leiden, Gr. p. J. 384, A.D. 3 0 0 - 3 5 0 .

PAGE 65
JOSEPHUS K N E W J E S U S ' M E S S I A N I C CLAIMS: Antiquities XVIII.63f., if om emendation
of the text (above, p. 46) be correcr.
PAGE 6 6
CHRISTIAN PROMiscuiTY: Minucius Feüx, Octavius (a Christian apology written about A.D.
200), chapter 9. af. makes a pagan say of the Christians: "They recognize each other by secret
signs and objeas, and love each other almost before they meet. Among them religion constantly
joins with itself, as it were, a sort of lust. and they commonly call each other brothers and sisters,
so that even ordinary debauchery may be made incest by the use of the sacred name." Hegoes on
to report cannibalism and incestuous orgies, and worship of an ass-headed deity, genitalia, a
crucified criminal, and rhe cross. All this is a straw structure set up to be knocked down, but it
probably does refiect common gossip.
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COMMUNITY OF WivBS: For instance, Clement of Alexandria, Strmatw I l l . x v i ü . 1 0 5 . 2 io8.2.

CANNIBALISM, I N C E S T , ETC.: Above, pp. 52f. FuTthet, of the magi, Clement of Altiandni,Stromateis ilf.ii.i i.i; Catuüus, Camina 90; Bardesanes in Eusebius, Pra^ratioEvangtlica V I . 1 0 . 1 6 ; Sextus Empiricus, Outlines ofPyrrbonism III.205.
PORPHYRY ON THE EUCHARIST: Hamack, Pofffbyrius, Fragment 69, from Macarius
Magnes III.15.
JESUS A N A N G E L : Against Ctlsus, II.9.44; V . 5 2 . Celsus probably got che notion from
Christian circles, where ic was rather widely held, see Bärbel, Christas.

CHAPTER V
PAGE 6 8
JEWISH CONQUESTS I N PALESTINE: Schürer-Vermes-Millaj, History 1 . 2 0 7 - 2 2 8 .
SEMITIC PAGANISM: This has been almost wholly neglected in Palestine. For neighboring
countries see Teixidor, Pagan God.
EGYPTIAN AMULETS I N PALESTINE: See the finds frcAi Ascalon, Athlit, Sebastia, etc., in
the Palestine Archaeological Museum, Gallery Book, Persian, Helltnistic, Roman, Byzantint
Periods ( 1 9 4 3 ) , nos. 7 9 0 - 8 0 2 , 8 1 3 , 8 3 8 - 4 2 , 9 4 6 - 5 8 , etc.
PERSIAN INFLUENCE IN JUDAISM: Smith, "Sccond Isaiah" (monotheism); Bousset, Religitn^ 4 7 8 - 5 2 0 (demonology, eschatology, etc.)
GREEK GOVERNMENT OF GAULEE: Schüret-Vermes-Millar, History, I . 2 i 7 f . ; 240fr.
PAGE 6 9
SPIRITS OF THE D E A D AS BBGGARs: Lattimore, Themes 132f., 2 3 0 - 2 3 4 .
NO CLEAR UNE BETWEEN MAGIC AND RBUGION: So Pfister, "KultUS," 2 I o 8 , Sec. 4: "I Can
scc no difference in principle between men's beliefe about magical, and their beliefe about cultic
acts. Means and objcaives are the same, so are che basic forms of thoughc and belief." Pfister
repeaced this (wich diflferenc wording) in "Epode," 325; Nock cited and supporced it in "Paul
and the Magus," 169.
SAME MEANS A N D GOALS IN MAGIC AND RBUGION: Nock, "Paul and the MagUS" I70f.
Necromancy was praaiced at Greek oracles. Hopfner, "Nekromantie" 2232. (His statement
that the spirit of the deceased was expeaed to appear only in a dream is contradicted by the
implications of Plutarch, Desera ^^^c,Cimon Vlke^^Si].) Dejixio was public in the temple of
Demeter in Cnidus, DT p. 5 (against Audollent's interpretation). OfBcial burning of wax
images of public enemies, SBG lX(i938)no.3, lines 44ff., on which Nock, "Paul and the
Magus" i7of. Compare, however, Dufianif, "Horkion," who thinks the text an ancient forgery.
Even ifheis correa, it shows what the ancients thought possible. See further Pfister, "Epode."
IMPRBCATORY PSALMS: 35; 58; 59; 69; 109; 1 4 1 ; « c . See Nikolsky, Spuren.
PBTiTlONARY PRAYERS I N P G M : For instance, XU.io4ff.,i83fF. ("Give me what you
will"!),238fr. ,244fr. ,30ifF. All these from one papyrus; many could be added from the others.
PAGE 70
GOETEIA A N D SHAMANISM: See Burkcrt, "Goes."
EQUATION O F "SOPHIST" A N D "GOBS": Plato, Sophist 2 3 4 a - a 3 5 a ; Statesman 2 g i c , 3 0 3 c ;
Meno 8 o a - b ; Symposium 20^d; Gorgias, Helena 1 0 - 1 4 . See de Romilly, Magic and Rhetoric.
BOTH USED OF JESUS: Sophist: Josephus, Antiquities XVIII.63f.(?); Justin / Apology 1 4 . 5
(denial indicates usage); Lucian, Per^inus 1 3 . Goes: Celsus in Origen, Against Celsus I . 7 1 ;
11.32,49; VIII.41; etc.

GOES = "BEGGAR," ETC.: Butkcrt, "Goes" 5 1 , n. 7 4 .
P L A T O ' S P E N A L T Y POR G O E T E I A : Laws, Book X, 9 0 9 a - e .
JOSEPHUS' GOETES; War II.261fr.; Antiquities XX.97,167fr.,188.

[ N o t e s to pages 71 - 7 4 ]
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PAGE 71
MAGI A PRIBSTLY C L A N ; Kent, Oiä Pmtan 2 0 1 , on magu.
MAGI INTERPRET DREAMS, ETC.: HerodotUS I. I07f.,I20,128; VII. 1 9 , 3 7 .
MAGI I N FipTH CENTURY DRAMA: Sophocles, Oedtpus Tyr. 387; Euripides, Omtes 1 4 9 7 .
MAGEiAANDGOETEiA:Gorgias,H*/f«, lo, teidin^hamartmata. On Greco-Roman magic
generally see Hopfner, "Mageia," and Hubert, "Magia." Hull, Hellenistic Magic is a good
elementary introduaion ro problems the author did not recognize.
MAGiAN ENDOGAMY: Xanthos of Lydia, Magika, in Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis
Ill.ii.i I . I . Jacoby, FGrHist III.C.no.765, fragment 3 1 , would limit Xanthos' report to the
relations w i t h mothers. If he is right, Clement's Statement shows how the story grew.
PLINY " T H E E L D E R " : Died in the eruption of Vesuvius, A . D . 7 9 ; unde of "the younger"
(above, p. 52). The fbliowing quotation comes from his Natural History XXX. 1 4 - 1 7 .
PAGE 72
BÜRDEN T O THE PROVINCES: They had to house, feed, and transport him and his train. The
V i s i t was in A.D. 6 5 - 6 6 .
N E R O G A V E HIM A K I N G D O M : He CFowned him King of Greater Armenia. Suetonius.Nero
30.4, says Nero also spent 8,000 gold pieces a day on his support and gave him more than a
million when he left. A gold piece was worth about 160 dollars; this in terms ofthe amount of
bread it would buy. It was worth 1600asses, and bread, in Nero's Italy, cost about passes a
pound (Frank, Surtvy V. 144^) Bread now costs about 30 cents a pound; so the value of the
as (the basic Roman coin) was about 1 0 cents. The equivalents given in most reference works
have been outdated by inflation, as this one soon will be.
MAGIC INCAPABLE OF PRODuciNG EVIDENCE: This sense of intestabtUs is diaated by the
point ofthe story, that Tiridates could not teach Nero magic because magic does not work and
therefore is not teachable (vs. Ernout and Bostock).
P L U T A R C H ' S ACCOUNT OF THi MAGI: Isis and Osiris 4 6 and 4 7 ( 3 6 9 d - 3 7 0 c ) . A recent
commentary is Griffiths, Plutarch's De Iside.
P E R S I A N E S C H A T O L O G Y I N OLD A N D N E W TESTAMENTS: Notably in Daniel, Mark 1 3 p ,
and the Apocalypse, but also in many shorter elements. See also rhe Jewish intertestamental
literature, notably I Enoch.

PAGE 73
P H I L O O F BYBLOS: Quoted by Eusebius, Pra^aratio Evangelica 1 . 1 0 . 5 2 . For/o pbysikon
meaning "magic" see Liddell-Scott-Jones, Grer^ English Lexicon, physikos III.
T H E HAWK-HEADEO G O D ; Philo speciftes Chnum (Kneph) and Agathos Daimon
( 1 . 1 0 . 4 8 , 5 1 ) , but the anguipede is more likely; see Delatte-Derchain, Intailles, nos. 1—38,

52-89,126,223.

MAGI TEAC34INGON MORALS: Diogenes Laettius I.7, from Sotion of Alexandria, an older
contemporary of Jesus.
MAGI PRACTICE CANNIBALISM: ?\iny, Natural History. XXVIII.6; XXX. 13.
L U C I A N ' S MENIPPUS: Chapters 3 - 1 0 . This is a parody of a typical story of conversion
to the true religion or philosophy; compare Justin, Dialogue, introduction, and see Nock,

Conversion lo-jü.
MAG) A R E CHALDEANS: A common crroneous equation; see above p. 58 and note. Lucian
perhaps knew better and used the error to demonstrate his dupe's ignorance.
HONEY, MILK, CHOASPES WATER: Honey mixcd with milk was used for oblations to the
gods ofthe undcrworld, Odyssey X . 5 1 9 , etc. The (by Lucian's time) ancient emperors of Persia
were supposed to have drunk only water from the river Choaspes.
PAGE 74
HERCULES, ULYSSES, O R P H E U S : All wcrc fämous for V i s i t s to the underworld. The cap was
part of Ulysses' customary costume, che lion skin bclongcd to Hercules, the lyre to Orpheus.
Since "Menippus" had been the name ofa notorious sattrist, the intent is clear.
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THE "DIVINE M A N " : See Hadas-Smith, Hff-oM, and Smith, "Prolegomena." The objeaions
raised by Tiede, Charismatic Figure, will be answered in a forthcoming article in the Melangei M.
Simon.
MIRACLES WITHOUT SPELLS THE CRITICAL T E S T : PhiloStratUS, Ufi VII.38. A similar
Position is defended by the Christian author of Pseudo Justin, Answers to tbe Orthodox 24.
SPIRITS O B E Y MERE ORDERS: Compare PGM I.iSiff. and Lk. 7 . 6 - 1 0 . Also PGM
IV.i99f.; etc.

PAGE 75
P A U L CLAIMED UNION WITH JESUS: Rom. S.gff.; Gal. 2.20; etc. Compare PCM I . i 7 9 f . ;
lI1.470ff.;XIII.79ifr.
RITES TO MAKE THE SOUL DIVINE: PGM I.aof.; III.600; IV.2x5?., 475ff.; «C.
THE FORMULATiON OF THE LAW ON MAGIC: Berger, Dictionary 550, on Lex Cornelia de
sicariis.
PAULUS' COMMENTARY: Sententioe rec^tae Paulo tributae X X I I I . 1 5 - 1 8 , in Baviera, FIRA
409f. The last sentence of the f>assage here translated has been thought a later addition.
PAULUS DECLARED AUTHORITATIVE BY CONSTANTINE: Betger, Dictionary 7 0 1 , oviSententiae Pauli.

PAGE 76
PAULUS ON PROPHETS AND ASTROLOGERS: Sententiaerec^toe Paulo tributae XXI, in Baviera,
FIRA 4o6f.
C O N S T A N T I N E ' S C O M P R O M I S E : Codex Theodosianus IX. 1 6 . 3 . The correa date is probably
May 2 3 , 3 1 8 , Seeck, Regesten 62 and 1 6 6 .
T H E R E V E R S A L REVERSED: Anmiianus Marcellinus X X I X . 2 . 2 6 , 2 8 ; in general, Baib,
"Survival."
PAGE 77
RABBIS ON MADMEN AND MAGICIANS: T. Terutnot I.3 and parallels (cp. Mk. 5.2ff.p.);
B. Hagigab 3b,end; cp. B. Sanbedrin 65b,end;y. Terumot I.i(4ob).
EUADE ON SHAMANS: Shamanism 236. For ancient analogues see Hanse, Gott 3 0 - 3 8 .
PAGE 78
' O B O T T H O U G H T SPIRITS OFTHE D E A D : For example, Koehler-Baumgarrner,LexMon igf.
Contrast Dt. 1 8 . 1 1 which explicitly distinguislfbs between Consulting 'obot and "inquiring of
the dead."
'OBOT O B J E C T S OF WORSHIP: Lev. T9.31; 20.6; II Kings 2 3 . 2 4 ; Isaiah 1 9 . 3 .
A GOD RISING FROM THE EARTH: I Sam 2 7 . 1 3 . The present Hebrew text has "gods" (the
verbal form is plural), but the text used by the third-century B.C. Greek translarors had the
Singular. The plural is probably an apologetic revision to prevent any Suggestion that Yahweh
appeared. Hebrew has no indefinite article.
RABBINIC PASSAGES ON "OBOT: Sanhedrin 6 5 b , where some opinions identify 'obot and
(spirits of) the dead. The parallel inJ. Terumot I.i(4ob) calls them demons Qhedim).

PAGE 7 9
"FALSE

PROPHET" = "MAGICIAN ": A a s 1 3 . 6 ; fa&chet,Prophetes, 1 8 2 - 1 9 8 ; Wetter,5(iÄ»,

73-81.

RABBINIC PASSAGES O N SOLOMON AND DEMONS: B. Gittin 68a-b; rhe midrashim on Song
of Songs and Ecclesiastes.
"THE LORD, THE HIGHEST GOD, SABAOTH:" TSol, "original text" I.7.
AMULETS WITH DIVINE NAMES: "The Lord" ( = Adonai), Sabaoth, and the Greek forms of
Yahweh {lao, laoe, etc.) are banal, see the indices of Delatte-Derchain, Intailles. "The highest
god" (hypsistos) appears in Bonner, Studies 308, no. 328.

[Notes to pages 7 9 - 8 3 ]
SOLOMON'S FALL:

Notes

187

TSol "original text" XXVI and parallels.
Berger, "Messiastraditionen," gives much evidence

S O L O M O N PARALLELED WITH JESUS:

of this.
CHAPTER VI
PAGE 81
EXORCISMS CAUSED CHARGES:

Mk.

3 . 2 2 p ; Mt.

9.34;

Lk.

11.19f.p.

Above, p. 55 and notes.
J U S T I N ' S O P P O N E N T S : / Apology 30; Dialogut 6 9 . 7 (Trypho).
C E L S U S ' C H A R G E : Origen, Against Ctlsus I.38; further 1 . 6 , 6 8 , 1 1 . 4 9 . Dunn,_/w«j 70.
" S O N O F G O D " C O N N E C T E D W I T H M I R A C L E S : AbovC, p. 39 and note.
M I R A C U L O U S C L A I M S A N D D E M O N I C P O S S E S S I O N : Jn. S.Jtf- I O . I 7 - 2 O . (InJn. 7.2O the
Charge is perhaps vulgär abuse.)
S I M O N MAGus: Acts 8 . 9 - 2 4 , especially 8 . 1 0 .
QUADRATUS:

PAGE 82
S I M O N , J E S U S , AtiD THE BAVTisT. Clmentine Hmilies ll.2y,comrzstClmtntintRecogniiiens
I I . 7 - 8 , probably revised out of respea for the Baptist.
S I M O N ' S S U C C E S S : Justin MattyrJ Apology 2 6 . 3 says, "almost all the Samaritans.andafew
in other ethnic groups, worship (Simon) as the First God" (this about A . D . 150). For Simon's
success in Rome, / Apology 2 6 and 56.
C L A I M O F D I V I N I T Y E V I D E N C E O F M A G I C : Agaimt Ctlsus l 6 9 - 7 1 ; Cp. Jn. 8.51f.
" I M P I E T Y " E T C . : Agaimt Celsus I and II throughout; VII.53; etc.
J E S U S T A U C H T D U A L I S M : Against Celsus VI.42.
W E S H O U L D N O T B E D E C E I V E D : I foUow Wifstrand's emendation.
P A U L O N T H E A N T I C H R I S T : II T H E S S . 2 - 3 - 1 2 .

För example, Didache 1 6 . 4 .
Above, p. 72 and notes. There were Persian elements in the
Christian figure, see Bousset, Antichrist.
ANTICHRIST A MIRACLE WORKER:
PLUTARCH O N T H E MAGI:

PAGE 83
CELSUS O N JESUS A N D (LOETES:

Against Ctlsus 1.68.

Exceptions; Lk. 5 . 1 0 * the
miraculous draught offishesconfirms his call of theapostles. Mk. 1.44p;
^7- I 4 P * lepers,
for healing are told to obey the Mosaic law. Mk. 2. i op*, healing a paralytic ptoves his power to
forgivesins. Mk. 3.4f.p;Lk. 1 3 . 1 5 ! . , t4.3ff. healings on the sabbath prove the permissibility
ofdoing good on it. Mk. 9.29* exorcism ofdemoniac boy proves need of prayer. Mt. 1 1 . 5 p *
Jesus' miracles prove him "the coming one". Mt. 1 7 . 2 7 * the coin in the fish's mouth proves the
advisabiüty of paying taxes. Besides these, many miracle stories prove the need of trust («ff/
"fitith") for healing. In four stories about sayings Jesus is made to refer to his miracles as evidence
JESUS' M I R A C L E S N O T USUALLY C O N N E C T E D W I T H T E A C H I N G :

for his teachings (Lk. 4 . 2 1 * ; Mt. 1 1 . 2 1 , 2 3 p * ; 1 2 . 2 8 p ; 1 2 . 3 9 p * ) . Prophecies have been omit

ted since they could not, when (or, if) uttered, have been perceived as miracles. In rhe starred
items above either the miracle is clearly fabulous or its conneaion with the teaching clearly
secondary. The rest, if tme, would show that Jesus knew his miracles required trust, used them
to prove his right to neglect the sabbath, but required beneficiaries who were not of bis im
mediate circle to observe the Mosaic law. He saw them as evidence that the kingdom was ac
hand, and perhaps as fulfilment of prophecy. Whatever his moral teaching, they had little
recorded part in it.
D I S T I N C T I O N S O F J E S U S ' M I R A C L E S : Rtality: Irenaeus 1 1 . 4 9 . 3 < Origen, Against Celsus II. 5 1 ;
but the transfiguration seems to have been a vision, Mk. <^.%p.Permanence:Q\s3Ajzt\3s; Papias.tis
cited in Preuschen, Antilegmena 94; Irenaeus II.49.3; but apparently some of Jesus' exorcisms
did not last, either, Lk. 11.24fF.p. Not tricks nor demonic: Irenaeus l l . 4 9 . 2 f ; Origen, Against
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Celsus

1.6; ^ . 5 1 ; Amobius, Adtmus Nafmei 1.43!?.; but Jesus is said to have used phrases in
barbarous languages (Mk. 5 . 4 1 ; 7 . 3 5 ) , and the story that he compelled a demon to teil its name
(Mk-5.9) suggests that he used the name to order it out. Helpfui and ^atis: Irenaeus Il.49.af.;
Ollsen, AgainstCebus U.^i;ClememineHomilies II.34; Amobius, A</i«wwN<»ri(wiM I.43ff.; but
the exorcisms and eures performed by other magicians were also helpfiil, and Jesus and his
twelve companions evidently lived on "contributions," Jn. i a . 6 . Greater than others': Irenaeus
n.49.2f. Prophesied: Justin, / Apology 30; Irenaeus II.49.3; Tertullian, Against Marcion III.3;
this is the argumenr on which Christian authors most often insisted; ir is now generaliy recog
nized to be felse. They produced conversions: Irenaeus 11.49.3; Origen, Against Celsus I I . 5 1 ;
III.33—35. The argumenr thar rhe success of Christianity proves the truth ofitsciaims has been
weakened by the greater success of communism.

PAGE 84
THE TEACHINGS OF THE MAGI: Above, pp. 72f. and notes.
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA: For the foUowing account see Philostratus, Lift, ed. Conybeare
(outline and comments in Hadas-Smith, Heroes I96ff.), the letters attributed to Apollonius (in
Conybeare, vol. II), Eusebius' reply to Hierocles (also in Conybeare II), and the testimonia
colleaed in Speyer, "Bild" and Petzke, ^r<«Är/owB (on which however see Speyer's review,yAC
i6[i973]i33f.)

PAGE 85
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN APOLLONIUS AND JESUS: This üst of similarities ^ould not be seen
as a denial of differences: The miraculous element in the preserved tradition about Jesus is
greateithan in that about Apollonius; Jesus was not himself an ascetic; thelif)ertineefement in
his praaice and in his teaching for his initiates, as opposed to Outsiders, is lacking in Apollonius
(except fbr two alleged slanders,L//i I . 1 3 ; Philostiams, Lifis of the Sophists 11.51570]); Apollo
nius did not share Jesus' eschatological expeaations, nor Jesus Apollonius' philosophical views;
Apollonius' followera rhought him a "divine man"—rhe indwelling supematural power was his
own; this view of Jesus appears in the gospels—most clearly in John and in the synoptics' birth
stories—but they also represent him as possessed of "the holy spirit," an originally outside
power. Many other differences will surely occur to readers anxious to 6nd them.
APPEARANCES AFTER DEATH: ApoUonius' appeatance to the doubting youth <l.ifi VIII .31)
is paralleled not only by Jesus' to Thomas (Jn. 20.26fF.), but also by Jesus' to F^ul (Acts g.^ff.}.
For a fiirther appearance of Apollonius, in later leggnd, secHistoria Augusta, Aurelian 24.3—6.
"LIFE OF APOLLONIUS"; The exaa title is, "The (tbJngs) abour Apollonius the Man of
Tyana."
PAGE 86
PHILOSTRATUS' SOURCES: Life I.2f. Fot Moiragenes see Miller, "Moiragenes," and Chad
wick, Origen 3 5 6 , n.3.
CARACALLA's PATRONAGE: Dio Cassius LXXVII.18; Philostratus,
VIII.31 end.
PYTHAGOREAN FICTIONS: So Speyer, "Bild" 5ofF. The stories were not made up by
Philostratus; he was an enthusiast for pure Greek culture and disapproved of oriental izing.
LITERARY PROBLEM LIKE GOSPELS: Especially Luke, who refers to the "many" earlier
attempts to write accounts of Jesus' work, i. i .
SIMILARITIES OF LITERARY FORM: Again, to State the similarities is not to deny the
differences. For instance, the narrative frame of the L/^ ismuch füllet than that of the gospels,
the exotic travel seaions from "Damis" are relatively coherent narratives, as is the account of
dealings with Vespasian in Alexandria. In other seaions, notably 1 - 8 - 1 5 ; IV. 1 - 3 5 ; VI. 35—43,
the incoherence and consequent resemblance to the gospels is more conspicuous. Obviously,
different sorrs of material have been used in these different seaions.

[Notes t o pages 87-90I
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PAGE 87
EVIDENCE OP MAGICAL POWERS: Life 1.2; IV.43end; VIII.23; I V . i o , i 8 f - . 2 5 ; etc.
SEXUAL IRREGULARITIES: Life I . 1 3 . Such charges were the stock in trade of ancient
polemics, no doubt because they were often true. Therefore, they are particulary difBcuIt to
evaluate.
THE HIEROPHANT AT ELEUSIS: Lifi IV. 18; for the tnuislation of ta dtimnia compare
IV.43end; VIII.23.

THE PRIESTS OF TROPHONIUS AND THE WATCHMEN IN CRETB: Lifo VIII. 19,30 end.
ACCUSATIONS TO DOMITIAN: Life VII. 1 1 , 2 0 ; VIII.5. References to some of these charges
also appear in A p o U o n i u s ' 8 , but its authenticity is dubious. That he was thought agod is
stated in Letter 44.
EUPHRATES DID NOT STRIKE HIM: V. 39; compare Clementim Recognitiom II. 1 1 , where the
cod goes right through the magician without hurting him. Conybeare's "skill at single-stick"
is a misintetpretatioQ.
PAGE 88
THE MURDER OF DOMITIAN: Dio CassiusLXVII. 18; the divergence from PhUostratus'L/^i
VIII.26, shows independent traditions.
DIO ON CARACALLA: Dio LXXVII. I Send. The Greek term translated "in the Stria sense of
the word" may also mean "carefiil and precise" or "thoroughly ttained, perfeaed;" but the
hostility of the context seems to indicate the less fevorable sense. Perhaps the influence of this
passage persuaded aglossator to add, in the previous one, after the reference to ApoUcmius, "this
man was a Pythagorean philosopher, and, indeed, agoes."
ALEXANDER SEVERUS' CHAPEL: Historia Augutta, Stimm Alexander 2 9 . 2 ; phusible but
dubious.
ORIGEN ON APOLLONius: Origeo, Agflinst Celsus V I . 4 1 .
PAGE 89
PORPHYRY ON APOLLONIUS VS. JESUS: Homack, Porpbjrius, no». 4 (=Jerome, Depsalmt
LXXXI, end) and 63 (Macarius Magnes III.i); cf. nos. 4 6 , 60.
APOLLONIUS' TAUSMANS: Speyer, "Bild" 56?.
BPic LIFE OF APOLLONIUS: Suidat Lexicon, ed. Adler, under Soterichos.
HlBROCLES: Govemor of Bithynia, in N . W . Asia Minor, at the time he wrote. He later
rose to be Prefect of Egypt. See Seeck, "Hierokles 1 3 . " On his comparison of ApoUonius and
Jesus, see below.
APOLLONIUS THOUGHT MERELY A MAN: This was not wholly true; ApoUonius was also
worshiped as a present deity: i.«ff#r 44,Lißi VII.21; VIII.5; etc.; Eunapius, Li«r of the Si^bists
4 5 4 middle; jooend.
LACTANTius' REPLY TO HiEROCLES: Divinariuts Institutionum (hencefbtth Div. Inst.)
V.2.ia-3.26.

WORSHIP OP APOLLONIUS AND JESUS: Div. Inst. V.3.i4f. The cult of ApoUonius as (an
incamation of) Herakles was established in Ephesus, but ApoUonius was almost certainly
worshiped by the Pythagoreans and probably still had his own cult in Tyaiu.
LACTANTius' ARGUMENT FROM PROPHECY: Div. Inst. V . 3 . 1 8 - 2 1 ; now generally discredited.
PAGE 90
EUSEBIUS' REPLY TO HlERC>CLES:0>nybeare,PÄ//()j/r.*/iW 11.484fr., entitled,TATTnwrütfo/
Eusebius the Son ofPamphilus, against the Lifo of ApoUonius ofTyana written by Phitostratus, occ
by the parallel draum by Hierocles between him and Christ. The original title has been lost. Henceferth, On Pbiloitratus.
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[Notes t o pages 9 0 - 9 6 ]

JESUS A COMPANION OF GOD: Eusebius was not quite orthodox in his opinions about "the
Son of God;" he thought him inferior to "God the Father."
EUSEBIUS' ARGUMENTS AGAINST APOLLONIUS: The main ones used to prove him a^wif will
be ibund in chapters 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 4 , 1 5 , i^t, 22, 2 3 , 24f., 2 6 , 2 7 , 29, 3 1 , 3 5 , 3 7 , 39, 4 0 .
EUSEBIUS' PRIMARY ARGUMENT AGAINST APOLLONIUS* DIVINITY: On PßiloStratUS 5 - 7 .
Eusebius conveniently overlooked the &CT chat Jesus got relatively little attention during the
first Century after his death.
EUSEBIUS' BEUEF IN MAGIC: See, fot example, his proposed explanations of Apollonius'
miracles, On Philostratus 3 1 , 3 5 .
PAGE 91
CRITERIA TO PROVE APOLLONIUS A MERE MAN: Inconsistency: On niilostratus Chs. 1 0 ,
I I , 1 4 , 2 2 , 24f., 2 9 . Ignorance: Chs. 1 4 , i j , 2 4 , 2 9 , 3 7 . N o miracles before visiting
Brahmans: Ch. 2 3 . Flattery and deception: Ch. 3 9 , and often.
CRITERIATO PROVE APOLLONIUS A MAGICIAN: Materials and purposes: Chs. 10,22. Association
with ma^dans: Chs. 11, ITC, 22,27,40. Recogiüdon and control (tf demons: Chs. 2 3 , 2 6 Necromancy: Chs. 24£ Accusaüons of ma^c: Chs. 26, 40. Predictloas: Ch. 31. Curci: Ch. 31. Other
miiacles: Ch. 35. Magical devices: Ch. 40. Peculiarity of acciisations: Ch. 40.

CHAPTER VN

PAGE 94
$320.000: That is, 50,000 silver pieces (denarii), worth 64 ass es each. See the notes
to p. 7 2 .
CHRISTIANS ACCUSED OP MAGIC: For example, Hippolytus, Phiksophununa VI.7S., ^^R.;
VII.32; IX.i4fir.; X . 2 9 . Compare Origen, Against Celsus VI.40; etc.
CHRISTIAN MAGICAL PAPYRI: Greek: PGM, vol. II, nos. i tu 24; Coptic: Kn^p, Zauber-

te>ie.
EXAGGERATION OP MIRACLES: For example, MfUchew, taking over Markan miracle stories,
somerimes doubled che persons cured: Me. 8.28fF. (vs. Mk. 5.iff.); 9.27flf. and 2o.29är. (vs.

Mk. io.46fF.).
HINIMIZING THE MIRACULOUS: Pridricbsco. Pnjt&me. HuO, HeUenüUc Magic 116-141,
has diown that this tendency is pardcularly strong in Matthew. Compare the preceding note.
That contrary tendencies are cooqricuous in thc^ame goopel shows how complex the problem
oftradMonia.
PAGE 95
CLEMENT ON GNOSTIC PRAYER: Eclogaeprophettcae 15 (ed. Siählin-Früchcel, III. 141).
ENCOURAGEMENT FOR FAITH HBALERs: Mk. I I . 2 3 p . ; Lk. 17.6; "confidence" Is commonly mistranslated "ftiith," but the Markan form of the primary saying shows that the "fäith"
in the parallels means "confidence."
TRANSLATIONS IN MAGICAL TEXTS: For example, PGM XXXVI.3i5flf. where the Coptic
command "Open fbr me, open for me, holt," is immediately translated. Similarly, Coptic
papyri translate Greek formulae, see che passage ciced by S. Eitrem, Pt^ri I. p. 1 1 6 .
PAGE 96
THE MAGI AND TIRIDATES: Dio Cassius LXIII.5.2; Dio says they returned by a route "in
which they had not come" (LXni.7. i). This resembles Mr. 2 . 1 2 , "They returned by another
road." but the resemblance is probably coincidental. The statement in Dio reports historical
fäct; the one in Matthew reflects magical Convention: after a meeting with a supematural being
you should go home by a different road, SHR I.5 end.
MAGI INITIATED NERO: Pliny, Natural History XXX. 1 7 , quoted above, pp. 7 i f .

[Notes to pages 96-99]
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JESUS T H B SUPREME MAGus: This inteiprecacion develops thac of Origen, Against Celsus
1.60 (where themj^/, though distina from theChaldaeans, are unmistakably magicians). See
also Chrysostom, Hmilies on Matthew VII. i and 3; VIII. i (for che antithesis to the Jews). So
Clarke, "Rout"; contrast Hengel-Merkel, "Magier" (ignorant conjectures).
BETHLEHEM VS. NAZABETH: Thepmphecy, Micah 3. iff.; che&cc, Mk. 1.9; Mt. 2 1 . 1 1 ;
Lk. 4.i6;Jn. i.43f.;Jn. i.43f. proves the contradiction was a source of embarrassment.
ADOLESCENT PRECXÄtTY FROM DIVINE MAN: See Bieler, Thetos aner 1.331?.
OMISSION OF RITUAL: This was fäcilitated by the tendency of oral tradition to abbreviate.
Suchfectorsare complementary. Rabbinic literature customarily omits references to ritual in
reporting both magical Operations and miracles perfbrmed by holy men; Blau, Zauberwesen 3 2 ?
PAGE 97
SPIRIT IDENTIFIED: Mt. 3.16; Lk. 3.22; The Charge is in Mk. 3.22, answered in 2 3 - 3 0 .
That "the Holy Ghost" belongs to demonology rather than to angelology is recognized by
Böcher, Christus 19, 27, 40, etc.
JN. i.32fF.: John's remodeling also served his purpose of subordinating the Baptist and
making him testify to Jesus.
BAPTISM THE BEGINNING: So in fflany lines of Christian tradition: Mk. i.iH'.p.; Lk.
i6.i6p.; Jn. 1.6; A a s 1.22; 1 0 . 3 7 ; i3-24STORIES OF VAYs T O GET SPIRITS: Preisendanz, "Paredros," is not satisfeaory. It extends
the meaning of paredros to include almost any sort of supematural helper and obscures the
distinaion between conjuring a demon for a Single Operation and getting one as a permanent
assiscant. The word paredros commonly refers to a permanent assistant.
JESUS EVOKED THE BAPTIST: Above, pp. 34f. and notes.
PAGE 98
S I M O N ' S sPiRrr: Clementine Recügnitioas II. 1 3 . (The author did not believe this explana
tion, but Claims that Simon did, III.49.)
JESUS MAiNLY A HEALER: This supposes that the stories selected by the gospels represent
approximately the ränge of those that circulated in Jesus' lifetime. In hct, the selection is
surely biascd in Jesus' favor. Stories of persons blinded, srruck dead, etc., presumably circu
lated about him as they did about his disciples (Acts 5.5, 10; 1 3 . 1 1 ; I. Cor. 5.3fr.; I. Tim.
1.20), but the only thing of that sort that has been preserved is rhe blasting of the ßg tree
(Mk. 11.12fr., 2ofF.p.).
BAPTIST THBORY DROPPED: We hear nothing more of it after the two references in Mk.
6.14fr.; 8.28, and their transcriptjons by Matthew and Luke—a reason for thinking Mark's
report of it comes firom early tradition.
OMissiONS IN TRANsXATiON: In this sealon there are considerable gaps in the text due to
breakage of the papyrus. I have followed Preisendanz' restorations in the readings, and the
example of the evangelists in shortening the text by Omission of much of the rttual.
IN FRONT OF HIS BODY: Preisendanz thought, "in the middle (of the rooO," but when a
Star Stands "in the middle of the roof" a few lines later, rhe roof is specified, and a different
construction is used.
ANGEL: Or "messenger"—the original meaning is "messenger," but in imperial times the
word has come to mean "supematural being," so that the "angel" here is the "god" in the
sentence after next. The magical papyri often use "angel," "spirit," "demon," and "god" as
interchangeable.
Kiss HIM: (Compare Judas' recognition of Jesus, Mk. 14.43p.

PAGE 99
KNOW, THEREFORE: KeadiTigginosh toi fotginosketai and hon for ho.
THE LORD OF THB AIR: This spitit is identified as "the ruler (aion) of this world" in
Ephesians 2.2.
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RBCEiVB T H I S MYSTERY: CompaTc Mit. 4 . 1 1 , "To you {his close associates) has been given
the mystery."
( Y O U ) W I U . N O T G O I N T O H A D E S : Compare Peter on Jesus, Acts a . 3 1 .
A U . THINGS SUBORDINATE T O T H I S GOD: I Cot. 1 5 . 2 7 .
ONLY

YOU WILL

SEE OR HEAR

HIM: So Paul's Jcsus, A a s 2 2 . 9 ; 2 6 . 1 4 ; versus 9 . 7 .

PAGE 100
B A P T I S M : Mk. i.g. On irs historicity see above, in the notes on pp. 8 and 9 7 .
RITES TO GET SPIRITS; PGM I . 1 - 4 2 ; and XIa, perhaps also I V . i 7 i 7 - i 8 7 o ; and XII.
1 4 - 9 5 in which statuettes of Eros are animated. Note I.39f. where the god will speak to his
host (in bed) "mouth to mouth," as the writer of II Jn. 12 and III Jn. 14 will speak to his
disciple. Did the writer ofrhe epistles think, like Paul (Gal. 2.2o)thathewasanembodiment(tf
Christ and therefore a god to his disciples?
IRENAEUS O N MARCUS; Adversus haemes I.vii.2 (ed. Harvey).
S O N O F GOD AND MESSIAH: Luke justified "Messiah," which means "anointed," by refer
ence to the sequel of the baptism; God anointed Jesus with the spirit (Aas 10.38; cf. 4 . 1 8 ) .
Clearly homiletic refleaion.
"SON O F GOD" NOT A C O M M O N MESSIANIC T I T L E : Dalman, WoTte 2 2 3 . For the CMitinuing argument see van lersel, Sohn, 3 - 2 6 ; Pokorny, Gottessohn, especially pp. 2 7 - 4 2 . The
feet is clear.
JESUS'

"sON O F G O D " COMMONLY CONNECTED WITH MIRACLES: Above, p. 3 9 and notes.
PAGE 101
J E S U S ' MIRACLES RARELY ATTRIBUTED T O SPIRIT: Jesus makes the Claim in reply to his
enemies in Mk. 3.29p. and Mt. 12.28; Mt. 1 2 . 1 8 and Lk. 4 . 1 8 contain biblical verses
supporting it, contributed by Matthew and Luke; Luke's prefetoty remarks in 4 . 1 , 1 4 represent
the viaory over the temptation and the ministry in Galilee as the work of the spirit, and in
I o- 21 he represents Jesus' secret knowledge as the work of the spirit. None of these references
occurs in a story of a particular miracle. Theo»/y gospel story in which a single, specific miracle is
ptrhaps attributed to Jesus' spitit is thatof the healing of the paralytic in Mk. 2.ifir., where 2 . 8
might be taken to mean that Jesus, "by his (iämiliar) spirit," knew his opponents' thoughts.
Matthew and Luke omitted the reference co the spirit, In Lk. 7 . 8 the centurion evidently
supposes Jesus will send a spirit to heal his son, but this is the opinion of an ignorant Outsider.
OPPONENTS ATTRIBUTE J E S U S ' MIRACLES T O DBJiONS: Mk. 3.a2p.;Mt. 9.34; 1 0 . 2 } (by
implication); 1 2 . 2 6 p . ; cf. Jn. 8.48,52; 10.20. These observations, and those in the preceding
note, correa my former opinions ("Aretalogy," and dement 219f.).
"SON O F G O D " I N GRECO-ROMAN USAGE; Smith, "Ptolegomena," i79fF. On Origen,
Against Celsus VII.9, see below p . 1 1 7 .
PALESTINIAN PAGANISM: Above, p p . 68 and 77ff. and notes; further, Smith, Parties,
especially chapter IV.

"SONS O F G O D " = " G O D S " : Dt. 3 2 . 8 , 4 3 (LXX); Ps. 2 9 . i ; 8 9 . 7 ; J o b i . 6 ; 2 . i ; D a n . 3 . 2 5 .

SYNOPTICS NEVER CALL J E S U S " G O D " : John is less inhibited and calls him "Only Be
gotten God" (a title) as distinct from "God" (the Father), i. i 8 ; see Metzger, Textual Commen
tary. Most English translations follow inferior texts.
APOLOGETIC LINE IN BIRTH STORIES: The allegation of divine paternity, as opposed, fbr
instance, ro mere vindicätion ofJesus' legitimacy (chat would also have been possible within the
generous ümits of evangelic veraciry).
DMPX.23fF.: Repeated in XXVII. iff. Compare Jn. i. 5 1 , where Jesus promises a disciple,
"You shall see rhe heavens opened and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son (rf
Man." For the Son's intercession before the Father on behalf ofhis creatures, see Hebrews 7 . 2 5 .
On having/gating/becoming a god, in magical and other texts, see Hanse, Gott.
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Phil. 2 - 9 ? ; James 2.7; Rev. 3 . 1 2 ; 1 4 . i ; 22.4.
Phil. 2.6; II Cor. 3 . 1 8 .

Y O U R N A M B 15 M I N E :

I

AM YOUR IMAGE:

I K N O W Y O Ü , A N D Y O U M E : Jn. 1 7 . 2 5 ; Gal. 4 . 9 ; I Cof.

13.12.

The "Paotokrator"—an epithet of Yahweh frequent in the LXX.
Jn. 1 1 . 2 5 ; Acts 3 . 1 3 ; Eph. 4 . 1 8 ; IJn. 5 2 0 ; Rev. i i . i i ; Ecclesiasticus

T H B WORLD RULER:
LORD O F U F E :

2 3 . 1 , 4 i^x.

Ps. I18.142 LXX; Is. 5 1 . 6 , 8 LXX.
Jn. 1 4 . 6 , 1 7 ; 15.26; i 6 . i 3 ; I J n . 4.6; 5.6.
G O O D M E N : IS. 4 2 . 1 s= Mt. i 2 . i 8 ; I s . 6 1 . 1 = Lk. 4.18; Num.

RIGHTEOUSNESS N O T T U R N E D ASIDE:
WHO HAST.

. .TRUTH:

GOD'S NAME/SPIRIT O N

6.27.
G O D T O E N T B R T H E O R A N T : II Cor. 1-22; Gal. 4.6; Eph. 3 . 1 7 ; etc.
I A O A B L A N A T H A N A L B A : lao is Yahweh, the Israelite god; Ablanathanalba is a magical
palindrome (word that can be read backwards) of uncertain meaning. For the idea of the
preceding sentence, compare ACTS 1 . 8 ; 10.38; I Cor. 5.4; II Cor. 1 2 . 9 .
PGM I V . 4 7 5 - 8 3 0 : Often misnamed "the Mithras liturgy." The techniqueforascent into
the heavens, here presented, was known in a widely variant form in Judaism. See my "Observfttions," 142fr., and Ciment 23Sfr.
A E E I O U O : The Greek vowels, often taken as representing the essential elements of the
world, but also used as a resonant "magical" word to excite the celebrant. Most magical terms
will henceforth be reduced to three dots.
" 1 S U R P A S S T H E L I M I T " : Keodmgproucho t(on) homt forprochoproa, but the letters may be
magical gibberish.
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JESUS' A S C E N T T O H E A V E N :

After dearh,

ACTS

1.9; before, seeSmirh,

Clement 243fr.

H O L Y S P I R I T S I N M A G I C A L P A P Y R I : I . 3 1 3 ; 111.8,289,393, 5 5 0 ; I V . 5 1 0 ; XII. 1 7 4 ; etC.
T H E S O N O F T H E uviNG ( J O D : DAfP XX.3ifF. 'The living god" is a familiär OJd Testa
ment figure (Joshua 3.10; Hosea 2 . 1 ; Ps. 4 2 . 3 , 9 ; etc.) who had a great success in the New
Testament (Matthew, ACTS, Paul, the Pastorais, Hebrews, I Peter, and the Apocalypse). Mt.
26.63 makes the High Priest use htm inconjuring Jesus to declare his identity, and Peter in Mt.
1 6 . 1 6 identifies Jesus as "the Son of the living God." Nevertheless, "the living god" could
equally well be Osiris, and the spell in the Demotic papyrus begins by identifying the nugician with a group of Egyptian deities, so it seems safest to suppose thar both "the living god"
and "the son" were international magical personalities. In PGM XXXVI.10,15?. the magi
cian declares himself the son of the god Typhon-Seth (who was often identified with lao, see
above, p. 62).
B I R D A S M E S S E N G E R : See also Psellus, Onthe Work of Demons 1 5 (ed. Boissonade, p. 24),
cited below, in the notes to p. 121.

PAGE 104
N E W T E S T A M E N T P A R A L L E L S T O PGM ^ . 1 5 4 ! ? . : Mk. I . I O ; II Cor. I O . 4 ; Jn. I5.I5;
Mt. 1 6 . 1 9 ; I Cor. 2.8; II Cor. 3 . 1 8 ; Phil. 2.6; Acts 3.16; Jn. 5.18.
N O O T H E R S I M I L A R E V I D E N C E : Compare Bultmann, Geschichte* 263fr. Bultmann concluded from Mk. 1 4 . 6 1 that the story reports Jesus' eleCTion as Messiah—in spite ofthe färt that
it does not mention the Messiah. Hepaid no attention to the peculiar usageof "son of god" nor,
of course, to its Semitic meaning. Because Dalman reported that in rabbinic literature "the
spirit" cannot be used for "the holy spirit" without some distinaive addition, Bultmann
supposed that the same was true in Jesus' time and circles (negleaing Num. 11.25fr.; 1 Kings
22.21; Hosea 9 . 7 ; etc.). Hence, the story must have come from his fevoritedatadump—"the
hellenistic Community." He explained it mainly from Acts 10.38: Since it was believed Jesus
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had been made Messiah (i.e. "anointed") by being anointed with the spirit, and since baptism
was supposed togive the spirit, rheappointmenrof Jesus as Messiah was located at his baptism
and the story of that event was told to suit this purpose. (Christians however—and Acts with
special emphasis, 19.1-7—eUnied that the Baptist's baptism gave the spirit!) Finally Bultmann
does notice that "Mark, as a hellenistic Christian of the Pauline sort, already saw Jesus as the
preiJxistent Son of God" (p. 270) and that the story of the baptism seems to contradict this, but
he thinks Mark was so dumb that he never noticed the difficulty (ibid). Admittedly, one must
be careful not co exaggerate the intelligence of the blessed evangelist, but when he included
material that seems to contradict his own views we may charitably suppose he did so under some
compulsion, most likely because he found it in an authoritative source, or knew it as a revered
element of oral rradition. (That he was not wüling to follow tmdition all the way is shown by his
avoidance of Jesus' complete deification.)

9£?OVl:Shamanism 108, c£ 64£, etc. Ordeals 33-66; splrits/animals 8 8 - 9 5 .
POSSESSOR/POSSESSED: Above, p. 32. C£ Jn. 7.20 versus 8.48; Mk. 3 2 1 versus 22
Midrash Sifr^, sec. 3 1 8 end, on Dt. 3 2 . 1 7 , says, "What is the common practice ofa demon? It
enrers into a man and compels him."
BUADE'S

THE LOST TEMPTATION LEGEND: So Bultmann, Geschickte* 270.
STORIES T Q B E SUPPLEMENTED: Smith, dement 4 4 6 ; Secret Gospel

MARK'S

15.

PAGE 105
FLYING

THROUGH THE AIR: As the Son of Man, equated by Christians with the Messiah,

is to come. Mk. 1 3 . 2 6 p . ; Dan. 7 . 1 3 .

FREE FOOD: Afiivoritefeatureof "the days ofthe Messiah." Lk. 6 . 2 1 ; Irenaeus V. xxxiii.3
end, ed. Harvey; Ps. 2 2 . 2 7 ; 7 2 . 1 6 ; Enoch 1 0 . 1 9 .

WORLD CONQUEST: Apoc. 1 9 . 1 1 - 2 0 . 6 ; Is. 4 2 . 4 ; 4 5 . 1 - T 4 ; Ps. 7 2 . 8 - 1 1 . Thefecrsin
this and the two preceding notes were overlooked by Fridrichsen, Probleme 85fr.
Q . E . D . : This fallacy is of the "undistributed middle term" type, that is, even ifwe grant
the premise (all who rule the world must be magicians), it does not fbllow that all who become
magicians will rule the world. The devil might defäult.
B I T B E M ' S OBSERVATIONS: "Versuchung" gfF. Forflyingmagicians he cites Masp^ro, Co«/«
37;PGM XIII.284f. (add 1.119; XXXIV.9); Lucian,Lom-fl//./« iy,theActusPetri cum Simone,
end; Philostratus, L/^ 111.15,17; VI. lof.; lamblichus, Dfßryj/m« III.4. For changing stones
into bretul, the stories of Cinderella and the magicians of Egypt {Ex. 7 . 1 2 ) exemplify similar
transfbrmations, and the stone, wooden, and pottery "food" commonly fbund in Egyptian
tombs was to be changed into real food for the dead by magical ceremonies, see Smith, Egypt 2 9 ,
6 7 , 95f. Christians made the magician Simon claim to perform these miracles and use rhem as
proof ofhis supemarural (magical) powers, dementine Recognitions II.9; UL/ij; Homilies II.32.
MAGICAL

Amulets

USE O F PSALM 9 1 : "Versuchung" iiS.yPGM

i 7 . i 5 ; T 2 verso;Schrire,He*f«i'

i27f., 133.

S E R V I C E BY D E M O N S / A N G E L S : "Versuchung," 14. on Mk. 1.13p., citing as examples of
demons serving magicians, magical texts now in PGM V.l64ff.; XII.40,4SE
EITREM O N FASTING A N D KiNGSHiP; "Versuchung" 15fF. His passages for festing actually
refer only ro keeping oneself in a state of rtrual purity, and possibly to abstaining from meat and
fish. Lk. 4.2 is explicit, Jesus "ate nothing." Similarly, Eitrem's passages on political power say
only that magic will make one "afriendof" mlers, "great" and "glorious," etc. (This is
interesting. The magical texts are not entirely products of free, wishfui thinking, but show
awareness of actual Umitations of the magicians' circumstances.)

FASTING IN PGM: I.235; I I I . 3 3 4 , 4 1 2 , 4 2 7 .
N O FASTING I N M A R K : Mk. 1 . 1 3 . That Mark saysjesus was in the wilderness "forty days"
does not imply fasting. "Forty days" (or "years") is an Old Testament locution for "a long time."
FORTY-DAY F A S T S : Mt. 4 . 2 p . ; Ex. 2 4 . 1 8 ; 34.28; Dt. 9 . 9 , 2 5 ; I Kings 1 9 . 8 .
KINGSHIP I N T H E pG«; XXIIb, "A Prayer of Jacob," records (not quite accurately) that
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the god addressed gave "the kingdom" to Abraham, but it asks only for direction, wisdom,
power, a heart füll of good things, the Status of an earthly, immortal angel (i.e. ajewish "divine
man"). PGM 111.540? identifies "the kingdom" with "the three<omered paradise of the
earth," and says the magician has the key toit. All other "kingdoms" in P G M are supematural
( X i l l . 1 8 7 , 5 0 9 ; cf. IV.263; V.448. Similarly, D R 22.43^,46?.; again 24; 29; 30; etc.). Most
uses of "king" refer to gods. Human kings appear in nine instances as patrons, infi>uras
proposed subjects of magic, and in four as magicians (IV.243,255,1928; XII.202), but in three
of these last instances they are legendary figures, and in none is there any Suggestion that they
became kings by practicing magic.
THB GOD OF THIS AEON: Lk. 4.6f.p.; II Cor. 4 . 4 .
PAGE 106
THB CHALLENGING TEMPTATIONS: Mt. 4 . 3 p . , 6p.; "//you atc the Son of God," perfbrm
rhis (proposed) miracle. (The difference between the first two and the third in the Matthaean
Order argues for the origJnaÜty of that order against Luke's).
APOLLONIAS' ATTRACriON OF FOLLOWERS: PhÜOSCTatUS, Ufi I . 1 9 ; I V . I , I 7 , 3 l f . , 4 7 ;
V.21; V111.2if.; etc.
LOVE CHARMS: PGM VlI.973fF.; XV.3. DMP X X I . 2 7 - 4 3 .
JESUS' FOLLOWERS WHO LEFT HOME, ETC.: Mk. I 0 . 2 9 p . , Cf. Lk. 1 4 . 2 6 p .

CONVERSION BY LOVE

SPELLS:

P<?M LXI.29f., cf. IV.327f., 2757ff.; XJXa.53f.

PAGE 107
EX-DBMONIACS AMONG JESÜS' FOLLOWERS: Lk. 8. iflT.; Mk. 1 5 . 4 0 p . ; Lk. 23.55. Spclls
to bring women to men and vice versa are very common. PGM IV. lyiöff.; VII.300!?.;
XIII.238?; etc. Themen whom ApoUonius saved from demons became his disciples,L/^IV.20
end, 25; VI.28 (the same Menippus).
SPELLS ETC., FOR E X O R O S M : PGM IV.I227f., 217O, 3007!?.; V. 96!?.; XIII. 242!?.;
XXXVI. 275fr.C>w»ftÄtf (ed.deM%-Ruelle)p.47, lines22fF.;69.26f.;7i.9f.; i o i . i f . , i 4 f . ;
103.9; i t i . i o ; 1 1 2 . 2 .

Tamhoiino, Daemnismo

i8f.

EXORaSM I N PHILOSTRATUS, LUCIAN, CELSUS: PhUosrratUS, L/)% III.38; IV.20.25;
cian, Philopseutks i 6 (quoted above, p- 57). Lucian's words just prior to the seaion quoted
imply that such figures were common, as do Origen's, Against Casus 1.68 (quoted above, p.
83).
J E S U S ' EXORCiSTic S K I L L : Mk. 7.24fr.p.; 5.8ff.p. The relation of the Marcan exorcism
stories to magic was demonstrated by the classic study of Bauernfeind, Wortt, and has been
studied in much detail by Böcher, Christus, supported by the material colleaed in his Däm-

nenfurcht.
SPELLS E T C . FOR C U R E S : PGM I. I90; VII. igjff., 2l8fF., 260!?.; XII. 3 0 5 ? ; XIII.
244fr.;XVUIa; XX; XXIIa;XXXIII.DAFP XIX; XX. iff., 28ff.; XXIV. 2 7 ? ; Verso IV. loflF.;
V; VI (?); VIII-Xl; XX; XXXIII. Cf. SHR I. i ; II. 6; II. 1 2 .
AMULETS FOR CURES: Boimer, 5/W/er, thinks "perhaps most" amulets are medical, p. 21.
Pp. 5 1 - 9 4 of Studies are devoted to "Medical Magic."
CURES I N UTERARY MATERIAL: Philostratus, Lifo III.38fr.; IV.i,io; VI.43; Lucian,
Philopseudes ii,i%i.J. Sabbat XIV.4(i4d); B. Sanhedrin loia;Cyranides (ed. de M^ly-Ruelle)
II.0.6 (p. 69,26?); UI.i/».2 (p. l o i , 14?); Pliny, Natural History XI.203; X X L i 6 6 , i 7 6 ;
XXII.20,50,61; XXIV.I56FR.; a c .
CURES VS. EXORCISMS: The attempt of Böcher, Christus 70fr., to represent all healings as
exorcisms, is refuted by the iäct that the gospels do not do so. We must not impose theoretical
Jarity on evangelic confusion.
" P L A G U E A N D FEVER F L E E " ETC.: Bonner, Studies, no. 111, p. 2 7 1 and plate V; discus
sion, 6 7 ?
FEVERS CAUSED BY DEMONS: PGM IV. 15a8ff., 1541fr., 2487fr., 2 9 3 0 ? ; VII.472,990f.;
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XII.479ff.; XVI.4f.; XiXa.50; etc. These all come from love charms; fever was thought to
be a customary symptom of love (Theocritus n . 8 5 ) , but also in maleficent magic demons are
adjured to cause fever, PGM XlV.ajf.
D I S E A S E S A R B D E M O N S : Sophocfes, PhtlücMes 7^8ff.(cp. Lk. ii.24if.\y, Philostratus, Ufo
IV. ro. Further examples in Tamborino, Daemnimo 6^f{.
J E S U S ' C U R E S : For psychosomatic affliaions see the material cited in the preceding notes on
"eures." For wounds: l k . 2 2 . 5 i ; D M P Virso IV.ioflf.
S N A K E S , S C O R P I O N S , P O I S O N S , PANACEAS:Snakes:Lucian,PÄ//o/>j<»<ÄJ Iif.;PCAl I . i i 6 f . ;
XIII.249f.,261 ;DA1P XX.iffi;?); Tzetzes on Aristophanes, Plutus 885; Plato, Republic 358b;
Eutbydmks 289e,f. Suetonius, A«£«j/« 1 7 ; Aelian, De Natura Animalium XVI.27; A. Gellius
X V I . i i ; Pliny, Natural History VII.14; XXIX.igfF.; Orpheus, Uthica 405ff. (ed. Abel);
Scriboniuslargus i63ff. Scorpions:PGM VII.i93flF.;DMPXX.ifF.; Heim,/«fdn/dmw?<», nos.
7 4 , 2 4 2 f . ; Bonner, Studies yjf. Schneider's index to Pliny has four columns under "scorplone."
Theit stings were ideal for magical rreatment because, while extremely painful, they are not
usually fetal, and, whatever is done, the patient is likely to get better, which proves the power of
the remedy. Poisons: PGM VIII.33; XIII.253; XXXVI.ajöff.; DMP XlX.roff. Panaceas:
PGM I V . 9 2 2 , 2 i 7 o f f . , 2 5 r 7 , a Ö 9 9 f f . ; VlL^joff.; V I I L 3 2 f f . ; XII.ajSfF.; XUI.1048fr.; Bon-

ner, Studies 95f.
PAGE 108
MARK'S TEMPORAL SEQUENCE:

The argumentforthis opinion was set forth by Schmidt,

Rabmm. New evidence for extensive parallels between Mk. 6 . 3 2 - 1 5 . 4 7 and Jn, 6.1-19.42
(Smith, Clement 1 5 8 - 1 6 3 ; Secra Gospel jöff.) cnsts doubt on Schmidt's position.
THE FAUSTUS STORiEs: Schmidt, "Stellung."
PAGE 109
O V E R 200 G O S P E L M I R A C L E S : I have a list of 2 3 2 that omits all parallels in Matthew and
Luke to Mark's miracle stories, all parallels in Luke to Matthew's, and almost allgeneral sayings
about future rewards and punishments—sayings the evangelists probably choughr were
prophecies, biit well within the prophetic powers of the average preacher. Indirectly, of course,
everything reported of Jesus is miraculousforthe gospel writers since he is a living miracle—a
deity present in a man. Consequently, an exact enumeration of his miracles, as of those of
Apollonius and Moses, invoJves many difficult decisions. Hence the figures given in the text are
approximate.
^

1 2 4 M I R A C L E S OF M O S E S : Including his prophecies, but exciuding "And God/che Lord said
unto Moses" at the beginnings of laws.
T H E R U L E R OF T H E D E M O N S : Mk. 3.22p.; Mt. 9 . 3 4 .
O N E D E M O N B Y A N O T H E R : Eusebius, On Philostratus 2 6 ("as they say").
P O R P H Y R Y O N S E R A P I S : In Eusebius, Pra^ratjo evangelica IV.23. i,
T H E C E N T U R I O N ' S S P E E C H : Lk. 7.6ff.p. On Jesus' "authority" and its magical parallels see
above, pp. 1 0 , 3 1 , 34 and notes. The classic expression is Milton's: "Thousands ac His bidding Speed / And post o'er land and ocean without rest" (Sonna on His Blindness).

PAGE HO
DEFIXIONS:

"EULAHON,

The largest collections are D T and/<j Ill.iii.
R E C E I V E , " E T C . : DT no. 1 5 6 . Cf. nos. 1 5 5 , 1 6 1 , 1 6 3 , 2 4 8 , etc. PGM

V.334f.
" P U T . . . I N T O JUDAS' M I N D :

Jn. 1 3 . 2 ; "heart" for "mind" is common in biblical mate-

rial.
"AFTER { H E H A D B A T E N ) " : Jn. 1 3 . 2 7 ; the ttanslation, with interpretiveaddition, follows
Bauer, WB^, under ff«to B.3 (col. 1009).
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PAGE 1 1 1
" S P E L L S A I D T O T H E cup" E T C . : PGM VII.643fF.; the same notion underlies 3 8 5 ! ? ,
62ofF.,97ofF.; DMP XV. iff.,2iff.; XXI. loff.; etc.
D E M O N S E A T E N W I T H SACRiRCES: So I CoF. io.i4ff. Thetheoty appeats also in Potphyry
and rheCotpus Hemeticum, see Bousset, "Ifömonologie" i53ff.
O R I G E N ' S C O M M E N T : Quoted as "Origen" in "Aquinas," Enarrationes on Jn. 1 3 . 2 7 .
O N E W H O " H A D B A T E N " H I S " B R E A D " : P s . 4 1 . 1 0 , cited i n j o . 1 3 . 1 8 , at the beginning of
the scene. The simüarity to the basic idea of the eucharist (to be discussed later) has led several
scholars ro suppose that the bread given Judas was from the eucharist, and that Satan's consequent possession of him was an example of the "judgment" with which Paul threatens those
who take the eucharist unworthily(I Cor. 1 1 . 2 9 ) , cf. Brown,yoÄn 11-575, on the verse. Brown
rightly questions the notion; it is in &ct impossible, because the spirit in the eucharistic bread is
that of Jesus, not Satan.
" N O W , N O W ! Q U I C K , Q U I C K ! " : Above, p. 1 1 0 and note. Furthet
8 5 , 1 2 3 ; IV. 1 9 2 4 , 2 0 3 7 , 2 0 9 8 ; V I I . 2 4 8 , 2 5 4 , 2 5 9 , 3 7 3 , 4 1 0 , 9 9 3 ; etc.

PGM

I.262; III.35,

M A G I C I N F A M I L Y Q U A R R B L S : Gordon, "Bowls" 3 2 4 , text B, lines 6f.; more examples in
Yamauchi,Af<»mÄ»/f. . . Texts ijf. For"dividers"seePGAl ni-164; VII.429;XII.365;DAIP
XIII.iff.;Dr 68f-;etc.
" G O D , W H O S M I T E S T T H B E A R T H " E T C . : PGM XII.365ff- This is not unique; compare the
similar fbrmula in 455ff-
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G I F T O F J U D A S T O S A T A N ? : Böcher, Christus 5 5 , thinks the gift of the sop to Judas was "a
giving Over (of Judas) to Satan."
T H E S P I R I T O F T R U T H : Jn. I 4 . l 6 f . a 6 ; 1 5 . 2 6 ; l6.I3f.
OTHER

I N V O C A T I O N S AND S B N D I N G S

i i 4 f f . , 3 i 7 f f . ; XXXVI.353ff-

O F S P I R I T S : PGM

IV-858ff.; VII.628ff-;

XII.

Bell-Nock-Thompson, Magical Texts, Reao V . 1 3 , "Come to

me, Lord of truth."
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B L O W AWAY DISEASES: Otigeo, Against Celsus 1.68; compate BÖcher, Christus 1 0 3 ?
T H E ( X ) D O F T H E H E B R E W S : PGM IV.30i9ff. "Thoth" is an Egyptian god, "laba" is
probably a poor transliteration of "Yahweh," and "lae" and "Aia" are permutations of "lao,"
the Gteek nameforYahweh.
O N B L O W I N G SPIRITS: Tambornino, Daemontsmo 81; 102; Dieterich, MitbrasUturgie' 116t;
Eltrem, Demonology' 47, note 4. Cf. PGM U.84. ^»ollo blows prophecies Into seersT H E T W E L V B DiSCira.Bs: Mk- 3 . i 4 f . p . ; 6.7ff.p. The apparent contradiction between
"ro be with him" and "to send chem out" in 3 . 1 4 is more femous than real.
A L E X A N D E R ' S T R A I N I N G : Lucian, Alexander 5 , quoted above, p. 8 8 .
A P O L L O N I U S ' S T U D I E S : Phüostratus, Life 1.26,40; III. 1 3 - 4 9 .
" D O T H I S W I T H A N - . . E X P E R T " : PGM I V . 1 7 2 , quoted above, p. 1 0 3 .
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BOYS

Examples cited above, p. 1 1 2 , and below, p. 1 2 1 , and notes.
Lk. 9 . 1 p . ; 1 0 . 9 p . These Q verses are probably reflected by the
additions, Mt. 10. iband Mk. 6 . 1 3 b .
T H E N A M E O F J E S U S : The basic book is still Heitmüller, Im Namen Jesu. The conneaion of
prayer "in the name ofJesus" with exorcism "in the name ofJesus" is rightly noticed by Bbcher,
AS MEDIUMS:

T H E GIFT O F HEALING:

Christus 133.
MK. 6 . 1 4 : The sequel to 6.7—13. The question is not one of historical accuracy, but of
Mark's notion of cause and effea, as evidence for his notion ofthe formula used in the exorcisms
and eures.
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S H A K I N G DUST OFF S H O E S : To bring 8 cutse. Compare the shaking out of clothes in
Nehemiah 5.13; Acts 18.6. The legal explanation offered by Strack-Billerbeck, ÄWM«wBAir, on
Mt. 1 0 . 1 4 is an anachronism; che law is second Century.
J E S U S ' N A M E I N E X O R O S M : Mk. 9.38f.p.; Acts 19.13;PGM IV.3020; ecc.
A B R A H A M , I S A A C , J A C O B : Their names appear cogether as part of the Hebrew name of God
in PGM XIII.976; they are often used, cogether and individually, in spells: VII.315; XII.287;
etc.
M O S E S AND S O L O M O N : "I am Moses your prophet," PGM V.109. DMP verso XII. jf.
speaks of the "longing . . . a bicch feels for a dog, che longing chat che god, che son of Sopd
(?), felc fbr Moses going to the hill of Ninatetos," probably from a legend telling ofMoses'
initiMion. Moses' magical repucarion is attested by Pliny, Natural History XXX. 1 1 , and by the
half dozen magical texts attributed to him in PGM VII.619; XIII.3,21,343,382f.,724,
7 3 i f . , 9 7 0 , i o 5 7 , i o 7 7 . Solomon probably appears as the deity "Salama" in PGM XII.80;
XXVllla2 and b6; demons arc conjured by his seal in IV.3040; rltcs, spells and many magical
books were attributed to him (IV.SSoft; etc.) His name is often used on amulets.

NO HISTORICAL P A G A N S N A M E D IN SPBLLs: The nearest approach is an invocation of
"Subterranean Amphiaraos" in PGM IV. 1 4 4 6 as an underworld hero—which he was;
"Theseus" in IV.2779 has been thought a constellation.
T H E K E Y S G I V E N P E T E R : Mc. i6.19a. Macchew's interprecation of the verse by assodating
it with the authority to "bind" and "loose" (16.19b)—that is, to declare acts, objects, or
persons legally permitted or tabu—is mistaken; one does not "bind" or "loose" with keys, one
"locks out" or "admits." Matthew was probably misled by Jesus' cutse on the scribes beaiuse
they "locked up the kingdom of heaven in men's feces" and neither went in themselves nor
permitted others to enter (Mt. 23.13, from Q, also misundersiood by Lk. 1 1 . 5 2 ) . They did
this by making the requirements for purity (that had co be met befbre one could approach the
kingdom) more and more severe, and their ability to change the purity laws was based on their
power "to bind and to loose," which Matthew's tradition conceded them (a3.2f.). Hence the
mistaken connection of Mt. 1 6 . 1 9 a and 19b. That 1 9 b was originally an independent saying is
shown by its independent appearance in Mt. 18.18 where its disciplinarian-legal significance is
clear. It has nothing todo wich magical binding, choughjesusissaidtohaveclaimedthepower
(Mk. 3 . 2 7 , to be discussed below).
K E Y S H E L D BY MAGiQANS: PGM I V . 1 8 9 (above, p. 103); the keys of tfie underwotld
appear in I V . 3 4 i , i 4 6 5 f f . , 2 2 9 3 (in a magician's control), 2 3 3 5 ; VII.785. Michael has the

keys of the kingdom of heaven in the Greek Apocalypse of Barucf~i\.2. See also Wottmann,
"Texte" I.iof.; Delatte-Derchain, Intailles 90 aÄd no. 294; Wortmann, "Kosmogonie" 102
and citations there.
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FORGIVENESSOFSiNS: Mk. 2.5ff.p.;Lk. 7 . 4 7 ; j n . 2 0 . 2 3 . (OnMt. i 6 . i 9 b a n d 1 8 . 1 8 , see

che note before last; here they are irrelevant.)
J O H N ' S B A P T I S M : Mk. 1 . 4 p . The word commonly translated "remission" also means
"forgiveness" and comes from the same root as the word translated "forgiven" in the stories
about Jesus. On the Baptist and his rite, see Smith, Clement 205ff.; Secret Gospel 90fr.
DID J E S U S B A P T I S E ? For evidence that he continued to use the rite, see Smith, Clement
209ff.; Secret Gospel 93f.; John says he did baptise ( 3 . 2 2 , 2 6 ; 4 . 1 , contradicted in 4.2); the
synoptics say nothing.
T R U S T I N H I S POWER: Mk. 2 . 5 p . , commonly mistranslated "feith."
F O R G I V E N E S S M A N I F E S T S JESUS' D I V I N E P O W E R : This was "cotrected" by 8 glossator who
added Mk. 2. i o (a parenthet ic intermpt ion) to attribute this power to "the Son of Man on earth"
(soBoobyer, "Mk. 2.10a"). There isno evidence that in Jewish circles the Messiah was expeaed
to forgive sins (Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar I.495). The claim bete has resulted from an
attempt to avoid the earlier Christian claim that Jesus was a god.
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F D R G I V B N E S S I N D E M O N S T R A B L E : Mark, or one of his sources, was aware of this objeaion
and therefore placed the story of forgivenss of sins in the story of the eure of a paralytic; the eure
provided an objeaive (if not strialy consequential) "proof" that the sins were fbrgiven; see
Taylor, Mark 1 9 7 .
J E S U S ' K N O W L E D G E O F O T H E R S ' T H O U G H T S : Mk. 2 . 8 p . ; Lk. 7-39f.; Mt. 1 2 . 2 5 p . ; Mk-

8.i6f.p.; Lk. 9.47; Mk. 1 2 . 1 5 p . ;
23-5 (?); Jn. 6 . 1 5 , 2 6 , 7 0 ; 8.37,40; etc. O F O T H E R S '
F U T U R E S A N D P A S T S : Mt. i 7 . 2 5 ; M k . 9.33;Jn. 1 . 4 2 , 4 7 ^ ; 4 . 1 7 ^ , 2 9 ; 7 . 1 9 ; 9 . 3 ; 2 i . i 8 .
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S P E L L S T O K N O W O T H E R S ' T H O U G H T S , E T C . : Above, p. 99- Furthet examples, besides
the fbliowing, arePGAl III.459; XIa.25; X I I I . 6 i i f ; 7ioff. (to know your own prehistory).
M I N D R E A D I N G B Y A P O L L O N I U S : PhUostratus, Lifi I.io; 11-39; IV. 1 0 , 2 0 , 2 5 ? ; V.24,42;
VI.3; etc. B Y T H E I N D I A N S A G E S : PhÜostratus, Lifi III. l6ff.
T R I C K S T O R E A D S E A L E D L E T T E R S , E T C . : Lucian, Alexander i9ff.; Hippolytus, Refutation
IV. 28,34DiREcmoNS F O R D I V I N A T I O N : PGM: I.i73fF.,328; II.iff.; III.i87fF-,345,424fr., 698;
IV.ifr.,52fr.;etc.DAIP;I.ifr.;IV.ifr.,2ifr-;V.3fr.;VI-ifr-;IX.ifr.;etc-5HÄ;I-3,5;IV-if;
V.
M A G I C I A N S ' P R O P H E T I C P O W E R S : Apollooius: PhUostratus, Lifi I . 1 2 ; IV.4,18,24;
V . 1 1 , 2 4 , 3 0 ; VI.32; etc. Lucian, A/fxa/Wler, throughout.
J E S U S ' K N O W L E D G E O F D I S T A N T E V E N T S : Mk. 5.39p.; 6.48 (?); 7 . 2 9 ; Lk. 5.4fr.; Jn.
1.48; 4.50; 1 1 . 1 1 , 1 4 - ApoUonius' Performance was more speaacular, Philostratus, Lifi
ViII.26; also IV.3; V.30; VI.27. CompuKPGM I.189.
J E S U S ' P R E D I C T I O N S : Mk- 2 . 2 o p . ; 8 . 3 1 p . ; 9 . 3 1 p . ; io.29fr.p.,33f.p., 39p.; I I - 2 f . p . ;
i4-8f.p.,i3ff.p.,i8fr.p.,25)27fr.p.,72p. Such material increases grearly in the other gos
pels; fbr fiirther passages and parallels to them see Smith, Clement 2 2 5 . ApoUonius: see the
note before last, and addLifi, VII.38,41; VIII.5,30. With Lk. 5.4fr. compare lamblichus,
Lifi of Pythagoras Vni(36).
O M N I S C I E N C E : PhiIostratus,L(/^ 1.19; VII. i4(Apollonius); III.i8(Brahmans);Jn. 16.30.
R E P O R T S O F I G N O R A N C E : Mk- 5.9; 6-38; 1 1 . 1 3 ; etc; Philosttatus.L/^ VI-13; VII.30; etc.
Eusebius overlooked this paraUel-
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PROMISES O F R E V B L A T O R Y SPIRITS:

Jn. 14.26; 1 6 . 1 3 , 2 3 ; PGM 1.312fr. (cited abovc, p.

99); I.i75ff. (above, p. 112); etc.
CELSUS' PROPHETS A

PARODY:

So Chadwick, Origen 4 0 2 ? and note 6.
Josephus, War II.258fr.; Antiquities XVIII.85,

ESCHATOLOGICAL PROPHECY COMMON:

ii8;XX.i68fr.
PAGE 118
GODS C U R E S U R G I C A L CASEs: For example, the eures recorded on the wall of the temple of
Asclepius in Epidaurus, IG IV' -i, nos. 1 2 1 - 2 .
P R O T E C T I V E L A Y I N G O N O F H A N D S : Mk- 1 0 . 1 3 P - ; Böcher, Christus 83.
D E M O N S S U P P L Y I N G F O O D : PGM I.i03,Tio; Suidas, under Päses; Philostratus, Lifi
IV.25; etc- The legend told by Plutarch, Numa 1 5 , comes nearer rhe gospel story, but is not
close.
PAGE 119
S T I L U N G S T O R M S : Pythagoras: lamblichus, Life of Pythagoras XXVHl (135); Empedocles:
Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis VI. iii.30 (ed. Stählin-Früchtel II.445). Magi: Herodotus
VII.191, above, p. 7 1 ; Pliny, Natural History XXXVn.142,155. For agricuiture: Codex
Theo^sianus IX. 1 6 . 3 , above, p. 7 6 . Not in PGM (XXIX has been thought to be a spell fbr
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fine weather, but is Said by Page, Papyri n i . 4 3 1 , to be asailor's song. Why not both? PGM
I.i3o(F. promises a paredros who will "solidify . . . the sea . . . and restrain the sea-running
foam," but says nothüig of stmns), ApoUonius^ htHsmms: Pseudo Justin Martyr, Answers to tbe
OrtboOox 24. See also PGM IL p. 242, line 31.
M A G I C I A N S ' P O W E R S TO H A R M : Rites designed fbr any sort of damage desired are PGAf
III.iff.; IV.2a4iff.,2624ff.; Vn.429ff.;SHR 1.2.
SPELLS

TO wiTHBR,

CONSUME,

ETC.:

PGM

XXXVI.246fF. 07" t 5 5 b . 1 1 ; 25oa.23f;

2 7 0 - 1 8 . Withering trees was an accomplishment of some African magicians (Pliny,

Natural

History VII. 16)OLD

TESTAMENT

WITHERING

OF

T H E WICKED:

Num. 12.12; I KingS 1 3 . 4 ; Ezek.

1 7 . 9 ? ; Hos. 9 . 1 6 ; Zech. 1 1 . 1 7 ; Ps. 1 2 9 . 6 .
JESUS =

"THE HOLY

O N E " : Smith,

Parallels

i52ff.
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THE
D I O N Y S I A C F E S T I V A L : Achilles Tatius I I . 2 . 1 - 3 - 3 . See Smith, Wine God. The
similarities in wording are t o j n . 4 - 1 1 , 1 4 ; 6 . 5 5 .
W A L K I N G O N W A T E R : PGM I-I2I- XXIX is dubious (see p. 1 1 9 , note, on stilling
storms); so is XXXIV.

B E C O M I N G I N V I S I B L E OK I N T A N G I B L E : Lk- 4 . 2 9 ^ ; 2 4 . 3 1 ; Jn. 7 - 3 0 . 4 4 ; 8.20,59; I O . 3 9 ;
i2.36(?).
SPELLS

FOR

INVISIBIUTY/ESCAPE:

Invisibility: PGM

I.io2,222ff-,247ff.;

Vn.62ofF.; XII.i6off.; XIII-234ff-, 2 6 7 ? ; XXIIa.nf; etc.; compare

V.488;

Plaxo,Rtpublic 359d,f.;

Pliny, Natural History XXXVII.165. Escape: PCM I . i o i , i 9 6 f f . ; IV.2i45ff.: V.488;
XII.i6off-,279, etc. Note PGM XU. 1 7 3 ? where the magician says after escaping, "1 thank
thee, Lord, that the holy spirit, the only begotteo, the living one, has released me."
PAGE 121
FORMs: HomericHymn to Demeter 2 6 8 ? ; Plutarch, / w
Judges i 3 . i 9 ; T o b i t I2.6ff.; Pfister, "Epiphanie," with many examples.
M O S E S ON S I N A I : Ex. 2 0 - 2 1 ; 24.1—18; etc- When Moses came down his face was still
shining (Ex. 34.29ff.); Jesus was seen blazing with glory.
T H E M O U N T A I N I N G A U L B E : The teferences in Mt. 2 8 - 1 6 to "rhe mountain (in Galilee)
of which Jesus had told them," and in II Peter 1.18 to "the holy mountain" suggest that other
stories about this mountain, and perhaps tevecence ^ r some Galilean mountain as a holy place,
may have survived for a while in some early Christian circles. Perhaps this—and the desire to
equate Jesus with Moses—explains why Matthew located the first Q sermon on "the mountain"
(5.1); Lk. 6 . 1 7 purs it on a piain, probably Q's setting. Matthew's "Judaizing" traits are
notorious (23.2?)UBBRATioN B Y J E S U S : Gal. 5.1. Jcsus' divinity frees us from the Law because he, as agod,
is ftee from the Law, and we can share in bis nuure and freedom, being united with him by
baptism and the eucharist.
DISGUISED GODS REVEAL THEIR T R U E

and Osiris

i6(357C);

G O I N G U P A M O U N T A I N TO M E E T C}ODs: Apollonius: Philosttatus, Ufr III -13; the Brahmans
were living gods (IILiS; etc-). T6e kings of Babylon and Tyre: Is. 14.1^^.; Ezek- 28.iaflF.
Compare also Psellus, On the Work of Demons 1 5 (ed. Boissonade, pp. 23flF.); a pagan prophet
captured in Thessaly said "he had been initiated into demonic arts by a vagtant Libyan 'who took
me up by night into a mountain and told me to eat of some plant. Then he spat into my mouth
and rubbed some ointments around my eyes and so enabled me to see a Company ofdemons, from
whom I perceived something like a crowflydown and enter my mouth. And ftom that time to
the present I am moved to prophecy whenever, and about whatever things, the (power) that
moves me wishes.'"
JEWISH ASCENTS I N T O T H E HEAVENS: /

Enoch 14.8fr.;

71; //

Enoch

3-10;

Ascension of

Isaiah 7 - 9 .
TRANSFIGURATION NOT

AN ASCENT INTO HEAVEN:

These considerations lead me to doubt

[Notes to pages 121—124I
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my fbrmer Interpretation of the transfiguration story as the reflection of an experience of ascent
into the heavens (Clement, 243f.). The other evidence presented there persuades me that Jesus
did practice "ascent," and communicated his hallucinations to some of his disciples who
consequently shared his belief that they had entered the Kingdom of God and were aixwe the
Law. But I now suppose that the transfiguration story reports only an experience pFepanitoty to
this final Initiation, teaching about which will have been reserved, as in Judaism. fbr oral
Instruction to chosen disciples, one at a time. M. Hagigah Il.i limits it to one disciple at a
time, and that one, "only if he is a scholar and naturally gifted ro understand (such things)."
S P B L L S T O M A K B GODS A P P E A R : \n The EighthBookof Moses, PGM XUI.7iofF.;cf. LifF.,
42fF.,263ff.; II.82ff.; III.305f.; VII.727fr.; etc. In many such spells the magician himself
is identified as a god. That one god might need che service or information of another was com
monly supposed in antiquity (as it is in Christianity when the Father is represented as needing
the Service of the Son to redeem mankind; Milton, Paradise Lost III.203-343).
M A G I C I A N L E T S D I S C I P L E S E E G O D S : PGM I V . I 7 2 , 7 3 2 f f . ; V.iflf. DMP XXIX (note
especially line 30); there are many rites of this sort.
P R O P H E T S — * A N G E L S — * GODs: II Enoch A 22.8ff.; ^j; Ascension0/Isaiah 7 . 2 5 ; 9.30; the
Hebrew word "gods" is translated "angels" by the Septuagint in Pss. 8.6; 9 7 . 7 (LXX 96.7);
1 3 8 . 1 (LXX 1 3 7 . 1 ) ; etc. For pagan gods identified as angels see Bietenhard, Welt io8flF. and
SHR rhroughouc (many examples). For the common equivalence of "angel" and "god" in
magical usage, see above, in the note on "angel," on p. 9 8 .
PAGE 122
TABERNACLBs: Mk. 9.5p. The common supposition that these are J » i i « - t h e temporary
dwellings fbr che feascof "tabemacles"—does not fit thefticcs:( i ) There is no reference in the
context to the feast. (2) Thesukkot were originally places to spend the nighc, but it is not clear
that Jesus and Company stayed ovemight, and if they did thieesukJkot would not have sufficed fbr
the siz of them (counting Moses and Elijah). Subsequendy the sukkot became mainly places in
which to eat, but it was customary fbr all members of agroup to eat together, so one would have
been enough (and there is no Suggestion of eating in the story). (3) The Israelites were com
manded to makesukkot iotthmsäves; but the tabemacles are to be made fbr the three deities only.
T H E T H E O L O G Y O F T H E T R A N S F I G U R A T I O N STORY: Thescenc is polemic against Judaizing
Christianity; compare Galatians. That Peter proposes making the tabemacles may reflect Peter's
role in the diaspora as a leading representative of a moderately Judaizing position.
T H E I N T E R R U P T E D s ^ A N C B : A classic example ishMim'Tam OShanter. For others see Del
B-io, Disquisitionum Il.xvi, pp. 162fr.
M A G I C A L A N A L O G U E S T O T H E E U C H A R I S T : PGM VII.385fr.,97ofr.; DMP XIII.17fr.;

Verso XXXII.ifr.;etc.P(JM VII.62ofl^. is that ftom The Diadet» of Moses.
PAGE 123
JOHN'S EUCHARISTIC DISCOURSE: J N . 13.34;
H-^o; 6.56fF.
T H E N E W T E S T A M E N T E U C H A R I S T I C T E X T S : Mk. I 4 . 2 2 - 2 4 ; Mt. 2 6 . 2 6 - 2 8 ; Lk.
2 2 . 1 9 — 2 0 : I Cor. I I . 2 4 - 2 5 . On the abbreviated REXT rhat is found IN some old manuscripts
of Luke, see Metzger, Textual Commentary, on Luke 2 2 . 1 7 - 2 0 .
J E S U S I N F O L L O W E R S A N D T H E Y I N H I M : Jn. 6 . 5 6 (as a result of the eucharist); 1 4 . 2 0 .

PAGE 124
G O D T O C O M E T O M A G I C I A N ' S H O U S E : PGM l.2f.,38fr.,85fr.,l68f.; Ill.575f.; DMP
IV.20; XVIII.25ff.;etc.
G O D S H A R E S M A G I C I A N ' S B E D : PGM l.2f. Compare the CHARGE AGAINST THE Christians' god,

above, p. 62 and note.

JESUS' M I R A C L E S A F T E R D E A T H : SuTvival and post mortem appearances, PGM 1.178fr.;
above p. 85 and note (Apollonius); invisibilicy and cransfbrmacions, pp. i2of.; going chrough
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locked doors, PGM XII.i6ofF.,279; XIII.327ff.,io64ff.; XXXVI.3iifF.; immunity from

snakes and poison, above, p. 107 and note; gift of t h e spirit, pp. 1 1 3 , 1 1 7 .
ASCENT INTO THE HEAVENS: Smith, Clement 238ft". Apollonius: Philostratus, Life V I . n
end, h e attributed i t to the Brahmans; he claimed ithimself(111.5i),and was credited with itby
legend (VIII.30 end). In tbe papyri: PGM lV.475ff., especially 537!?.; the introduction is
quoted above, p. 102.
JESUS' ASCENt B E F O R E D E A T H : PhÜ 2 . 5 - 1 1 ; 1 Tim. 3.16; andjn. 3 are all discussed in
%TD3.th, Clement 243^".; briefly itiSecret Gospel 1 1 0 . Add, perhaps, II Cor. i2.2fF. The man Paul
knew may have been Jesus.
" T O D A Y . . . IN PARADISE":Lk. 2 3 . 4 3 . Techniqucstoenableamagician totakeaninitiate
with him into the other world are hinted a t by t h e papyri {PGM IV.732ff.), parodied by Lu
cian, Menippus (quoted above, pp. 7 3 ? ) , and described later in Hekalot Rabbati.
"WHEN A S P I R I T HAS ( 5 0 N E OUT": Mt. i2.43ff.p. The opioion was current already in
Sophocles' time, Philoctetes 758ff.
PAGE 125
ASCENTS BY GOETEs AND S H A M A N S : On goetes
Ulvs6.e,Shamanism, i 8 i t f .

See

above, p. 7 0 and notes; on shamans,

JESUS' "I A M " SAYlNGs: Jn. 6 . 3 5 , 4 1 ; 8 . 1 2 , 1 8 , 2 3 ; 1 0 . 7 , 9 , 1 1 ; 1 1 . 2 5 ; 1 4 - 6 ; etc.

LUCIAN, ALEXANDER 18: This is Alexander of Abonuteichos speakingforhis god, Glycon.
See Weinreich, "Alexandres," 1 4 5 ?
PAGE 126
PARALLELS OF DETAIL: These details have been studied especially by Bauemfeind, Worte,
Bonner, "Traces," Deissmann, Ltgf)t^, and Eitrem, Demonology^. Many were noticed incidentally by other scholars, most of whose observations have now been collected by Böcher, CMstus,
with a füll bibliography of the German worla on the subject
GENERAL WORLD VIEW: Böchcr, Cbrtstus i6fr.
"THE mciiESV<^D":TestamensofSolomon 1 . 7 ; 11.6;PGM IV.io67f.; V.46; X I I . 6 3 , 7 1 ;
Mk. 5 . 7 p . ; Acts 1 6 . 1 7 ;

1 - 3 2 , 3 5 , 7 6 ; 6.35. "The Superlative supposes comparison.

Mk. 3 . 2 2 p . ; compatejn. 1 2 . 3 1 ; 1 4 . 3 0 ; 1 6 . 1 1 ; I Cor.
2 . 6 , 8 "the ruler of this world/age"; Testament of Solomon a.9; 3 . 5 ; etc. DT 2 2 . 2 4 ; 2 5 . 1 2 ;
a 6 . i 5 f . ; etc; PGM IV.387; VII.788,880; X I I . 1 1 5 ; X I I I . 1 6 6 , 4 7 7 ; etc.
RULER O F DEMONS/THIS WORLD:

D E M O N S C A U S E S O F D I S E A S E S , E T C . : So throughout Testament of Solomon. For gospel and
other parallels see above, p. 107 and notes.
D E M O N S A R E D E A F , D U M B , E T C : Mk. 9 . 2 5 ; Lk. I I . I 4 ; DT 2 2 . 2 4 ; 2 6 . 1 5 ? ; 2 9 - 1 4 ;
etc.
DEMONS ARE D I S E A S E S : Above, p. 107 Böcher, Dämonenfurcht 152!?.
A N G E L S M A I N L Y HELFERS: H\x\\Mtllenistic Magic 9 4 , who thinks Matthew i n this respect
Stands closer to Jewish apocalyptic literature, Luke closer to magical material, as exemplified by
Testament of Solomon and Tobit. The trcatmeot <tf the angels in SHR supports his distinction
between the typcs of material
DEMONS E N T E R VICTIMS: Mk. 5 . i 2 f p . ; 9.25f.p.; Lk. i i . 2 4 f r . p . ; Philostratus, Life
III.38; IV.20; laciaa, Philopseudes 1 6 ; Josephus, Antiquities VIII.45ff.; compare Pseudo Aristotle De Mirabilibus Auscultationihus 180.
MULTIPLE D E M O N S , O F T E N SEYENS: Lk. 8.2; I I . 2 6 p . ; ApOC. 1 . 4 , 2 0 ; 3 . I ; 4 . 5 ; 5 . 6 ;
8.2; etc. Testament of Solomon 8. i f f . ; King, Gnostics^ 5 7 , fig. 3; Dalton, Rings, no. 59; PGM

IV.663fF.; V i n . 4 6 .

DEMONS

SPEAK

AND

ACT THROUGH

VICTIMS,

CAUSE

HARMPUL ACTS, ETC.: Mk.

l . 2 3 f . p . , 3 4 p . ; 3 . I i ; 5.2fr.p.; 9 . i 7 f . , 2 2 p . ; Philostratus, Lr/f III.38; IV.20; Lucian, Pi&//o^

seudes i 6 .

Notes

[Notes to page 1 2 7 ]
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MEN

" L E D ' V D R I V B N " B Y D E M O N S : Mt. 4 . 1 ; Lk. 4 . 1 ; cf. Mk.

DEMON/AFFUCTION CALLED A

1 . 1 2 ; I Cor.

12.2.

" W H I P " : Mk. 3 . 1 0 ; 5-29>34; Lk. 7 . 2 1 ; PGM XVIIa.25;

Aeschylus, Prometheus 68if.; Eumelus, Fr. 1 0 (ed. Kinkel) = Scholien Veneti 4 5 4 on Iliad
VI.131.
B I N D I N G A N D L O O S I N G : Mk. 7 . 3 5 ; Lk. 1 3 . 1 5 . ; Acts 2.24 (flot Mt. 1 6 . 1 9 ; 1 8 . 1 8 , where
the terms have their technical, Jewish legal sense). PGM lV.23iff.; V.32off.; Vn.438;

XII.38off".; X V . 2 ; X X X V I . i 5 6 f f . , 2 5 9 . 0 7 4 9 , 6 4 - 6 8 , 7 0 - 7 3 , etc.
LOOSING PEOPLE; BINDING

DEMONS:

Mk. 3 . 2 7 p . ; PGAf IV. 1 2 4 6 , 2 3 2 7 , 2 8 6 1 , 2 9 0 4 ;

XXXVI. 143.
J E S U S P R O M I S E S G O O D S P I R I T S : Mk. 1 3 . 1 1 p . ; Lk. 2 1 . 1 5 ; compate Jn. 1 4 . 2 6 ; PGM
1 . 3 0 6 - 3 1 4 ; III. 5 7 1 - 5 8 1 ; I V . 4 9 9 - 5 1 5 , i i 2 o f F . ; X I I I . 7 9 5 - 8 i 9 ; 5 H R 2.1 o. The paraclete: Jn.
1 4 . 2 6 ; etc. OnPaul: Smith, Clement 2i^S..,2y7,248R.; Secret Gospel 9 7 - 1 1 4 .
J E S U S ' " P O W E R " : In Gtte\i.,dynamis. The word is fbund in this sense for Jesus' supematural
power in Mk. 5.30, but more often in Luke. HuÜt Hellenistic Magic lo^ff., thinks it evidence of
magical inäuence on Luke's thought, and points out the importance of the concept in Egyptian
magic (evidence collected by Preisigke, Gotteskraß) and the similar use in Testament of Solomon
(often), and in PGM (he cites XXXV.25; XXXVI.312) and Beil-Nock-Thompson, Magical
Texts, p. 254, line 9(= PCJM LXI.9). In the New Testament the most clearly magical use is rhat
in Mark. Luke, although he takes this over (8.46), speciües in two ofhis four other uses that the
power is not Jesus' (in 4 . 1 4 it is the Spirit's, in 5 . 1 7 the Lord's). These two specifications were
probably intended to obscure Jesus' claim to divinity by disguising him as a prophet—a man of
the spirit, or man of God. The original miracle stories probably never represented Jesus' miracles
as the work o f t h e spirit" (above, p. l o i and notes), nor as the work of a god ("the Lord")
distinct from Jesus.
J E S U S ' " A U T H O R I T Y " : In Mark, this customarily means "supematural power" (Starr, "Au
thority") as it does tnPGM I.2i5f.; l V . i i 9 3 f . ; XII.147; XVIIa.5 (exousia aadäynamis used
together as synonyms, as in Lk. 4 . 3 6 and 9.1). Above. pp. 1 0 . 3 1 . 3 4 , 3 7 , 109 etc.
H I S P O W E R W O R K E D A U T O M A T I C A L L Y : Mk. 5.30p.; cf. 3 . 1 0 ; 6 . 5 6 p . Other magicians
were thought to be able to enchant a petson they touched iPGM VII.980; etc.), but the
fecishistic notion ofa power that works automatically appears mainly in stories of magical stones
and plants (where it is common; Preisigke, Gotteskraft).
P R E P A R A T O R Y P E R I O D S : Six days before the transfiguration (Mk. 9.2p.; Lk. 9.28 has
"eight"); fbur days before the raising of Lazarus, Jn. 1 1 . 3 9 ;
^^y^ before his iniciacion (the
longer text of Mark as quoted by Clement; Smith, Clment 4^2; Secret Gospel 17); two or three
before the resurrection (Smith. Clement 1 6 3 , n. 8).
P R A Y E R ( A N D F A S T I N G ? ) : Mk. 9.29 (and variant); Jn. 11.41f.PGAf IV.3007fr.; V.96fr.
and ofren. Luke much increased Jesus' praying and festing (BÖcher, Christus
133);
periiaps this was also part of his attempt to disguise the deity.
" T H E F I N G E R O F G O D " : Lk. 1 1 . 2 0 ; PGM Osttaka i ; McCasland, F/ßg«-.
D E M O N S ' P E R C E P T I O N O F J E S U S ' P O W E R : Mk. i . 2 3 f . p . ; 3 . I i ; 5.6f.p.; 9.20p.; compare
the cryfromthe tomb when Jesus approaches it in the longer text of Mark, Smith, Clement io6f.
and i^6(.; Secret Gospel 1 6 and 55; Philostratus,
III.38.
G A L L I N G B Y N A M E : Bauemfeind. Worte i6ff.; 2 5 ; etc. Böcher, Christus 88f. PGM
IV.87ofr. (by magician); and often.
D E M O N S ' E N T R E A T I E S : Mk. 5 . 7 , i o , i 2 p p . ; Philostratus, Life IV .2o,2y, Testament of Sol
omon II.6; etc.
D E M O N S ' B A R G A I N I N G : Mk. 5 . i 2 f . ; Maspero, Stories ijB(.; compare Testament of Solomon

II.6; V i . 5 - 1 0 .
E X O R C I S M A T A D I S T A N C E : Mk. 7 . 2 9 p . ; Mt. 8 . i 3 p . ; J n . 4 . 5 0 ; Acts 1 9 . 1 2 ; compare Mk.
5 . 2 7 f . p . ; 6 . 5 6 p . ; Philostratus.Z./)^ 111,38; Lucian,PÄ/Vo/'JWiÄJ 1 2 . Remote control of demons is
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presupposed by invocations and spells to send demons, to give dreams, to bring lovers, etc.;
these are innumerable.
PAGE 128
This is ptoved by HuU, Hellmistic Magic 73-86.
Mk. 5 . 9 p . ; Luciao, PÄ//öfjfffdij 16; Philostratus,L/)tIV.25;PGM

MAGICAL DETAILS CONSISTENT:
DEMONS QUESTIONED:

lV.3037ffD E M O N S " M U Z Z L E D " : Mk. 1 . 2 5 p . ; 4-39; compare D T 1 5 . 2 4 ; 2 2 . 4 2 ; 23.2; 26.30; cf.
Rohde, Psyeht 604. On silencing demons in general, Böcher, Christus 130.
A W O R D IS E N O U G H : Mk. i . 2 5 f . p . ; 2 . i i f . p . ; etc. Mt. 8.8p.; 8-16; Philostratus, Lift
111.38; IV.20,25. Böcher, CÄrif/wj 86f.
S H O R T O R D E R S P R E F E R R E D : Mk. 4 . 3 9 ; 5 - 4 i p . ; 7 . 3 4 ; Jn. 1 1 . 4 3 ; ^ c . ; Philostratus,L/^
IV.20; Delatte-Derchain, Intailles, nos. 280,307. Compare the rabbinic command to stop
menses: qm mezobek, B. Shabhat i lob.
F O R E I G N W O R D S I N M A G I C T E X T S : "Be Opened" in Coptic PGAf X X X V I . 3 1 5 ! ? . , in
Hebrew Mk. 7.34 (not Aramaic, Rabinowitz '"Be Opened'"); a command in Aramaic Mk.
5.41: All three are translated by the texts that quote them. Eitrem, Pt^jr/ 116, cites a similar
example of a Greek formula quoted and translated in a Coptic speli. On "baiharous terms"
generally, Böcher, Christus 8 9 ?
"I C O M M A N D Y O U " : Mk. 1 . 2 7 p . ; 9 . 2 5 ; Lk. 8.25; PGAl 1.254; V l i . 3 3 2 ; etc.
S P I R I T " S U B J E C T E D " : Lk. I Q . 17,20; PGAf I . 2 7 3 ; IV.3o8of.; V.164; XIII.744; etc.
A N G E R , SNORTiNG, E T C . : Anger; Mk. 1.41 (variant reading);Lucan.PÄwW/rf VI.725ff.;
Philostratus, Life IV.20. Snorting/fuming: Mk. i.43(?); Jn. 11.33,38; Bonner, "Traces,"
1 7 5 ? foHowedby Eitrem, Dmono/(igy^ 52;Lieberman, Tosefia, Part V (1962) 1363, note t o p .
80.
S I G H I N G / G R O A N I N G : Mk. 7 . 3 4 ; PGM IV.2494; v n . 7 6 8 ; Bonner, "Traces," 172fr.; EitKm,Denmol0gy' 54; Böcher, Christus, 4 5 , 8 5 . AgainstTaylor'sdenial ofthe ritual significance
of these parallels, see Hull, Hellenistic Magic 1 4 9 , n. 61.
R E B U K E S / T H R E A T S / P R A Y E R S : Mk. 9 . 2 9 ; Lk. 4 . 3 9 ; Jn. 11.4if.;tucim,
Philopseudes 16;
PGAl IV. 1 2 4 6 ? ; 2248fr.; Lucan, Pharsalia VI.725fr.; etc.
B R I E F P R A Y E R S : See the examples cited in the preceding note. Forshort formulae, seePGM
XIII.243 (only say the secret name); Bonner,
1 8 2 ? ; 310, no. 339.
D O N ' T R E P E A T Y O U R S E L V E S : Mr. 6 . 7 . PGAl IV.2o85f. recommends a paredros because
"he immediately accomplishes the assigned tasks, with all fkcility, without (requiring) any
rigmarole."
«
T O U C H I N G : Unspecified, Mk. 1 . 4 1 p . ; fingering, Mk. 7 . 3 3 ; raking hold of, Mk. 1.31p.
and often. Philostratus,111-39; ^V.45; Eitrem, Dwsowo/o^^ 42fr. PGAf IV.2164; VII-980;
etc. On "the finger of God" see the note aboveT H E M A G I C I A N ' S H A N D : Eitrem, Demonology^ 41 fr-; Smith, Clement iC9f.; Böcher, Christus

8off.
S P I T T L E : Mk- 7 . 3 3 ; 8.23; Jn. 9.6; Heim, Incatttamenta 4 8 9 (citing Pliny, Natural History
XXVIII.35fr.; etc.); Bhu, ZaHberwesen 68, n. 2 (citing T. Sanhedrin X I I . i o ; ß . Shebu'ot 1 5 b ;
etc.); PGAf III-42ofr.; Lucian, Menippus 7; Psellus, On the Work of Demons 15 (cited above,
p. 121, note); Bonner, "Traces" 1 7 1 ; Eitrem, Demonology^ 56ff.; Böcher, Christus 102.
C O M M A N D S N O T T O R E T U R N : Mk. 9.25; Josftphus, AW/"^«/>;«r V n i . 4 7 ; Philosttatus, L/^
IV.20.
J E S U S ' E X P L A N A T I O N O F R E T U R N S : Lk. II.24fr.p.
S P E L L S E T C . T O P R E V E N T R E T U R N : PGM IV. 1 2 5 4 , 3 0 1 5 , as interpreted by Eitrem, De
monology^ 3 3 , n . i .
P R O H I B I T I O N O F SPEAKING: Mk. 1 . 4 4 p . ;
8.26(?); Mt. 9.3o;PGAf 11.24; V.399;
V I I - 4 4 0 , 7 2 6 , i o i i . i o 2 5 f - ; VIII.67;XXIIb-33. M. Berakot W.i; etc.
C U R E T H O U G H T E X P U L S I O N : Lk. 4 . 3 5 ; Deissmann, L/gi/^ 256fr- and 260, n. 1 , compar

ing PGM I V . 3 0 1 3 .

Notes
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D E M O N GIVES PROOF OF DEPARTURE;
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Mk. 5 . 1 3 p . ; Josephus, Antiquities Vni.48; Philos

tratus, Life IV.20.
P A T I E N T GIVES PROOF O P C U R E :

Mk. 2 . i i f . p . ; Jn. ^.Sf.; Lucian, Philopseudes 1 1 end.

PAGE 129
J E S U S A S HOLY M A N : Fot magicians as holy men see PGM l V . i i i 5 - i i 3 7 ; V.417;
VII.808; XVIIb.22. Apollonius is only the best known example (after Jesus).
J E S U S ' T E A C H I N G A U T H O R I T A T I V E : I . Cor. 7 . 1 0 ; 9 . 1 4 ; I i.23fF.; I Thess. 4 . 1 5 (?).
S P I R I T O F J E S U S I N E A R L Y C H R I S T I A N S : Gal. 2.20; I Cot. 6.I7; 1 2 . 8 - 1 3 ; I I Cor. 3 . 1 7 .
A T T E M P T S T O D I S T I N G U I S H : I Cor. 7 . 1 0 , 1 2 . But what of I Cor. 1 4 . 3 7 ?
B A R E C O L L E C T I O N S O F S A Y I N G S : The Gospel according to Thomas! much of che source(s)
of Q was evidently like this.
S P U R I O U S S A Y I N G S I D E N T I F I E D : Especially by Bultmann, Geschichte*.
F A M O U S S A Y I N G S G I V E N T O F A M O U S P E O P L E : So Jesus was ctedited with the 'golden mle'
(of which che negative form is fbund in Tobit 4 . 1 ; and£. Sbabbat 31a) and with the saying,
"The healthy don't need a doctor, the sick do" (Mt. 9.12p., a proverb attributed to severd
philosophers, see Wettstein, NT, on the verse).

PAGE
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S A T A N : M k . 3.23fr.p.; this implicitly anti-eschatologicalsayingw«s
the nucleus to which the collections of other sayings on che same subject in Mark and Q were
attached; it therefore must be very early, and ic concradicts the general eschatological expeaa
tions of later gospel material. Why, then, was ic preserved? Perhaps because it was genuine.
Eusebius overlooked it in making the same charge against Apollonius, A^inst Hierocles 2 6 .
THEnNGBROF(X)D: Lk. I I . 2 0 p . Matthew was embatrassed by the magical connotations
o f t h e finger" and changed it to "the spirit." On his minimization of magical traits see Hull,
C A N SATAN GAST O U T

Hellenistic Magic 116ff.
C O N F I D B N C : E N E C E S S A R Y : Mk. 9.23; Mt. 1 5 . 2 8 ; i 7 . a o p . ; the Greek word (pistis) here
meaning "confidence" or "trust" is often in these passages mistranslated "Ixtith." That it means
"cnist" in Jesus' supematural power, not "belief" in any doarine, is shown by Jesus' permission
of exorcisms performed "in his name" by scrangers on whom he imposed no requiremenc of
belief, Mk. 9.39.Lk. 7 . 5 0 shows the same principle extended to forgiveness of sins (cp. Mk.
2.5) perhfl{)s conceived as release from the power of demons, and Mk. i i . 2 2 f . shows it was
thought to hold for other miracles. too.
S U B O R D I N A T I O N O F M A G I C : Paul had other problems than exorcism, but the principle by
which he dealt with them is che same which appears in these sayings; compare I Cor. 8.9; 1 0
entire; 1 2 entire. Miracles ("powers") and healings rank below apostolate and prof^ecy in his
list of spiricual gifts, 12.28fr.; exorcism is not mentioned at all (presumably itwas asubclassof
"healings"). Yet Paul was credited with exorcisms, A a s 1 6 . 1 8 .
Y O U R T R U S T H A S M A D E Y O U W E L L : Commonly mistranslated, "Your feith has saved you."
See the note above on "confidence." The word here is a^mnpistis. Mk. 5 . 3 4 p . ; 1 0 . 5 2 p . ; Lk.

1 7 . 1 9 ; compare Mt. 9 . 2 9 .
PRAY-ER:

Areter: Iliad 1 . 1 1 , 9 4 ; 5 . 7 8 (honored as a god!).
BojincT, Studies 2 5 4 , no. 7; 2 5 5 , no.

PRAYERS O N AMULETS:

1 5 ; 2 6 3 , nos. 5 7 , 5 9 ; 278f.,

no. 1 5 6 ; 2 8 5 , no. 192; etc.
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T E A C H I N G DISCIPLES T O PRAY:

Lk. I l . i ; PhiloStratUS, L/> IV. 1 9 , 4 0 .
Mk. 1 0 . 2 7 p . ; 14-36; PGM X I I I . 7 1 3 "All things are

A L L T H I N G S POSSIBLE T O G O D :

possible to this god."
F O L L O W E R S M A D E F R I E N D S O F T H E G O D : Jn. 1 5 . 9 - 1 6 ; compare 1 4 . 2 1 , 2 3 ; i6.26f.;Lk.
1 1 . 5fF. PGM 1. 1 7 iflf.: "Thus you will be a friend of the powerful angel" (who was called "god of
gods" eight lines earlier), i9of.: "Having the god asa friend you will be worshiped as agod."

Jesus the Magician

2o6
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ASK A N D I T S H A L L B B G I V E N Y O U : Mt. 7 . 7 p . ; M k . i i . 2 4 p . ; J n . 14.13?; 15.7; 16.24.
PGM IV.fjii.: "Ask thegod whatever you wish and he will give it you;" 2 1 7 2 : "When you ask,
you shall receive." On the independence and early common source of the gospel pass«ges see
Dodd, Historical Tradition 3 5 0 ?
P E R S I S T B N C E R B C O M M B N D E D : Lk. 1 1 . 5 - 1 3 ; again iS.ifF. "that they should always keep
praying and not give up."
B B P E T I T I O N R B C O M M E N D E D : PGAf 111.272!?.; V I I . 9 1 2 , 9 1 7 ; LXXI1.27fr. Compare
IV.290iff.; IV.2441—2620, instead 0? recommending repetition, provides thtee different
spells. Variants are plentifiil.
G E T T I N G T H B CJOD otrr O F B E D : Lk. 1 1 . 8 = PGM IV. 3 6 9 ? The magician teils his spirit,
"Just get yourself up from your rest. . . and" (do as you're told).
H O S T I U T Y T O G E N T I L E S I N M A T T H E W : Only Matthew makes Jesus fbrbid the apostles to
go to the gentiles, 1 0 . 5 . The prohibition was rescinded, perhaps by a redactor, in 28.19.
M A T T H E W ' S D I S L I K E O F M A G I C : Hull, Hellenistic Magic i i6ff.
C O N T R A D I C T I O N E X P L A I N E D ; PGAl l.iSif?. A srriking example isPGAf XIII, in which
ceremonies and prayers to leam the name of the god fill most of 230 lines, and are followed by
two dozen directions, averaging about four lines each, fisr miracles to be done by mere pronouncement of the name with, at most, some simple rite or short spell.
Y O U R H I D D E N F A T H E R : Mt. 6.6, literally, "to your Father, the (god) in the hidden (place)
. . . . looking into what (is) hidden."

PAGE 132
G O D AS " F A T H E R " : Matthew's "our" results from adaption to public, Community use; Luke
has only "Father." PGM LXI.62; IV.548; XXIIb.iff.; I.304; IV.i 1 8 2 , 1 9 : 8 ; etc.
" I N T H B H E A V E N S " : DT 2 2 . 4 6 ? ; 2 4 . 2 7 ? ; 2 9 . 3 1 ; etc. Philostratus, Ljr> V l . i i e n d a g ;
PGM 111.259,262; IV. 1 0 6 1 , 1 1 7 8 ; V I I . 5 5 5 ; X I I . i o 6 , 2 6 i ; X V . i 5 ; X X I I a . i 8 ; e t c .

Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar, on Mt. 6.9.
" T A T , T A T , T A T . " E T C . : DMP XVII.ifF.; again V. 15fr.; VII. i ifF. 'Tat" is the Egyptian
god, Thoth.
"HALLOWING" GOD'S N A M E :

GOD'S

N A M E ( s ) " H O L Y " : PGM 111.570,624; IV.87ofr., 1 0 0 5 , 3 0 7 1 ; compare XII.398.
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" A N A N G E L O N B A R T H " : PGM XXIIb.23fF., cooclusion of "the Prayer of Jacob." My
iralics. Thedoubling, "Amen, amen," recalls that attributed to Jesus byjohn, i. 51; etc. (two
dozen other instances).
*
F O O D T O C A R R Y U S O V E R : Lk. 1 1 . 3 p . ;
common translation "our daily bread" is
probably wrong. "Give us today our. . . bread" (that is, "our food") is clear, but therareword
^iousion that describes the bread would hardly have been used fbr so common a meaning as
"daily." The suggesrion given in the text modifies that in TbWb on Rimlos.
T H E P O O R M A G I C I A N : Lucian, Philopseudes 15end; Origen, Against Celsus 1.68. To make the
magician the Son of God makes the problem more acute; Christain attempts to answer it led to
the doarine o? kenosis.

J E S U S O N M O N E Y : Mt. 6 . 1 9 - 3 4 ; Mk. 1 0 . 1 7 - 2 5 P . ; Lk. 1 2 . 3 3 ; « c .

T O N I N G D O W N : Mark blunted the needle saying by adding hope for an exception—the
magical principle, "all things are possible to God" (10.27; above, p. 1 3 1 and note); Matthew
limited the sale order to those who wished "to be perfea" ( 1 9 . 2 1 ) ; etc.
J E S U S ' P O V E R T Y : There are no reliable stories oflarff contributions during Jesus' lifetime.
Lk. 1 9 . 8 is suspect because it is exemplary and known only to Luke.
A P O L L O N I U S O N M O N E Y : Philostratus, Lifi 1 . 1 3 , 3 5 ; II.7; V.40; Jesus had less to lose and
was more extreme.
T H E S E E O F J E S U S ' C O M P A N Y : Mk. 1 5 . 4 1 p . ; Lk. 8.2; 2 3 . 5 5 ; ActS I.I3?
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ENTRÄNGE O F JERICHO:

Lk. 19. iff. It need not be supposed that the story is true; the

[Notes to pages 1 3 4 — 1 4 1 ]
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important ttiing is that Luke thought it was true, in other words, to him it seemed the sort of
thing that happened.
LONGER TEXT O F MARK: As quoted by Clement of Alexandria, Smith, Secnt Gospel i6f.;
Clement 4 5 2 , with commentary, 11 ifF.
T H E Y STAYED A WEEK: Comparc the Diäache i i.4fF.: "Any apostle who comes to you
should be received as the Lord. But he is not to remain more than one day and, in case of
necessity, a second. If he remains fbr three days, he is a felse prophet," etc.
M K . 4.1 if.: See Smith, Clement i lyf.,tfSS.'.Secret Gospel ySf. One detail needs correction:
I was mistaken in supposing, in Clement 183 end, that the use oitäidaske with mysterion in the
longer text probably results from a corruption. It may; but there are many passages in which
didasktin and cognates are used of magical rites and mysteries,forinstance, PC7Af I V . 7 3 o , t 8 7 2 ;
Herodotus i l . 1 7 1 ; Dionysius Hai., Roman Antiquities L 6 8 ; Porphyry, On Abstinence I V . 1 6 ;
Chaldtan Oracles (ed. des Places) no. 224. i .
P G M xn.92ff.: The giving of the name was associated wirb a "holy mountain" as was
Jesus' revelation ofhis true nature before his disciples, see above, pp. 1 2 1 and 132.
GREAT MYSTERY . . . BLESSED INITIATE: PGM Li27fF.; "initiue" translatesffitj'j/er, one
who has received a mystery (mysterion).
CLOTH OVER NAKED B O D Y : PGM IIL7o6flF.(?); I V . 8 8 , i 7 o f F . , 3 0 9 5 ; DMP I I I . 1 3 ;
XXV1II.6; X X I X . 2 3 (?). In all these passages the word for "linen doch" designates the same
peculiar kind of cloth as that specified in Mk. 1 4 . 5 1 and che longer cexc. Contrast Böcher,
Christus lofi.
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KINGDOM ACCESSIBLB: Stn'ith, Clement 2ii(.;Secret Gospel 9^.
SPELLS T O OPBN HEAVEN: PGM I V . 1 1 8 0 ; X I I . 3 2 4 ; X I I I . 3 2 7 f r . ; L X I I . 2 9 .

POINTS ARGUED ELSEWHERE: Clement, 2 0 1 - 2 6 6 , summarized in Secret Gospel 7 8 - 1 3 8 .
"THOSEouTSiDE":Mk.4.ii,cf.ICor. 5.i2;Col. 4.5;IThess. 4.12;Bauer,ITß', under
exo.
"i CAST FURY O N YOU': DMP verso X l l . i i - X I I I . i f l f . ; compare v e r s a X X I I . i 6 .
" S E E AND NOT P E R C E I V B " : Mk. 4 . 1 2 p . ; 8 . : 7 f . ; J n . 9 . 3 9 ; 1 2 . 4 0 .

PAGE 136
242.35fF.: Fotapoinizo meaning "pluck," seePGL.
VISITS T O T E M P L E S : Mk. i i . i j f F . p . ; Jn. 2.i4fF.; Philostratus, Li/& 1.16; I V . 2 , 2 4 , etc.
"DENS O F R O B B E R S " : Mk. 1 1 . 1 7 p . , compare Jn. 2.16; Apollonius, L««CT-J L X V .
VIRTUE vs. SACRincE: Mt. 9 . 1 3 ; 12.7; Jn. 4 . 2 3 ; Apollonius, On Sacrifices (in Eusebius,
Pra^aratio Evangelica I V . i2f.) andL^Wwj 2 6 , 2 7 .
APOLLONIUS CLAIMS DIVINITY: Philostratus,L/;i VIII.7.vii,end; Conybeare mistranslares.
BRAHMANS CLAIM DIVINITY: Philostiatus, Life III.18; compate V l . i i e n d .
MAGI DECLARED DiviNE: ApolIonius, Utters XVIf.
UNION wiTH J E S U S : Jn. i o . i 4 f . ; i i . 2 5 f . ; i 5 . 4 - i o , i 4 f f . ; 1 7 . 3 - 2 6 .
DT

GOD IS A SPIRIT: Jn. 4.24; PGM I.96f.; III.8; etc.

"BROTHERS" BY COMMON SPIRIT: PGM I V . i n 3 f F . , especiftlly i i 3 5 f . ; compare Rom.
8.12ff.

LORD O F HEAVEN AND BARTH: So HelioS, PGM IV.640f.
THINGS OIVEN M E : PGM V . I09f.

ALL

CHAPTER V I I I
PAGE 140
REJECTION IN NAZARETH: Above, pp. ijf. on Mk. 6 . 1 - 6 .
PAGE 141
ACCUSATIONS FORM COHERENT PICTURE: Above, pp. 27f., 3lfF., 42fF.
SCRIBAL ORIGIN O F POLEMIC TRADITION: Above, pp. 30f.
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PAGE 142
HB SAVBD OTHBRS, HIHSBLF H B C A N N O T :

Mk. 15.31p.

PALISTINIAN ORIGIN A N D D E V B L O P M B N T O P MIRACLB STORIBS:

Above, pp. 9 ? . , I4, 3 2

and notes. Schille, Wundirtraditiott, has settled this.
PAGE 143
JosephuS, ATLTIQUITLTS VIII.46.
MAGiQANS: Josephus' acquaüitance, see preceding note. Magic
was thought praiseworthy by some rabbis; in the third Century Rabbi Yohanan even maintained that expertise in magic should be tequiied of every member of the governing rabbinic
assembly (B. Sanheärin i7a,end).
O N M K . i.iaf.: Above, pp. i04fF.
PAGE 144
THB ADMIRED EXOROST:
HBTHODS O P APPROVED

UBERTiNiSM

IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY:

Smith, Secret Gospel i i i f f . , i a i - 1 3 1 ; dement

248!?., 2 5 4 - 2 6 3 .
T H E P R E S E N T B R I D E G R O O M : Mk. 2.19p. An addition to the story justified the introduction of fiisting alter his death. Jesus is again identified as "the bridegroom" by an independent
tradition in Jn. 3 . 2 9 .
"THE BRIDEGROOM" =
G O D : Midrash Shir Hashshirim Rabbah, introduaion, seaion
i i e n d , andpassim.
D E S C E N T O F S P I R I T , P R I O R T O J O H N : Bvdtmaaxi, Johannes^" 64 (end of n. 8 of p. 63)
and p. 6 5 with no. 3 .
A L S O P R I O R T O MARK: Bultmann, Geschichte* 2 7 0 .
" D E M O N " A N D " S P I B I T " SYNONYMOUs: For instance, TSol 111.7.

PAGE 146
E U C H A R I S T N O T A P A S S O V E R M E A L : Of attempts to prove it a passovet meal, Jeremias'
Abendmahlsworte is easUy furmiest.
B U L T M A N N ' S C O N C L U S I O N : Geschichte* 2 8 6 .

PAGE 147
C H R I S T I A N I T Y T H B T R U E I S R A E L : Rom. 9.6ff.; Gal. 6 . 1 6 . Examples of the fbliowing
interpretive gameplans have all been pointed out in the preceding chapters.
J A M E S NOTORiousLY P I O U S : Hegcsippus in Eusebius, Church History II.23.

PAGE 148
PAUL'S PHARISAIC MORES:

Smith, Clement 2 5 6 ff. and 2 6 3 ff., abbreviated in Secret Gospel

132.
RIDING T W O DONKEYS:

Mt. 2 1 . 7 , to fulfil oue of Matthew's misinterpreted prophecies

(Zechariah 9.9).

NOTES TO APPENDIX A
PAGE 153
M A R K A N P H A R I S E E S O M I T T E D B Y M A T T H E W OR L U K E ; Both lack rhe reference in Mk.
7 . 3 , a gloss on Mark that was not in their manuscripts. In Mt. 9 . 1 4 , versus Mk. 2 . 1 8 , the
question of ^t'mg is asked only by the disciples of rhe Baptist; this, too, may reflea the original
text of Mark. Mk. 8 . 1 1 is in a large seaion of Mark—6.45-8.26—that Luke wholly omitted.
Was ic in his manuscript? In 20.20 Luke substituted "persons pretending to be righteous" fbr
the "Pharisees" of Mk. 1 2 . 1 3 . Luke in his parallels to Mk. 2 . 1 8 ; 3.6; and 7 . 5 ; and Matthew in
his parallel to 7 . 5 , keep rhe clear references ro Pharisees, but omit the term aspleonastic.
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NOTES TO APPENDIX B
PAGE 158
J E S U S T H O U G H T A P R O P H E T : Mk. 6 . 1 5 p . ; 8.28p. (Matthew adds another candidate,
Jeremiah); Mt. 21."! 1,46; Lk. 7 . 1 6 ; 1 3 . 3 3 ; 2 4 . 1 9 ; J n . 4. ^9'' 6 . 1 4 : 7 . 4 0 ; 7 . 5 2 ; 9 . 1 7 ; Acts3.23;

possibly Mk. 6.4p.
E L I J A H : Mk. 6 . 1 5 p . ; 8.28p.; compare Malachi 3.23^; Ben Sira 4 8 . 1 - 1 1 .
T H E P R O P H E T U K E M O S E S : Jn. 6.14; 7 . 4 0 ; Acts 3.22f. The Old Testament probably
anticipaced a series of prophets, one in every generation, but this did not prevent misundersrandings (on which see Meeks, Prophet-King, and Teeple, Prophet). That the prophers are to
Substitute fbr magicians is stated clearly in Dt. 1 8 . 9 - 1 4 .
M O S E S : Acts 7 . 3 5 - 4 0 looks as if it came from a sermon on Jesus; if so it has now been
revised to refer to the "historical" Moses.
N O T P R O P H E T B U T M E S S I A H : Mk. 8.28f.p.; Lk. 24. i9,25fF.; Jn. 4 . i 9 . 2 5 f f . ; 9 . 1 7 , 3 6 ^
" T H E H A N D O F Y A H W E H " : II Kings 3 . 1 5 . With "the hand of Yahweh" compare "the
finger of God" with which Jesus was thought to peribrm his eiKtrcisms, above, p. 1 2 7 .
PAGE 159
R E C I P I E N T N O T M A D E A G O D : In Ex. 7 . 1 , whcrc Yahwch says to Moses, "I have made youa
god to Pharaoh," "god" means "source of oracular responses," as shown by the following phrase,
"And Aaron . . . shall be your prophet." "Prophets" were officials regularly attached to oracles,
by whom rhe responses were read out. The statement thus replies ro the preceding sentence.
(Moses' objection that he is not a good Speaker).
N O O L D T E S T A M E N T P R O P H E T I D E N T I H E D W I T H A G O D : In Philo's Ufi of MoseS MoseS
becomes the incamate Law and image of God ( I . 2 7 , 1 5 8 , 1 6 2 ) ; but Philo's Life of Moses in this
and other important respeas shows the influence of pagan aretalogies. See Hadas-Smith, Heroes

129&.
Mk. I . I2f.p., above, pp. i04fF.;Ex. 3.if.; I Kings I 9 . 8 f .
Ex. 34.28; Dt. 9 . 9 ; l o . i o ; e t c ; I Kings 1 9 . 8 ; Lk. 4.2p.
C A L L O F D I S C I P L E S : Mk. i . i 6 f f . p . ; i9f.p.; 2 . 1 4 p . ;
5.8ff.; I Kings 1 9 . i9ff.
R E Q U E S T T O B U R Y F A T H E R : Lk. 9.59f.p. Fot the legal duty see Strack-Billerbeck, Kotnmenlar, on Mt. 8.21.
P R O T E C T I O N F R O M S N A K E S : Num. 2 1 . 9 ; Lk. 10.19. For Apollonius' ralismans, seeNau,
G O I N G T O T H E WILDERNESS:
F O R T Y DAY FAST:

Apote/esmata, andCCAG

VII(i9o8)i75tF.

II Kiogs 5 . 1 0 ; Lk. 1 7 . 1 4 . The "go wash and be healed"
morif appears again in Jesus' eure of a blind man, Jn. 9 . 7 , where it may or may not echo
Kings; it is tämiliar in fblklore. Edelstein, Ascl^ius, I, nos. 4 2 3 , 3 7 ; 8 0 4 . 1 5 ; Weinreich,
Heih/ngsu>//nder 132; Böcher, Christes 98; etc.
G O WASH A N D B E HEALED:

PAGE 160
Burkill, "Healing."
I Kings 2 1 . i 8 ; II Kings 1 . 3 ; 5 . 2 6 ; etc.
N O E S C H A T O L O G I C A L P R O P H E C Y : The nearest approach is Dt. 2 8 - 3 0 , but this is not a
prophecy ofthe End. After Israel's punishment comes repentance, pardon and restoration; then
life will go on as before.
" T H E M O S A I C E S C H A T O L O G I C A L P R O P H E T " : This shadowy figure is an inference of modem
criticism ftom rhe Old Testament prophecy ofthe retum of Elijah and promise ofa prophet like
Moses, and from a sprinkling of references in Jewish and Christian literature from 200 B . C . to
A . D . 200 rhat expea the coming of one or the other, or a similar figure, to introduce the End.
See above, notes on Elijah, Prophet like Moses, and Moses; add for example, Testament ofLevi
8 . 1 5 ; Testament of Benjamin g.2, variant reading. These prophets arc a subspeciesof the amaz
ingly mixed crop of "messianic" and similar figures rhis age produced, see Smith, "Messianic
Figures?"
HYSTERIA A N D SKIN DISEASES:
"SECOND SIGHT":

2IO
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JESUS' APOCALYPTIC SERMONS: Mk. 13; Mt. lo. 1 7 - 4 2 ; 2 4 - 2 5 ; etc. It is not denicd that
these contain some early sayings.
NO LIFE OF AN ESCHATOLOGICAL PROPHET: Note that the lives of Moses by Philo and
Josephus do not present him as an eschatological figure. it should be needless to specify that no
account of the career of an eschatological prophet has bem preserved. The imporrant thing is that,
so fär as we know, mm ever existed. To argue on these questions from accidents of preservation
is a waste of time; see, fbr example, H. Kee, "Aretalogies" 2,32,37,etc.
PAGE 161
JESUS RAISINGS OFTHE DEAD: Mk. 5.41p. (hand); Lk. 7 . 1 4 ? (order); Jn. 1 1 . 4 3 ? (order).
(However, in the parallel toJn. 1 1 . 4 3 ?
rhe longer text of Mark—Smith,Cletnent 4^2;Secra
Gospel 17—Jesus raises tbe youth by taking his hand, probably a sign that this was an earlier
form of the story).
TRANSFIGURATION STORY: Originaliy the story may have been a cautionary tale for ini
tiates, towam them against speaking in the ceremony, and the?ault o? Peter may not have been
what he said, but that he spoke at all. ff so, he probably said nomorerhan thefirstsentence of his
present speech (Mk. 9.5b) to which the rest isa non sequitur that has always puzzled commen
tators.
PROPHETS ON MOUNTAINS: Ex. 3 . 1 ; 2 0 . 2 I ; 2 4 . 9 f F . , i 3 , i 5 ? , i 8 ; etc.; 1 Kings 19.8fr.
PAGE 162
ASCENTS TO HEAVEN: 11 KingS 2 . I i ; A a s 1.9 Philostratus, Lifi VllI.3oend; PGM
I V . 4 7 5 - 7 3 1 , the introduction is quoted above, p. 102.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN JESUS AND THE PROPHETS: This list COuld easÜy be SUpplemented with another, rrom the things that a prophet should do and Jesus did not. See above,
p. 3 7 .
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